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Attachment A

BEFORE THE
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF UTAH

the Matter of the Application of Rocky
ountain Power for Authority To Increase its
etail Electric Utility Service Rates in Utah and

for Approval of Its Proposed Electric Service
Schedules and Electric Service Regulations.

n the Docket on Rocky Mountain Power's
eferred Income Tax Normalization Method

DOCKET NO. 09-035-23

DOCKET NO. 09-035-03

STIPULATION REGARING
CHANGE IN INCOME TAX
TREATMENT OF REPAIR
DEDUCTIONS AND BASIS
NORMIZATION.

I. INTRODUCTION

1. This Stipulation ("Stipulation") in the Revenue Requirement Phase of Docket 09-

035-23 and in resolution of Docket 09-035-03 related to a deferred income tax review is entered

into by and among the parties whose signatures appear on the signature pages hereof

(collectively referred to herein as the "Paries").

2. The terms and conditions of this Stipulation are set fort herein. The Parties

contend that this Stipulation is in the public interest and recommend that the Public Service

Commission of Uta (the "Commission") approve the Stipulation and all of its terms and

conditions. The Paries request that the Commission make findings of fact and reach conclusions

of law based on this Stipulation and issue an appropriate order thereon.



II. REGULATORY TREATMENT OF DEFERRD INCOME TAXS ON
TEMPORAY BOOK-TAX DIFFERENCES

3. With the exception of deferred income taes on certin propert related book-ta

basis differences, the Company accounts for deferred income taxes on a fully normalized basis

on its regulated books of account, meaning that the Company recovers deferred income taes

though the cost-of-service component of ratemaking with a corresponding rate base reduction or

addition for the related accumulated deferred income tax liabilty or asset, respectively:

4. In the Company's 1982 general rate case (Docket No. 82-035-13), the Company

began the process of normalizing deferred income taxes on propert-related book-ta basis

differences. For various reasons, the book-tax differences giving rise to deferred income taxes

on propert-related book-tax differences were never normalized beyond fort percent and they

remain at that level in the 2009 general rate case (Docket No. 09-035-23) as originally fied by

the Company.

5. The Company fied its 2007 general rate case (Docket No. 07-035-93) using a

normalized level one-hundred percent for all deferred income taxes, including propert related

book-tax basis differences. Ultimately, in that case, this approach was deferred for futue

consideration. The Commission subsequently opened Docket No. 08-999-02 and Docket No. 09-

035-03 to audit the Company's regulatory treatment of deferred income taxes and to analyze the

effects of a future change to full normalization.

6. As the result of the recent activity and exchange of information in the 2007, 2008,

and 2009 general rate case dockets and several detailed discussions by and among the parties, an

ongoing policy recommendation has been agreed to for the regulatory treatment of income taxes

in Utah. The recommended regulatory policy calls for the normalized treatment of all book-ta

timing differences giving rise to deferred income taxes on the Company's regulated books, with

the exception of book-tax differences reported on the Allowance for Equity Funds Used Durg



Construction ("Equity AFUDC") which will be accounted for on a flow-through basis. Under

flow-through accounting, deferred income ta is not recovered through the cost-of-servIce

component of ratemaking, nor is the related accumulated deferred income ta liability or asset

included as rate base reduction or addition, respectively. The proposed regulatory policy is

compliant with the normalization requirements of the Internal Revenue Code (IRe).

III. UPDATE FOR CHANGE IN METHOD OF ACCOUNTING FOR INCOME TAX
PURPOSES: REPAIRS DEDUCTION

7. On December 30, 2008, the Company fied Form 3115, Application for Change in

Accounting Method, with the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) requesting permission to change its

method of accounting for routine repairs and maintenance costs associated with electrc

generation, transmission, and distribution assets. The new accounting method ("repairs

deduction") wil permit PacifiCorp to expense costs associated with the repair and maintenance

of generation, transmission, and distribution assets in the taxable year paid or incurred. Curently

these costs are being capitalized for both book and tax purposes and are recovered through

depreciation. The IRS granted consent to the Company's proposed change in accounting method

on October 2 and 7, 2009.

8. The change in accounting method is reflected in the Company's 2008 federal

income tax retur. The Company's 2008 federal income tax return contains a repairs deduction

for the calendar year ended December 31, 2008 and a one-time adjustment (tax deduction)

known as an IRC Section 48l(a) adjustment. The IRC Section 48l(a) adjustment is meant to

prevent amounts from being duplicated or omitted in transition from the old method of

accounting to the new method of accounting, and is generally determined as if the new method

of accounting had always been used.

9. The repairs deduction was not included with the initial filing of the Company's

2009 Uta general rate case due to a combination of significant uncertinties regarding: 1)



whether or not the IRS would consent to the Company's proposed change in accounting method;

2) whether or not the new method and the IRC Section 48l(a) adjustment would be reflected in

the Company's 2008 federal income tax retu; and 3) how much of the originally fied 2008

repairs deduction and IRC Section 481(a) adjustment wil be sustained upon final examination

by the IRS. As noted in paragraph 7, the Company has subsequently received IRS consent for the

change in accounting method, and as noted in paragraph 8, the IRC Section 48l(a) adjustment

and a repairs deduction for the calendar year ended December 31, 2008 were taen in the

Company's 2008 federal income tax return. These subsequent events do not eliminate the

uncertainty associated with the IRS examination.

iv. TERMS OF STIPULATION

10. The Parties agree that the recommended ongoing regulatory policy for deferred

income taxes in the Company's Utah jurisdiction is: 1) normalized treatment of all book-ta

differences giving rise to the Company's deferred income taes, with the exception of book-tax

differences associated with Equity AFUDC; and, 2) flow-through treatment of book-tax

differences associated with Equity AFUDC. The Parties request that the Commission approve

the implementation of this policy coincident with the test period in this Docket beginning July 1,

2009. The estimated amount of this adjustment is $2.18 millon as provided for in Attchment i

of the Stipulation and based on the Company's fied weighted average cost of capital "W ACC".

This adjustment wil be updated based on the Commission ordered W ACC in Docket No. 09-

035-23.

11. The Parties agree that the 2009 Utah general rate case, Docket No. 09-035-23,

shall be updated to reflect the IRC Section 481(a) adjustment and the 2008 repairs deduction

taen in the Company's 2008 federal income tax return and an estimate of the repairs deduction

from January 1,2009, through June 30, 2010, consistent with the test year ended June 30, 2010.

The estimated amount of this adjustment is $7.35 millon as provided for in Attachment 2 of the



stipulation and based on the company's fied W ACC. This adjustment wil be updated based on

the Commission ordered W ACC in this Docket, No. 09-035-23.

12. The Parties agree that customers and the Company shall be held harmless from

the impacts of over/under estimates of the repairs deduction projected for ta years 2009 and

2010 that are incorporated in Attachment 2 of the Stipulation. Accordingly, differences between

the Utah revenue requirement calculation made for the repairs deduction as ordered by the

Commission in this Docket, as calculated in Attchment 2 of this Stipulation, updated for the

actual repairs deductions taken in the Company's 2009 and 2010 originally filed federal income

tax returns, wil be recorded as a regulatory asset or liability and included in rate base. The

same calculation methodology as that presented in Attchment 2 wil be employed in deriving

the amount of the regulatory asset or liability, with the W ACC estimate included in Attachment 2

of 11.979% being replaced with the W ACC approved by the Commission in this docket. The

Company wil begin amortization of the regulatory asset or liability in its next generaI rate case

over a period not to exceed five years.

13. The Parties agree that customers and the Company shall be held harmless from

interest paid to the IRS upon the final determination of the repairs deduction. Final determination

means the final determnation by the IRS of the IRC Section 48l(a) adjustment and 2008 repairs

deduction as fied in the 2008 federal income tax return. Accordingly, after final determnation

by the IRS, a regulatory asset or liability wil be established for the interest paid to the IRS with

respect to the adjustments made by the IRS to the IRC Section 48l(a) adjustments for 2008 and

the 2008 repairs deduction (as conceptually ilustrated in Attachment 3, Table 1). With respect

to that portion of the IRC Section 481(a) adjustment related to retirements, and spread equally

over the four-year period beginning December 31, 2008, a regulatory asset or liability wil be

established for the product of: I) the difference between the annual spread as reported in the

Company's 2009 and 2010 federal income tax returns and the annual spread for 2009 and 2010



as finally determined by the IRS, and 2) the statutory interest rate assessed by the IRS on tax

deficiencies for the respective tax years through the duration of the projected assessment period

(as conceptually ilustrated in Attachment 3, Table 2). Additionally, a regulatory asset or

liability wil be established for the product of: 1) the disallowance ratio on the 2008 repairs

deductions as finally determned by the IRS, 2) the 2009 and 2010 repairs deduction updated and

described in Paragraph 12, above, and 3) the statutory interest rate assessed by the IRS on tax

deficiencies for the respective tax years through the duration of the projected assessment period

(as conceptually ilustrated in Attachment 3, Table 3). The disallowance ratio is the amount of

the 2008 repairs deduction disallowed by the IRS upon final determination as a ratio of the 2008

repairs deduction as originally fied in the 2008 federal income tax return (as conceptually

ilustrated in Attchment 3, Table 3). After final determination by the IRS, the Company wil

begin amortization of the regulatory asset or liability in its next general rate case over a period

not to exceed five years.

14. If the Stipulation is approved by the Commssion, the Company wil update the

revenue requirement in the 2009 rate case, Docket No. 09-035-23, to reflect the impacts of the

Stipulation as described in paragraphs 10 and 11, the computations for which are provided in

Attachments 1 and 2 to this Stipulation. In the event the Stipulation is rejected by the

Commssion, the paries request that they be allowed the opportity to fie additional direct

testimony in this docket to present recommendations regarding (1) the tax normalization issue,

(2) the IRC Section 48l(a) adjustment, (3) the 2008 repairs deduction taken on the Company's

2008 federal income tax return, and (4) projected 2009 and 2010 repairs deductions. This wil

include updates to the parties overall revenue requirement recommendations as impacted by the

above identified four (4) items. In addition, the Commission's approval of this Stipulation will

result in the resolution and conclusion of Docket 08-999-02 and Docket 09-035-03 related to a

deferred income tax review.



V. GENERA TERMS AND CONDITIONS

15. All negotiations related to this Stipulation are privileged and confidential and no

Part shall be bound by any position asserted in negotiations. Neither the execution of this

Stipulation nor the order adopting this Stipulation shall be deemed to constitute an admission or

acknowledgment by any Part of any liability, the validity or invalidity of any claim or defense,

the validity or invalidity of any principle or practice, or the basis of an estoppel or waiver by any

Part other than with respect to issues resolved by this Stipulation; nor shall they be introduced

or used as evidence for any other purpose in a future proceeding by any Par except a

proceeding to enforce the approval or terms of this Stipulation.

16. The Company, the Division and the Office each agree to make one or more

witnesses available to explain and support this Stipulation to the Commission. Such witnesses

wil be available for examination. So that the record in this Docket is complete, the Paries may

move for admission of evidence, comments, position statements or exhibits that have been fied

on the issues resolved by this Stipulation; however, notwithstading the admssion of such

documents, the Parties shall support the Commission's approval of the Stipulation and the

Commssion order approving the Stipulation. As applied to the Division and the Office, the

explanation and support shall be consistent with their statutory authority and responsibility.

17. The Parties agree that if any person challenges the approval of this Stipulation or

requests rehearing or reconsideration of any order of the Commssion approving this Stipulation,

each Par wil use its best efforts to support the terms and conditions of the Stipulation. As

applied to the Division and Office, the phrase "use its best efforts" means that they shall do so in

a manner consistent with their statutory authority and responsibility. In the event any person

seeks judicial review of a Commission order approving this Stipulation, no Part shall take a

position in that judicial review opposed to the Stipulation.

18. Except with regard to the obligations of the Parties under the two imediately

preceding paragraphs of this Stipulation, this Stipulation shall not be final and binding on the



Paries until it has been approved without material change or condition by the Commssion. This

Stipulation is an integrated whole, and any Par may withdraw from it if it is not approved

without material change or condition by the Commssion or if the Commission's approval is

rejected or materially conditioned by a reviewing court. If the Commssion rejects any part of

this Stipulation or imposes any material change or condition on approval of this Stipulation or if

the Commission's approval of this Stipulation is rejected or materially conditioned by a

reviewing court, the Parties agree to meet and discuss the applicable Commssion or court order

within five business days of its issuance and to attempt in good faith to determine if they are

wiling to modify the Stipulation consistent with the order. No Par shall withdraw from the

Stipulation prior to complying with the foregoing sentence. If any Part withdraws from the

Stipulation, any Part retains the right to seek additional procedures before the Commssion,

including cross-examination of witnesses, with respect to issues addressed by the Stipulation and

no Part shall be bound or prejudiced by the terms and conditions of the Stipulation.

19. The Parties may execute this Stipulation in counterparts each of which is deemed

an original and all of which only constitute one originaL.

20. The Parties agree that this Stipulation is in the public interest and that all of its

terms and conditions, considered together as a whole, wil assist in producing fair, just and

reasonable Utah retail electric utilty rates in the 2009 general rate case that provide Rocky

Mountain Power a reasonable opportnity to earn its authorized retu.

BASED ON THE FOREGOING, the Paries request that the Commssion issue an order

approving this Stipulation and adopting the terms and conditions of this Stipulation.

Respectfully submitted this _ day of October ,2009.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN POWER



Mark C. Moench

Senior Vice President & General Counsel

UTAH DIVISION OF PUBLIC UTILITIES

Michael Ginsberg

Patricia Schmd

Assistant Attorney General

UTAH OFFICE OF CONSUMER SERVICES

Paul H. Proctor

Assistant Attorney General

UTAH INDUSTRIAL ENERGY CONSUMERS

F. Robert Reeder

Vicki M. Baldwin

Parsons Behle & Latimer

Attorneys for UIEC, an Intervention Group

UAE INTERVENTION GROUP



Gar Dodge

Hatch, James & Dodge

THE KROGER CO.

Michael L. Kurtz, Esq.
Boehm, Kurtz & Lowry

NUCOR STEEL, a division of NUCOR CORPORATION

Peter 1. Mattheis

Jeremy Cook

WAL-MART STORES, INC.

Holly Rachel Smith

Russell W. Ray, PLCC
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- BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF UTAH -

In the Matter of the Application of Rocky
Mountain Power for Authority to Increase its
Retail Electrc Utility Service Rates in Utah
and for Approval of its Proposed Electrc
Service Schedules and Electric Service
ReguIations

In the Matter of the Division of Public
Utilities' Review and Audit of Rocky
Mountain Power's Deferred Tax
Normalization Method

By The Commission:

)
) DOCKET NO. 09-035-23
)
)
)
)
)
)

) DOCKET NO. 09-035-03
)

) ORDER APPROVING STIPULATION
) REGARDING CHAGE IN INCOME TAX
) TREATMENT OF REPAIR DEDUCTIONS
) AND BASIS NORMALIZATION
)

ISSUED: December 8. 2009

INTRODUCTION

On October 26,2009, the Commission received a Stipulation Regarding Change

in Income Tax Treatment of Repair Deductions and Basis Normalization (Stipulation) in the

Revenue Requirement portion of Docket No. 09-035-23 and in resolution of Docket No. 09-035-

03, In the Matter of the Division of Public Utilties' Review and Audit of Rocky Mountain

Power's Deferred Tax Normalization Method. The Stipulation was entered into by and among

Rocky Mountain Power, (Company) the Division of Public Utilities (DPU), the Offce of

Consumer Services (OCS), UAE Intervention Group (UAE), Uta Industral Energy Consumers

(UIEC), and Wal-Mart, Inc. (Wal-Mart). The purpose of the Stipulation is to address and settle

issues pertaining to the regulatory treatment of deferred income taxes on temporary book-ta
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differences, and to address and settle issues pertaining to a change in the method of accounting

for repairs deduction for income tax purposes.

On Tuesday, November 3, 2009, at a duly noticed hearig, the Commssion

considered whether to accept or reject the settlement proposal stated in the Stipulation. Yvonne

R. Hogle, counsel for Rocky Mountain Power, appeared on behalf of the Company. Ryan Fuller

testified for the Company. Michael Ginsberg, Assistant Attorney General, appeared on behalf of

the DPU. Dr. Arie M. Powell testified for the DPU. Paul Proctor, Assistant Attorney General,

appeared on behalf of the OCS. Robert Reeder appeared on behalf ofUIEC. Gary Dodge

appeared on behalf of the UAE Industrial Group, and Joshua Mauss appeared on behalf ofWal-

Mart.

BACKGROUND

In the Company's 1982 general rate case (Docket No. 82-035-13) the Company

began the process of normalizing deferred income taxes on propert-related book-ta basis

differences. However, the book-tax differences giving rise to deferred income taxes on propert-

related book-tax differences were never normalized beyond fort percent and they so remain in

the 2009 general rate case (Docket No. 09-035-23) as originally fied by the Company.

In the Company's 2007 general rate case, Docket No. 07-035-93, the Company

used a normalized level of one-hundred percent for all deferred income taxes, including propert

related book-tax basis differences. In Docket No. 07-035-93, this approach was deferred for

futue consideration. In Docket No. 08-999-02, a miscellaneous docket, the DPU, by letter dated

July 8, 2008, notified the Commssion it was preparing to audit and analyze the Company's
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proposed Deferred Tax Normalization method, with the assistance of an outside auditor. The

Commission subsequently opened Docket No. 09-035-03 to allow the DPU to present its

analysis and allow interested parties to study the regulatory treatment of deferred income taxes

and to analyze the effects of prospective changes to full normalization.

As a result of the activity and exchange of information in the 2007, 2008, and

2009 general rate case dockets and several continued detailed discussions by and among the

Company, the DPU, the OCS, UAE, UIEC and Wal-Mart, an ongoing policy recommendation

was agreed to for the regulatory treatment of this aspect of income taes in Utah. The

recommended regulatory policy calls for the normalized treatment of all book-tax timing

differences giving rise to deferred income taxes on the Company's regulated books, with the

exception of book-tax differences reported on the Allowance for Equity Funds Used During

Construction ("Equity AFUDC"), which the parties recommend be accounted for on a flow-

through basis. Under flow-through accounting, deferred income taxes are not recovered through

the cost-of-service component of ratemakng. Nor is the related accumulated deferred income

ta liability or asset included as rate base reduction or addition, respectively. The paries

represent that the proposed regulatory policy complies with the normalization requirements of

the Internal Revenue Code (IRe).

In addition to the policy recommendations presented in the Stipulation, the Paries

also testified or represented that the Stipulation requires an update to the 2009 Utah general rate

case, Docket No. 09-035-23, to reflect the IRC Section 48l(a) adjustment and the 2008 repairs

deduction taken in the Company's 2008 federal income tax return and an estimate of the repairs
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deduction from Januar 1,2009, through June 30, 2010, consistent with the test year ended June

30,2010. The adjustment estimated in the Stipulation is to be updated based upon the final

outcome for weighted cost of capital to be made in the 2009 general rate case.

The Parties to the Stipulation testified or represented to the Commission that the

settlement proposal is just and reasonable, and that the settlement proposal is in the public

interest and the interest of other affected persons. The Parties recommended that the

Commssion approve the Stipulation and all of its terms and conditions.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Based on examination and review of the Stipulation, consideration of the public

interest and the interests of other affected persons, and based upon the evidence contained in the

record of Docket No. 09-035-03 and Docket No. 09-035-23 as well as the analysis and the

recommendations of the paries, and because no part offered evidence in opposition to the

Stipulation, we conclude that the terms of the settlement proposal as set forth in the Stipulation

are just and reasonable.

ORDER

We therefore order as follows:

1. The Stipulation Regarding Change in Income Tax Treatment of Repair

Deductions and Basis Normalization is approved. The Stipulation is attached to this order as

Attachment A.

2. Effective July 1,2009, the ongoing regulatory policy for deferred income taxes in

Utah is normalized treatment of all book-tax differences arsing after June 30, 2009, giving rise
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to the Company's deferred income taxes, with the exception of book-tax differences associated

with Equity AFUDC, and flow-through treatment of book-tax differences associated with

Equity AFUDC.

3. Pursuant to Utah Code 63G-4-30l and 54-7-15, agency review or rehearing of

this order may be obtained by filing a request for review or rehearng with the Commssion

within 30 days after the issuance of the order. Responses to a request for agency review or

rehearing must be fied within 15 days of the filing of the request for review or rehearing. If the

Commission fails to grant a request for review or rehearing within 20 days after the fiing of a

request for review or rehearing, it is deemed denied. Judicial review of the Commssion's final

agency action may be obtained by filing a Petition for Review with the Utah Supreme Court

within 30 days after final agency action. Any Petition for Review must comply with the

requirements of Utah Code 63G-4-40 1 through -403 and the Uta Rules of Appellate Procedure.

DATED at Salt Lake City, Utah, this 8th day of December, 2009.

Isl Ted Boyer, Chairman

Isl Ric Campbell, Commissioner

Isl Ron Allen, Commssioner

Attest:

Isl Julie Orchard
Commssion Secretary
G#6428 Docket No. 09-035-23
G#6429 Docket No. 09-035-03



BEFORE THE
WASHINGTON UTILITIES AND TRASPORTATION COMMISSION

Complainant,

) DOCKET UE-090704
) DOCKET UG-09070S
) (consolidated)

)

)

) MULTIPARTY SETTLEMENT RE:
) ELECTRIC RATE SPREAD AND
) ELECTRIC RATE DESIGN
)
)
)

WASHINGTON UTILITIES AND
TRASPORT A TION COMMISSION,

v.

PUGET SOUND ENERGY, INC.,

Respondent.

A. INTRODUCTION

1 This Multipar Settlement is entered into pursuant to WAC 480-07-730(3) to

compromise and settle all issues concerning electric rate spread and rate design that have

been raised in this consolidated proceedig between the Settling Paries. This Multiparty

Settlement sets forth the rate spread and rate design that the Settling Paries agree should be

applied to any electrc revenue requirement the Commission determines at the conclusion of

litigation on contested revenue requirement issues.

B. SETTLING PARTIES

2 This Multipart Settlement is entered into by: Puget Sound Energy, Inc. ("PSE");

The Staff of the Washington Utilities and Transporttion Commission ("Staff'); the Public

Counsel Section of the Attorney General's Offce ("Public Counsel"); the Industrial

Customers of Northwest Utilities ("ICNU"), and The Kroger Co., on behalf of its Fred Meyer

Multipart Settlement Re:

Electric Rate Spread And
Electrc Rate Design

Page 1 of7



Stores and Quality Food Centers divisions ("Kroger") (collectively referred to hereinafter as

the "Settling Parties" and each individually as a "Settling Pary").

C. BACKGROUND

3 On May 8, 2009, PSE filed with the Washington Utilities and Transporttion

Commission ("Commission") certain tariff revisions designed to effect a general rate

increase in its rates for electric service (Docket UE-090704) and gas service (Docket UG-

090705) to customers in Washington. The proposed revisions provide for a general rate

increase of$148.4 million (7.4 percent) for the electric taffs. The Commission suspended

operation of the tariffs by Order 01 entered in these dockets following the open meeting on

May 28, 2009. The Commission consolidated these dockets by Order 02, entered on June 8,

2009 (collectively referred to hereinafter as the "General Rate Case").

4 A prehearng conference in the General Rate Case was held on June 22, 2009. The

Commission granted petitions to intervene of ICNU and Kroger!

5 On September 28,2009, PSE fied a Motion for Leave to File Supplemental

Testimony. These supplemental direct testimony and exhibits increased the proposed electric

revenue deficiency from $148.4 million to $153.9 milion. The Commssion granted PSE's

Motion for Leave to File Supplemental Testimony by Order 08, entered on October 20,2009.

6 On December 17, 2009, PSE filed rebuttal testimony and exhibits. These rebuttal

testimony and exhibits decreased the proposed electric revenue deficiency from

$153.9 milion to $113.5 milion.

i Other interveners that are not parties to this Multipary Settlement are Northwest Industrial Gas

Users, Seattle Steam Company, Nucor Steel Seattle, Inc., Federal Executive Agencies, the Energy Project, Cost
Management Services, Inc., and Northwest Energy Coalition.

Multipar Settlement Re:

Electric Rate Spread And
Electric Rate Design

Page 2 of7



7 The Settling Parties have reached a Multiparty Settlement pursuant to WAC 480-07-

730(3) and now wish to present their agreement for Commission approvaL. In the interests of

expediting the orderly disposition of the General Rate Case, the Settling Parties therefore

adopt the following Multipart Settlement, which is entered into by the Settling Parties

voluntarily to resolve matters in dispute among them regarding electric rate spread and rate

design.

8 The Settling Paries understand that only Sections D and E of this Multipart

Settlement are subject to Commission approval and hereby respectfully request that the

Commission issue an order approving Sections D and E of this Multipart Settlement. The

Settling Paries request that the Commission hear evidence concerning their stipulation of

electric rate spread and rate design as part of the hearings scheduled to commence before the

Commission on Januar 19,2010. The Settling Paries to this Multipart Settlement are also

fiing Joint Testimony in support of their agreement, pursuant to WAC 480-07-740(2).

D. AGREEMENT - ELECTRIC RATE SPREAD

9 This Section D describes how the total electric revenue requirement increase

determined by the Commission wil be applied to each class of electrc customers at the

conclusion of the General Rate Case. For ilustrative puroses only, page 1 of the

Attchment to this Multipary Settlement shows the Settling Parties' agreed rate spread

associated with a hypothetical final electric revenue requirement increase of $113 milion.

10 Schedule 40 rates shall be determined in accordance with the calculated rate

methodology, in which Schedule 40 rates for power supply (generation and transmission) are

set equal to Schedule 49 charges (adjusted for power factor and losses). In addition,
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delivery-related charges shall be derived based on customer specific costs of PSE distribution

facilities used to provide delivery services directly to each Schedule 40 customer.

11 The revenue requirement increase for all other rate schedules wil be equal to the

Proposed Revenue Increase Percent shown in column F of the Attachment, page 1, multiplied

by the Pro forma Revenue shown in column B of the Attachment, page 1.

12 In deriving the Proposed Revenue Increase Percent, the Settling Parties agree to the

following rate spread metrics:

o Schedules 5, 7, 24, 26, 31, 35, 43, 46, 49,50-59,448, and 449 shall each
receive a uniform percentage increase; and

o Schedules 25 and 29 shall each receive a percentage increase equal to
75 percent of the uniform percentage increase assigned to the other rates
schedules above.

13 For the purpose of preparing the Attachment, page 1, an estimated increase for

Schedule 40 assuming the $113 milion hypothetical revenue increase used in this Multipar

Settlement is used as a placeholder.

14 Nothing in this Multipart Settlement shall limit the ability of any Settling Pary to

advocate any methodology with respect to the use of revenue received by PSE from the sale

of Renewable Energy Credits ("RECs") and Carbon Financial Instruments ("CFIs") in any

other proceeding. This Multipart Settlement does not establish any principle or precedent

regarding the methodology with respect to the use of revenue received by PSE from the sale

of REC and CFls.

E. AGREEMENT - ELECTRIC RATE DESIGN

15 This Section E describes how electric rates wil be designed at the conclusion of the

General Rate Case. The Settling Parties' rate design follows the methods proposed by PSE
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and detailed in PSE's direct testimony at Exhibit Nos. DWH-1 T, JKP-25T and supporting

exhibits, except for the one phase basic charge for residential service under Schedule 7. The

rate design for Schedule 26 wil follow the method agreed to by PSE in Exhibit No. JKP-

25T. The one phase basic charge for residential service under Schedule 7 shall increase from

$7.00 to $7.25. The rate design agreement is detailed in the Attachment and summarized in

the Attachment, page 2.

F. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

16 The Settling Parties agree to support the terms and conditions of this Multipar

Settlement as a settlement of all contested issues between them in the above-captioned

consolidated proceedings regarding electric rate spread and rate design.

17 This Multipart Settlement represents an integrated resolution of electric rate spread

and rate design. Accordingly, the Settling Paries recommend that the Commission adopt

and approve Sections D and E of this Multipar Settlement in their entirety, including the

Attchment.

18 The Settling Parties shall cooperate in submitting this Multipary Settlement promptly

to the Commission for approval of Sections D and E above, and shall cooperate in

developing supporting testimony as required in WAC 480-07-7 40(2)(b). The Settling Paries

agree to support the Multiparty Settlement throughout this proceeding, provide witnesses to

sponsor such Multipart Settlement at a Commission hearing, and recommend that the

Commission issue an order adopting the Multipart Settlement in its entirety.

19 In the event the Commission rejects Sections D or E of the Multipar Settlement, the

provisions ofW AC 480-07-750(2)(a) shall apply. In the event the Commission accepts

Sections D or E of the Multiparty Settlement, subject to conditions not proposed herein, each
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Par reserves the right, upon written notice to the Commission and all other Settling Paries

to this proceeding within five (5) days of the Commission order, to state its rejection of the

conditions. In such event, the Settling Parties immediately wil request that heargs be held

on the appropriateness of the conditions or upon other electric rate spread proposals of the

Settling Paries. In any further proceedings triggered by this paragraph, the Settling Parties

agree to cooperate in development of a hearng schedule that concludes such proceeding at

the earliest possible date. Any furter proceedings triggered by this paragraph shall not delay

any compliance filing of PSE ordered by the Commission and such compliance filing shall

remain in effect pending any furter proceeding.

20 The Settling Parties enter into this Multiparty Settlement to avoid further expense,

uncertainty, and delay. By executing this Multipart Settlement, no Pary shall be deemed to

have approved, admitted, or consented to the facts, principles, methods, or theories employed

in arving at the terms of this Multipary Settlement, and except to the extent expressly set

forth in this Multipary Settlement, no Par shall be deemed to have agreed that this

Multiparty Settlement is appropriate for resolving any issues in any other proceeding. No

Part shall represent that any of the facts, principles, methods, or theories employed by any

Part in arrving at the terms of this Multipar Settlement are precedents in any other

proceeding or as to any matter remaining in dispute in this proceeding.

21 This Multipar Settlement may be executed in counterpars, through original and/or

facsimile signature, and each signed counterpart shall constitute an original document.

22 All Settling Parties agree:

1. to provide all other Settlng Parties the right to review in advance of
publication any and all announcements or news releases that any other
Part intends to make about the Multipart Settlement. This right of

advance review includes a reasonable opportnity for a Part to
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request changes to the text of such announcements. However, no
Party is required to make any change requested by another Part; and

11. to include in any news release or announcement a statement that

Staff s recommendation to approve the settlement is not binding on the
Commission itself. This subsection does not apply to any news release
or announcement that otherwise makes no reference to Staff.

DATED this 15th day of January, 2010.

Respectfully submitted,

PERKNS COlE LLP ROBERT M. MCKENNA
Attorney General

SHEREE STROM CARSON
Counsel for Puget Sound Energy, Inc.

ROBERT D. CEDARBAUM
Senior Counsel
Counsel for Washington Utilities and
Transportation Commission

ROBERT M. MCKENNA
Attorney General

DAVISON VAN CLEVE, PC

SIMON FFITCH
Senior Assistant Attorney General
Public Counsel Section

S BRADLEY VAN CLEVE
Counsel for ICNU

BOEHM, KURTZ & LOWRY

KURT J. BOEHM
Counsel for The Kroger Co.
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BEFORE THE
WASHINGTON UTILITIES AND TRASPORT A TION COMMISSION

Respondent.

) DOCKET UE-090704
) DOCKET UG-090705
) (consolidated)

)

)

) MULTIPARTY SETTLEMENT RE:
) NATURAL GAS RATE SPREAD
) AND NATURA GAS RATE DESIGN
)

)

WASHINGTON UTILITIES AND
TRASPORTATION COMMSSION,

Complainant,
v.

PUGET SOUND ENERGY, INC.,

A. INTRODUCTION

1 This Multipary Settlement is entered into pursuant to WAC 480-07-730(3) to

compromise and settle all issues concerning natural gas rate spread and rate design that have

been raised in this consolidated proceeding between the Settling Paries. This Multiparty

Settlement sets forth the rate spread and rate design that the Settling Paries agree should be

applied to any natural gas revenue requirement the Commission determines at the conclusion

of litigation on contested revenue requirement issues.

B. SETTLING PARTIES

2 This Multipart Settlement is entered into by: Puget Sound Energy, Inc. ("PSE");

The Staff of the Washington Utilties and Transporttion Commission ("Staff'); the Public

Counsel Section of the Attorney General's Offce ("Public Counsel"); the Northwest

Industrial Gas Users ("NWIGU"), Seattle Steam Company ("Seattle Steam"), and Nucor
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Steel Seattle, Inc. ("Nucor") (collectively referred to hereinafter as the "Settling Paries" and

each individually as a "Settling Party").

C. BACKGROUND

3 On May 8,2009, PSE fied with the Washington Utilities and Transporttion

Commission ("Commssion") certain tariff revisions designed to effect a general rate

increase in its rates for electric service (Docket UE-090704) and gas service (Docket UG-

090705) to customers in Washington. The proposed revisions provide for a general rate

increase of$27.2 million (2.2 percent) for the gas tariffs. The Commission suspended

operation of the tariffs by Order 01 entered in these dockets following the open meeting on

May 28,2009. The Commission consolidated these dockets by Order 02, entered on June 8,

2009 (collectively referred to hereinafter as the "General Rate Case").

4 A prehearing conference in the General Rate Case was held on June 22,2009. The

Commission granted petitions to intervene of NWIGU, Seattle Steam, and Nucor. i

5 On August 3, 2009, PSE filed a Motion for Leave to File Supplemental Testimony.

These supplemental direct testimony and exhibits increased the proposed natual gas revenue

deficiency from $27.2 milion to $30.4 milion. The Commission granted PSE's Motion for

Leave to File Supplemental Testimony by Order 06, entered on August 12,2009.

6 On December 17,2009, PSE filed rebuttal testimony and exhibits. These rebuttal

testimony and exhibits decreased the proposed natural gas revenue deficiency from

$30.4 milion to $28.5 milion.

i Other ínterveners that are not partíes to thís Multípart Settlement are Industrial Customers of

Northwest Utíltíes, The Kroger Co., the Federal Executíve Agencíes, the Energy Project, Cost Management
Servíces, Inc., and Northwest Energy Coalítíon.
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7 The Settling Paries have reached a Multipart Settlement pursuant to WAC 480-07-

730(3) and now wish to present their agreement for Commission approvaL. In the interests of

expediting the orderly disposition of the General Rate Case, the Settling Parties therefore

adopt the following Multipar Settlement which is entered into by the Settling Parties

voluntarily to resolve matters in dispute among them regarding natual gas rate spread and

rate design.

8 The Settling Parties understand that only Sections D and E of this Multipart

Settlement are subject to Commission approval and hereby respectfully request that the

Commission issue an order approving Sections D and E of this Multipart Settlement. The

Settling Paries request that the Commission hear evidence concerning their stipulation of

natural gas rate spread and rate design as part of the hearings scheduled to commence before

the Commission on January 19,2010. The Settling Paries to this Multipart Settlement are

also filing Joint Testimony in support of their agreement, pursuant to WAC 480-07-740(2).

D. AGREEMENT - NATURA GAS RATE SPREAD

9 This Section D describes how the total natural gas revenue requirement increase

determined by the Commission wil be applied to each class of natural gas customers at the

conclusion of the General Rate Case. For ilustrative purposes only, page 1 of the

Attchment to this Multipart Settlement shows the Settling Parties' agreed rate spread

associated with a hypothetical final natual gas revenue requirement increase of $28 milion,

which shall be termed the Baseline Case.

10 The revenue requirement increase for all rate schedules except special contracts wil

be equal to the Proposed Revenue Increase shown in column H of the Attachment, page 1
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multiplied by the Pro Forma Margin at Existing Rates shown in colum D. The increase for

special contract customers wil be based on the terms of their contracts.

11 In deriving the Proposed Revenue Increase for the Baseline Case, the Settling Parties

agree to the following rate spread metrics:

o Schedules 16, 23, 31, 61, 53, 71, 72, and 74 shall each receive a
uniform percentage increase based on the overall increase to
margin;

o Schedules 41 and 41 T shall each receive a percentage increase
equal to 75 percent of the uniform percentage increase assigned to
Schedules 16,23,31,61,53,71, 72, and 74; and

o Schedules 85, 85T, 86, 86T, 87, and 87T shall each receive a
percentage increase equal to 50 percent of the uniform percentage
increase assigned to Schedules 16,23,31,61,53, 71, 72, and 74.

E. AGREEMENT - NATURAL GAS RATE DESIGN

12 This Section E describes how natural gas rates wil be designed at the conclusion of

the General Rate Case. The Settling Parties' rate design follows the methods proposed by

PSE and detailed in PSE's direct testimony at Exhibit No. JKP-1T and supporting exhibits,

except for the basic charge for residential service under Schedules 23 and 53. Under the

agreement, the basic charge for residential service under Schedules 23 and 53 shall remain at

$10.00 per month. The rate design agreement is sumarized in the Attachment, page 2.

F. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

13 The Settling Paries agree to support the terms and conditions of this Multipart

Settlement as a settlement of all contested issues between them in the above-captioned

consolidated proceedings regarding natural gas rate spread and rate design.
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14 This Multipart Settlement represents an integrated resolution of natural gas rate

spread and rate design. Accordingly, the Settling Parties recommend that the Commission

adopt and approve Sections D and E of this Multipar Settlement in their entirety, including

the Attachment.

15 The Settling Parties shall cooperate in submitting this Multipary Settlement promptly

to the Commission for approval of Sections D and E above, and shall cooperate in

developing supporting testimony as required in WAC 480-07-7 40(2)(b). The Settling Parties

agree to support the Multiparty Settlement throughout this proceeding, provide witnesses to

sponsor such Multiparty Settlement at a Commission hearing, and recommend that the

Commission issue an order adopting the Multipart Settlement in its entirety.

16 In the event the Commission rejects Section D or E of the Multipar Settlement, the

provisions of WAC 480-07-750(2)(a) shall apply. In the event the Commission accepts

Section D or E of the Multipar Settlement, subject to conditions not proposed herein, each

Part reserves the right, upon written notice to the Commission and all other Settling Parties

to this proceeding within five (5) days of the Commission order, to state its rejection of the

conditions. In such event, the Settling Parties immediately wil request that hearings be held

on the appropriateness of the conditions or upon other natural gas rate spread proposals of the

Settling Paries. In any furter proceedings triggered by this paragraph, the Settling Parties

agree to cooperate in development of a hearing schedule that concludes such proceeding at

the earliest possible date. Any further proceedings triggered by this paragraph shall not delay

any compliance fiing of PSE ordered by the Commission and such compliance fiing shall

remain in effect pending any further proceeding.
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17 The Settling Parties enter into this Multiparty Settlement to avoid fuher expense,

uncertainty, and delay. By executing this Multipart Settlement, no Part shall be deemed to

have approved, admitted, or consented to the facts, principles, methods, or theories employed

in arriving at the terms of this Multipar Settlement, and except to the extent expressly set

forth in this Multipary Settlement, no Par shall be deemed to have agreed that this

Multiparty Settlement is appropriate for resolving any issues in any other proceeding. No

Part shall represent that any of the facts, principles, methods, or theories employed by any

Par in arrving at the terms of this Multipar Settlement are precedents in any other

proceeding or as to any matter remaining in dispute in this proceeding.

18 This Multipar Settlement may be executed in counterpars, though original and/or

facsimile signature, and each signed counterpart shall constitute an original document.

19 All Settling Paries agree:

1. to provide all other Settling Parties the right to review in advance of

publication any and all announcements or news releases that any other
Party intends to make about the Multiparty Settlement. This right of
advance review includes a reasonable opportnity for a Pary to

request changes to the text of such announcements. However, no
Party is required to make any change requested by another Par; and

11. to include in any news release or anouncement a statement that

Staff s recommendation to approve the settlement is not binding on the
Commission itself. This subsection does not apply to any news release
or announcement that otherwise makes no reference to Staff.
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DATED this 15th day of January, 2010.

Respectfully submitted,

PERKNS COlE LLP

SHEREE STROM CARSON
Counsel for Puget Sound Energy, Inc.

ROBERT M. MCKENNA
Attorney General

SIMON FFITCH
Senior Assistant Attorney General
Public Counsel Section

GRAHAM & DUNN PC

ELAINE L. SPENCER
Counsel for Seattle Steam Company

BRICKFIELD, BURCHETTE, RITTS &
STONE, PC

Damon E. Xenopoulos
Nucor Steel Seattle, Inc.
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ROBERT M. MCKENNA
Attorney General

ROBERT D. CEDARAUM
Senior Counsel
Counsel for Washington Utilities and
Transporttion Commission

CABLE HUSTON BENEDICT
HAAGENSEN & LLOYD LLP

CHAD M. STOKES
Counsel for NWIGU

BOEHM, KURTZ & LOWRY

KURT J. BOEHM
Counsel for Kroger Co.
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(Service Date April 2, 20101

BEFORE THE WASHINGTON STATE
UTILITIES AND TRASPORTATION COMMISSION

WASHINGTON UTILITIES AND
TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION,

Complainant,
v.

PUGET SOUND ENERGY, INC.,

Respondent.

)

) DOCKETS UE-090704 and
) UG-090705 (consolidated)
)

) ORDER 11

)

) REJECTING TARIFF SHEETS;

) AUTHORIZING AN REQUIRING
) COMPLIANCE FILING
)

Synopsis: The Commission rejects revised tarif sheets Puget Sound Energy, Inc.

(pSE or the Company) filed on May 8, 2009, by which the Company proposed to
increase electric rates by 7.4 percent and natural gas rates by 2.2 percent. In lieu of
the Company's proposed increases in rates, the Commission authorizes and requires
PSE to file tarif sheets that wil result in fair, just, reasonable and suffcient
increases of approximately 2.8 percent for electric rates and 0.8 percentfor natural
gas rates. The Commission accepts a number of uncontested pro forma adjustments
proposed by PSE and approves and adopts two uncontested settlement agreements
that resolve, respectively, issues of electric and natural gas rate spread and rate
design. Among several contested issues, the Commission denies the Company's
proposed pro forma adjustments that were not demonstrated to be known and
measurable and not offet by other factors. The Commission, for example, rejected
PSE's proposal to reduce electric load to account for conservation load loss the
Company claimed was not accountedfor in the 2008 test year. However, the
Commission adjusted rates through the application of a "productionfactor" to
account for the reduced load PSE projects for the2010-2011 rate year, including load
loss attributable to conservation. The Commission sets the Company's authorized
rate of return, allowing a 10.1 percent return on the 46 percent of PSE's capital
structure that represents equity investment, a 6. 7 percent cost of long-term debt that
represents 50 percent of the Company's capital structure and a 2.5 percent cost of
short-term debt that represents the balance of PSE's capital structure. Overall, this
results in an 8.10 percent rate of return for the Company. The Commission
determines that PSE's acquisition of the Mint Farm combined cycle combustion
turbine generationfacility was prudent and allows for recovery of the associated
costs in rates. In addition, the Commission finds prudent on the basis of uncontested
evidence the Company's acquisition of a number of other power assets and finds
reasonable the sale of PSE's White River assets.
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SUMMARY

1 PROCEEDINGS: On May 8, 2009, Puget Sound Energy, Inc. (PSE or the
Company), filed with the Washington Utilities and Transporttion Commission

(Commission) certain tariff revisions designed to increase its general rates for electric
service (Docket UE-090704) and gas service (Docket UG-090705) to customers in
Washington. The proposed revisions provided for a general rate increase of 7.4
percent for the electrc tariffs and 2.2 percent for the gas tarffs. The Commission
suspended operation of the tariffs by Order 01, entered in these dockets following the
May 28,2009, open meeting. By Order 02, entered on June 8, 2009, the Commission
consolidated these dockets.

2 At varous times established in its procedural schedule and by several orders the
Commission accepted prefied testimony and exhibits from the Company, the
Commission's regulatory staff (Commission Staff or Staff), i and other parties. The
Company revised its as-fied proposal several times, both up and down, durng the
pendency of these proceedings, finally proposing to recover additional revenue of
$110,303,260 in electric rates and $28,464,116 in natural gas rates.2

3 The Commission conducted evidentiar hearngs on Januar 19 - 21,2010. In

addition, the Commission conducted public comment hearings in separate locations in
PSE's service terrtory on December 7 and 10,2010, and on January 19, 2010, durng
which it received into the record oral comments and exhibits from interested members
of the public.3 The parties filed briefs and reply briefs on February 19,2010, and
March 2,2010, respectively.

1 In formal proceedings, such as this, the Commission's regulatory staff participates like any other
part, while the Commissioners make the decision. To assure fairness, the Commissioners, the
presiding administrative law judge, and the Commissioners' policy and accounting advisors do
not discuss the merits of this proceeding with the regulatory staff, or any other part, without
giving notice and opportnity for all parties to partcipate. See RCW 34.05.455.
2 PSE Initial Brief at ii 1.

3 The Commission also received written comments from members of the public through the close

of the record on January 25,2010. These comments are identified in the formal record as Exhibit
B-1.
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4 PARTY REPRESENT A TIVES: Sheree Strom Carson and Jason Kuzma, Perkins
Coie, Bellevue, Washington, represent PSE. Simon ffitch, Assistant Attorney
General, Seattle, Washington, represents the Public Counsel Section of the
Washington Office of Attorney General (Public Counsel). Robert D. Cedarbaum,
Senior Assistant Attorney General and Michael Fassio, Assistant Attorney General,
Olympia, Washington, represent the Commission Staff.

5 S. Bradley Van Cleve and Irion Sanger, Davis9n Van Cleve, Portland, Oregon,

represent the Industral Customers of Northwest Utilities (ICNU). Chad M. Stokes,
Cable Huston Benedict Haagensen & Lloyd LLP, Portland, Oregon, represents
Northwest Industrial Gas Users (NWIGU). Elaine L. Spencer, Graham & Dun PC,
Seattle, Washington, represents Seattle Steam Company (Seattle Steam). Michael L.
Kurz and Kur 1. Boehm, Boehm, Kurtz & Lowry, Cincinnati, Ohio, represent the
Kroger Co., on behalf of its Fred Meyer Stores and Quality Food Centers divisions

(Kroger). Norman Furuta, Associate Counsel, Departent of 
the Navy, San

Francisco, California, represents the Federal Executive Agencies (FEA). Ronald L.
Roseman, Attorney, Seattle, Washington, represents the Energy Project. John A.
Cameron, Davis Wright Tremaine LLP, represents Cost Management Services, Inc.
Damon E. Xenopoulos, Brickfield, Burchette, Ritts & Stone, PC, Washington, D.C.,
represents Nucor Steel Seattle, Inc. (Nucor). David S. Johnson, attorney, represents
the Northwest Energy Coalition (NWEC).

6 COMMISSION DETERMINATIONS: The Commission suspended and set for
hearing the rates PSE originally proposed. Based on the record of this proceeding we
find that neither the Company's as-fied rates, nor the revised rate requests by PSE
made at the conclusion of the advocacy phase, are fair, just and reasonable.
Accordingly, we must determine fair, just, reasonable and sufficient rates based on
the record before us.4 We find on the basis of the evidence presented that PSE
requires rate relief and therefore determine that the Company should be authorized to
file rates in compliance with our decisions, as discussed in detail below. When
implemented via a compliance filing we require the Company to make, the resulting
rates wil be fair, just, reasonable and sufficient, and neither unduly discriminatory
nor preferentiaL. The precise revenue deficiency for electrc service must be
determined during the compliance filing phase of this proceeding because the
disallowances to power costs that must be reflected for Tenaska and March Point
depend on our decisions in this Final Order concerning power costs and the

4 RCW 80.28.020.
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production factor. 5 We find a revenue deficiency of $10, 149,229 for natual gas and
authorize PSE to file rates to recover additional revenue in this amount. The
Company's new rates wil be effective no earlier than April 7, 2010.

PAGE 4

MEMORADUM

I. Background and Procedural History

7 PSE fied revised tariff sheets on May 8,2009, that would have increased its rates for
electric and natual gas service provided to customers in Washington by, respectively,

$148,148,000 (7.4 percent) and $27,199,177 (2.2 percent), if allowed to become
effective as proposed. The Commission, however, suspended operation of the tariffs
by Order 01 entered in the respective electric and natual gas dockets (i.e., Dockets
UE-090704 and UG-090705) following its regularly scheduled Open Meeting on May
28, 2009. The Commission consolidated these dockets by Order 02, entered on June
8,2009. Following a prehearing conference held at Olympia, Washington on June
22,2009, the Commission entered Order 04 - Prehearing Conference Order in which
it granted several petitions to intervene and set a procedural schedule.6

8 In addition to its initial direct testimony fied with the proposed tarff sheets, PSE
fied three motions requesting leave to file supplemental direct testimony: the first on
August 8, 20097; the second on August 25,20098, and the third on September 28,
2009.9 The Commission granted these motions. With the filing of its supplemental
testimony on September 28,2009, the Company's requests for increased revenue
increased to $153,640,326 for electrc and $30,408,378 for natual gas.

5 Reviewing the evidence available to us at this time, we estimate a revenue deficiency of

$56,204,849 for electrc. This amount wil be adjusted modestly to account for the Tenaska and

March Point 2 disallowances and other matters affecting the production factor adjustment, as
discussed later in this Order.
6 Order 03 in this proceeding is a protective order, entered to facilitate the discovery process by

providing appropriate treatment for commercially sensitive information.
7 Order 06 - Granting Leave to File Supplemental and Revised Testimony and Exhibits, August

12,2009.
8 Order 07 - Granting Leave to File Supplemental and Revised Testimony and Exhibits,

September 10,2009.
9 Order 08 - Granting Leave to File Supplemental and Revised Testimony and Exhibits;
Shortening Response Time for Discovery, September 20, 2009.
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9 On November 17,2009, Staff, Public Counsel, ICNU, Kroger, NWIGU, NUCOR and
FEA fied their respective response testimonies and exhibits. Staff and Public
Counsel sponsored full revenue requirements cases including cost of capital
witnesses. The other intervening parties sponsored witnesses addressing a limited
scope of issues. Staff filed its motion requesting leave to file supplemental testimony
on December 11,2009, which the Commission granted in Order 09, entered on
December 28,2009.

10 The Company filed rebuttal testimony on December 17, 2009. After accepting some
adjustments proposed by the responding partes and updating or correcting certain
other information, the Company revised its electric revenue requirement request
downward to $113,299,963, resulting in a proposed 5.7 percent average increase in
electric rates.io PSE also revised its natural gas revenue requirement request
downward to $28,464,116, resulting in a proposed 2.3 percent average increase in
natual gas rates. i I

11 Tables 1 and 2 show, respectively, the electrc and natual gas revenue requirement
requests and recommendations supported by the Company and parties through the
briefing stage of these proceedings.

TABLE 1
Proposed Total Adjustments to AnnuaI Revenue Requirement ($M) Relative to

Current Rates (Electric)

As-Filed Supplemental Response RebuttUCross Final
Answer

PSE $148,148,000 $153,640,326 $113,299,963 $110,303,620

Staff $7,238,781 $10,382,994

Public ($42,541,000) ($42,506,684) $7,900,880
Counsel

10 Exhibit EMM-5T (Markell) at 11-18.

II ¡d.
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TABLE 2
Proposed Total Adjustments to Annual Revenue Requirement ($M) Relative to

Current Rates (Natural Gas)

As-Filed Supplemental Response Rebuttal/Cross
Answer

Final

Staff $7,926,564 $9,233,330

PSE $27,199,177 $30,408,378 $28,464,116 $28,464,116

Public
Counsel

($330,000) ($329,525) $2,105,652

12 On December 16, 2009, the Commission accepted for fiing the "Motion to Strke of
Puget Sound Energy, Inc., Commission Staff, NW Energy Coalition, and the Energy
Project." The moving parties asked the Commssion to strike portons of the response
testimony and exhibits of Public Counsel and the Kroger Co. that related to the sales
of renewable energy credits (RECs) by PSE. The Commission granted the motion,
removing the REC issues from these proceedings, in light of the fact they are pending
determination in Docket UE-090725, which the Commission expects to bring to
conclusion in the near term. 

12

13 We held public comment hearings in Bremerton on December 7, 2009, in Kirkland on
December 10,2009, and in Olympia on January 19,2010. Twenty-one individuals,
all customers of PSE, provided valuable testimony concerning their individual
perspectives on the Company's requests for increased rates and related matters (e.g.,
service quality). In addition, the Commission received into the record written
comments from numerous members of the public, principally customers. 13

14 Much of the public comment focused on the difficult economic times that are an
important par of the context in which we consider PSE's request for increased rates.
We keep such testimony in mind as we make decisions implementing our
responsibility to set rates that stimulate efforts on the Company's part to reduce
operating costs and increase efficiencies. In the current economic climate, customers
must make difficult decisions concerning their spending. So, too, must PSE's
management make the right decisions to aggressively control the Company's earings

12 Order 10, Granting Motion to Strike Testimony (January 8, 2010).

13 Exhibit B-1 (Public Comments).
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expectations and expenses, limit discretionary spending, and ensure that its capital
investments reflect current economic conditions.

15 On January 19 - 21, 2010, the Commission held hearigs in Olympia to receive
evidence :fom the parties and to allow them an opportity to conduct cross-
examination of witnesses who prefied testimony. These heargs also gave the
Commission an opportnity to conduct inquiry :fom the bench. The fully developed
record, including public comment and detailed evidence concerning PSE's revenue
requirements and other issues, was closed on Januar 25,2010, subject to submission
of several responses to Commission bench requests made during the hearing. The
final transcript consists of more than 800 pages and reflects the admission of prefied
testimony and exhibits sponsored by 39 witnesses. The documenta record includes
approximately 550 exhibits.

16 Parties interested in the issues of electrc and natural gas rate spread and rate design
negotiated settlement stipulations resolving these issues. These were made part of the
record during the Commission's evidentiary proceedings along with supporting
testimony filed with respect to each settlement. The settling parties presented a panel
of witnesses at hearing and the Commission inquired of the panel from the bench.

17 On February 19,2010, the partes filed their Initial Briefs. On March 2,2010, the
parties fied their Reply Briefs.

II. Discussion and Decisions

A. Introduction

18 The Commssion's duty under statute in the context of a general rate case proceeding
is to determine an appropriate balance between the needs of the public to have safe
and reliable electrc and natual gas services at reasonable rates and the financial

ability of the utility to provide such services on an ongoing basis. Thus, the end
results of our orders in proceedings such as this one must be to establish rates that are,
in the words of our governing statutes, "fair, just, reasonable and suffcient" 14 fair to
customers and to the Company's owners; just in the sense of being based solely on
the record developed in the proceeding following principles of due process of law;
reasonable in light of the range of possible outcomes supported by the evidence and;

14 RCW 80.28.010(1) and 80.28.020.
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suffcient to meet the needs of the Company to cover its expenses and attact
necessar capital on reasonable terms. 

IS

19 As shown above in Tables 1 and 2, the parties in this proceeding advocate widely
divergent end results in terms ofPSE's revenue requirement. Following long-
established principles of utility ratemaking and historic Commission practices, we
must determine on the basis of the evidence presented what levels of prudently
incured expenses the Company wil experience prospectively, and allow for recovery
of those expenses. In addition, we must determine the Company's "rate base" and
allow for an appropriate rate of retu on that rate base.16 This is necessary to allow

the Company to recover the costs of its investments in infrastrctue, repay its
lenders, and provide an opportnity for the Company to earn a reasonable retu, or

profit, some of which may be distributed to its equity investors in the form of stock
dividends. The sum of the two figures - expenses and return on rate base -
constitutes the company's revenue requirement that we approve for recovery in
rates.17 The Washington Supreme Cour explained this rate-making formula as
follows:

In order to control aggregate revenue and set maximum rates,
regulatory commissions such as the WUTC commonly use and apply
the following equation:

R = 0 + B(r)

In this equation,

R is the utility's allowed revenue requirements;
o is its operating expenses;
B is its rate base; and
r is the rate of retu allowed on its rate base.

15 See Federal Power Comm'n v. Hope Natural Gas Co., 320 U.S. 591 (1944); See also Bluefield

Water Works & Improvement Co. v. Pub. Servo Comm 'n ofW Va., 262 U.S. 679 (1923).
16 Reduced to a simple definition, rate base is the Commission-approved level ofPSE's

investment in facilities plus the cash, or "working capital" supplied by investors that is used to
fund the Company's day-to-day operations. The Commission follows the original cost less
depreciation method when determining the value of a utility's propert that is used and useful in
providing service to customers. People's Organizationfor Washington Energy Resources v.
Washington Utilties & Transportation Comm 'n, 104 Wn.2d 798,828,711 P.2d 319 (1985)
17 See Id. at 807-09 (describing ratemaking principles and process).
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Although regulatory agencies, cours and text wrters may vary these

symbols and notations somewhat, this basic equation is the one which
has evolved over the past century of public utility regulation in this
countr and is the one commonly accepted and used. 

18

20 In this case, there are a host of contested issues concernng operating expenses, rate
base and rate of retu. We discuss and resolve each of these issues below, arrving
ultimately at revenue requirements to be recovered prospectively by PSE in its
electrc and natual gas rates.

21 While the amounts ofPSE's revenue requirements for electrc and natual gas
services are hotly contested in this proceeding, the allocation of the revenue
requirements to various customer classes (e.g., residential; large industral and
commercial), and the design of rates to recover the allocated costs, are not contested.
As to these questions, the parties achieved settlement agreements that we approve and
adopt as par of this Final Order for puroses of establishing rates. We discuss these
settlements in more detail below.

B. Revenue, Expense and Rate Base Restating and Pro Forma Adjustments

1. General Principles

22 In its decision in Avista Corporation's most recent general rate case proceeding, the
Commission discussed in detail certain well-established general principles of utility
ratemaking as applied to Washington jurisdictional utilities. 19 We find it useful to
quote a porton of that discussion here:

The Commission's long-established and well-understood ratemaking
practice requires companies filing for revised rates to start with an
historical test year. There is a fundamental reason for this starting
point: costs, revenues, loads, and all other pertinent factors are known
and can be measured with a high degree of certainty because they have,
in fact, occurred. The practical value of the historical test year is that
the cost, revenue and plant data are available for audit, and the test year

18 ¡d. at 809.

19 WUTC v. Avista, Dockets UE-090134 and UG-090135, Order 10 at 111140-50 (December 22,

2009). (Avista 2009 GRC Order).
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captures the complex relationships among the various aspects of utility
costs, revenue, load, and other factors over a uniform period of time.

The Commission recognizes that the test year is a snapshot in time.
The tyical test year is the twelve month period preceding the rate

filing, ended as of the most recent auditable results of operations.20 A
utility, however, continues to operate, incur costs (including capital
additions), achieve savings, and receive revenues during the pendency
of its rate review subsequent to the test year that would carr over into
the year in which the rates would be effective (known as the "rate
year") and beyond. The theory, well supported by ratemaking theory
and past commission practice,ii is that once the relationship is set, it
wil continue to provide appropriate income to the company in the
futue. If the utility hooks up new customers, the revenues and
expenses will increase in the same proportion as existed in the test year.
If new facilities are put into service to serve those customers, then the
resulting revenues would not only cover the company's added
expenses, but also effectively provide a retu on that new investment.

However, our past decisions, and our rules, recognize that there are
some expenses or investments that do not take place in the test year
that, nevertheless, should be included in the rate-making formula.
Thus, subject to importnt conditions, a company's rate filing may
include restating and pro forma adjustments.22 These are allowed to
revise or update expenses, revenues, and rate base so long as there is a

20 The test year is a period of company operations for which the Commission conducts a careful

audit and review prior to authorizing any change in rates. See 1 Leonard S. Goodman, The
Process of Rate making 141 (1998).
21 See Charles F. Philips, Jr., The Regulation of Public Utilities 196 (1993).

22 WAC 480-07-510 (3)(e)(ii) and (iii) provide as follows:

(ii) "Restating actual adjustments" adjust the booked operating results for any
defects or infirmities in actual recorded results that can distort test period earnings.
Restating actual adjustments are also used to adjust from an as-recorded basis to a
basis that is acceptable for rate making. Examples of restating actual adjustments are
adjustments to remove prior period amounts, to eliminate below-the-line items that
were recorded as operating expenses in error, to adjust from book estimates to actual
amounts, and to eliminate or to normalize extraordinary items recorded during the
test period.

(iii) "Pro forma adjustments" give effect for the test period to all known and
measurable changes that are not offset by other factors. The work papers must
identify dollar values and underlying reasons for each proposed pro forma
adjustment.
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mechanism ensuring, and evidence establishing, that these adjustments
do not disturb test year relationships.23

23 Thus, in Washington, we use a modified historic test year approach. We start with
audited results from a recent 12 month period, but we modify those results to reflect
changes that substantial evidence, timely presented, shows have occured durng the
pendency of a rate case, or wil occur in the rate year that begins at the conclusion of
the proceeding. We have found this forward looking approach more appropriate
when considering both power costs and production related assets. For example, the
AURORA power cost model looks to forecasted power costs in the rate year. Those
futue costs can then be matched to test year loads through the production property
adjustment, discussed below. This approach reduces regulatory lag without
burdening ratepayers with unnecessar costs determined on the basis of the more
speculative futue test year approach to ratemaking that is used in some jurisdictions.
Our approach strkes a balance that motivates PSE and the other utilities subject to
our jurisdiction to carefully manage their costs and revenues going forward and take
full advantage of their opportnity to recover fully all fixed and variable costs
including a reasonable return on capital investments.

24 In this general rate case, both restating and pro forma adjustments are proposed and
contested. The fundamental question posed by a contested restating adjustment - in
this instance, a nonnalizing adjustment - is whether certain expenses recorded during
the test period are extraordinary and should be adjusted to levels that are more
indicative of ordinary levels for the expenses in question.

25 With respect to each of the numerous contested pro forma adjustments, the
fundamental questions are whether the proposed change in expense, revenue or rate
base is "known and measurable" and, if so, whether it is "offset by other factors," a
concept also known as the "matching principle."

26 The known and measurable test requires that an event that causes a change in
revenue, expense or rate base must be known to have occured durng, or reasonably
soon after, the historical 12 months of actual results of operations,24 and the effect of
that event will be in place during the 12-month period when rates will likely be in

23 A vista GRC Order at mi 41-43 (internal footnotes in original).

24 This is also known as the "test year," "test period" or "historical test year." In this case, the test

year is the 12 month period that ended December 31, 2008.
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effect.25 Furhermore, the actual amount of the change must be measurable. This
means the amount tyically cannot be an estimate, a projection, the product of a
budget forecast, or some similar exercise of judgment - even informed judgment -
concerning future revenue, expense or rate base. There are exceptions, such as using
the forward costs of gas in power cost projections, but these are few and demand a
high degree of analytical rigor.

27 The matching principle requires that all factors affecting a proposed pro forma change
be considered in determining the pro forma level of expense. This includes
consideration of offsetting factors such as efficiency gains that mayor may not be
associated directly with the proposed pro forma adjustment. Offsetting factors may
"cancel out" or at least mitigate the impact of a known and measurable increase in
expense. If offsetting factors are not taken into account, the known and measurable
change wil result in overstated or understated revenue requirements. That is, a
mismatch in the relationship of revenues, expenses, and rate base is created.

28 We emphasize that there are two aspects to the consideration of offsetting factors.
First, there should be evidence showing consideration of whether a proposed increase
in expense directly produces any offsetting benefits. For example, the Company may
obtain a new computer program that automates aspects of the biling process,
reducing the need for employees responsible for this process. Thus, the costs of the
computer program may be partially or fully offset by the savings in wages and
benefits. On the other hand, it may turn out that other demands on the Company
require additional employees during the same period that exactly replace the costs of
the savings in the billng fuction. This ilustrates the other aspect of offsetting
factors-contemporaneous changes in revenues or expenses that are not directly
related to the proposed pro forma adjustment, but which offset its financial impacts.

29 This second aspect ofthe offsetting factors evaluation makes the question of
remoteness from the test year important when considering proposed pro forma
adjustments. The further out the point at which a proposed pro forma adjustment is
known and measurable, the less sure the Commission can be that there are no
offsetting factors - direct or indirect. Thus, any proposed adjustment that becomes

25 This is also known as the "rate year." In this case, based on the statutory suspension date of

April 7, 2010, the rate year is the 12 month period that wil end April 6, 2011.
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known and measurable more than a few months after the test year is inherently
suspect and requires a greater showing, if it is to be allowed.26

30 Offsettng factors mayor may not be present when adjusting for expense items, but
there tyically will be offsetting factors for any addition to rate base. Thus, focusing
on rate base, when a utility replaces an older piece of equipment with a new, more
efficient piece of equipment, there should be gains in effciency or reduced
maintenance expense. If the piece of equipment is included in rate base without
reflecting these offsetting factors, a mismatch is created. Pro forma rate base
adjustments often are not considered to be appropriate because the offsetting factors
are extremely diffcult to measure. That is, it is not possible to properly match
revenues, expenses, and other relationships that constitute the entire business
operation.

31 Despite this, Commission practice durng recent years has allowed adjustments to rate
base to bring power production facilities into rates, even though the acquisition
occured after the test period. The Commission adopted in PSE's case the Power
Cost Only Rate Case ("PCORC") mechanism, and has allowed in general rate cases
pro forma adjustments for major plant additions in order to match the in-service date
with the star of the recovery of those investments.27 The main reasons for allowing
such adjustments were the materiality of the resource acquisition and the fact that
offsetting factors were captued through the power supply and production factor
adjustments.

32 In this proceeding, we are asked again to allow significant pro forma rate base
additions. In addition, we are presented proposed pro forma adjustments to rate base
and expense that fall further and furter from the end of the test year. Many
components of these adjustments are based simply on estimates or forecasts, which
may have been updated one or more times during the course of the proceeding. This
has placed a burden on Staff and other parties to continuously evaluate updated
information, which may impact the quality of the record upon which the Commission

26 The farther a proposed adjustment is removed in time from the test year, and the less time that

supporting evidence is available for examination, discovery, and auditing by our staff and other
partes, the greater is the Company's burden to demonstrte that the requirements guiding our
consideration of adjustments to test year data have been met.
27 In PSE's case, these include Fredrickson 1 (Docket UE-031725); Hopkins Ridge (Docket UE-

050870); Wild Horse (Docket UE-060266); Goldendale (Docket UE-070565); and Whitehorn and
Sumas (Docket UE-072300).
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must base its decisions. It accordingly is reasonable for the Commission to establish
in the context of this Order some parameters for future guidance to parties.

33 Increases in rate base and in expense and revenue items ideally are audited before
they are approved for recovery in rates. They, at the least, should be auditable by
Staff within a reasonable time after a company fies a general rate case and well
before the date set for Response Testimony. In all but exceptional cases, any rate
base addition or pro forma adjustment to expense must satisfy the known and
measurable requirement at the time the company makes its filing. This gives Staff
and other paries adequate time to evaluate the adjustments and consider whether
offsetting factors are appropriately taken into account. Such evaluation promotes a
more rigorous record than would otherwise be possible. Supplemental filings can
continue to be used for good cause shown, if failure to do so might seriously skew
results. However, they should be used sparingly and fied prior to the deadline for
Staff and others to fie their responsive testimony. Should a supplemental filing not
provide parties sufficient time to rigorously evaluate the new evidence and respond to
it in their responsive testimony, they can request additional time to make their
responsive filing, in whole or in part. Requests to make a supplemental filing later
than the deadline should be accompanied by either an agreement to adjust the overall
procedural schedule28 (even if it would extend the original suspension date) or a
showing of extraordinary circumstances.

34 With these principles in mind, we turn now to consideration of the contested issues,
starting with proposed pro forma adjustments. There are 11 contested pro forma
adjustments in this case that are not associated with rate base. Except for Power
Costs, these adjustments are contested as to both the electrc and the natural gas
revenue requirements.

35 An additional 13 contested expense items are associated with rate base.29 Three of
these adjustments, Jackson Prairie, Net Interest Due to the IRS and Corporate Aircraft
Expense, are contested as to both the electric and the natual gas revenue
requirements. Jackson Prairie, is treated as a separate adjustment an the natual gas
side, but is within the Power Cost adjustment on the electrc side. The remaining ten
adjustments associated with rate base are all on the electrc side.

28 We remind the parties that the Commission prefers to have six weeks from the date ofthe final
briefs to complete the decision and order wrting process.
29 The parties dispute only expense levels on four of these adjustments, but both expense and rate

base are contested on the other nine.
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2. Contested Adjustments -Non-Rate Base- Electric and Natural Gas

a. General Revenues and Expenses (Adjustments 10.02 and 9.02-

Conservation Phase-in Adjustment)

36 PSE proposes an adjustment to test period revenues and expenses that it calls a
"conservation phase-in adjustment." This adjustment restates test period, weather-
normalized loads for the Company's retail natural gas and eIectrc customers to
mitigate what it describes as "certain ratemaking consequences of the phase-in of
Company-sponsored conservation that occured durng the test year. ,,30 The
ostensible effect of the Company's proposed adjustment is to reduce test-year electric
and natual gas loads to reflect the conservation achieved by its programs through the
end of the test-year. The adjustment reduces test year electrc loads by 124 milion
kWh and test year natual gas loads by 2 million therms.31 The effect would be to
increase unit rates to customers.

37 The partes' final revenue requirement presentations show the conservation phase-in
adjustment decreasing electrc net operating income by $6,242,791 and natual gas
net operating income by $379,566. Using the conversion factors we approve in this
proceeding, discussed later in this Order, PSE's proposal would increase the electrc
revenue requirement by $10,048,564 and the gas revenue requirement by $610,341.

38 Mr. Story and Mr. Piliaris, testifying for PSE, contend the conservation phase-in is a
proper pro forma adjustment akin to weather normalization, meeting the known and
measurable requirements and satisfying the matching principle.32

39 Staff, Public Counsel and others advocate rejection of the conservation phase-in
adjustment. They argue it is not a proper pro forma adjustment, being neither known
and measurable, nor taking account of offsetting factors.

40 Although the proposed conservation phase-in mechanism has novel attibutes relative
to what the Commission has considered in the past, it appears to be a means to
achieve the ends of mechanisms that are usually referred to as "decoupling
mechanisms." That is, it is an adjustment that allows the Company to recover

30 Exhibit JAP-IT (Piliaris) at 19:10-12.

31 Exhibit JAP-l T (Piliaris) at 24: 1-3; Exhibit MPP-IT (Parvinen) at 13:7-8.

32 See Exhibit JHS- 1 T (Story) at 11: 11-17 and 60: 1-61: 1; Exhibit JAP-l T (Piliaris) at 21: 1-2; and

see generally Exhibit JAP-5T (Piliaris) at 19:6-23:3.
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marginal revenue lost due to reduced load attbuted to the Company's demand-side
management (i.e., conservation) programs. PSE's principal witness on this subject,
Mr. Piliaris, describes it in exactly these terms.33 When asked directly, however, Mr.
Piliaris flatly denies that the Company's proposal is a form of decoupling.34

41 The Company's reasons for denying the conservation phase-in adjustment is a form of
decoupling include the fact that PSE committed in connection with its recent transfer
of ownership not to propose any form of decoupling mechanism for industral
customers for two years after the sale of the Company.35 The transfer was
consummated during the early part of 2009 following Commission approval of the
settlement agreement in which PSE made this commitment. The Company also stated
at the time of the transfer that it had no plans to propose decoupling at all for any
customer class.36 Public Counsel, ICNU and NWIGU argue the proposed
conservation phase-in adjustment is decoupling and, therefore, PSE is bared from
proposing it in its present form, which includes industral customers.

42 However, we need not decide whether PSE's proposal is decoupling as contemplated
by its commitment to make no such proposals for industrial customers. Even
accepting PSE's argument that the proposed conservation phase-in adjustment is not a
decoupling mechanism,37 but rather is simply a classic pro forma adjustment, there
are two reasons why, on this record, it should not be accepted.

33 Tr. 557:8-13 (Piliaris) (I would characterize this (i.e., the conservation phase-in adjustment) as

the company has shifted its focus away from incentives per se and more towards cost recovery,
and specifically the lost margin recovery, and the phase-in adjustment is a small piece of the
overall lost margin recovery in the company's opinion, so the focus now is more on cost
recovery.); Tr. 558:14-18 (Pilaris) ("Right now this phase-in adjustment only addresses a small
piece of the lost margin recovery, and we fully intend to seek recovery of the entire lost margin
due to conservation, company sponsored conservation.").
34 Tr. 565 :8- 10 (Piliaris).

35 Re Puget Holdings and PSE, Docket U-072375, Order 8 at ~ 95 and Appendix A to Stipulation,

page 13, Commitment 63 (December 30, 2008).
36 ¡d. and Appendix A to Stipulation, page 13, Commitments 62 and 63.

37 Indeed, the parties seem to agree that the proposed adjustment is not the same as a tyical

decoupling mechanism. The purpose of decoupling is to remove a company disincentive to
conserve by "breaking the link" between the company's sales and profits. Avista 2009 GRC
Order at ~ 242 (quoting from UTC v. PacifCorp, Docket UE-050684, Order 04, ~ 108-110
(April 17, 2006). Here, the phase-in adjustment does not break that link. See NWC Reply Brief
at ~~ 5-6. Tr. 565: I 8-566: I (Pi1iaris)
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43 First, as argued by Staff and Public Counsel, PSE's proposal fails to take offsetting
factors into account, thus not passing one of the critical tests that define proper pro
forma adjustments. Staff argues that "Company-sponsored conservation is only one
of many factors that influence electrcity and natual gas sales. ,,38 Staff cites to Mr.
Dittmer's testimony for Public Counsel that identifies such factors as the number of
customers served, the average use per customer that can be impacted by selected end-
uses (such as heat, water heat, air conditioning and other appliance or device choices),
home size, building codes, economic conditions, and customer-financed measures that
have nothing to do with PSE's conservation programs.39 Mr. Piliars acknowledged at
hearng that the Company's proposal wil allow it to recover lost margins from
conservation even when total household use increases or remains unchanged due to
new end uses.40

44 Mr. Ditter, for Public Counsel, presented evidence showing overall electrc usage

on a total company basis has increased while overall electric usage per customer is
essentially flat, notwithstanding PSE's conservation programs.41 Public Counsel
argues that "this in itself shows that offsets are occurrng."42 Mr. Ditter testified
that overall sales of gas on a company-wide basis also continue to rise and long term
trends in declining use per customer were reversed between 2007 and 2008.43

45 PSE argues that "( w )hether or not loads are increasing is irrelevant; PSE would have
had greater sales to cover increasing costs if conservation had not reduced 10ad.,,44

Public Counsel replies that:

38 Staff Initial Brief at ii 65.

39Id (citing Exhibit JRD-l CT (Dittmer) at 37:7-38:2).

40 Tr. 560:1-25 and Tr. 561:9-12 (Piliaris).

41 Mr. Pilaris, on rebuttal, took exception to Mr. Dittmer's five year analysis of usage per
customer, suggesting the time period is too short. Exhibit JAP-5T (Piliaris) at 23-24. However, as
Public Counsel points out, he does not disagree with Mr. Dittmer's conclusion that per-customer
usage is flat over that period, nor does he provide alternative data that might allow for some
alternative inference.
42 Public Counsel Initial Brief at ii 133.

43 Exhibit JR-l CT (Dittmer) at 4344.

44 PSE Brief at ii 74 (footnote omitted).
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On the contrary, nothing is more relevant than the fact that overall
loads are increasing, and that usage per electrc customer remains flat,
in spite of conservation efforts. PSE asks the Commission to employ
tuel vision and look at a single element of customer usage

(conservation), while disregarding all other factors that are causing
loads to increase. Nothing could be more inconsistent with the
requirement ofW AC 480-07-510(3)(e)(iii) that offsetting factors must
be considered.45

Indeed, in response to a hypothetical about a customer who received a rebate for a
more effcient gas hot water heater purchased under a PSE conservation program, but
also acquired a new gas oven, drer and cook top at the same time to take advantage
of the gas re-plumbing, Mr. Piliaris testified that the net increase in load would not be
reflected under the PSE proposal, only the estimated reduced usage for the hot water
heater.46 This ilustrates plainly that while a conservation program may lead to
reduced load on the one hand, it may stimulate customer behavior that actually
increases net load. The net increase in load, which would produce additional margins
for PSE, would not be recognized under the Company's conservation phase-in
adjustment.

46 Second, PSE's proposed adjustment also fails the known and measurable criteria by
which pro forma adjustments are evaluated. The Company argues that conservation
in 2007 and 2008 was projected to result in lost margins of $34 milion and lost
revenues of$46 milion.47 However, PSE provided no support for those amounts,
which are misleading, at best. 48 Mr. Piliaris states in his rebuttal that the Blue Ridge

45 Public Counsel Reply Brief at ii 30 (citing Avista 2009 ORC Order at iiii 45-47).

46 Tr. 560:6-561:12 (Piliaris). In response to Bench Request No.5, PSE clarfied that fuel

switching effects are not included in the conservation phase-in adjustment because the fuel
switching pilot does not begin until after the test year. In the future, however, this issue could re-
emerge if the "phase-in" were approved and PSE did not reflect the offsetting effect of increased
gas usage.

47 Exhibit JAP-5T (Piliaris) at 15:5-12.

48 Tr. 549:20-22 and 552: 19-22 (Pilaris). These numbers reflect Mr. Piliaris's calculation oflost

margins over a period of several years, not the single year of the test period. Hence, they
seriously exaggerate PSE's claim concerning the impact oflost margin during the periods
relevant for ratemaking purposes. Furthermore, PSE's lost margin claim fails to consider the
effect of intervening rate cases, in which the Company's forecasted load would be reset taking
into consideration the impacts of its conservation program. Without considering the effect of
resetting the load forecast, the Company could double (or triple)-count conservation's impact on
loads.
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report "reviewed" and "validated" PSE's conservation savings estimates.49 However,
it is clear from the Blue Ridge report that Blue Ridge performed no "verification"
whatever of the estimates or of the data provided by PSE, as acknowledged at hearing
in response to questions from the bench. 

50 In fact, Blue Ridge suggested that PSE' s

lack of awareness concerning conservation-related lost revenues and lost margins may
indicate "the lack of impact of these disincentives in terms of harm to the financial
health of the Company."51 Furhermore, as Staff points out, there has been no post-
installation measurement and verification of PSE' s conservation savings claims. 

52

While Mr. Piliaris asserts in his rebuttal testimony that PSE's conservation savings
estimates are consistent with the International Performance Measurement and
Verification Protocol (IPMVP), he was unable, at hearing, to provide any explanation
of what this means or why it might be significant. 53

47 Commission Determination: Having fully examined the record on this issue, we find
compelling reasons to reject PSE's conservation phase-in adjustment. Measured
against familiar principles of ratemaking, the proposal does not pass muster as a
proper pro forma adjustment. It plainly fails to take obvious and indisputable
offsettng factors into account, thus violating the matching principle. Moreover, the
evidence PSE presented to support the adjustment as being known and measurable is
simply inadequate to its intended purpose.

48 Although we reject PSE's proposed adjustment as presented in this general rate case,
we would be remiss to not comment generally on the subject of conservation. The
Commssion discussed this subject in considerable detail in its recent Final Order in
an A vista Corporation (A vista) general rate case proceeding. 

54 This was in the

context of the Commission's decision to allow Avista to continue on a permanent
basis, albeit with significant modifications, a decoupling mechanism previously
implemented on a piIot basis. While we need not repeat the Commission's discussion

49 Mr. Pilaris claim in testimony that no part had questioned the Blue Ridge report was shown at

the hearing to be a clear misstatement offact. Tr. 553:3-536:8; Exhibit JAP-12.
50Tr. 550:6-551: 13 (Piliaris) (discussing lost margin data calculated by PSE but not confirmed by

Blue Ridge); see also Exhibit JAP-6 at 3.
51 Exhibit JAP-6 at 78.

52 Exhibit MPP-1T (Parvinen) at 16; Exhibit JAP-1 1.

53 Exhibit JAP-5T (Pilaris) at 10; Tr. 540: 19-542:9.

54 A vista 2009 GRC Order at '289.
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here, given that the order was published just three months ago, it is worth reiterating
the Commission's conclusion of its general and background discussion, as follows:55

Conservation is one of our cornerstone missions. Consequently, we
encourage and support effciency programs as one of the key objectives
in our ratemaking. We have long recognized that conservation is,
under almost all circumstances, the least cost energy resource available
to a utility and its ratepayers. 

56 To further its development, we enable

company spending on conservation resources by allowing our utilities
to collect all costs associated with their respective conservation
programs from ratepayers, subject to an annual reconciliation or "tre-
up." In addition, we have provided financial incentives for meeting and
exceeding conservation targets57 and have approved pilot programs for
the purpose of determining whether mechanisms, such as the one we
have before us, would support a "conservation" culture within our
regulated utilities.58 With this in mind, we judge A vista's decoupling
mechanism and whether it has effectively increased the utility's efforts
to support cost-effective conservation programs for its customers.

49 Accordingly, consistent with our recent A vista order, PSE should feel free to propose
a mechanism to address possible disincentives to conservation, which would include
lost revenues due to reduction in load from implementation of its conservation
measures. This could take the form of a decoupling program, an attition adjustment,
or a more traditional pro forma adjustment. IfPSE can develop fully, propose, and
offer persuasive evidence to support any of the above mechanisms, or an alternative
mechanism, to promote conservation, we wil carefully consider such a proposal in a
future proceeding. 

59

55 ¡d. (Internal citations, infra, footnotes 56 - 58).

56 Cost-effective conservation potentials have been clearly identified for decades. The diffculty

is achieving them. Hence, the Commission's consideration of decoupling in this (the Avista)
docket.
57 WUC v. PSE, Dockets UE-060266 & UG-060267, Order 08 (January 5, 2007) at ii 145-158

(PSE 2007 GRC Order).
58 WUTC v. Cascade Corporation, Docket UG-060256, Order 5 (January 12, 2007) at iiii 67-85;

In Re Petition of Avista Corporation d/b/a A vista Utilties For an Order Authorizing
Implementation of a Natural Gas Decoupling Mechanism and to Record Accounting Entries
Associated With the Mechanism, Docket UG-060518, Order 04, Final Order Approving
Decoupling Pilot Program (February 1, 2007).
59 The Commission wil initiate a review of conservation incentive mechanisms in spring 2010,

by filing a Statement ofInquiry under the Administrative Procedure Act, RCW 34.05.310. We
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50 Of course, one possible mechanism is a direct incentive mechanism by which the
utility is rewarded for exceeding conservation targets. Such a program is authorized
by state law.60 We approved such an Energy Conservation Incentive Mechanism

(ECIM) for PSE on a pilot basis in Docket UE-060266 in 2007.61 The ECIM
provided $3.5 million in additional revenue to the Company during 2007, or 146
percent of the lost margin the Blue Ridge report shows PSE attibutes to conservation
programs for that year.62 During the test year, the ECIM provided PSE $4.3 milion
in additional revenue, making a significant contribution to PSE's test year margin
losses that are attbuted to its conservation programs durng 2008.63 Given these
benefits - and positive incentives - we find it surprising that PSE has elected to
abandon its existing opportity to recover via incentives at least a portion of its costs
associated with conservation efforts that might arguably be lost through reduced load
resulting from that same conservation. This is particularly unfortate considering
that the alternative the Company proposes in this case was put forth without adequate
support to permit a meaningful evaluation, which is a necessary precursor to
Commission approval.

b. Miscellaneous Operating Expense (Adjustments 10.14 and 9.09)

51 PSE consolidated several small, unelated items into one larger Miscellaneous
Operating Expense adjustment for both its electric and natual gas results of
operations.64 Staff and Public Counsel initially contested PSE' s proposed inclusion of
increases in service contract baseline charges from QuantaPotelco, the Company's
principal contractor providing construction-related services for both the electrc

transmission and gas distrbution systems. According to Staff witness Mr. Foisy, PSE
included increases in service contract baseline charges using estimated contract

anticipate that this wil be a productive, infonnal forum, in which to discuss the pros and cons of
all such mechanisms.
60 RCW 19.285.060(4).

61 PSE 2007 GRC Order.

62 Exhibit JAP-6 at 65 (Table 12).

63 ¡d.; Exhibit MPP-l T (Parvin en) at 17:9-12.
64 The adjustments include, for example, the costs of the Wire Zone Vegetation Management
Program and contractual rent for the Summit Building. Other components move the following
expenses below the line: the Company store which sells items with PSE logos to employees;
airport and hotel parking; and athletic events expenses. These components of the adjustment are
not contested. Exhibit MDF-IT (Foisy) at 4:17-5:6.
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amounts.65 Mr. Foisy stated that as ofthe date of his testimony, these contracts were
not signed and finalized and, therefore, do not meet the test of being known and
measurable. Staff proposed that the unadjusted test year amounts for these contract
costs be used, instead of what PSE proposed.

52 PSE's contracts with Quanta/otelco were finalized and executed in December
2009.66 Staff, for this reason, accepted PSE's proposed adjustments67 that, the
Company says in its brief, actually understate the final costs that PSE wil incur
pursuant to the final contracts.68

53 Public Counsel contests this adjustment, arguing that it should be rejected because it
fails to "recognize offsets.,,69 In addition, Public Counsel argues, the adjustment does
not satisfy the known and measurable criteria because the actul amount was being
negotiated durng the pendency of this proceeding.70

54 Commission Determination: December 2009 is nearly a year after the end ofthe test
period. Much can change in a year in terms ofthe Company's overall costs of
operation and it is unquestionably tre that the further out we go from the test year the
less sure we can be that there are not offsetting factors. Consistent with our general
discussion concerning the propriety of pro forma adjustments we determine that
PSE's adjustment should not be allowed despite Staffs acquiescence at the briefing
stage of this proceeding.

c. Property Tax (Adjustments 10.15 and 9.10)

55 Staffs adjustments for property taxes are based on "PSE's actual tax liability for all
propert for the 2008 test year, based on the actual, centrally-assessed valuation of the
Departent of Revenue ("DOR") and the actual levy rates announced by taxing

65 Exhibit MDF-1T (Foisy) at 6:6-12.

66 PSE Initial Brief at ~ i 06 (citing Tr. 173: 12-20 (V aIdman)); Staff Initial Brief~ 44 (citing Tr.
173:21-174:3 (Valdman)).
67 StaffInitial Brief at ~ 44 (citing Exhibit B-3 at Exhibit KHB-2, page 2.21and Exhibit KHB-3,

page 3.14).
68 PSE Initial Brief at ~ 106.

69 Public Counsel Initial Brief at ~ 99.

70 Id (citing Exhibit JRD-1 CT (Ditter) at 49-50).
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"(t)he Company's adjustments utilize estimated propert tax levy rates to be paid in
2009.,,72 PSE acknowledges this point, stating:
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Because the levy rate - the third component for calculating propert
taxes - wil not be available until March or April of 20 1 0, PSE used the
average of the levy rates for the past four years in its calculation.73

56 Although Mr. Marcelia testifies it is appropriate to use this estimated tax rate, his
testimony is not persuasive and, in any event, misses the point. 74 As in the case of our
recent decision in A vista, it is appropriate here to rely on the most recent available
actual tax assessments, rather than the projections used by the Company.75 While "(i)t
is wholly appropriate to pro form new tax rates and assessments once they become
measurable,,,76 it is equally inappropriate to pro form taxes based on levy rates that
wil be determined in the future.

57 Staff ilustrates by example in its Initial Brief why this is true:

The 2009 propert tax estimates used by PSE for its adjustment have
changed and wil continue to change until PSE's actual tax liability is
finally determined. PSE's initial forecasted change in propert taxes
for its electric operations was $2,467,222.77 The forecast later
decreased 187 percent to ($2,139,835).78 Similarly, PSE's projection
of property taxes for its gas operations changed from $1,308,384 to
$1,620,627, a 24 percent increase.79 It is wholly inappropriate to pro

7! StaffInitial Brief~ 75 (citing Exhibit B-2 at Exhibit KHB-2, page 2.22 and Exhibit KHB-3,

page 3.15, Exhibit MRM-9; Tr. 465:7-466: 16 and Tr. 519: 1 0-19 (Marcelia)).
72 Exhibit MDF-IT (Foisy) at 8:8-9.

73 PSE Initial Brief at ~ 107.

74 Exhibit MRM-4T (Marcelia) at 16:3-14.

75 Avista 2009 GRC Order at~154.

76id. (emphasis added).

77 Exhibit JHS-l 0 at 21.

78 Exhibit B-2 at Attachment C, page 2.22.

79 Exhibit MJS-9 at 9.10; Exhibit B-2 at Attachment D, page 3.15.
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form estimates of propert taxes that have so significantly changed and
can be expected to change again. 

80

58 PSE included estimates of propert taxes for 2009 in the individual plant adjustments
for Hopkins Ridge (Adjustment 10.06),81 Sumas (Adjustment 10.09),82 and Whitehorn

(Adjustment 10.10)83 As Staff points out in its Initial Brief, the only difference
between PSE and Staff concerning these three adjustments is the treatment of
propert taxes.84 Staffs single adjustment on propert taxes (Adjustment 10.15)

using DOR's centrally-assessed valuation ofPSE's property, encompasses these
adjustments.

59 Commission Determination: We find Staffs propert tax adjustment, using test year
actual tax rates and DOR centrally assessed values, is appropriate. We reject PSE's
proposal to use estimated levy rates that will not be known until sometime later this
year and may vary significantly from the Company's estimates.85 Accordingly, we
accept Staffs property tax adjustment 10.15 and, in so doing, resolve the disputed
propert taxes that are the only contested issues between PSE and Staff with respect
to Adjustments 10.06, 10.09, 10.10 and 10.33, and one of the contested issues with
respect to Adjustments 10.07 and 10.08.86

80 Staff Initial Brief at ii 77.

81 Adjustment 10.06 involves the August 2008 addition of four turbines at Hopkins Ridge.
82 Adjustment 10.09 involves the addition of the Sumas Cogeneration facilty in July 2008.
83 Adjustment 10.10 involves the purchase ofWhitehom in February 2009.

84 Staff Initial Brief at ii III (Noting that a comparison of Exhibits B-2 and B-3 demonstrates that

PSE has otherwise accepted Staff s calculation of these adjustments based on actual August 2009
plant balances).
85 We note the interplay between this issue and PSE's proposed propert tax adjustments in

connection with several of its production properties. Staffs approach is consistent with how tax
assessors throughout the state actually assess and tax utility propert on an aggregate basis, not
individual property by individual propert.
86 In section II.B.2.e. of this Order, infra, we reject Public Counsel's proposed adjustments to
liability insurance associated with these individual plants. Taken with our decision here, the
effect is to accept Staffs Adjustments 10.06, 10.07, 10.08 10.09, 10.10 and 10.33, except for the
disputed rate base in Adjustments 10.07 (Wild Horse Expansion) and 10.08 (Mint Fann), which
we discuss separately below.
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d. Directors and Offcers Insurance (Adjustments 10.17 and

9.12)

60 Staff, though Ms. LaRue, agrees with PSE's D&O insurance for the total Company

including PSE's allocations both to its subsidiaries and to its electric and gas
operations, but advocates that the costs of D&O insurance should be shared equally
between ratepayers and shareholders. Ms. LaRue testifies that:

D&O Insurance financially protects corporate directors and offcers
when legal claims are brought against them while performing their
corporate duties. D&O Insurance is a necessary cost of doing business
and it provides benefits to both ratepayers and shareholders.
Ratepayers should bear some of the cost of this insurance, as they
benefit from it, but shareholders also benefit from D&O Insurance and
should therefore bear some of the costs, as weii.87

61 Mr. Ditter for Public Counsel also recommends an equal sharing ofthe Company's

premiums for D&O insurance. He testifies that both groups benefit from the
coverage. Ratepayers benefit, according to Mr. Dittmer, because D&O insurance
facilitates the retention of competent management. While shareholders also enjoy this
benefit, Mr. Ditter testifies that in his experience "if payments were to be made by
the insurance carrer, such payments would most likely be made to aggreved
shareholders for directors' and officers' actions that have caused them some kind of
economic harm.,,88 Thus, shareholders receive an additional benefit.

62 PSE argues:

Directors and Officers ("D&O") Insurance is a necessary cost of doing
business, and the majority of the risk that D&O insurance addresses is
derived from operations ofthe Company. The Company's calculation
allocates a portion of this insurance to subsidiaries and accomplishes
the sharins, of risk and cost that the Commission has previously
approved. 9 The 50% allocation of premiums to shareholders proposed
by Commission Staff and Public Counsel has no foundation and is

87 Exhibit AMCL-IT (LaRue) at 4:7-14.

88 Exhibit JRD-ICT (Dittmer) at 67: 11-13.

89 See Exhibit MJS-12T (Stranik) at 21:1-1 1.
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inconsistent with the Commission's established treatment of such
costs.90

63 Staff and Public Counsel, however, both point out that the Commission's recent
decision in the Avista rate case "recognized that shareholders benefit from D&O
insurance and it is therefore inappropriate to charge customers the full COSt.,,91 Both

argue that while the Commission found that a 90/10 sharing between customers and
shareholders was appropriate under the facts of that case, PSE has offered nothing to
justify its position that no sharing of these costs is appropriate. Therefore, Staff and
Public Counsel argue, the Commission should consider a different sharing proportion
here.

64 Commission Determination: The Commission determined on the basis of a limited
record in the A vista general rate case that "D&O insurance is a benefit that is part of
the compensation package offered to attact and retain qualified offcers and
directors. ,,92 The Commission said in that proceeding that it made sense to split the

costs of insurance in the same manner required for other elements of the directors'
and officers' compensation, hence requiring a 90/10 percent sharing as between
ratepayers and shareholders. There is no similar evidence in the record of this case.

65 Absent evidence supporting a particular sharing of these costs other than Ms. LaRue's
statement that PSE's allocations both to its subsidiaries and to its electrc and gas
operations seem appropriate, we have no basis in the record that would support an
allocation of a portion ofPSE's proposed adjustment to shareholders. We
accordingly determine that PSE' s adjustments should be approved.

e. Property and Liabilty Insurance (Adjustments 10.23 and

9.16)

66 PSE's as-fied case included estimates for propert and liability insurance premiums.
Mr. Story, for PSE, stated the Company's intention to update these premiums, once
actual premiums were known. This apparently was done in discovery prior to the

90 PSE Initial Brief at ~ 109.

91 Public Counsel Initial Brief at ~ 111; Staff Initial Brief at ~ 78.

92 A vista 2009 GRC Order.
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date for Response testimony in which Staff proposed alternative adjustments based on
actual premiums.93 PSE agreed to Staffs proposed adjustment in its rebuttal case.94

67 Public Counsel, however, opposes the 2010 propert insurance increases PSE

included in its pro forma electrc and gas expense adjustments as not being known
and measurable. Public Counsel also objects to PSE's proposal to update the
estimates with actual premiums. Mr. Dittmer testifies that he believes "it is
inappropriate to reflect increases occuring so far beyond the end of the historic test
year for which there are probable offsets.,,95 Public Counsel does not tell us,
however, at what point in time after PSE filed its case the actual premiums became
known.96

68 PSE argues that Public Counsel's "suggestion that there may be hypothetical but
unidentified offsets to the actual, known cost of these insurance premiums" is
unsupported and therefore an inadequate reason to reject the adjustment, to which
Staff and the Company agree.

69 Commission Determination: Although we unfortnately do not know the point in
time when the actual insurance premiums became known and measurable it
apparently was early enough to give Staff time to review them and accept them in its
Response Testimony. Public Counsel raises a valid point of principle, as in the case
of other pro forma adjustments, but offers no evidence concerning when the actual
data became known during the discovery process, or evidence of offsetting changes.
Although it is a close call, we find Staff s use of actual data as of the time it fied its
response case offers suffcient support for that result to be sustained. Our decision to
accept Staff s insurance adjustments, with which PSE agrees, applies to Adjustments
9.16, 10.23,10.06, 10.07, 10.08 10.09, 10.10 and 10.33.97

93 Exhibit TES-1 T (Schooley) at 6: 1-12.

94 Exhibit JHS-14T (Story) at 23:9-13.

95 Exhibit JRD-I CT (Dittmer) at 49: 17 -19; Public Counsel Initial Brief at 1198.

96 Mr. Schooley refers to PSE's response to Staff Data Request 175 as the source for his
adjustment, to which PSE agrees. Exhibit TES-1 T (Schooley) at 6:6. That discovery response,
however, is not an exhibit in our record.
97 In section rr.B.2.c. ofthis Order, supra, we accept Stafrs propert tax adjustment 10.15. This,

along with our decision here, means that Adjustments 10.06, 10.07, 10.08 10.09, 10.10 and 10.33
are resolved in favor of Stafrs adjustments, except for the disputed rate base in Adjustments
10.07 (Wild Horse Expansion) and i 0.08 (Mint Farm), which we discuss separately below.
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f. Pension Plan (Adjustments 10.24 and 9.17)

70 PSE used a four-year average of pension contributions including projected pension
contrbutions through September 30,2009, as the basis for its proposed adjustment to
pension plan expense. Public Counsel argues that pension expense for PSE's
qualified retirement plan should be calculated based upon a four year average of
contrbutions for the four calendar years ending December 2008. FEA advocates
using the same period for the determination (i.e., four-year average through December
2008), but recommends using Financial Accounting Standard (F AS) 87 expense
levels that are calculated on an actuarial basis, rather than actual contributions. 98

71 Public Counsel states its approach "is consistent with the methodology employed in
PSE's last two rate cases, which included four years of contrbutions, the last year of
which coincided with the end of the then-utilized historic test year.,,99 Here, however,
Public Counsel argues that:

PSE departed from its past approach by "reaching" forward to pick up
actual/anticipated contributions to be made some nine months
following the end of the historic test year being used in this docket. By
"reaching" to pick up contributions for the four twelve-month periods
ending September 30,2006, September 30,2007, September 30,2008
and September 30,2009, PSE was effectively able to include in its
four-year average one additional "heavy" year of contrbutions. This is

not appropriate. If an average of "contrbutions" is to be employed to
calculate "normalized" pension costs, as in previous PSE rate cases, the
methodology and cut-off periods used in the calculation should be
applied consistently. PSE should not be allowed to pick and choose the
most beneficial annual periods that it desires to include in the
normalization calculation.loo

72 PSE does not dispute that it looked nine months beyond the test year to its planned
2009 contrbutions when proposing its pension adjustment.

98 Exhibit RCS-1CT (Smith) at 24: 11-16.

99 Public Counsel Initial Brief at ~ 102 (citing Exhibit JRD-1CT (Ditter) at 55).

100 Id at ~ 103. Notably, PSE did not contribute to its pension fud during 2004-2005 because of

plan funding levels. PSE states further that while in 2006 and 2007, the Company could have
made tax deductible contributions, it chose not to because the plan was fully funded. PSE Initial
Brief at ~ 112 (citing Exhibit TMH-9CT (Hunt) at 12:7-10).
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73 Ignoring its own proposal to change methodology and use estimated amounts, PSE

argues somewhat ironically that FEA' s proposal to use F AS 87 calculated pension
expense instead of actual cash contrbutions is a "retreat from long-established
Commission practice of using actual cash payments to determine rate recovery" and
that it therefore should be denied. 

101 PSE argues:

Although actual cash payments or SF AS 87 calculated expense equal
each other over time and either could be used to fix pension expense for
ratemaking puroses, it is improper and unfair rate making policy to
move back and forth between these two methodologies, electing
whichever methodology provides the lower contribution recovery at
any given time. 102

Such criticism, of course, can equally be leveled at PSE's departe in this case from
recent past practice of using a four year average through the end of the test year.

74 Public Counsel and FEA also recommend removing costs for PSE's Supplemental

Excess Benefit Retirement Plan (SERP), which provides retirement benefits for
certain top executives in excess of the limits placed by IRS regulations on pension
plan calculations for salaries in excess of specified amounts. Mr. Ditter testifies for
Public Counsel that highly paid employees who qualify for SERP are already entitled
to "normal" retirement benefits pursuant to the "qualified" retirement plan offered.
Moreover he says: "the plan is expensive to offer given that it is not tax efficient like
the qualified retirement plan.,,103 Mr. Dittmer also points out that other Washington
utilities are either no longer offering the benefit or do not seek rate recovery of such
costs. Mr. Dittmer says "it is reasonable to question 1) whether it is necessary to offer
such plans to a select group of already highly compensated employees, and 2)
whether it is reasonable to request ratepayers to pay the cost of such "supplemental"
retirement plans.,,104

75 PSE argues that SERP is part of the overall compensation package for the Company's
executives, not something that should be viewed in isolation. 105 PSE states that the
SERP allows executives to replace income at the same proportions in retirement as

101 PSE Initial Brief at ii 113.

102 I d.

103 Exhibit JRD-l CT (Dittmer) 60:21-61: 15.

I04Id

105 PSE Initial Brief at ii 114 (citing Exhibit TMH-9CT (Hunt) at 22:1-14).
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compared to other employees and allows mid-career employees to come to PSE
without suffering a decrease to their retirement benefits.,,106

76 Ignoring Public Counsel's argument that no other jursdictional utility in Washington
seeks to recover SERP expenses from ratepayers, PSE takes aim at Public Counsel's
and FEA's argument that other jursdictions have not allowed SERP expenses in
revenue requirements. PSE contends this is "irrelevant and without merit" because
the Commission "has historically allowed SERP expenses in revenue requirements."
However, the only authority PSE cites for this assertion is both incorrectly cited and
misleading in substance. Specifically, PSE quotes from the Commission's Order 04
in Pacifi Corp's 2006 general rate case (albeit identified in PSE' s brief as aPSE
general rate case), and argues:

The ultimate issue is whether total compensation is reasonable and
provides benefits to ratepayers, not whether incentive compensation is
pay in stock or whether compensation, particularly for executives, is
similar to that of other comparable companies. The Company's SERP
meets this test. Taken as par of the overall compensation package, it is
reasonable as a common feature of a market competitive pay program
in the utility industry. 107

The referenced so-called test, however, was applied in the context of a dispute over
incentive compensation, not retirement benefits.

77 Relevant in this context is Public Counsel's point in its briefthat PacifiCorp closed its
SERP plan to new participants in 2007.108 Public Counsel also points out that:

Cascade Natual Gas has prohibited new participants (in its SERP)
since 2003 and has restricted new benefits to existing participants.
A vista provides SERP to its senior executives but records the cost
below the line and does not seek recovery from ratepayers. 109

Public Counsel argues that other than "boilerplate recruitment and retention
arguments, PSE has not offered a persuasive justification for requiring its customers

106 ¡d.

107 PSE Initial Brief at ~ i 14 (citing WUTC v. PSE, Order 04 at ~ 128 (April 17,2006) for the

quoted language). The quote actually is taken from WUTC v. PacifCorp, Docket 050684, Order
04 (April17, 2006).

108 Public Counsel Initial Brief at ~1 08.

109 ¡d. (citing Exhibit JRD-1CT at 64 (regarding Avista 2009 GRC and citing to Tr. 597: 10-11 in

that proceeding, of which we take administrative notice)).
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to pay SERP costS."IIO In addition to its other arguents, Public Counsel closes with
the argument that:

This expense is particularly unjust and unreasonable at a time when
many PSE customers face severe economic challenges and many are
losing jobs and potentially retirement benefits of their own. 

I I I

78 In addition to advocating the use of an actuaral basis for determning pension
expense and the removal of SERP costs, FEA recommends that the Commission
require PSE to:

Evaluate whether it should continue to provide defined benefit pension
plans.112 As the recent economic tuoil has demonstrated, a defined
benefit plan can require radical increases in funding during periods of
poor investment performance. Many other companies have
discontinued defined benefit pension plans in favor of other alternatives
such as Defined Contrbution Plans. Basing a ratemaking allowance for
pension costs on plan funding contrbutions, which are up to utility
management and can span a range as wide as $60 millon or more,
could deter the Company from making reforms to its pension plans that
would reduce cost. 113

79 Commission Determination: We find that the actual four year average pension
expense ending December 31, 2008, provides a reasonable measure of the amount of
pension expense that should be allowed for recovery in rates. This approach has been
reliably used in recent cases and it provides at least some degree of normalization
with respect to contrbutions that have tended to be highly varable from year to year.
PSE's use of projected 2009 contrbutions is similar in some respects, but does not
satisfy the known and measurable standard.

110 Public Counsel Initial Brief at ill 09.

III Id. (noting that in Re Application of 
Connecticut Natural Gas Corp. for a Rate Increase,

Docket No. 08-12-06, Decision (June 30, 2009), at 144 (Section entitled "Curent Economic
Conditions"), 274 PUR 4th 345, the Connecticut Dept. ofPUC rejected SERP recovery as
inappropriate and excessive given the current economic climate).
112 Exhibit RCS-IT (Smith) at 18-20.

113 FEA Initial Brief at 12 (citing Exhibit RCS-I T (Smith) at 18-20).
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80 We do not find FEA's case for moving to an actuarial basis for measuring this
expense sufficiently developed to apply it in this case, but a more fully developed
record could convince us to order such a change in a future proceeding. There also is
insufficient record upon which to make any determinations concerning FEA's
suggestion that PSE should move away entirely from offering a defined benefit form
of retirement in favor of other alternatives. We emphasize, however, that we are not
by this observation making any detennination of principle.

81 As to SERP, we find persuasive the arguments recommending removal of these costs.
PSE has failed to provide an adequate justification for continuing to require
ratepayers to fund supplemental retirement benefits for a small number of executives
who already are highly compensated and entitled to the same levels of qualified
retirement plan benefits as other employees, within the limits of what the IRS allows.

g. Wage Increase (Adjustments 10.25 and 9.18)

82 Staff and Public Counsel both initially advocated rejection of union and non-union
estimated wage increases that PSE projected would occur during 2010. Ms. Huang,
for Staff, testified:

Potential wage increases beyond the curent employee contract
expiration dates are not known and measurable. Therefore, Staff
adjusts wage increases to March 31, 2010 for non-union employees.
Staff also adjusts wages increases to March 31, 2010 for iBEW
members and to September 30, 2010 for UA members according to the
Company's current contract(s) with those unions. i 14

Mr. Ditter testified that the Commission should also reject a contractual increase for
UA (United Association of Plumbers and Pipefitters) union workers because "the
increase did not become effective until October 2009, nine months beyond the end of
the test year and fifteen months beyond the mid-point of the 2008 test year.,,115

83 PSE and Staff resolved their differences concerning union wage increases given the
Company's agreement to include increases provided in contracts. 1 i 6 Thus, Staff now
accepts inclusion ofthe IBEW contractual increase that wil be effective from January

lI4 Exhibit JH-1 T (Huang) at 4: 19-23.

lIS Exhibit JRD-1 CT (Ditter) at 46:8-22.

lI6 Staff Initial Brief at ~ 80 (citing Exhibit MJS-12T (Stranik) at 26:9-10).
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1, 2010 to December 31, 2010. Staff and PSE also agree to include wage increases
for UA employees through September 30, 2010, the end of the curent UA contract. 

i 17

84 Staff, however, opposes PSE's adjustment to the extent of amounts included for non-
union employee wage increases. Specifically, Staff rejects a thee percent increase
from March 1,2010, based on the Company's 2010 budget forecast. 

i IS Staffargues

that such budget estimates are uncertain and, thus, not "known and measurable." 
i 19

Staff points out that the budget was not approved until November 2009, that there are
no documents supporting the budgeted wage increase and that the Board has the
authority to rescind any budgeted increase. Therefore, Staff argues: "It is
inappropriate to pro form budgeted wage increases that the Company is not yet
obligated to pay."120

85 Mr. Ditter testified for Public Counsel that he:

Rejected the IBEW 3.00% wage increase estimated to be effective in
Januar 1,2010, the actual UA wage increase that became effective
October 1, 2009, as well as the UA 3.00% wage increase estimated to
be effective on October 1, 2010. Further, I have rejected all non-union
wage increases estimated to become effective following the March 1,
2009 actual increase granted.

Public Counsel continues to oppose allowing in this adjustment any of the initially
estimated union and non-union wage increases because "estimates are not 'known and
measurable' changes."121 Public Counsel would have us exclude in addition the three
percent increase for UA employees that became effective October 2009 because it
took effect nine months after the test year and fifteen months beyond the test year's
mid-point. Public Counsel argues this is not an appropriate adjustment in that it does
not account for offsets "for productivity increases, deflationary trends in materials, or
an expectation the PSE should strve to cut costs in this economic environment.,,122

11 Id (citing Exhibit JH-3(Huang) at 4:21-23 and Exhibit MJS-20 (Stranik) at 1).

118 Exhibit TMH-20.

119 StaffInitial Brief at ~ 81 (citing A vista 2009 GRC Order at ~11 0).

120Id at mr 82 and 83.

121 Public Counsel Initial Brief at ~ 95 (citing Exhibit JR-1 CT (Ditter) at 45-46 (listing PSE

pro forma adjustments from testimony of John Story, and describing those rejected by Public
Counsel)).
122Id
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86 PSE argues all its proposed wage increases are known and measurable. PSE states it
contractually committed to the IBEW increases in April 2009 and Januar 2010, but

does not mention the VA increase in January 2010.123 Mr. Hunt testified that PSE
contractually agreed to the Januar 2010 increase in 2007.124 As to non-union
employees:

The Company's Board approved merit increases ofthree percent and
PSE is now in the process of allocating those monies to managers who
wil be determining individual merit-based increases for their
employees. Those increases will be paid in March 2010.125

87 Turing to the question of offsets, PSE argues that "increased productivity does not
translate into "offsets" or reduced hours worked as Commission Staff and Public
Counsel claim.,,126 Instead, PSE argues, the Company reallocates employees to meet
new demands such as those placed on the Company by "increased regulations,
compliance, and the ongoing work of system replacement." 127

88 Commission Determination: We agree with Public Counsel's proposed adjustments
to wages. Although outside the test period, we allow the IBEW April 2009
contractual increase, which does not appear to be in dispute, because it is close
enough in time to the end of the test yearto limit our concerns about possible offsets.
We agree with Public Counsel that the other changes (IBEW and VA in October 2009
and October 2010, and non-union in March 2010) are too remote from the end of the
test year to be included without risk of violating the matching principle.

h. Investment Plan (Adjustments 10.26 and 9.19)

89 According to PSE's 401(k) Investment Plan, the Company matches employees'

contributions to their individual retirement accounts. In addition, the Company

123 PSE Initial Brief at ~ 115.

124 Exhibit TMH-9CT (Hunt) at 25:4-6.

125Id (citing Tr. 449:24-450:6 (Hunt)).

126 PSE Initial Brief at ~ 116.

127Id (citing Exhibit TMH-9CT (Hunt) at 26:13-15; Tr. 191:5-7 (Valdman)).
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contrbutes to each employee's retirement account an amount equal to one percent of
each employee's base pay. Thus, the Investment Plan adjustments are tied to the
Company's portion ofthe investment plan expense and simply reflect the additional
expense associated with wage increases, discussed above.

90 Commission Determination: The parties do not disagree on the methodology for this
adjustment. The differences in their adjustment amounts simply reflect their different
positions on the wage adjustments, previously discussed. Given our determination of
the wage adjustments in the preceding section ofthis Order, we here adopt the
recommendation by Public Counsel.

i. Employee Insurance (Adjustments 10.27 and 9.20)

91 PSE's as-fied adjustments to Employee Insurance were estimates based on a budget
forecast. Thus, Ms. Huang testified, they do not meet the Commission's criteria for
pro forma adjustment which allows for known and measurable adjustments to test
year amounts. 128 Staff used the actual, negotiated Flex Credit amount per employee
of 4.75 percent for 2010 to adjust Employee Insurance. Ms. Huang testifies this so-
called Flex Credit amount is based on known and measurable changes that are not
offset by other factors. Mr. Hunt testifies on rebuttal that PSE agrees with Stafts
recommendation to use the actual 4.75 percent change.

92 The difference in the level of adjustments proposed respectively by PSE and Staff
now result from the use of different employee counts. Mr. Stranick testifies that when
calculating the adjustment for rebuttal the Company updated the employee counts
from 2,586 to 2,613. He explains that the original employee counts were based on a
system report run at the start of each month in 2008 for employees who were active
and enrolled in a medical coverage choice at the date the report was run. Because
new employees have 30 days to sign up for coverage, new employees electing
coverage any time after the begining of the month were not included in the employee
count for that month. These updates were provided to all parties in PSE's Response
to Public Council Data Request No. 319 dated August 17, 2009.

93 Staff opposes the use of PSE's updated employee counts because it includes
employees hired at the end of the test period, but not eligible until 30 days later.

128 Exhibit JH-lT (Huang) at 7:8-1.
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94 Mr. Dittmer, for Public Counsel, would disallow any increase in PSE's employee

benefit flex credits. He argues that the initial 8% increase proposed by PSE was not
known and the 4.75 percent rate was negotiated after the fiing date of this rate case
and will not be a "known" change until January 1,2010. Mr. Dittner testifies:

It is inequitable to reflect an adjustment occurrng so far beyond the
end of the historic test year when there are expected "offsets" in the
form of efficiency gains, deflation for other cost of service components,
as well as expected cost containment efforts on behalf of PSE in the
current economic environment. 129

95 Commission Determination: PSE's obligation to provide insurance to employees
hired in December 2008 matued at the time they accepted employment. Since this
was before the end of the test year, we find it appropriate to include these additional
27 hires for puroses of calculating this adjustment. We do not know exactly when
the 4.75 percent actual rate became final and, hence, known and measurable, but we
do know it was suffciently in advance of Staff filing its Response Testimony to
permit Staff to examine the amount and be satisfied with it. Considering all the
evidence, we find it is the best evidence of the rate we should use for making this
adjustment.

j. Injuries and Damages

96 Mr. Ditter testifies for Public Counsel recommending that PSE's injures and

damages expenses be normalized by using a three year average rather than the test
year amounts, which he contends are "considerably higher" on the electric side
relative to prior years. 

130 PSE argues that "Public Counsel has not demonstrated a

reasoned basis for changing from the use of historical test year to a three-year
average." 131 However, the total Injures and Damages Expense accruals for claims,
and payments of claims in excess of accrual amounts, for electrc and gas operations
for the last three years were:

129 Exhibit JRD-1 CT (Dittmer) at 48: 1 0-14.

130 Exhibit JRD-1CT (Ditter) at 50:20-51:17.

131 PSE Initial Brief at ~ 136.
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Year
2006

2007

2008 (test year)

Electrc
Operations
Accruals &
Payments in
Excess of

Accruls
$2,475,968

2,205,721

3,847,528

Gas
Operations
Accruals &

Payments in
Excess of

Accruls
$465,804

473,145

769,674

97 Thus, we see an increase of nearly 75 percent on the electrc side and 63 percent on
the gas side between 2007 and 2008.

98 PSE also argues that

To selectively average accounts over a specified period when they are
higher than average, while using actual account balances for the test
year when they are lower than average, would be arbitrary and
unreasonable. 

132

However, we do not perceive that Public Counsel is proposing such an approach.
Public Counsel observes that PSE offers no testimony as to why the higher test year
amount in 2008 relative to 2006 and 2007 should be considered normaL. Public
Counsel also makes the point that PSE itself uses multi-year averages for other
expenses that exhibit significant differences from year to year, such as bad debt
expense and pension costs.

99 Commission Determination: A spike in costs in a single year of the magnitudes
evident here provides a sufficient basis to consider a normalizing adjustment. Absent
any evidence from PSE showing the test year level is representative (i.e., normal), we
accept Public Counsel's recommendation to normalize this expense using a three year
average.

13 ¡d.
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3. Contested Adjustments - Non-Rate Base - EIectric Only

a. Power Costs (Adjustment 10.03)

100 Disputed power costs are highly significant in this case in terms of dollars. PSE,
ICNU and Staff (ICNU/Staff) jointly, and Public Counsel all propose to reduce
projected power costs from the test year levels. On a net operating income
measurement ICNU/Staff and the Company are more than $18.6 million apart, and
Public Counsel and the Company are nearly $3.7 milion apart. In terms of revenue
requirement, using the conversion factor we approve here, ICNU/Staffwould reduce
PSE's power costs by approximately $30 milion from the level advocated by the
Company. Public Counsel would reduce the Company's power costs by
approximately $6 milion more than PSE. The parties' relative positions are
ilustrated in Table 3.

TABLE 3

NOI (net operating
income)
Revenue Re uirement

PSE

50,909,893

Staff

69,513,083

Public Counsel

54,597,730

(81,945,931 ) (111,890,125) (87,881,973)

The parties present a number of discrete arguments that, considered together, make
this a complex issue. ICNU/Staff sponsor a number of adjustments to input data used
in the AURORA power cost model, and propose a number of adjustments to be made
outside of the model (i.e., adjustments to the modeled results). 133 Public Counsel also
sponsors adjustments to both the model and its results. In addition, ICNUIStaff and
Public Counsel advocate changes to the ratemaking treatment for the Tenaska
regulatory asset, the net cost of mark -to-market gas hedges, and the treatment of gas
fuel costs in the Power Cost Adjustment.

13 AURORA is the power cost model PSE uses to estimate net power costs within the west-wide

grd of utilities. The AURORA model includes fuel costs, plant statistics and costs to buy and
sell power. EPIS, Inc. developed and owns the model, which it calls the AURORAxmp Electric
Market ModeL. The Company's web page describes it as "a fundamentals-based model that
employs a multi-area, transmission-constrained dispatch logic to simulate real market conditions.
Its true economic dispatch captures the dynamics and economics of electricity markets - both
short-term (hourly, daily, monthly) and long-term."
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101 Overall Commission Determination: We discuss individually below the parties'
arguents concerning the disputed aspects of the power cost adjustment. First, we
examine the disputed adjustments within the AURORA model and then the disputed
adjustments outside the AURORA modeL. In the final analysis, considering our
determination of each issue and applying the results of our determinations to reject
the Company's proposed conservation phase-in adjustment and to adjust accordingly
the production factor, we arrive at NOl $48,587,893, resulting in a revenue
requirement reduction of ($78,208,377). That said, we recognize that these final
numbers wil change at the compliance stage as the Tenaska and March Point
disallowances are taken into account, as discussed by PSE's witness, Mr. Mils. 

134

AURORA Ad;ustments

Hvdro Filtering

102 lCNU/Staffpropose to apply a quasi-statistical filter to exclude from AURORA the
water-years that fall outside of one standard deviation above or below the mean water
year in the 50-year record on which PSE relies (ie., 1929 - 1978).135 Applying this
fiter to the 50-year record of data, they remove 9 years that are "above the range" and
11 years that are "below the range." They derive their adjustment to the Company's
power cost by reruing AURORA with these years excluded and comparing the
resulting modeled power costs to the Company's modeled costs. 136 The ICNU/Staff
proposal reduces the rate year power cost projection by approximately $5.7 milion,
as compared to PSE's 50 water year AURORA ru.

103 lCNU/Staff acknowledge that their proposed filter "is not based on a scientific study
of any kind," but assert that that it is nonetheless a "reasonable approach" because it
is simple and straightforward.13 They take pains to emphasize that their approach "is
based on assumptions regarding the probability of water conditions, not normalized
power supply costs" because the filter is cared out on water years, not the resulting
annual power supply costs. 

138 According to lCNU, the purose of the lCNU/Staft

134 Exhibit OEM-l2CT (Mills) at 58:4-60:11.

13 ICNU/Staffuse hydroelectric generation from the Mid-Columbia projects as a proxy for water

years. They refer to the Mid-Columbia generation as the "water flow equivalent."
136Exhibit JT-l CT (Schoenbeck/Buckley) at 10:25-11: 15.

137id. at 11:19-12:5.

138id. at 9: 1-4.
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hydro filtering proposal is to eliminate bias in the calculation of projected rate year
power costs, saying: "the removal of extreme outlier years from power cost
calculations logically reduces bias by normalizing the range of water years under
consideration." 139

1 04 According to ICNU/Staff, the filtering approach they propose is appropriate because
it "better aligns the methodology for determining base power costs with a regulatory
environment that includes a PCA.,,140 They argue that the filter addresses the power
supply costs associated with "extreme, or outlier" water years leaving these low
probability events to be addressed, should they occur, in the annual PCA review. 

141

105 ICNU/Staff assert that the Commission has favored water filterig adjustments for
utilities with PCA mechanisms pointing to several recent rate case settlements and
quoting a recent Commission order, as follows:

If the Company and its customers wil share the costs and benefits of
unusual power cost extremes, there is no need to include those extreme
circumstances in the calculation of normalized power costs, paricularly
if they are controversial. . . We agree with Staff and PacifiCorp that
water filtering is appropriate in the context of a PCAM, but not
appropriate if there is no PCAM in place. 

142

ICND characterizes this statement as a "guiding principle" and argues for the
ICNU/Staffthat "there should be no question about the propriety of the ICNU/Staff
hydro filtering proposal" since the Commission has approved hydro fitering when
some form of PCA mechanism is present and PSE, in fact, has a PCA. 143

106 The Company disagrees with this characterization arguing that the Commssion has
endorsed filtering in theory, but never considered it fully in a case where a company
has a PCA. The Company argues that the ICNUIStaffhave failed to comply with

139 ICNU Initial Brief at ii 27.

140 Exhibit JT - i CT (Schoenbeck/uckley)at 7:26-27.

141ld at 7:26-8:5

142 WUTC v. PacifCorp, Dockets UE-06 i 546, et aI, Order 8 at iiii 88-89 (June 2 i, 2007).

143 ICNU Initial Brief at ii 23, 25.
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Commission directives regarding how filtering should be considered in the context of
a PCA. 144

107 PSE, through Mr. Mils and Dr. Dubin, objects to the hydro filtering proposed by the
ICNU/Staff. Mr. Mils testifies:

In theory, rate year power costs should be calculated using agreed upon
methodologies and regulatory precedents. The existence of a PCA
mechanism is irrelevant when setting base rates. If a PCA mechanism
is in place and if the PCA mechanism indeed shifts risk from the
shareholders to customers, it is the underlying conditions of the PCA
mechanism itself (i.e., sharing bands and procedures) that should be
adjusted to more appropriately balance risk between shareholders and
customers-not the underlying power costs. The proposal of the
ICNU/Staff merely biases projected rate year power costs. 145

108 Mr. Mils offers a detailed critique of the proposed hydro fitering and support for
PSE's use of 50 years of data. He says that in an average year nearly 30 percent of
the Company's power generation comes from hydropower resources. According to
Mr. Mils, market prices for power tend to be low when hydropower is abundant and
high when hydropower is limited and consequently the distrbution of power costs is
skewed across various hydro conditions.146 Considering the definition of "outlier
water years" proposed by ICNU/Staff, he notes that three poor hydro years
experienced in the last seven years would fall in this category and that over this
period PSE has absorbed 90 percent of the power costs in excess of normalized power
costs through operation of the PCA.147 Mr. Mils argues that the balance between risk
and benefits associated with deviations from baseline power costs should properly be
considered in the design of the PCA and its sharing bands. He notes that the
Company prepared a study of that issue pursuant to a settlement condition in the 2007
rate case, but received no comiients from the parties in response to that study. 

148

Referrng to the record of the 2004 general rate case, Mr. Mill's says that both
Company and Staff experts agreed that at least 50 water years should be used in

144 PSE Reply Brief at ~ 7.

145 Exhibit DEM-12CT (Mils) at 33:18-34:4.

146 ¡d. at 31:21-32:3.

147 Id at 33:19-35:9.

148 ¡d. at 35:11 - 37:3.
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AURORA to determine base power costs, in contrast to the filtered record of30 years
proposed by the ICNU/Staff in this case. 

149

109 Mr. Mils also points out an error he asserts the ICNU/Staffmade in application of
their proposal. Mr. Mils testifies that:

If the Joint Parties had used only PSE's share of Mid-C hydro
generation in its hydro filter calculation, the adjustment would have
resulted in a $3.0 milion reduction to projected rate year power costs,
rather than the $4.6 milion reduction calculated using the ICNU/Staff
approach. 

150

110 Dr. Dubin, attacks the hydro filtering adjustment from a statistical and analytical
perspective. He presents a detailed discussion to support his conclusions that:

Commission Staff and ICNU propose a methodology to trcate or trm

the hydro data used to set power costs for PSE. There exists no
statistical or intuitive reason to filter the hydro-generation in the
manner suggested by Commission Staff and ICNU--it is neither
appropriate nor statistically sound to eliminate twenty of the fift data
points ( 40 percent) to force data to be "normaL." In short, the proposed
hydro filtering methodology is inappropriate, and the Commission
should reject this adjustment. 

151

111 Directing fire at Dr. Dubin's testimony, ICNU says:

What (Dr.) Dubin fails to recognize is that the inherent uncertainty in
determining resultant power costs during the more extreme water years,
good or bad, forms the basis for the ICNU/Stafffitering
recommendation-not an extensive analysis of the historical water year
data itself. 

152 .

112 ICNU contends in its brief that considering the "fine points of statistical theory is
unhelpful and unecessary.,,153

149 Id at 39:7-15.

150 Exhibit DEM-12CT (Mils) at 40:15-18.

151 Exhibit JAD-1 T (Dubin) at 3:4-10.

152 ICNU Brief at ~ 30.

153 Id.
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113 Commission Determination: ICND and Staff are justified in raising the topic of how
power cost normalization should be employed in the context of a power cost
adjustment mechanism. The Commission examined this issue in some detail in the
2006 PacifiCorp general rate case. Indeed, the Final Order in that case provides some
carefully developed direction on the matter. However, Staff and ICNU have
overlooked the focus of the Commission's discussion and the key paragraph in that
order. The Commission concluded:

We find that filtering water-years is appropriate in the context ofa
PCAM, but that such filtering must reflect whether the distrbution of
variability in power costs is symmetrcal or skewed as well as how the
deadband and sharing bands are designed to reflect asymmetr in the
risks and benefits that may accrue to both customers and the
Company. J54

It is simply not the case that the Commission "favored a water filtering adjustment for
utilities with a PCA mechanism." Instead, it found that, if designed correctly, a water
filtering mechanism could be appropriate in the context of a PCA mechanism. The
Commission did not establish a "guiding principle" that in the presence of a PCA any
form of hydro filter would be appropriate. The hydro filter proposed in this case fails
to address any of the issues for which the Commission previously gave guidance. 

155

114 Moreover, in the PacifiCorp case cited by ICNU/Staff, the Commission found fault
with the specific mechanism proposed here a simple one-standard-deviation filter.
Dr. Dubin's testimony in this case points out persuasively that the filter proposed is
not justified on any statistical grounds. ICND/Stafts assertion that despite its lack of
a basis in science, the proposed fiter should be adopted because it is simple and

154 WUC v. PacifCorp, Dockets UE-061546, et aI, Order 8 at ~ 101, June 21, 2007.

155 In contrast, we note that this matter was addressed in the settlement agreement of Avista's

2008 rate case by adoption of an asymmetric sharing band in that company's Energy Recovery
Mechanism. WUC v. Avista Corporation, Order 08, Final Order Approving and Adopting
Multi-Part Settlement Stipulation and Requiring Compliance Filing, Dockets UE-08041 6 and

UG-080417 (December 29,2008) at ~ 52, Appendix A-Multi-Part Settlement Stipulation at 6-7.
The issue was also addressed in the settlement ofPSE's 2007 general rate case with a provision
requiring the company to complete a study and provide it to the parties by December 2008.
WUTC v. Puget Sound Energy, Order 12, Final Order Approving And Adopting Settlement
Stipulations: Authorizing And Requiring Compliance Filing, Dockets UE-072300 and UG-
07230 1 (consolidated) (October 8, 2008), Appendix E-Partial Settlement Re: Electric and Natural

Gas Revenue Requirements at ~ 17.
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straightforward is untenable. ICNU/Staft s dismissal of "the fine points of statistical
theory" is inapt.

115 Judging from their repeated emphasis that the filter is being applied to water records
rather than to the power costs that are correlated with water conditions, rCNU/Staff
misread the basic point of our analysis in the PacifiCorp order. Specifically, they
miss the point that while hydrologic data may be normally distributed, these data are
strongly correlated with power costs which were not normally distributed in the case
ofPacifiCorp and may not be normally distributed in PSE's case either. Indeed,
rCNU acknowledges in its brief that the real focus ofthe ICNU/Staffproposal is
"uncertinty in determining resultant power costs." While it is tre that removing
both high and low values from the normally distributed water record wil not

significantly bias the average water year, it did, in the case ofPacifiCorp, bias the
average power cost. 156 Since the purpose of calculating a normalized power cost is to
estimate the expected value (i.e., the average) of power costs, the Commission found
that the one-standard deviation method was flawed and actually favored a different,
less biased, statistical method offered by PacifiCorp in that case.

116 Ultimately, no hydro fiter was adopted in the PacifiCorp case because, among other
reasons, PacifiCorp does not have a PCA mechanism. But the point of the discussion
is what is important here. rCNU/Staffhave neither offered any analysis of the
probability distribution of power costs nor shown how that distribution is related to
the probability distrbution of hydrologic data. rn addition, they have offered no
analysis of how those probability distributions affect the sharng of risks and benefits
accomplished by the PCA sharng bands. We find this somewhat puzzling in light of
the Company having fulfilled its obligation to complete a study and provide it to the
parties under the settlement terms of the 2007 rate case.

117 Consistent with our discussion above and for the reasons stated, we reject the
ICNU/Staff proposal to apply a quasi-statistical filter to exclude from AURORA the
water-years that fall outside of one standard deviation above or below the mean water
year in the 50-year record from 1929 - 1978.

156 Indeed, if simply filtering water-years were enough to address the concerns raised in our

PacifiCorp order, there would be no reason to use multiple water years at alL. The average water
year would suffce. We find value in the using AURORA with a full distrbution of water records
because the modeled results capture the way the water conditions interact with other factors
affecting power costs.
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118 Having made our determination on the issue contested by the parties, our discussion
above leads us to determine also that it would be appropriate for the parties to
examine in PSE's next general rate case, or in another suitable proceeding, the
questions whether there are asymmetrcal risks in the distribution of power costs that
may affect the sharing of risks and benefits accomplished by the PCA sharing bands.
It seems particularly appropriate that the Commission should hear more on this
question in the future given the Company's 2007 study concerning the balance
between risk and benefits associated with deviations from baseline power costs and
how it should properly be considered in the design of the PCA and its sharing bands.

Hvdrologic Record

119 Public Counsel contests PSE's use of the 50-year water record from 1929 - 1978.
Public Counsel's witness, Mr. Norwood, testifies:

PSE has used the average hydro generation level for the 50-year period
1929-1978 as the basis for its rate year hydro forecast in this case. The
Company indicates that it has used this period rather than a more recent
period because this approach was recommended by the WUTC Staff in
the Company's 2004 general rate case. However, the average annual
hydro generation level for the Mid-C hydro contacts for the most recent
50-year period for which information is available (i.e., 1949-1998) is
significantly higher than the level experienced during the 1929-1978
period. 

157 Given the significant increase reflected in the more recent 50-

year average hydro generation data for the Mid-C hydro contracts, I am
concerned that using the 1929-1978 period for forecasting PSE's hydro
generation levels wil result in the under-forecast of rate year hydro
generation levels and therefore lead to significant over-recovery of
power supply costs by PSE. 158

120 Mr. Norwood recommends that PSE's rate year hydro generation forecast be revised
to reflect the average hydro generation levels over the 50-year period 1949-1998.
This recommendation would serve to increase PSE's rate year hydro generation
forecast for the Mid-C hydro contracts. 

159 To calculate the reduction in rate year

157 Exhibit SN-8C.

158 Exhibit SN-l HCT (Norwood) at 35:5-17 (internal citation omitted).

159 Exhibit SN-8C.
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energy costs resulting from this adjustment, Mr. Norwood used PSE's forecasted
average cost of market energy purchases durng the rate year. 

160 His recommended

adjustment for this issue reduces PSE's originally fied rate year power costs by
$6,180,410. 161

121 Turing to Public Counsel's proposal to use a more recent 50 years of available data

(1949-1998), Dr. Dubin, testifies that Public Counsel's proposal advocating a SO-year
rollng average for this adjustment is arbitrary, unscientific and without merit:

As I said in my testimony in the 2004 GRC, the 60-year record would
be better to use than the 50-year record and similarly the full 70-year
record is preferred to the 60-year record or the 50-year record. I
strongly advocate the use of the available 70-year hydro record to
determine likely futue levels of hydro generation and recommend
strongly against the use of a rolling average whether the motivation is
that 50 is somehow special (it is not) or whether earlier periods reflect
significantly lower mean hydro flows (properly tested they do not).
Mr. Norwood's suggestion is another form of filtering wherein he
ignores the data and arbitrarily drops the first 20 years of the historical
hydro record with no basis other than his "concern" that it is
different. 162

122 Mr. Mils testifies that "simply using a more recent period of data because it creates
results favored by Public Counsel is not a valid reason to change the hydro
information used to set rates.,,163 He states that the Company would be wiling to use
the full 70 year data set, but has instead used the 1929-1978 data because the
AURORA model data files do not include the most recent 20 years of hydro data.
According to Mr. Mils, the Company has this more recent data for its Mid-C and
western Washington hydro resources, but not for the other regional hydro resources
that contrbute to market pricing in AURORA. He offers a method that would use the
full set of 70 years, but would not fully reflect variation in hydro conditions
associated with the non-PSE resources. 

164

160 fd.

161 fd.

162 Exhibit JAD-IT (Dubin) at 32:11-33:1.

163 Exhibit DEM-l2eT (Mils) at 42:6-14.
164 fd. at 42:7-43:21.
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J 23 Commission Determination: The Company correctly points to the thorough
examination of this matter undertaken in its 2004 rate case. The Commission's
discussion in that case examines statistical analyses undertaken by both Company and
Staff expert witnesses. 165 Those analyses agree in their conclusion that water-year
data are normally distrbuted and trendless and that the longest period of data was the
best to use for purposes of estimating normalized power costs. These analyses also
concluded that use of a "rollng average" was statistically flawed. The 50-year record
spaning 1929 - 1978 was used in the 2004 rate case because the more recent water-
year data was not yet adjusted to reflect actual operation of the hydropower system.

124 In this case we are faced with a similar quandary, the science argues for use of data
spanning as long a period as possible, but the most recent 20-years of data available
for use in AURORA is apparently incomplete. Inasmuch as the Company has access
to at least some of the more recent data, its power cost evidence in future rate
proceedings should include consideration of that data. It also should be made
available to other parties who may wish to address these issues in future cases.

J 25 We reject Public Counsel's proposal to eliminate the first 20 years of water records in
favor of adding the 1978-1998 data because this data set is not demonstrated to be
superior to the earlier records and it is not comprehensive for use in AURORA.
However, we have stated above our preference for using the longest span of years
possible. We reiterate the direction given by the Commission in PSE's 2004/2005
general rate case encouraging the partes to continue their discussions of this subject
and their efforts to develop even more rigorous tools for hydro normalization.

Regional Load Forecast Adiustment

J 26 The Company's September 28, 2009, Supplemental Filing includes significantly
reduced loads for PSE, but does not consider any other regional load reductions. The
Company's load forecast for the rate year is lower by 3.9 percent than its original
filing, ostensibly because of the recent recession and reduced economic growth.

127 The AURORA power supply model uses regional loads throughout the western
United States and Canada for determining market electricity prices for puroses of

165 WUTC v. Puget Sound Energy. Dockets UG-040640, UE-040641, UE-031471, and UE-

032043 (consolidated), Order No. 06, iiii 124- 13 I (February 18, 2005).
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making balancing sales and purchases. Presumably the economic factors affecting
PSE's loads have also affected economic growth and power loads thoughout the
western United States. ICNU/Staff argue that the Company's failure to adjust all of
the load forecasts in AURORA leads to an over-estimate of power costs because the
model dispatches higher cost resources to meet the unreduced forecast of western
loads. 166

128 ICNU/Staffrecommend an adjustment to the AURORA model inputs assuming no
load growth for 2009,2010 and 2011 for Pacific Northwest loads and the loads of
Southern California Edison and Pacific Gas & Electrc, which they say taken together
represent a significant portion ofWECC loads. They characterize their adjustment as
conservative considering that PSE's own loads actually declined. According to the
ICNUIStaff, this approach stil results in a reduction to rate year power costs of
approximately $ 1.1 milion based on a single average water year AURORA ru.
When determined in conjunction with the other AURORA related adjustments, the
decrease in the rate year power cost projection is $0.83 millon.

129 Mr. Mils testifies on rebuttal:

PSE did not reduce regional loads in the AURORA modeL. PSE
believes that its load reduction would have only a minor impact on the
Pacific Northwest aggregate loads because the Pacific Northwest rate
year load is about 163,229,598 MWhs, or 18,634 aMWs. Therefore,
the reduction in PSE's load is less than 1 percent, or only about 0.57%,
of the aggregate regional load. A subsequent run of the AURORA
model proved the impact of incorporating the regional load reduction in
the AURORA analyses is a reduction of about $0.12 milion in
projected rate year power costs. 167

130 Mr. Mils disagrees with the adjustment proposed to AURORA model load inputs

because he says "neither PSE nor the ICNU/Staffhave developed a methodology to
analyze the extent of such impact loads.,,168 However, he says that the Company
agrees that the same economic trend data that reduced PSE' s load forecast may have

had an impact on the regional load forecast. Therefore, PSE is wiling to accept the
$1.1 milion reduction to the Company's rate year power costs proposed by the

166 Exhibit JT -1 CT (Schoenbeck/Buckley) at 4:22-6: 17.

167 Exhibit DEM-12-CT (Mils) at 26:11-18.

168 ¡d. at 28:7-16.
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ICNU/Staff, but only as an adjustment made to the AURORA power cost results,
rather than adjustment to the model inputs. 

169

131 Commission Determination: ICNU and Staff have identified an error in the
Company's calibration of the AURORA modeL. An adjustment to the rate year power
cost is justified to correct this error. The Company is correct to point out that a proper
adjustment to the AURORA load would require detailed knowledge of the load
forecasts for all ofthe model's sub-regions. The Company's agreement to adjust the
results of the AURORA model by $1.1 million is a reasonable resolution of this issue.

Out of AURORA Adjustments

Jackson Prairie Storage Caoacitv

132 PSE acquired a three-year assignment of 6,704 MMBtuday deliverability and
140,622 MMBtu of Jackson Prairie natural gas storage capacity under a thee-year,
renewable, asset management arrangement with Cabot Oil & Gas Marketing. Under
this agreement, PSE wil manage these natual gas assets on behalf of Cabot. The
Company wil pay tariff rates to Cabot for the storage capacity and gas transport
capacity and wil retain all value obtained from managing the capacity. According to
Mr. Mils, PSE's management of the Cabot assets, including the Jackson Prairie
storage capacity, wil help ensure the reliable provision of gas supply to customers
and power generation facilities, enhance the Company's ability to balance load,
improve integration of renewable resources, and facilitate PSE's ability to meet peak-
load requirements with gas-fired generation facilities. 

170

133 ICNU/Staff assert that while the Company included in its requested revenue
requirements the $415,000 cost of the Cabot asset management arrangement, it did
not include quantifiable value associated with the benefits it asserts. According to
ICNU/Staff, ratepayers should expect to receive benefits that at least partially mitigate
the inclusion of the expense in the detennination of the rate year power cost
projection. According to ICNU/Staff, when the transaction was presented to the
Company's Energy Management Committee on March 19,2009, the presentation
showed a cost of $577,000 per year for the arrangement with an associated value of
$806,000 per year. The value included a component related to the benefit associated

169id. at 27: 18-28:7.

170 Exhibit DEM-12CT (Mills) at 23:6 - 25:5; Exhibit JT-7C.
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with the storage capacity. No such benefit is reflected in the Company's filing in this
proceeding. ICNU and Staff recommend a storage benefit be included based on the
difference in market prices between the low and high gas cost months multiplied by
the associated storage volume of the agreement. Based on PSE's Sumas forward
prices, this calculation yields a benefit of$338,000 attributable to this arangement. 171

134 PSE opposes the proposed adjustment. Mr. Mils testified that ifPSE could use this
gas storage to capitalize solely on seasonal price differentials, the adjustment
proposed by ICNU/Staffwould seem appropriate. He asserts, however, that PSE does
not have the opportity to purchase gas at low summer prices and store it to sell
during the higher priced winter months. Mr. Mills reiterates on rebuttal that PSE
acquired the Cabot asset management agreement storage for reliability and renewable
resource integration management. He states that PSE's rate year power costs
accordingly should not include any benefit for the seasonal gas price differences. 

17

135 Commission Determination: The Company's objection that it did not acquire control
of the additional capacity simply to exercise seasonal arbitrage of gas pricing is
persuasive. Nonetheless, if the costs of the Cabot arrangement are to be included in
rates, any quantifiable benefits also should be taken into account. The best evidence
of the appropriate adjustment is found in Exhibit JT - 7C, which includes a
presentation made to PSE's Board of Directors. The exhibit shows the net benefit of
the arrangement on the power side to be $186,000.173 That, accordingly, is the
adjustment we determine should be made here.

Westcoast Pipeline Capacity

136 The Company has acquired additional Canadian natual gas pipeline capacity on the
Westcoast Energy System to allow it access to gas deliveries at the "Station 2"
delivery point. It asserts that this capacity wil allow it to diversify its delivery points
for Canadian-sourced gas so that is not solely dependent on the Sumas hub.174 The
Company secured a rate year "basis differential" between gas sourced at Sumas and
gas delivered at Sumas from a single broker quote to estimate the benefit of the
additional capacity. Applying this differential to gas volumes estimated to be

171 Exhibit JT-1CT (Schoenbeck/uckley) at 24:17-25:10.

17 Exhibit DEM-12CT (Mills) at 26:6-13.

173 Exhibit JT-7C (ICNU/Staff) at 19.

174 Exhibit DEM-12CT (Mils) at 28:10 -29:20.
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delivered at Station 2, and correcting for a spreadsheet error identified by ICNU, the
Company estimates a benefit of $5.7 million reduction in power costs. 175

137 ICNU/Staff do not question the prudence of the Company's acquisition of the pipeline
capacity, but they contend additional "basis price differences" are required to justify
the significant annual expense of about $8.7 milion. 1 76 This is because, using PSE' s

approach to estimating basis gain, there are no estimated basis gains during five
months of the rate year. They assert that historical data shows that in every trading
day for the last two years, there has been a favorable price differential between
Station 2 and Sumas. ICNUIStaff say this makes sense because the cost for
transporting gas from Station 2 to Sumas was about 47 cents/MMBTU during the test
period. Thus, Staff and ICNU argue, faced with the alternatives of buying gas at
Station 2 and transporting it to Sumas versus simply buying the gas at Sumas, PSE
needs a savings of at least 47 cents/MMBTU at Station 2 as compared to Sumas.
Using this estimation "logic," Staff and ICNU recommend an additional $4.0 milion
in estimated annual benefits, or a total out-of-AURORA rate year basis gain benefit of
$9.7 million, requiring a reduction in that amount to the rate year power cost
projection. 

17

138 Mr. Riding disputes that PSE acquired the additional gas pipeline capacity to capture
an assumed market price differential between Station 2 and Sumas.178 In fact, he
testifies, "PSE has acquired W estcoast Energy T -South capacity in order to improve
the reliability and predictability of supply to its generation portfolio by diversifying
supply risks." 

1 79 Mr. Riding testifies that the market price differential between

Station 2 and Sumas should be considered for PSE's rate-making puroses, but at the
"at the contractable differential, which is best measured by market quotes or actual
gas supply contracts, consistent with the pricing for all gas purchases for gas-fired
generation.,,18o He argues that "historical prices, or price differentials, mayor may
not have any bearing on futue prices; therefore, the appropriate methodology is to

175 Exhibit JT-7C (ICNU/Staff) at 15:22-16:7.

176 ¡d. at 14:11-15:18.

17 ¡d. at 16:12 19:1 i.

178 Exhibit RCR-6T (Riding) at 7:12-15.

179 ¡d. at 7:17-19.

180 ¡d. at 9:14-16.
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consistently apply forward price cures and market quotes that are developed
primarily by third-part forecasters or market makers.,,181

139 Mr. Riding also contends that recent volatility in the price of gas makes using
historical period prices inappropriate.182

140 Mr. Mils states that the ICNU/Staff method produces a basis benefit that exceeds the
cost of the pipeline capacity. Mr. Mils testifies that PSE secured four additional
broker quotes for the Station 2 to Sumas price differentiaL. Based on these new
brokerage quotes, he says, the basis benefit does not exceed the total cost of the new
capacity in any month. Mr. Mils accordingly revises his calculation of basis benefit
to include an additional $2.4 milion. 

183 This increases the benefit to $8.1 milion

(i.e., $5.7 plus $2.4 milion).

141 Commission Determination: The ICNU/Staff argument that the Company's reliance
on a single broker quote is insufficient to estimate the rate-year basis differential is
persuasive. We also find merit in the Company's argument that basis differential
should be based on forward market information, as are fuel gas prices. On balance,
however, we agree with ICNU/Staffthat use of documented price differentials
between the two stations is a reliable method to determine the benefit of the basis
differentiaL. We acknowledge the Company's observation that the resulting benefit
more than offsets the cost of the additional capacity but are puzzled by its assertion
that this must represent a flaw in the ICNU/Staffproposal. Indeed, we favor
Company actions for which the benefits exceed the costs. Accordingly, we determine
that the ICNU/Staff proposal to reflect a basis differential of $9.7 milion is
appropriate. Our decision results in a $1.6 milion reduction in power expense from
what the Company included in its final case.

ISI Jd at 9: 16-20.

IS2 Jd át 10:3-21.

183 Exhibit DEM-12CT (Mils) at 30: 13-31: 14.
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Mark-ta-Market for Gas Hedges

142 The Commission has approved a gas mark-to-market'adjustment in PSE's last several
general rate cases and power cost only rate proceedings. This post-AURORA
adjustment reflects the cost difference between PSE's actual short-term forward gas
purchases, which are primarily financial but also physical, and the current forward gas
price for the rate period used in the AURORA modeL. The adjustments approved in
proceedings since 2004 have ranged from $4,296,000 to $(5,166,000). In this filing,
however, PSE's short-term mark-to-market adjustment is over $45,000,000. The
adjustment is substantial for various reasons, including that PSE has extended the
forward time period over which it purchases gas and the Company has additional
baseload gas-fired generation in its power portfolio with the acquisition of
Goldendale and Mint Farm. 

184

143 ICNU/Staff say that while these two factors may make sense and may be reasonable,
the Company's proposed adjustment in this proceeding is uneasonable because it has
procured "far more gas for its power supply requirements than is necessary or
justifiable and at a much higher cost than the current market." 

185 According to

ICNUIStaff, the Company has contracted for 105 percent of the natual gas projected

by AURORA to be needed in the April 2010 to March 2011 rate year. ICNU argues
that the Company has conducted the forward gas purchases for wholesale activity not
reflected in AURORA and that this is "a thoroughly preventable result for which
customers should not be charged."186 Staff and ICNU contend that because
AURORA cannot capture PSE's substantial wholesale market trading, there is a
mismatch between purchases and need as reflected in the AURORA projections. 187

144 ICNU/Staffpropose that the volume ofPSE's forward gas purchases for each month
be capped at 80 percent of the AURORA-projected baseload need for each month of
the forecast rate-year period. ICNU argues that "this recognizes that it is prudent for
a utility to acquire a portion (20%) of its gas needs at market prices, while hedging
the remainder." 188

184 Exhibit JT - 1 CT (Schoenbeck/Buckley) at 19: 1 7-20: 1.

185 ¡d. at 20: 1 2- 1 4; ICND Initial Brief at ii 8.

186 ICND Initial Brief at ii 10.

187 ¡d. at 20:17-22:7.

188 ICN Initial Brief at ii 10.
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145 PSE argues that the ICNUIStaffproposal to cap purchases at 80 percent of the
AURORA-projected baseload need for each month of the forecast rate-year period is
arbitrary and would expose PSE and its customers to increased market risk. 189 In
contrast, PSE states, "the existing treatment for gas hedges has resulted in a
cumulative benefit to customers.,,190 PSE states that excluding a certain level oflong-
term mark-to-market contracts, is not appropriate and ignores approximately $122.1
million in customer benefits over the past decade as these long-term and short-term
mark-to-market contracts have been included in the calculation of the power cost
baseline rate in each of the recent PSE rate proceedings. 

191

146 PSE points out that no one has objected in several general rate cases, power cost only
rate cases, or in response to the Company's PCA compliance reports, to PSE's
treatment of these contracts. PSE argues:

It is only now, when the mark-to-market adjustment reflects a cost
rather than a benefit to customers, that parties question the inclusion of
the mark-to-market adjustment in determining power costs. Allowing a
mark-to-market adjustment in the baseline power cost calculation when
the adjustment benefits customers, then removing the mark-to-market
adjustment in years when gas prices are declining, creates unbalanced
and arbitrary regulatory policy. The baseline rate should continue to

reflect the gas hedges that have been executed under PSE's hedging
program, rather than relying on AURORA's static power costs
forecast. 192

147 PSE argues that the parties are simply wrong in their assertion that PSE's gas hedges
exceed the Company's gas for power needs. The Company cites to evidence
introduced by ICNU that shows the Company's actual transacted gas hedges are
below its forecast gas needs, as modeled by PSE's risk management system. 

193 PSE

189 PSE Initial Brief at ir 34.

190 ¡d.

191 ¡d. at ir 36 (citing Tr. 778:19-23 (Mils); Exhibit DEM-12CT (Mils) at 19:7-13).

192 ¡d. (citing Mils, Tr. 776:6-10; 777:24-778:20; 779:19-23).

193 Exhibit DEM-23C.
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emphasizes that while it hedged in excess of the AURORA-projected gas for power
needs, its actual hedging did not exceed its forecast needs. 

194 In sum, PSE argues:

Short-term fixed-price gas for power and power contracts incurred at
the price cut-off date for the rate year represent prudent, known and
measurable transactions PSE has entered into and is obligated to pay;
they are supported by PSE's hedging program, and have been
historically included in rates.

* * *

The Joint Parties' argument to cap mark-to-market transaction at 80%
of the AURORA forecast ignores the fact that AURORA is a static
modeling tool that provides a snapshot in time. 

195 The Joint Parties are

well aware that PSE utilizes a comprehensive risk management
system-not AURORA-for daily management of the energy
portfolio. It makes no sense for PSE to base its hedging on a fixed
regulatory model and ignore the actual service requirements of its
customers. 

196

148 ICNU/Staffpropose an alternative to their recommendation to remove mark-to-
market costs from base power rates that the mark-to-market costs be recovered
though a separate tarff rider with a sunset date at the end of the rate year on April 1,
2011. Public Counsel also contends that a mark -to-market adjustment of the
magnitude present in this case should not be a permanent component of baseline
power rates. Mr. Norwood asserts there is no basis for including this adjustment
beyond the rate year period. Mr. Norwood recommends that a mark-to-market "credit
factor" of$0.00201 per kWh be implemented effective April 1, 2011, which is the
date immediately following the end of the rate year in this case. This adjustment
would have no impact on the rates proposed in this case, but would affect PSE's
power cost charges beyond the rate year period. Mr. Norwood recommends that this
mark-to-market credit factor should be implemented only ifPSE does not modify its
baseline power rate before April 1, 2011.197

194 These differences are caused by different input assumptions due to regulatory modeling

limitations which, in this case, have caused lower heat rates in AURORA. See Exhibit DEM-
12CT (Mils) at 19:8-14.
195 See Tr. 750:7 -751:10 (Mils).

196 PSE Reply Brief at ~~ 2, 5.

197 Exhibit SN-1HCT (Norwood) at 40:19-41:6.
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149 Mr. Story and Mr. Mills, for the Company, oppose the ICNU/Staff and Public
Counsel proposals to treat the mark-to-market costs in tariffs separate from base rates.
Mr. Mils says that they inaccurately portay the mark-to-market as a one-time
significant cost that should not be allowed to be included in base rates past the rate
year. He contends that, with a $1 bilion power portolio, there are many costs that
could potentially be singled out as "significant" and proposed to be recovered
separately. He asserts that PSE's hedging program and its attendant costs and
benefits is not a one-time event, but an ongoing effort by the Company to mitigate
volatility in its power portfolio. He says that there will always be a mark-to-market
adjustment because the market cost of gas wil vary from the cost of gas negotiated in
the hedging contracts. There wil be a gain if forward gas prices increase after the
date of the hedging transaction, and there wil be a cost if forward gas prices
decline. 198

150 Mr. Story testifies that during and beyond the rate year there will be a new
relationship of hedges to market gas costs but there is nothing in this record to
indicate what that relationship wil be. He says that power costs could be much
higher and hedging costs lower, yet the net total power cost could be close to what is
currently in rates. He contends that, to re-adjust power costs at the end of the rate
year as the Joint Parties and Public Counsel recommend would require all costs to be
examined. According to Mr. Story, just removing one item in the power cost forecast
is not reasonable or justified. 199

151 Commission Determination: This issue is complex. It highlights the difference
between the methods used to set the Company's baseline power rate and the methods
the Company uses to manage its day-to-day operations. PSE uses the AURORA
model only to set the baseline power rate and project normalized power costs.
Fundamentally, AURORA results represent a static projection of power system
operation in the rate year that cannot serve as a rigid management plan for actual
operations. Accordingly, while AURORA is the benchmark used to set normalized
power rates, it has been accepted practice to adjust its results to reflect actual costs
that are diffcult or impossible to include in the modeL.

198 Exhibit DEM 12-CT (Mills) at 51:1-22.

199 ExhibitJHS 14-T (Story) at 18:12-21.
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152 The mark-to-market adjustment for gas contracts and hedges has been a relatively
uncontroversial example of such an adjustment for many years. In this case we are
presented with an adjustment that encompasses the same category of costs that have
been regularly included in approved baseline power costs rate, but that is much larger
than in the past. We find that the parties proposing to change the way mark-to-market
gas hedges are treated in determining power costs have failed to present any
convincing reason to do so.

153 The Company is correct to argue the importance of matching all costs, benefits, and
other factors when rates are adjusted. And it is disappointing to hear ICNU/Staff and
Public Counsel advocate a single issue rate adjustment when they otherwise so
vigorously and correctly defend the matching principle. Ifhedging is an appropriate
tactic to manage fuel cost risk, and we think it is, then it is appropriate for the cost of
hedges to be included in power cost rates.

154 While it is tre that the intrinsic value of hedges will vary with the actual cost of gas,
this does not make hedging costs any less known and measurable than the market cost
of gas that is an input to the AURORA modeL. We don't find ICNU's argument for
excluding a mark-to-market adjustment on this basis consistent or persuasive.

155 This adjustment has routinely been an element of the power cost calculation and we
can see no principled reason to exclude it from rates simply because of its size in this
case. We also reject the proposals by Public Counsel and ICNU/Staffto separately
track the mark-to-market costs through either a tariffthat sunsets or a tariff with a

delayed credit.

Operations and Maintenance Expense

156 PSE initially proposed to base its operation and maintenance (O&M) expenses on a
five-year forecasted cost analysis.20o Staff opposes the Company's use of budgeted or
forecast figures for plant expenditures and relies instead on historical on normalized
expenses over a five-year period for established facilities (i.e., Colstrip 1 and 2,
Encogen, Frederickson 1 and 2, Fredonia 1-4, Whitehorn). For new facilities added
durig the test year, Staff calculates an annual expense based on January though
August 2009 (Mint Farm and Hopkins Ridge Infill), monthly average actual expense
from August 2008 through August 2009 (Sumas), or actual construction costs through
October 2009 (Wild Horse Expansion). Staff used the monthly average actual

200 Exhibit JHS-lT (Stoiy) at 15:6-10.
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expenditue from March 2007 to August 2009 for Goldendale. Staff included the
fixed costs associated with the Baker River Project license and the Vestas tubine
maintenance contracts for Hopkins Ridge and Wild Horse.201

157 Staff argues that its cost figues are more appropriate for ratemaking than the
Company's because forecasts and budgeted costs are "inherently uneliable" and
should be rejected in favor of documented historical costS.202 Based on its review of
the maintenance costs and requirements at each individual plant, Staff concludes that
the pro forma adjustment for rate year plant operation and maintenance should be
$90,026,915 - a reduction of$2,305,723 from the test-year levei.203 In total, this
reduction is $506,000 greater than the Company's proposed adjustment which
reduces test-year expense by $1,799,720.204

158 The Company proposes to treat plant operation and maintenance expenses in three
categories:

· O&M costs of less than $2 milion would be expensed as they occur.

· Capital costs that are prepaid under maintenance contracts wil be
capitalized when they occur (and not included in the O&M expense
item).

· Maintenance events that are not capital in natue, but are in excess of
$2 milion would be deferred and included in the next general rate case.

Although PSE does not propose to include any maintenance costs in this third
category in this rate case, it proposes that deferred costs that are approved in future
rate cases be amortized over five-years with the unamortized balance included in rate
base as a regulatory asset. 205 The Company requests that the Commission clarify
"that rate recovery for actual major maintenance costs for turbines with and without

201 StaffInitial Brief at ii 105.

202 Staff Brief at ii 108.

203 Exhibit B-3 at (revision to KHB-2) at page 2.10 line 18.

204 Staff Initial Brief at ii 96.

205 Exhibit JHS-lT (Story) at 14:3-15:5.
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maintenance contracts be capitalized and amortized to expense over the estimated
period until the next planned major maintenance activity."206

159 As to O&M expense for projects less than $2 milion per occurence, the Company
states it is wiling to use historical data rather than forecast data, but it makes the
following modifications to Staffs recommended amounts for each plant.

. For Snoqualmie the Company asserts that fixed payment obligations
under its FERC license should be included. 

207

. For Colstrip, the Company argues the rate year costs provided by the

plant owner, PPL-Montana, should be used. According to the
Company, these costs have been reviewed and approved by the
majority of owners and such costs have been included in the last six
rate cases.208

· For Goldendale, the Company argues that test-year costs should be
used because the 30-month average used by Staff does not reflect the
period of time the plant was owned by PSE.209

. For Mint Farm, the Company proposes to use Goldendale as a proxy.
It argues that Staffs January to August data fails to reflect fall and
winter operational data.2lO

. For Sumas, the Company proposes to use a full year of data ending
October 2009, rather than the year of data ending August 2009,
proposed by Staff. The Company argues that its proposed period
represents the most curent and accurate figure.2li

· For Whitehorn, Fredonia, Frederickson and Encogen, the Company
proposes to use test-year data, because it says these data are the most
current and accurate.212

206 PSE Initial Brief at ii 87.

207 ¡d. at ii 84.

208 ¡d. at ii 86.

209 Id at ii 89.

210 ¡d. at ii 90.

211 ¡d. at ii 91.

212 ¡d. at ii 92.
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· F or Wild Horse, Hopkins ridge, and Hopkins Ridge Infill, the
Company argues that maintenance contract escalation tied to the
Consumer Price Index and the Goss Domestic Product Implicit Price
Deflator should be allowed recovery in curent rates.213

160 Staff opposes the Company's proposal to capitalize major plant maintenance expenses
though creation of regulatory assets that are amortized over five-years. Staff argues
that this approach would require multiple accounting petitions to determine and track
for every facility the appropriate maintenance intervals and resulting expense
recovery and would include carring charges that can become excessive over time.214

According to Staff, the conventional method of recovering major maintenance costs
through the "deferral method" and all other maintenance costs as expense when
incured is superior for ratemaking and does not require capitalization.215

161 Public Counsel accepts the levels of plant operation and maintenance expense
proposed by the Company on rebuttai.216 With regard to accounting for the recovery
of major plant maintenance, Public Counsel advocates use of the "deferral method"
and says that the rate decision in this case should address costs to be deferred and
considered in a futue rate case.217

162 Commission Determination. While the Company originally proposed to use forecasts
and states that it stil supports such an approach in principle, it is willng to accept the
use of historical data to determine O&M costs in this proceeding. We have discussed
elsewhere in this Order the Commission's longstanding preference for using the best
and most representative historical data when making pro forma adjustments. This is
the most reliable source of information from which to determine known and
measurable changes to test year costs. Accordingly, we will use such data here. The
question remains, however, as to what historic data we should use. Staffs figues are

based on use of a five-year average that the Company argues do not reflect more
current expense trends. Public Counsel accepts the Company's rebuttl amounts.
O&M is an ongoing expense and there is no evidence that the more recent historic

21 Id. at iiii 93-94.

214 StaffInitial Brief at ii 100-101.

215 Id. at i¡ 102.

216 Public Counsel Initial Brief at ii 120.

217 Id. at iiii 121-122.
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data upon which the Company would have us rely requires any normalizing
adjustments. We accept the Company's proposals and its proposal to reduce overall
plant operations and maintenance expense by $1,799,720 from test year levels.

163 All parties advocate that major plaint maintenance should be handled using the
"deferral method," though it appears the paries may have some different ideas about
what this means in practice. While we accept in principle the use of a deferral
methodology for major plant maintenance expenses, we have no need to decide its
finer points here. This undoubtedly wil be brought before the Commission in some
futue proceeding when such costs are incured and it wil then be ripe for decision.

Off System Sales

164 Public Counsel witness Norwood recommends that PSE's baseline power cost
forecast for the rate year be adjusted outside of AURORA to reflect the average
annual volume of off-system power sales (OSS) made by PSE over the last 5 calendar
years. He states PSE's level ofOSS is much higher than the level projected in the
AURORA modei.218 Mr. Norwood testifies that he sees no reasonable explanation for
why the modeled level of OSS is so much lower than actual in this case. Moreover,
he states, forecast OSS sales have consistently been far below actual sales in recent
rate cases. He contends that the actual level of rate year OSS is likely to be even
higher than the historical average due to the addition of the Mint Far and Wild
Horse expansion projects.219 Mr. Norwood argues that ifOSS volumes are under-
represented in the baseline power rate, that rate may over-recover actual net power
costs in the rate.

165 Mr. Norwood recommends that PSE's updated rate year power cost forecast be
reduced to reflect a credit of$5,141,295 to account for OSS.220 In addition, he
recommends that in future cases PSE be required to account for actual OSS revenues
and margins and present such information to support the reasonableness of forecasted
OSS revenues in its power cost forecasts.221

218 Exhibit SN-1HCT (Norwood) at 36:16-37:2.

219 ¡d. at 37:4-38:3.

220 Exhibit SN-9C.

221 Exhibit SN- 1 HCT (Norwood) at 40:2-4.
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166 Public Counsel argues that the Company concedes that the baseline power rate would
be lower ifOSS revenues were adjusted to be higher than projected in AURORA.
Public Counsel also argues that the Company concedes that the baseline power rate
would be expected to be lower if power purchases are under-estimated by AURORA
because power purchases are only transacted when market power is less expensive the
Company's own generation.222

167 Staff and ICNU do not take a position on Public Counsel's adjustment, except to say
that if their recommended adjustment for mark-to-market gas sales is not adopted, the
Commission should adopt Public Counsel's adjustment to reflect increased OSS
revenue.223

168 Mr. Mil's testifies in opposition to Public Counsel's adjustment. He argues that Mr.
Norwood's attack is focused on the reliability of AURORA model that has been used
to set the Company's power costs in all recent rate cases. He asserts that the history
of the PCA shows power cost under-recoveries of$6.8 million out of$6.9 bilion in
actual power costs over six and one-half years and that this refutes any contention that
the baseline power rate has been set too high. He says that in the first eleven months
of the curent PCA period, PSE has under-recovered $17 million in power costS.224

169 Mr. Mill's says that Public Counsel has focused only on the difference between
projected and actual OSS, without considering market purchases. According to Mr.
Mills, the Company is "short" more often than it is in a long position and AURORA
also tends to under-predict market purchases. He provides data to show that over the
past six rate cases actual market purchases exceeded forecast purchases and that in
aggregate the dollars spent on increased market purchases exceed the dollars received
from increased market sales by $83.1 milion.225 He testifies that the differences
between modeled and actual sales and purchases are the consequence of AURORA
modeling the resource portfolio available to PSE and that the actual resources that are
available always differ from the model's projection due to the Company's "diverse
mix of resources with widely differing operating and cost characteristics.,,226

222 Public Counsel Initial Brief at ii 78.

223 ICND Initial Brief at ii 12.

224 Exhibit DEM-l2CT (Mills) at 44:21-46:2.

225Id at 46:15-48:2.

226Id at 48:5-9.
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170 Mr. Mills argues that the Commission should reject Public Counsel's adjustment to
rate year ass and Public Counsel's $2.00/MWh sales margin because it is not based
on any relevant actual margin information.227 According to PSE, Public Counsel's
proposed adjustment lacks any sound foundation and should be rejected.228

171 Mr. Mils also urges the Commission to reject Public Counsel's recommendation that
PSE be required to account for ass revenues and margins. He says that to do so
would require each sale to be identified with a specific resource which would require
the Company to "significantly upgrade and modify its systems, which would require
costs not planned in this proceeding."229

I 72 Commission Determination. Revenue from off-system sales have an undeniable
impact on PSE's net cost of power, just as power purchases are an important element
of overall power costs. Public Counsel's attention to this issue highlights some of the
limitations of the AURORA modeL. On balance, however, the Company has done a
good job explaining why it is difficult to compare the model's results with actual
operations within any given year. As a first priority, the model's normalized results
are intended to capture the expected value of net power costs. The Company's
evidence shows that while the model underestimates both power purchases and power
sales, over the past half dozen years deviations from the baseline power rate have not
been biased toward over-recovery.

173 At this point, we are satisfied that the process used to set the baseline power costs is
providing a reasonable and robust result that is not partial to either the Company or its
customers. We caution however, that continued examination of how well the
estimation of net power costs compares with actul power costs is important. In that
light, we expect the Company to continue to provide such comparative information in
its rate case filings and to provide clear and concise explanations of unusual
circumstances and anomalies. The data regarding off system sales and purchases and
mark-to-market costs from this case are good examples.

174 We find Public Counsel's proposed reduction in power costs to account for ass is
unecessary to ensure a reliable estimate of net power costs and conclude it should be
rejected. Nor will we require additional record-keeping and reporting as Public

227 ¡d. at 48:19-49:7.

228 PSE Initial Brief at ~ 46.

229 Exhibit DEM-12CT (Mils) at 49:10-19.
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Counsel proposes. At this junctue it appears this would cause PSE to incur
unecessar expense because there is no demonstrated need for the data.

Tenaska Amortization

175 The rate year net power cost projection includes an annual $38.3 million expense
associated with the buy-down ofthe Tenaska fuel prices as determined in Dockets
UE-971619 and UE-03l725. This annual amortization is scheduled to end on
December 31,2011. ICNU/Staffrecommend that base rates determined in this
proceeding be reduced by the revenue requirement reflecting the expiring balance of
the Tenaska amortization. They recommend establishing a tariff rider with a class-
specific kWh rate sufficient to recover these costs for the duration of the amortization
period, but with a sunset, or ending date, of December 31, 2011. According to
ICNU/Staff, this would ensure that the costs are removed from customers' rates in a
timely manner with the least amount of administrative burden for the Commission
and parties.23o

176 Mr. Story says that the concept is acceptable to PSE with certain modifications. One
deficiency he identifies with the ICNU/Staff proposal is that it fails to address the
disallowance associated with the Tenaska buy-down. Mr. Story testifies that the
disallowance is implemented as a credit of $2.3 million23 i that is also built into power
costs. He contends that this amount should be removed from general tariffs at the
same time the amortization of the regulatory asset is removed.

177 Mr. Story also testifies that the ICNU/Staffproposal fails to address the increase in
amortization of the regulatory asset that occurs in 2011 and the retu on the
regulatory asset. He explains that what PSE included in the curent proceeding for
amortzation of, and return on, the regulatory asset for the Tenaska buy down is nine
months of 20 i 0 amortization and three months of 20 11 amortization. According to
Mr. Story, the ICNU/Staffproposal should be corrected to collect the remaining 2011
amortzation (i.e., "return of'), and retu on, the regulatory asset that occurs after
March 2011, the end of the rate year. He testifies that the Company does not oppose
implementing a tracker tariff, if the ICNU/Staffproposal is corrected to account for

230 ¡d. at 26:16-27:1.

231 The final amount of the Tenaska buy down disallowance is dependent on the final authorized
rate of return. Exhibit DEM-17C shows the methodology used to determine the disallowance.
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all of the costs associated with the remaining T enaska buy down, and if it provides for
a tre up of the tracker at the end of the rate year.232

178 ICNU/Staff agree with the modifications suggested by Mr. Story and recommend that
the Commission order all remaining Tenaska amortzation costs be excluded from
base rates and recovered through a separate tariff scheduled to sunset at the end of
2011.233

179 Commission Determination: We find the ICNUIStaff proposal has merit and
conclude it should be adopted with the modifications suggested by PSE. The
ratepayers wil benefit from the timely removal of these costs from rates, regardless of
the timing of PSE' s next general rate case.

180 As a par of its compliance filing, we direct the Company to remove from its revenue
requirement used to set base rates all costs and amounts pertaining to amortization of
the Tenaska regulatory asset consistent with the method proposed by the Company
and agreed to by ICNU/Staff. We direct the Company to fie a separate tariffrider for
recovery of these costs set to expire once all costs have been recovered.234

Gas Trigger Mechanism

181 Public Counsel recommends the Commission consider implementing a mechanism to

"trgger" a power cost reduction whenever gas prices drop by 15% or more from the
gas prices reflected in the AURORA modeI.23 Mr. Norwood states that PSE's gas-
fired generation has increased over the past five years, which he says wil make fuel
costs more volatile and diffcult to predict. He contends that a trgger mechanism is
appropriate because the Company has little incentive under the PCA to reduce rates
when market costs go down.236 Public Counsel argues that adopting a 15 percent
trigger mechanism does not impose an administrative burden on the Company since it

232 Exhibit JHS-14T (Story) at 16:18-17: 19; Exhibit JHS-32.

233 ICNU Initial Brief at ~ 45 (citing Tr. at 589: 18-592:5 (Story)).

234 Removal of all costs associated with amortization of the Tenaska regulatory asset from general

revenue requirement wil necessarily involve revisions to a number of pro fonna adjustments
including, but not limited to, Adjustment 10.03 Power Costs, Adjustment 10.31 Regulatory
Assets, and Adjustment 10.37 Production Adjustment.
235 Exhibit SN-1 CT (Norwood) at 42:9-13.

236 ¡d. at 41 :10-16.
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was wiling to adjust its baseline power cost in this proceeding to reflect a change of
only 1 percent in gas prices.237

182 Mr. Story, for PSE opposes Mr. Norwood's recommendation, saying that the
proposed mechanism is neither reasonable nor justified. He contends that, using the
2007 general rate case as an example, the average gas price set in that proceeding was
$8.35. According to Mr. Story, the actual average price of gas through October 2009,
which is the end of the rate year from that proceeding, was $3.97, a 53 percent
decrease from what was set in rates. Pointing to the peA summary report for the
period ending October 2009, Mr. Story says that the Company nevertheless under-
recovered its power costs by $25 milion over that period. He maintains that adding
the additional under recovery of$8.4 milion experienced for the month of November
2009 to the $25 milion, the total under- recovery since the gas prices were set in rates
represents an under recovery of$33.4 millon.

183 Mr. Story states that while the arguments to adjust elements of the power cost
mechanism may have a certain superficial appeal, the interactions of the resources
used to serve the customers are very complex. He says that this is one of the reasons
why all the components of power costs are used in setting the PCA baseline rate and
are reviewed together in a PCORC or general rate case. He urges that single issue
adjustments for one element of the power cost forecast should be denied by the
Commission.

184 Commission Determination: While Public Counsel's proposal may indeed have
superfcial appeal, the need for it is not demonstrated by evidence. It is clear from
Mr. Story's testimony that an observed decline in natual gas prices between general
rate cases, even one of significant magnitude, does not necessarily mean PSE is over
recovering its power costs in rates. Moreover, we continue to experience a period
during which PSE and other jurisdictional utilities are filing general rate cases on a
regular basis. We expect that to continue and see no reason to entertin any

mechanisms that might lead to an unecessary or prematue filing. Accordingly, we
reject Public Counsel's recommendation.

237 Public Counsel Initial Brief at ir 82.
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4. Contested Adjustments-Rate Base-Electric and Natural Gas

a. Net Interest Paid to IRS for SSCM (Adjustments 10.36 and 9.03)

185 These adjustments concern PSE's use of the simplified service cost method (SSCM)
of accounting under section 263A of the Internal Revenue Code from 2001 to 2003.
The SSCM permits companies to deduct costs related to capitalized labor and
overheads that they otherwise would have to capitalize. PSE's use of this method
resulted in tax deductions totaling $204 million, for a tax benefit of $71.4 milion.

186 After an Internal Revenue Service (IRS) audit disallowed the tax deduction, PSE filed
a formal protest. Ultimately, PSE succeeded in retaining approximately 85% of its
original tax deductions in a settlement reached with the IRS. The settlement,
however, required PSE to make an interest payment to the IRS.238 PSE proposes in
this case to recover net interest it paid to the Internal Revenue Service, including
carring costs.

187 Staff recommends that the Commission reject this adjustment. Staff argues that PSE
has already been the net beneficiary of the use and subsequent disallowance of the tax
method. Any additional recovery, Staff argues, would be a windfall to PSE.239

188 Staff argues that PSE benefited for several years as a result of deductions taken
though the simplified service cost method, but ratepayers received no benefits until
March 2005 when the $72 milion tax benefit was used to reduce rate base in a
general rate case.240 Staff says that Mr. Marcelia's testimony that customers received
benefits since September 2002, when the deferred tax was recorded, relies upon
"ratemaking principles" that support a "theory" that the tax benefits offset other
utility-related costs that customers should bear.241 However, Staff argues, PSE
provides no support for its theory or asserted ratemaking principles.242

238 See Exhibit MRM-lT (Marcelia) at 11:1-13:9; Exhibit MRM-3.

239 StaffInitial Brief~ 89 (citing Exhibit RCM-l T (Martin) at 12:6-16: 17; Exhibit RCM-2).

240 WUTC v. Puget Sound Energy, Inc., Dockets UE-040641 and UG-040640, Order 06 (February

18, 2007) at ~27.
241 StaffInitial Brief~ 91 (citing Exhibit MRM-4T (Marcelia) at 37:16-38:2 and Tr. 462:12-22

(Marcelia)).
242 Id. (citing Exhibit MRM-8). Indeed, PSE does not explicitly make this argument in its brief.
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189 Staff also argues that ratepayers have already given back to PSE the benefits they
eventually derived from lower rates.243 When the IRS disallowed all of the tax
deductions that gave rise to the rate base reduction, PSE incured financing costs
associated with repayment of the tax benefit. The Commission recognized in PSE's
2005 general rate case the potential repayment of tax benefits with interest if the
deductions associated with PSE' s accounting method were disallowed:

We cannot lawfully prejudge future rates. However, we do find it
appropriate to recognize in principle that if the IRS successfully
challenges in cour the adjustment PSE and other utilities have taken,
and requires futue repayment of the curent benefits taken, presumably
with interest, PSE should file an accounting petition asking for
appropriate treatment of any back taxes and interest assessed.244

PSE apparently did not make a fiing specifically in response to this invitation until
November 2008, which, according to PSE, has not yet been "brought before the
Commission.,,245 In other proceedings, however, the Commission allowed PSE to
defer and accumulate financing costs necessary to repay the disallowed benefits,246
and subsequently authorized rate recovery of the deferred financing costS.247

190 Staffs final argument is that PSE's proposed adjustment depart from the traditional

ratemaking treatment of income taxes in which the Commission sets rates by looking
at the whole income of a company, rather than the taxability of a single item.248 Staff
argues that PSE fails to justify the "unique" treatment it proposes in this adjustment.

191 Commission Determination: We find PSE's proposed adjustment to be unwarranted.
Exhibit RCM-2, which the Company did not contest, shows that PSE already has
received net benefits of $2,948,780 that were not passed through to ratepayers and

243 Exhibit RCM-2.

244 WUTC v. Puget Sound Energy, Inc., Dockets UE-040641 and UG-040640, Order No. 06 at

~159 (Februaiy 18,2005).
245 PSE Initial Brief~ 129. Although PSE does not identify this fiing in its Initial Brief, it

apparently is Docket U-082012. Exhibit MRM-4T (Marcelia) at 35:1-6.
246 In the Matter of the Petition of Puget Sound Energy, Dockets UE-05 1 527 and UG-05 1 528,

Order No. 01 (October 26,2005).
147
- WUTC v. Puget Sound Energy, Inc., Dockets UE-060266 and UG-060267, Order No. 08
(Januaiy 5, 2007).
248 Tr. 512:9-24 (Marcelia).
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$6,905,776 in financing costs paid by ratepayers, for a total of$9,854,557.
Subtracting the claimed net interest plus carrying costs paid to the IRS (i.e.,
7,741,418) shows the Company benefits exceed by $2,113,139 the amount required to
keep it whole in connection with the SSCM. That is, PSE has been more than fully
compensated considering all relevant factors, including interest paid to the IRS.

b. Accumulated Deferred Income Tax Adjustment

192 The Federal Executive Agencies (FEA) argue that PSE's electric and natural gas rates
should be adjusted to reflect the implementation of an IRS ruling allowing the
Company to adjust its tax accounting method for the treatment of repairs. 249 FEA
argues that the effect of the ruling is to allow the Company to defer significant
additional income taxes that should be reflected by reducing both electric and natural
gas rate base.25o

193 Mr. Smith testifies for FEA that PSE sought approval from the IRS to implement the
accounting change at issue by letter dated December 30, 2008.251 The Company does
not dispute that it made this request and it confirms that the IRS granted permission
for the accounting method in late 2009. Apparently, the change is reflected in the
Company's 2008 tax retu.252 While the IRS has given its consent for the accounting
change, it has not yet audited and accepted PSE's figures or methodology.253
Nonetheless, FEA argues that the increase in accumulated deferred income taxes

CADIT) is known and measurable and should be reflected as a rate base reduction in
this case. FEA contends that the expenditues for repairs that are at issue took place
during the test year. 254

249 One of 
FE A's arguments is that the IRS also granted Rocky Mountain Power the authorization

for the accounting method at issue and that the Utah Public Service Commission approved a rate
base reduction effective for a test-year ending June 30, 2010. FEA Initial Brief at 8 (citing Exhibit
MRM-14 at 4-5). However, the Utah Public Service Commission's treatment of Rocky Mountain
Power is neither controllng in our jurisdiction nor on point, because that treatment apparently
involves a futue test-year that wil not conclude until June of2010.
250 FEA Initial Brief at 9. The actual amounts are classified as confidential under the protective

order that governs the use of such information in this proceeding.
251 Exhibit MRM-15C (Marcelia) at 1; Tr. at 470:6-9, 485:1-12; Exhibit RCS-IT (Smith) at 11.

252 Tr. at 492 (Marcelia) and Exhibit MRM-14 at 9.

253 Exhibit RCS-lT (Smith) at 11; Tr. at 487:21-488:5; Exhibit MRM-15C.

254 FEA Initial Brief at 9.
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194 The Company opposes FEA's proposed adjustment. According to PSE, the IRS only

granted "limited approval for the Company to adopt the repairs methodology after the
close of the test year." The Company points out that the IRS has not yet audited the
Company's implementation of the methodology. It asserts that its experience with the
IRS disallowance of the simplified service cost method (SSCM) shows why it would
be inappropriate for the ADIT adjustment FEA advocates to be implemented in this
case.255 In addition it argues that the adjustment would be one-sided because
significant expenditures that occurred after the close of the test-year have not been
included in this rate proceeding.

195 Commission Determination: The Company has apparently implemented the
accounting change allowed by the IRS in its 2008 tax return or an amendment to that
retu. However, the Company is correct to point out that the lesson of the SSCM
issue demonstrates the risks of recognizing IRS-allowed accounting changes before
they are audited.

196 Additionally, there is the Company's argument that the permissive tax treatment was
not granted until long after the end of the test period. While the Company has
definitely sought to include some adjustments in its favor that reflect events as long as
12 months after the close of the test-year, the Commission's principles governing pro
forma adjustments, and its decisions in this case, are fashioned to allow such
adjustments only in limited circumstances.

197 We accordingly reject FEA's adjustment in this case as an inappropriate pro forma
adjustment. The final disposition with the IRS is not known and the tax impact is in
any event subsequent to the test-year. Having made this determination for puroses
of this proceeding, we note that the Company should implement an increase to ADIT
in a futue case if the IRS approves its methodology for treatment of repair costs
following an audit.

c. Corporate Aircraft

198 Public Counsel argues it is reasonable to examine whether the costs ofPSE's
corporate aircraft are excessive relative to alternative forms of transportation and to
remove costs that are considered excessive, for two principal reasons:

255 PSE Initial Brief at ~ i 30.
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· PSE's service territory is entirely within Washington State, primarily
on the west side of the Cascades in the 1-5 corrdor, and at most a few
hours drve from company headquarters in Bellevue.

· The approximate average cost per PSE passenger is $945 per flight leg
or $1,890 per round trip for trips that are generally of short duration. 

256

Public Counsel says Mr. Dittmer determined, using conservatively high level of
expense for alternative forms of transporttion, that PSE's excess costs from its

aircraft are approximately $550,000.257

199 PSE observes that the costs of its corporate aircraft and aircraft operations have been
allowed for recovery in rates since it was purchased in 1986.258 The Company argues
that its airplane "provides value to the customers and the Company by allowing quick
and safe access to the Company's generating resources in diverse and remote
locations.,,259 PSE argues fuher that Public Counsel "ignores other benefits the
airplane provides, such as performing snow level surey flights in the Cascades to
allow for more efficient management ofPSE's hydro operations."26o

200 PSE also criticizes Public Counsel's analysis of the costs of alternative transportation
because:

It does not factor in such costs as the loss of productivity by employees
having to drve long distances or wait for plane flghts, or the additional
delays that can result when relying on commercial airlines' flight
schedules.261

256 Public Counsel explains in a footnote that Mr. Dittmer's $1,890 estimate for the cost per

passenger for round trips was developed by dividing the total company corporate aircraft
ownership and operation costs included in the development of the test year cost of servce (found
in Exhibit JRD-2 and Exhibit JRD-3C) and dividing this total by the number of one-way trips
taken by all PSE employees, counsel, agents and other representatives during the test year (found
in Dittmer workpaper titled "Aircraft Cost Adjustment") to arrve at an average cost for each
"one-way" trip of$945. This amount was doubled based on an assumption that most "one-way

trps" during the test year represented one leg of a round trp.

257 Public Counsel Initial Brief at ~ 114 (citing Exhibit JRD-1 CT (Ditter) at 74).

258 PSE Initial Brief at ~ 135.

259 PSE Initial Brief at ~ 135 (citing Exhibit MJS-12T (Stranik) 14: 15-11).

26°Id (citing Exhibit MJS-12T (Stranik) 15:13-18:16).

261Id (citing Exhibit MJS-12T (Stranik) 15:13-18:16.
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While these may be legitimate criticisms of Mr. Ditter's analysis, Public Counsel

closes its argument with the point that:

PSE provides no empirical data to show that use of the corporate
aircraft is more economical than ordinary commercial travel. While it
argues productivity benefits, no study has ever been performed to
quantify this factor. . .. PSE officers and senior employees may find it
convenient to travel by corporate aircraft, but that is not sufficient
justification for asking customers to pay the excess costs of that
convenience. This is type of economizing that customers can
reasonably expect from PSE in the curent economic climate.

Public Counsel argues this is significant because it is, after all, PSE that bears the
burden of justifying its costs and the Company's attention should be focused at this
time on opportnities to save even relatively small amounts of money to help keep
rates reasonable.

201 Commission Determination: We find that Mr. Ditter's analysis challenging PSE's
recovery of these costs in rates is not sufficiently rigorous to support a decision to
disallow them. His analysis, however, raises a legitimate concern. IfPSE continues
to seek recovery of the costs of its corporate aircraft in future proceedings, the
Commission wil require evidence showing the ownership and use of a corporate
aircraft is more economical than other forms of travel available to the Company.

5. Contested Adjustments-Rate Base-Electric Only

a. Regulatory Assets and Liabilties (Adjustment 10.31)

202 Staff identifies three components to this adjustment that remain in dispute:

· West Coast Pipeline Capacity Payment
. White River Proceeds

· Colstrip Settlement Payment

West Coast Pipeline Capacity Payment

203 The West Coast Pipeline Capacity Payment relates to a regulatory credit PSE received
from FB Energy Canada Corporation. PSE received payment on October 24, 2008,
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for assumption of the pipeline capacity on November 1,2009.262 The payment offsets
the cost of the capacity charge, which is a variable cost under the Power Cost
Adjustment ("PCA") mechanism. Staff treated the credit as an offset to power-related
regulatory assets as of the date PSE received payment. 263

204 PSE agreed to Staffs proposal through Mr. Story's rebuttal testimony, subject to not
having to restate prior period PCA reports and financial impacts in previous periods.
Mr. Story testifies that these impacts, instead, should be reflected at the time an order
issues in this proceeding?64

205 Staff argues, however, that:

PSE ignores the fact that adjustments to prior PCA periods are
addressed by approved procedures. Adjustments for previous PCA
periods of $1 milion or less (debit or credit) flow through the current
month's calculation. Adjustments above $1 millon (debit or credit)
flow though the recalculation of the prior PCA period. PSE has
provided no justification to diverge from these established
procedures. 

265

206 PSE does not address this matter in its brief.

207 Commission Determination: We accept Staffs adjustment, treating the regulatory
credit as an offset to power-related regulatory assets as of October 24,2008. We see
no reason to distub the established PCA procedures described by Staff and direct that
they be followed in connection with this adjustment.

White River Proceeds

208 Public Counsel and Staff reflect in this adjustment a net reduction in the tax
ramifications of the sale of the White River assets and water rights to the Cascade
Water Allance. PSE initially assumed that all of the sales proceeds would be taxable
and proposed to reflect taxes payable as an offset to proceeds of the sale and an

262 Exhibit RCM-IT (Martin) at 9:15-20.

263 Id. at 10: 1-8.

264 Exhibit JHS-14T (Story) at 48:2-9.

265 Staff 
Initial Briefil 126 (citing In the Matter of the Petiton of Puget Sound Energy, Inc.,

Docket UE-031389, Order 04, Attachment A, Exhibit A, Section C (January 14,2004)).
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increase in rate base. Mr. Dittmer's testimony, however, showed that there would be
an expected tax loss on the transaction which would act as an offset to other taxable
income generated by electrc operations.266 PSE, accordingly, removed the tax
amounts associated with the White River sale.267

209 PSE, however, has not agreed with Public Counsel's position, now also subscribed to
by Staff, that there should be an incremental rate base reduction to recognize the
probable tax loss, which would translate to a tax receivable not yet recognized by the
Company. In other words, Public Counsel and Staff argue the tax receivable should
be used to reverse the rate base addition proposed by PSE in the form of a tax payable
amount. 268 Although the record clearly reflects that the sale will result in a tax loss
and attendant tax receivable, PSE argues in rebuttal that it is inappropriate to consider
such tax losses in this proceeding until all of the transactions have occurred.269

210 Public Counsel argues that this argument is not persuasive because:

If it was appropriate for PSE to reflect taxes payable as an offset to
proceeds of the sale and an increase in rate base, as originally proposed,
it is likewise appropriate to recognize the rate base reduction reflecting
the tax receivable now expected to result from the sale.270

Staff agrees.271 Staff also points out that the adjustment it adopts from Public Counsel
is consistent with the Commission's order establishing that proceeds from the sale of
White River assets and all related costs would be deferred without amortization.272

211 Commission Determination: We find it reasonable to require PSE to reduce its rate
base to reflect the tax receivable expected to result from the sale the White River
assets, as proposed by Public Counsel and Staff. Application of the proceeds can be

266 Exhibit JRD-ICT (Dittmer) at 15.

267 Exhibit MRM-4T (Marcelia) at 3.

268 Exhibit JRD-ICT (Dittmer) at 15:9-20.

269 Id. PSE Initial Brief at i/ 118.

270 Public Counsel Initial Brief at i/ 128.

271 StaffInitial Brief at i/i/ 130 and 131.

272In the Matter of the Petition ofPuget Sound Energy, Inc., Docket UE-032043, Order 06 at

i/i/251-253 (February 18,2005).
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addressed in the next general rate case after the sale of all assets and surlus propert
is complete.273

Colstrip Settlement Payment

212 PSE proposes to defer and amortize over a five year period the cost incurred from
certain Colstrip litigation settled in the 2008 test year. Specifically, PSE included in
rate base $5.8 millon during the rate year which represents the $10.4 milion Colstrp
settlement payment less the $2.0 milion insurance receivable along with carring
charges to be recovered over five years at $1,967,556 per year.274

213 Staff argues that the Commission should approve creation of a regulatory asset, as
proposed by PSE, "only in unusual or extraordinary circumstances.,,275 Staff,
calculating that the $8.4 milion settlement payment is relatively immaterial,
constituting only 0.42 percent of total test year operating expense, argues the amount
should be expensed, in accordance with FERC's Uniform System of Accounts and
GAAP. Staff states that its approach "recognizes that costs of this natue do occur
from time to time and, therefore, should be considered as a cost of business relative to
their contrbution to total expense."276

214 Public Counsel argues that the Commission should deny PSE's proposal to recover
any Colstrip litigation expenses from customers because "(t)his litigation expense is
an unusual and non-recurng item. ,,277 Therefore, Public Counsel contends, this
litigation expense should be borne by shareholders.

273 In the Matter of the Application of Puget Sound Energy, Inc., Docket UE-090399, Order 01 at

~13 (May 14, 2009).
274 PSE Initial Brief at ~ 119 (citing Exhibit B-3; PSE's Response to Bench Request No.3,

Adjustment 10.31).
275 StaffInitial Brief at ~ 134 (citing Re Puget Sound Power & Light Co., Dockets UE-920433,

920499 and 921262, 11th Supp. Order at 53 (September 21, 1993) (rejecting deferred accounting
of costs without a Commission order approving same) and Re Pacifc Power & Light Co., Cause
Nos. U-82-12 and U-82-35, 4th Supp. Order at 23-24 (Februaiy 1, 1983) (rejecting deferred
accounting of expenses into capital accounts to the extent the company failed to achieve its
authorized return)).
276 Staff Initial Brief at ~ 135.
27 Public Counsel Initial Brief at ~ 125.
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215 PSE rejoins that Public Counsel fails to take into consideration this settlement
payment protects the customers' interest in a low cost production resource and is
known and measurable.

216 Commission Determination: We are not persuaded that the costs of the Colstrp
litigation should be afforded any extraordinary treatment, either as a regulatory asset
or as a non-recurring expense. Indeed, these costs are not out of the ordinary and it is
appropriate to treat them as a test period expense, as proposed by Staff.

b. Production Property Adjustment (10.37)

217 The Commission recognizes that while it is reasonable to reduce regulatory lag and
avoid the under-recovery of the significant costs associated with the acquisition of
production assets and power to meet the load expected durng the rate year, it is
important in doing so to preserve the matching principle. The method by which the
Commission has addressed this problem for PSE for many years is by application of a
so-called production factor. The production factor is applied so that power and
production-related costs are built into rates at the same unit cost when spread over test
year loads as they would be using rate year costs spread over rate year load.278

218 The production factor is applied separately to power costs and production-related
costs. The effect of the production factor on power costs is embedded in Adjustment
10.03, discussed supra, in section ILB.3 of our Order.279 Adjustment 10.37 the
production propert adjustment, reflects the application of the production factor only
to the production-related costs.

219 The production factor is based on the ratio of the test period normalized delivered
load to the rate year delivered load. From the time the production factor adjustment
was first adopted in the 1970's, PSE has been in a growth mode. Now, however, the
Company projects a significant reduction in loads durng the rate year relative to the
test year. The Company's September 28,2009, supplemental filing includes a
significant reduction in forecasted rate year electrc loads of 932,382 MWhs, as

278 See Exhibit JHS-14T (Story) at 14:20-15:7.

279 Although we do not develop the point here, or in our discussion of 
power costs, application of

the production factor proposed by PSE increases power costs by approximately $17 milion.
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compared to PSE' s initial filing. This represents an approximate 3.9 percent
reduction in rate year loads, as compared to the initial filing.28o

220 Under these conditions, Mr. Parvinen for Staff recommends that the production factor
adjustment be eliminated in developing the Company's electric revenue requirement
in this proceeding. He testifies that the adjustment shifts the risk of reduced loads
from the Company to its customers. This in turn, removes the incentive and
obligation of the Company to control costs and mitigate the impacts of reduced loads
on its financial performance, according to Mr. Parvinen. It simply proposes to adjust
loads to compensate itself for the financial consequences of projected reduced loads
and the effects those reductions may have on revenues.28!

221 Mr. Parvinen says the adjustment was never contemplated to be an atttion offset for
projected load reductions due to reduced economic activity. The adjustment, he
testifies, was designed as an offset to the pro forma rate base calculation where new
production rate base was added outside of the test year to serve increasing loads.
Staff says that if the Company believes that there is atttion mismatch between test
period revenue, expenses, and rate base, it should have supported the adjustment with
an atttion analysis in its direct case. According to Staff, it is improper to use the
production propert adjustment as a "backdoor" means to a proper attition
analysis.282 Staff contends that the Company has not provided a rebuttl regarding the
underlying rationale of Staff s position.283

222 Mr. Story, for the Company, says that the production adjustment does not become an
adjustment for positive atttion now anymore than it was an adjustment for negative
attition when load was growing.284 The Company argues that, because the same unit
cost per kWh is built into rates for the rate year and the test year after the production
factor has been applied, there is no positive, or negative, atttion built into the

adjustment. PSE asserts the Commission has affirmed the production adjustment,

280 Exhibit DEM-9CT (Mils) at 4:11 and Exhibit DEG-9T (Gaines) at 9:3. The Company's

proposed conservation phase-in adjustment also affects the originally fied production factor. Our
rejection ofthat adjustment increases test-period load by 119,213 MW. (See Exhibit JHS-23 at
2).
281 Parvinen, MPP-1T 19:16-19.

282 Exhibit MPP-1 T (Parvinen) at 20:5.

283 Staff Initial Brief at ~ 160.

284 Exhibit JHS-14T (Stoiy) at 16: 1 0-16.
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noting the Commission described it as a "well established mechanism" for "adjusting
rate year cost to match rate year loads. ,,285 PSE states its approach does no more than
allow for the recovery of the production-related costs the Commission approves for
recovery in the rate year. 286

223 Public Counsel proposes an alternative modification to the Company's production
propert adjustment that removes the effect of the conservation phase-in adjustment
and Public Counsel's other rate base adjustments. Public Counsel does not propose a
change to the production propert methodology or the projected load reduction.

224 The matter ofa production propert adjustment was at issue in the recent Avista
general rate case proceeding. The Commission's Final Order in that proceeding
relates Staffs testimony, as follows:287

Staff asserts that the purose of the adjustment is to "bring the pro
formed rate year costs, on a unit basis, back to the historical test year
for proper matching and comparability of all costs used in the revenue
requirement determination." Staff says that its method allows the
Company to recover its test year costs at rate year loads, which is the
objective of this tye of adjustment.

In this case, Staff apparently believes that the principles guiding the adjustment only
apply if loads are growing and that the Company is not entitled to recover its pro
formed test-year costs at rate year loads simply because they are lower, rather than
higher relative to the test year. Staffs position is logically inconsistent with its
position and the Commission's order from only a few months ago. While the factual
context here is distinguishable from the A vista facts, this should not engender a new
set of principles.

225 Commission Determination: While we have some concerns that PSE's revised load
forecast is not consistent with other representations the Company has recently made
concerning futue 10ad,28 other parties have not challenged it on this record.

285 PSE Reply Brief, ii 27 (citing A vista 2009 GRC Order at ii 50 (December 22, 2009).
286 I d.

287 Avista 2009 GRC Order at ii 100.

288 We take administrative notice of PSE's revised load forecast presented with its 2009 IR in the

Company's briefing to the Commission on September 10,2009. We are concerned and perplexed
about the apparent discrepancy between that load forecast for the near-term period, which appears
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Therefore, we accept it for puroses of establishing rates in this proceeding. At the
same time, the Company's proposed decrease in test period loads considering its
conservation phase-in adjustment is contested by several partes. As previously
discussed, we reject the Company's conservation phase-in proposal and therefore
adjust upward the test period loads.

226 The net effect of these adjustments to rate period and test period loads is to increase
power cost and costs associated with production rate base by 1.760 percent rather than
to reduce those costs by 2.741 percent as was the case in the Company's original
fiing. The production adjustment now decreases net operating income by $2,740,945

versus an increase of$4,657,230 in the original filing, and increases rate base by
$27,799,765 versus a decrease of$43,893,528 in the original filing.289

227 Because several of our decisions affect the production rate base and related costs, we
direct the Company to recalculate this adjustment to give effect to all of our decisions
that bear on calculation of the production adjustment including but not limited to the
following: the conservation phase-in adjustment, adjustments 10.07 and 10.08 related
to Mint Farm and Wild Horse, adjustments 10.34 and 10.38 related to Mint Farm and
Wild Horse deferred costs, adjustment 10.31 related to regulatory assets and
liabilities, and the removal of all costs and other amounts pertaining to amortization
of the T enaska regulatory asset that we direct be removed from base rates and
collected though a separate tariff as discussed below.290

228 We acknowledge that the effect of rejecting the conservation phase-in adjustment is to
increase test year loads relative to the loads PSE used to calculate its production
factor. This, in tu, increases the production factor and the Company's revenue

to indicate positive load growth during the rate year, and the 3.9 percent reduction in load forecast
for the rate year in the Company's supplemental fiing in this proceeding. We have traditionally
placed substantial emphasis on the analysis included in the IR process, and in particular its load
and resource balance, since this provides specific infonnation regarding both the timing and
preferred resource mix in the future. In this instance, prior to 2009, we specifically asked the
Company to revise its IRP load forecast in light of the economic recession. Since both fiings

were submitted to us within a short period of time, we would not expect to see such a wide
divergence in the load forecasts.
289 Exhibit JHS-9T (Story) at 8: i -8. We note, as previously discussed, that Adjustment 10.37

only addresses production propert rate base and associated costs. It does not address application
of the production factor adjustment to net power cost. The effect of the production factor
adjustment on net power costs is reflected in the power cost adjustment, number 10.03.
290 At ~~ 177-182.
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requirement. There is, however a benefit to customers and to the public interest
because PSE's more aggressive 2009 IRP conservation target is supported by
recognizing in rates the effect of overall load reduction in the rate year, including
conservation, relative to the test year.291 That is, the production factor adjustment
shelters production related costs and power costs, which are a major portion of the
Company's costs, from the effects of the decline in sales beyond the test year due to
Company sponsored conservation.

c. Wild Horse Expansion Rate Base (Adjustment 10.07)

229 PSE expanded the Wild Horse wind generation facility by adding 22 tubines that
went into service on November 9,2009. The Company initially used its cost analysis
of the plant expansion to estimate the impact on rate year costs. PSE updated these
estimated costs in its rebuttal fiing to reflect different estimates for the final costs of
constrction and rate year expenses.292 The Company used forecast capital cost
expected by December 2009 to calculate the gross plant values for the Wild Horse
Expansion.

230 Staff points out that PSE's revised budget forecasts of plant and rate year costs on
rebuttl differed significantly from its original estimates.293 Specifically, PSE's

forecast decreased $5,469,920 (5.3 percent) for plant investment, increased
$1,295,256 (5630.1 percent) for wheeling, decreased $82,056 (100.0 percent) for
propert insurance, and decreased $274,947 (61.4'percent) for propert taxes.294 Staff
argues that this "demonstrates that the judgment of management, even if informed
through detailed analysis, can result in forecasts that fluctuate, in some cases
significantly, in violation of (the) requirements (for pro forma adjustrents)."295

291 See Exhibit DEG-9T (Gaines) at 4:3-11; 8:15-18 ("PSE's third and final major change to the

(F2008 load) forecast was an increase of the programmatic conservation to reflect the higher
energy efficiency acquisition targets that PSE included in the 2009 IRP.").
292 Exhibit JHS- i 4T (Story) at 30:2-8.

293 Staff Initial Brief at ii i 13 (citing Exhibit JHS-14T (Story) at 30:6-14).

294 ¡d. (inviting comparison of Exhibit JHS-1 0 at 13 to Exhibit B-2 at Attchment C, page 2.14).
We discuss and resolve issues related to propert insurance and propert taxes in other sections of
this Order.
2951d. at ii 115.
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231 Staffs adjustment substitutes all ofPSE's rate year projections with actual plant
balances through August 2009.296 Staffs adjustment also reflects the land value of
the project included in the test year and the depreciation calculation reflects the actual
in-service date of November 9,2009.297

232 Commission Determination: Staffs adjustment, based on actual data, meets the
requirements of a pro forma adjustment used in historic test year ratemaking in terms
of being known and measurable. PSE's approach, using estimates, does not meet
these requirements. Although the data on which Staff relies became known and
measurable fuer out from the end of the test year than would ideally be the case,
we are less concerned that this might result in a mismatch of costs and revenues
because the assets at issue are generation assets, the benefits of which are matched to
a significant degree via the power cost and production factor adjustments. We accept
Staffs rate base adjustment for the Wild Horse Expansion project.

d. Mint Farm Rate Base (Adjustment 10.08)

233 PSE acquired Mint Farm, a 311 MW natural gas-fired, combined cycle combustion
turbine (CCCT) generation facility located in Longview, Washington, and placed it in
service in December 2008. PSE's pro forma adjustment relies on the Company's cost
analysis of the plant to estimate the impact of the plant on rate year costs. The
Company updated these costs on rebuttl to reflect actul plant balances through
October 2009 and tred up the estimates of the final costs of constrction and rate
year expenses.298

234 Staff argues, as in the case of the Wild Horse Expansion project, that PSE's
adjustment demonstrates again that projections based on management judgment, even
when informed, are an improper basis for ratemaking. This is ilustrated, Staff
argues, by PSE's revised adjustments on rebuttal that include new estimates of plant
additions through December 2009.299 According to Staff, PSE's revised adjustment
decreased $3,922,732 (1.6 percent) for plant including acquisition costs, decreased
$401,950 (52.1 percent) for propert insurance, decreased $475,252 (36.7 percent) for

296 Exhibit KHB-1 TC (Breda) at 28: 14-17.

297 Exhibit B-3 at Exhibit KHB-2, page 2.14.

298 See Exhibit JHS-14T (Story) at 32:18-33:6.

299 Exhibit No. JHS-14T (Story) at 33:9-11.
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propert tax, decreased $2,864,717 (4.6 percent) for fuel expense, and decreased
$4,148,029 (44.30 percent) for O&M expense.300

235 Staffs adjustment substitutes all rate year projections with verified, actual plant
balances and expense through August 2009.301

236 Commission Determination: Staffs rate base adjustment, as in the case of the Wild
Horse Expansion project discussed immediately above, is based on actual data. Thus,
it is known and measurable. PSE's estimates do not meet these requirements. Staff
again measured actual plant balances through August 2009, but our concerns about
matching are allayed for the same reasons as discussed in the preceding section of this
Order. We accept Staffs rate base adjustment for Mint Farm.

e. Mint Farm and Wild Horse Deferred Costs (Adjustments 10.34

and 10.38)

237 PSE requests approval under RCW 80.80.060(6) to defer the fixed and varable costs
of Mint Farm, beginning on the acquisition date of December 5, 2008, and ending
with the effective date of new rates in this proceeding. Given our determination
elsewhere in this Order that RCW 80.80 applies to Mint Farm, PSE is entitled to defer
these costs beginning on December 5,2008.

238 On October 27,2009, PSE filed with respect to the Wild Horse expansion project a
notice of intent to defer, as permitted by RCW 80.80.060(6). There is no dispute that
RCW 80.80 applies to the Wild Horse Expansion project and deferrals began on
November 9,2009, the same day the expansion became operationaL302

239 Although Staff and PSE both contend that there are two contested issues in common
as between Mint Farm and Wild Horse with respect to the treatment ofthese deferred
costs, it appears that there is, in fact, only one: Whether PSE is entitled to recover
carng costs on the deferred costs.

300 Staff Initial Brief at ii i i 7 (inviting comparison of Exhibit B-2 at Attachment C, page 2.15 to

Exhibit JHS-l 0 at 14).
301 As discussed elsewhere in this Order, Staff included actual premiums for propert insurance

and actual taxes, removing PSE's estimated propert tax. Staff Adjustment i 0.15 includes the
2008 actual tax liabilty for all propert. See Exhibit KHB-l TC (Breda) at 29: 16-22.
302 Exhibit No. RCM-l T at 17: 1 I-i 9.
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240 PSE argues that it should be allowed to recover carring costs on the deferraL. In
support of this contention, PSE relies on an extensive quote from Mr. Story's
testimony, as follows:

When a company does not have revenues coming in to recover its costs
of purchasing a new plant that is in-service, it has to finance the funds
to cover the lack of revenues. This is tre not just for the cash
expenditures that are funding interest on the financing used to buy the
plant and fund its curent operations and maintenance expenses, it is
also tre for depreciation and the equity retu not received.
Depreciation and the equity return are certinly the two main
contrbutors of cash generation for a utility. Without this cash
available, additional funds must be raised and the cost of financing
these new funds are an additional cost associated with operating the
plant that is now in-service. This is the interest that is being deferred
and the cost is calculated using the rate the Commission has already
approved as the appropriate cost of capital in the Company's last
general rate case. There is no part of this that is "tantamount to double
recovery" - it is simply recovery of all of the costs associated with the
resource.303

241 The principal weakness ofthis argument, as Staff points out, is that it tacitly depends
on the notion that the right to defer costs under RCW 80.80 is tantamount to a right to
recover instantly the deferred costs. This is belied by the language of the statute

itself, which states expressly that the creation of a deferral account "does not by itself
determne actul costs of the (resource addition), whether recovery of costs is
appropriate, or any other issues decided by the Commission in a general rate case. ,,304

242 In addition, as Staff also argues, a portion of Mint Farm fixed costs is retu on net
rate base consisting of plant balance, accumulated depreciation, and deferred income
tax. If carrying costs are allowed, the Company's total return on investment wil
exceed the allowed net of tax return.

243 Finally, with respect to deferred expenses, we must consider that PSE's rate base
includes an allowance for investor-supplied working capitaL. As Staff says: "This
allowance, upon which PSE ears a return, provides the Company with funds to pay

303 Exhibit JHS-14T (Story) at 53:4-17.

304 RCW 80.80.060(6).
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allows PSE to earn a return on investor supplied working capitaL. Thus, according to
Staff, no further allowance for carring costs is appropriate.
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244 PSE and Staff also identify and argue the question whether the operation of PC A
Exhibit G should be suspended with respect to the treatment of net varable costs
included in the deferral amounts. Staff and PSE, however, now agree on the
treatment of these costS.306 We accordingly have no reason to address what
apparently is, in the context of this case, no more than a theoretical question
concerning the operation of the PCA.

245 There is an additional contested issue with respect to the treatment of Mint Farm
deferred costs. PSE argues for a 10-year amortization period. Staff advocates a 15
year amortization period.

246 PSE's argument is based simply on the point that a "ten year amortization period for
the Mint Farm deferral is consistent with recent decisions." The example PSE offers
is that "the cost ofthe Mint Farm deferral are approximately 70% of the storm costs
that were deferred over ten years as approved in the settlement ofPSE's 2007 general
rate case. ,,307 PSE does not explain how the determination of an appropriate
amortization period for storm costs is in any way relevant to the determination of an
appropriate amortization period for costs associated with a hard asset that has a
remaining life of25-30 years.308 Staff argues would be "reasonable to amortize the
deferred costs over that period in order to match the depreciation of plant costs."
Staff nevertheless proposes to amortize the deferred costs associated with Mint Farm
over 15 years, which "accelerates recovery in the Company's favor,,309 relative to
what would be the case if costs were recovered over the remaining life of the plant.

247 Commission Determination: PSE's deferral accounts for Mint Farm and Wild Horse
include the Company's capital costs, retu on those capital costs and the operating
expenses allowed pursuant to the agreement with Staff concerning the treatment of
net varable costs. RCW 80.80 allows the Company to defer these costs but does not

305 Staff Initial Brief at ii 150.

306 Staff Initial Brief at ii 140; PSE Initial Brief at ii 122.

307 Exhibit JHS-14T (Story) at 54:18 - 55:1.

308 Exhibit DN-l HCT (Nightingale) at 16: 14-19.

309 StaffInitial Brief at ii 153.
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authorize recovery and, indeed, expressly reserves the question of recovery for later
determination by the Commission in a general rate case proceeding such as this one.
Thus, the statute does not distub the allocation of risks for recovery of deferred costs.
It remains just as it would be if PSE were required to file an accounting petition and
obtain our approval to defer these costs. It follows from this that there is no reason to
allow PSE to recover yet additional revenue in the form of carrying 'costs.

248 Staffs proposed 15-year amortization for the Mint Fann deferred costs, tied to the
expected life of the assets is reasonable. We determine it should be approved.

f. Baker Hydro Relicensing (Adjustment 10.11)

249 This adjustment relates to the cost of obtaining a new license for the Baker River
Project. PSE adopted Staffs adjustment for actual plant additions and related
amortzation expense through August 2009.3lO The only remaining difference is the
basis for federal land use fees.3 1 1 Staff excludes what it characterizes as "PSE' s rate
year estimate of these costs. ,,312

250 PSE argues that the fee for 2010 is known and measurable.31 Mr. Lane testifies for
PSE that the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) adopted an updated fee
schedule on February 24, 2009, for calculating annual charges for use of federal
lands.314 According to Mr. Lane, FERC's regulations31s double the u.s. Bureau of

Land Management's linear right-of-way fees to establish the annual fees for the use of
federal lands for project works other than transmission lines, such as these Baker

310 Exhibit JHS-14T (Story) at 40:3-4.

311 Exhibit B-3 at KHB-2, page 2.18. Staff corrected the amortization rate and accumulated

deferred income tax to conform to the Company's adjustment. See Exhibit JHS-14T (Story) at
41 :3-20.

312 Staff Initial Brief at ~ 1 20 (citing Exhibit KHB-l TC (Breda) at 32: 1 7).

313 PSE Initial Brief at ~ 1 05 (citing Exhibit KWL-1 T (Lane) at 9:6).

314 Exhibit KWL-IT (Lane) at 8: 12-1 7 (citing Update of 
the Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission's Fees Schedulefor Annual Chargesfor the Use of Government Lands, 74 Fed. Reg.
8184 (February 24, 2009) FERC Stats. & Regs. ~ 31,288 (2009); see also Order Denying
Rehearing, 129 FERC ~ 61,095 (October 30,2009)).
315 18 C.F.R. § 1 L.2(b).
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Project federal lands.316 Mr. Lane testifies fuher that FERC issued an invoice to
PSE for the Baker Project's 2009 annual charges for use of federal lands in the
amount of $887,223.64, or 75 percent of the full scheduled rental rate in 2009. He
notes that this is a significant increase from the 2008 invoiced amount of
$231,252.63. Finally, relying on various government publications, Mr. Lane testifies
that while PSE is only required to pay 75 percent of the fee in 2009, the amount in
2010 wil be the full 100 percent, or a total fee of$1,109,030.00.317

251 Commission Determination: We find this a close question because Mr. Lane's
testimony for the Company is thorough and well documented. It nevertheless
depends on expectations of futue events as to which there is no evidence of actual
experience. That is, our record does not include an invoice or other evidence finally
establishing the fee for PSE's use of federal lands in connection with the Baker River
facilities during 2010. Thus, we cannot find the amount is known and measurable.
We accept Staffs recommendation resulting in an NOI adjustment of$(855,589).31S

6. Contested Adjustment-Rate Base-Natural Gas Only

a. Jackson Prairie

252 PSE states that it received a refud of tax and interest previously paid to the
Washington State Departent of Revenue relating to the expansion of the Jackson
Prairie natural gas storage facility. "PSE accounted for the refud in the same manner
in which the original assessment was handled, with the sales tax portion of the refud
being applied to capital orders associated with the Jackson Prairie project and the
interest portion being applied to interest.,,319 According to Staff, this means PSE
reduced the Jackson Prairie rate base by $246,875.320

253 Public Counsel proposes to reduce the plant balance of Jackson Praire by the amount
of PSE' s one-third share of the refud, $246,875. Staff states in its Initial Brief that it

316 Exhibit KWL-1 T (Lane) at 8: 1 7 -21 (citing Order Denying Rehearing, 129 FERC ii 61,095, at ii

8 (October 30, 2009)).
317 ¡d. at 9:6-21.

318 Exhibit B-3 (Revision to Exhibit KHB-2, updating Staffs revenue requirements)

319 PSE Initial Brief at ii 141 (citing Exhibit MRM-4T (Marcelia).

320 Staff Initial Brief at ii 161.
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adopts Public Counsel's proposal. Mr. Ditter offered no rationale for this treatment
in his testimony and Public Counsel makes no argument of principle on the point in
its Initial Brief

254 Commission Determination: Given the testimony and argument presented, it is
diffcult to understand what, if anything, actually separates the paries on this issue.
Public Counsel's recommendation, adopted by Staff, is to reduce PSE's plant balance

(i.e., rate base) by $246,875. Staff states that PSE has already reduced the Jackson
Prairie rate base by $246,875. PSE, however, does not expressly confirm that the
plant balance it included for Jackson Prairie in its initial filing in this case was
reduced by this amount.

255 In any event, we find that the plant balance for Jackson Prairie, which we describe for
purposes of rate making as "rate base," must exclude the $246,875 refud amount that
was previously capitalized.

7. Summary of Electric Revenue Requirement Determination

256 Table 4 summarizes the Commission's determinations with respect to the contested
electric adjustments (shaded) and the uncontested adjustments, which we accept
without the necessity for detailed discussion. Table 5 shows the Electrc Revenue
Requirement that we approve for recovery in rates, subject to revision to reflect
recalculation of the Tenaska and March Point disallowances affecting the power costs
adjustment (10.03) and recalculation of the production propert adjustment (10.37)
made necessary by our decision concerning Mint Farm, Wild Horse and regulatory
assets and Iiabilities.

I

1/

1/1

IIII

IIIII

IIIIII

IIIIIII

IIIIIIII

IIIIIIII

IIIIIIII
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TABLE 4
Commission Determinations of Restating and Pro Forma Adjustments - Electric

Rate Base

Montana Electric Tax *
Interest on Customer De osits
SFAS I33
Rate Case Ex ense
Deferred Gains/Losses on Pro er
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a The Power Cost adjustment wil require revision to recalculate Tenaska and March Point

disallowances and to remove recovery of the Tenaska regulatory asset from base rates. This can

be accomplished during the compliance fiing phase of this proceeding.
b The Production adjustment wil require revision during the compliance fiing phase of 

this
proceeding to reflect removal of the Tenaska regulatory asset from base rates and our decisions
concerning Mint Farm and Wild Horse (i.e., Adjustments 10.07, 10.08, 10.34 and 10.38), and our
decision concerning Regulatory Assets and Liabilities (Adjustment 10.31).

* These are so-called fall-out adjustments as to which the parties do not disagree in principle.

ectric evenue equirement
Rate Base $3,797,019,369

Rate of Return 8.10

NOI Requirement $307,558,569

Pro Forma NOI $272,640,632

Operating Income Deficiency $34,917,937

Conversion Factor .621262

TABLE 5
EI R R
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Gross Revenue Re uirement Increase $ 56,204,849

8. Summary of Natural Gas Revenue Requirement Determination

257 Table 6 summarizes the Commission's determinations with respect to the contested
natual gas adjustments (shaded) and the uncontested adjustments, which we accept
without the necessity for detailed discussion. TabIe 7 shows the Natural Gas Revenue
Requirement that we approve for recovery in rates.

I

II

III

IIII

IIIII

IIIIII

TABLE 6
Commission Determinations -Restating and Pro Forma Adjustments - Natural

Gas
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* This is a so-called fall-out adjustments as to which the parties do not disagree in principle.

aura as evenue ec uiremen
Rate Base $ 1,467,519,444

Rate of Return 8.10%

NOI Requirement $ i 18,869,075
Pro Forma Nor $ 112,557,361

Operating Income Deficiency $ 6,311,714

Conversion Factor 0.621891

Gross Revenue Requirement Increase $ 10,149,229

TABLE 7
N t IG R R t

C. Capital Structure and Cost of Capital

258 PSE's curently authorized rate of retu (ROR) is 8.25 percent with a retu on
equity (ROE) of 10.15 percent and an equity ratio of 46 percent. The Commission set
these factors on October 8, 2008, in an order approving and adopting the parties' full
settlement in Dockets UE-072300 and UG-072301 (consolidated).321 In this docket,
filed just seven months later, the Company requested an overall ROR of 8.5 percent
based on a 10.8 percent ROE and an equity ratio of 48 percent.

259 Table 8 summarizes PSE's curently approved capital strcture and cost rates and the
recommendations of the Company, Staff and Public Counsel in their respective briefs.
Our determinations, discussed in detail below, are shown in Table 9.

321 WUTC v. Puget Sound Energy, Final Order Approving And Adopting Settlement Stipulations:

Authorizing And Requiring Compliance Filing, Order 12, Dockets UE-072300 and UG-
07230 I (consolidated) (October 8, 2008) at ~ 51.
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TABLE 8
CapitaI Structure and Cost of Capital Proposals

Commission Company Staff
Approved Proposal Proposal

Public Counsel
Proposal

are/Cost
48.0 10.8
48.05 6.70
3.95 2.47

Share/Cost
45.0 10.0
51.05 6.48
3.95 2.47

Share/Cost
43.0 9.50
53.0 6.70
4.0 2.47

.03 8.61 o o o o o o

TOTAL ROR 8.25 8.50 7.91 7.73

TABLE 9
Commission Determination of Capital Structure and Cost of Capital

quity
ong-Term Debt

Short-Term Debt

OTAL ROR

Share % Cost %
4

50.0

3.9

Weighted Cost II
4.65

3.35

0.1

8.1

260 The parties' disputes regarding cost of capital focus on the following three issues:

. Share of Common Equity in the capital strcture.

. Cost of long-term debt.

. Cost of Common Equity.

3221d. The Commission-approved cost of capital in Dockets UE-072300/UG-072301

(consolidated) includes debt costs as an average of long-term and short-term debt.
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261 Mr. Gaines presents PSE's overall cost of capital case for electrc and natual gas.32
Relying on Dr. Morin's testimony for analysis of the cost of common equity, Mr.
Gaines says his recommended capital strcture, debt costs, and overall 8.50 percent
ROR are appropriate and necessar to maintain the Company's credit rating.324 Mr.
Gaines testifies that, in contrast to the Company's proposal, the cost of capital
recommendations made by Staff and Public Counsel are unsupported, flawed in
method, and if adopted, would be insuffcient to maintain the Company's credit
metrics and would likely lead to a credit rating downgrade.325

PAGE 93

262 Mr. Parcell presents Staffs cost of capital recommendations. Based on his
recommended capital strctue, re-pricing ofthe Company's projections for new debt
issues, and application of conventional methods that estimate the cost of common
equity capital, Mr. Parcell recommends 7.91 percent as an appropriate overall cost of
capital for PSE.326 He contends that changes in the capital markets since PSE's last
general rate case justify a 15 basis point reduction in retu from the curent level
because, "capital opportnity costs, as well as interest rates, have generally declined
from the time PSE's last return on equity was established by the Commission.,,327

Mr. Parcell testifies that his recommended rate of retu would provide credit metrics
sufficient to maintain PSE's "BBB" corporate credit rating.328

263 Staff argues that PSE's currently authorized ROE should be reduced because capital
markets have recovered and stabilized from the recent global financial crisis, and the
economic recession has reduced the profits and capital costs of all enterprises. Staff
argues that PSE's retu should be reduced because opportnity costs, as well as
interest rates have declined since its ROE was last set. 329 In addition, Staff states that
PSE has not demonstrated that it faces a greater construction-related risk than other
utilities or any problem obtaining the capital necessary to fund its capital program.
Finally, Staff contends that Dr. Morin's evidence by itself demonstrates that the

323 Exhibit DEG-lT (Gaines) at 29:13-30:10.

324 ¡d. at 30:14 -38:10.

325 Exhibit DEG-11HCT (Gaines) at 2:1-6,3:19-20:6.

326 Exhibit DCP-l T (Parcell) at 3: 19 4:22.

32 ¡d. at 7:21-24.

328 Id at 46: 1-5.

329 StaffInitial Brief at ~~ 16-20.
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Company's cost of capital is declining, because his estimates of ROE dropped durng
the pendency of this proceeding.330

264 Based on the Company's "per books" rate base, the difference between Stafts
recommended ROR and the Company's requested ROR is $32.8 millon in annual
electric revenue and $14.0 milion in annual natural gas revenue.

265 PubIic Counsel presents its overall cost of capital recommendation for electrc and
natural gas operations through Mr. Hil. Based on his recommended capital strcture
and return on equity, Mr. Hil recommends an overall rate of retu of7.73 percent.

He says that this rate of retu wil afford the Company an opportity to achieve a
pre-tax interest coverage ratio of 2.72 percent, "well above the interest coverage
achieved by PSE in the past five years and suffcient for the Company to maintain its
financial position."33l Mr. Hil testifies that during the financial crisis oflate 2008
and early 2009 corporate bond yields increased dramatically, as did the difference
between corporate bond yields and the yield on U.S. Treasur bonds (the yield
spread).332 However, he says that since the first quarter of 2009 the risk-free rate as
measured by Treasury bond yields has remained low and even declined from pre-
crisis levels and that corporate bond yields have declined to below pre-crisis levels.
Mr. Hil testifies that the capital markets stabilized during 2009.333 With this analysis
he implies, but does not specifically state, that the cost of capital for a utility like PSE
has declined, toO.334

266 Public Counsel states that once Dr. Morin corrected his DCF, CAPM and Risk
Premium analytic estimates of ROE to remove flotation they averaged 10.21 percent,
which is considerably below PSE's requested 10.8 percent.335 He also argues that the
Company's assertions that it requires a higher retu on capital in order to attact the
investment necessary to support its capital program is not credible given that these are

330id. at ir 25-26 ("Dr. Morin's original cost of equity was in the upper portion of a range of 11.0

to i 1.5 percent. Exhibit No. RAM-1 Tat 3: 11-20. His rebuttal recommendation, however,
appeared to be 10.95 percent, but actually had dropped to 10.7 percent. Tr. 654:6-9 (Morin).").
33l Exhibit SGH-1HCT (Hil) at 5:11-6:3.

332id. at 24:6-25:5.

333 Tr. at 724:15-725:24.

334 Exhibit SGH-1HCT (Hil) at 25:6-26:3.

335 Public Counsel Initial Brief at ii 24.
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the same challenges the Company argued would be addressed by the access to capital
provided by the Puget Holdings transaction.336

267 Based on the Company's "per books" rate base, the difference between Public
Counsel's recommended ROR and the Company's requested ROR is $42.4 milion in
annual electric revenue and $18.0 milion in annual natual gas revenue.

1. Capital Structure

268 No part proposes to base capital strctue for puroses of setting rates on the
Company's actual test-period capital strcture or any other measurement of the
Company's actual capitalization. PSE, Staff and Public Counsel each propose a
different hypothetical capital strcture. PSE requests a 48 percent equity ratio. Staff
recommends 45 percent and Public Counsel proposes 43 percent for the equity ratio.

269 Mr. Gaines testifies that the Company's capital strctue during the test year included
44.67 percent equity, but he states this does not reflect the Company's current capital
strctue because, among other reasons:33?

. The completion of the transaction to merge Puget Energy with Puget

Holdings on February 6,2009, included investment of fuds into PSE

used to repay short-term debt and increase PSE equity capitalization.

· PSE defeased and called for redemption of its outstanding preferred stock
on March 13,2009.

. PSE issued $250 milion of new 6.75 percent 7-year senior secured notes
in January 2009.

336 Id. at ii 26 ("Puget and the Investor Consortium argued that the transaction offered it the

opportnity to meet its capital expenditure requirements, very large relative to its size, through
access to a significant pool of "patient capital," providing PSE a "more reliable method of
obtaining needed capital now and in the futue on reasonable terms without being subject to the
vagaries of quarterly and annual earnings forecasts and short-term market reactions." In the

Matter of the Joint Application of Puget Holdings LLC and Puget Sound Energy, Docket U-
072375, Order 08 (December 30, 2008) at ii 142); Id. at iiii 27-30.
337 Exhibit DEG-l T (Gaines) at 10:3-11: 17.
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270 Mr. Gaines says that at the end of the first quarter of 2009, PSE's capital strctue

included 52.9 percent equity. He testifies, however, that this level of equity
capitalization fails to represent the capital strcture likely to support utility operations
durig the rate year. He offers several reasons explaining why this is so, including
that some of the Company's long-term debt wil matue and be refinanced, Puget
Energy wil make equity investments in PSE, and the level of outstanding short-term
debt and retained earings wil vary.338

271 Instead of using the test year capital strcture or the actual capital strctue at the
completion of the merger transaction, Mr. Gaines recommends capitalization that
includes 48 percent equity, 48.05 percent long-term debt, and 3.95 percent short-term
debt. He says such a capital strctue "wil allow PSE to attract debt capital necessary
to fud PSE's infrastructue and new resource constrction program" and that it
"appropriately balances the risks and costs of funding PSE's utility operations."339
Mr. Gaines testifies that a 48 percent equity ratio is comparable to, but lower than, the
49 percent average for equity ratios approved by regulatory bodies in the United
States during 2008 and the first quarter of2009, and the 3.95 percentage of short-term
debt is the mid-point of the 3 to 5 percent range of short-term debt PSE expects to use
during the rate year.340 Finally, Mr. Gaines testifies that Standard & Poor's and
Moody's assign stable credit ratings to PSE in the BBB and Baa3 categories,
respectively, and that the Company's proposed capital strctue wil support these
ratings. 34 i

272 Staff presents its capital strctue recommendation through Mr. ParcelL. He
recommends a capital strctue containing 45 percent equity based on his review of
the Company's actual capital strctue for the years 2004 through 2008 and his
review of average capital strctues allowed by regulatory bodies across the nation for
the years 2004 through 2008. Mr. Parcell contends that these data justify an equity
ratio of 45 percent because this is "the same capital strcture ratio requested by PSE
in prior cases" and "is similar to recent actual ratios and is consistent with the capital
structures of other utilities.,,342 He says that the equity ratio requested by PSE
exceeds what was requested by the Company or approved by the Commission in

338 ¡d. at 11:20-13:1.

339¡d. at 12:2-13:19.

340 ¡d. at 16:4-13 and 22:16:23:1; Exhibit DEG-4.

341 ¡d. at 32:2-38: 1 O.

342 Exhibit DCP-IT (Parcell) at 23:13-26:7.
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recent proceedings, including the currently approved 46 percent. Staff argues that, in
fact, PSE has advocated for a 45 percent equity ratio in its last 5 rate cases despite
actual equity ratios that were below 45 percent. Mr. Parcell asserts that PSE's actual
capital strctue since the conclusion of the merger "reflects decisions made by the
new owners ofPSE" and "may not be consistent with the Commission's policy to
balance safety and economy.,,343

273 Public Counsel presents its capital strcture recommendation through Mr. Hil. Mr.
Hill states that PSE was able to maintain a BBB corporate credit rating from
December 2004 to December 2008 with an actual equity ratio of only 41.71
percent.344 He testifies that PSE has actually capitalized its operations over the past
several years with lower equity ratios than allowed by the Commission for rate-
setting. 

345

274 Mr. Hil says that each percentage point of equity ratio in PSE's capital strcture used
for rate setting costs customers $4.7 milion annually, when income taxes are
considered. He also states that the holding company strctue in which PSE now
resides contains substantially more debt than does PSE and that increases in PSE's
equity share and retu on equity serve only to service that debt. 346 He claims that
third-part debt held by entities in the holding Company strctue has increased
beyond what was contemplated in the merger proceeding.347 Considering these
factors, he argues it is inappropriate to set rates on a capital strctue similar to the
regulated utility's capital strcture.348 Indeed, Mr. Hil says that the 46 percent equity
ratio agreed to in the settlement ofPSE's last rate case was too "equity rich" and that
the 43 percent he recommended in that case would be appropriate to use here.349

275 Public Counsel argues that it would inappropriate to provide more cash flow to PSE's
corporate owners by now increasing the share of equity its regulatory capital strctue

343 ¡d. at 26:10-27:7.

344 Exhibit SGH-1HCT (Hil) at 8:16-21. We note that this appears to be an error. PSE's

corporate credit rating was BBB- during this period. This is stil investment grade, but not as
high a quality as Mr. Hil indicates.
345 ¡d. at 8:22-9.

346 ¡d. at 9:13 -17:12.

347 Exhibit SGH-1HCT (Hil) at 13:2-18.

348 ¡d. at 17:16-18:4

349 ¡d. at 18:7-22.
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because the average equity ratio in the electric industry is 44 percent, because trple-B
rated electrc utilities have an average equity ratio of 40 percent, because PSE has not
proven any increase in operational risk since the last rate case, and because PSE says
it has no concerns about fuding its capital budget plans. Public Counsel argues that
reducing the Company's equity ratio from 46 to 43 percent is appropriate because this
level is actually higher than the average level over the last four years durng which
Public Counsel contends PSE maintained its financial position.350

276 Mr. Gaines contends on rebuttal that the equity ratios in the capital structues
advocated by Staff and Public Counsel should be rejected because they are:

. Lower than the equity ratio approved in the Company's last general rate
case.

. Lower than the common equity ratio curently employed by PSE.

. Lower than the common equity ratio to be employed, on average,
durng the rate year.

. Lower than the average common equity ratio recently approved by state
regulatory commissions.

He argues that the Commission should reject Staffs use of comparative statistics for
equity ratios of other utilities because the ratios Staff used are based on "per-books"
figues that include unregulated operations. 

351 Mr. Gaines urges the Commission to

reject Public Counsel's recommended 43 percent equity ratio because he says it is not
supported by any rationale other than that it is the recommendation Public Counsel
made in the last rate case.352 Mr. Gaines objects to the suggestion that the Company's
equity ratio should be based on the ratio used over the last few years because, he says,
this ignores the Company's and Commission's efforts to strengten the Company's
balance sheet and ignores the equity investments made by Puget Holdings. Taking
aim at Staff and Public Counsel, Mr. Gaines contends that both parties'
recommendations ignore the financial plans explained and approved as part of the

350 Public Counsel Initial Brief at ~ 8-14.

351 Exhibit DEG-1 1BCT (Gaines) at 4:8-6:1 1.

352 ¡d. at 7: 19-23.
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merger transaction.35 He denies Public Counsel's contention that any entity in the
holding company strcture issued new third-par debt.354
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277 Finally, Mr. Gaines contends that the capital strcture, cost of equity, and other
revenue adjustments proposed by Staff and Public Counsel would cause PSE's credit
metrics to fall below Standard & Poor's expectations and would not allow PSE to
maintain its current credit rating. 

355

278 Commission Determination: The Commission observed in its order setting rates in
the Company's most recent fully litigated case that it "has approved hypothetical
capital strctures when there was a clear and compelling reason to do SO.,,356 In this

case there appear to be two related reasons:

1) The Company argues persuasively that the utility's actual capitalization
in the test year and early post-test year period was affected by short-
term circumstances and is not representative of how it wil capitalize its
operations in the rate year.

2) There is no dispute among the parties that the actual capital strctue
during the test year or shortly after is not a tre measurement of how
the Company wil, or should capitalize its operations.

Thus, we are left to answer the question of which, if any, of the proposed hypothetical
strctures should be accepted as appropriate for setting prospective rates.

279 The Commission approved the Company's curent cost of capital in the fall of2008
based on an all-party settlement, which included a capital strctue with 46 percent
common equity. Two major developments affecting the Company and potentially
affecting its cost of capital have occured since the August 2008 settlement: the
completion of the sale of Puget Energy to Puget Holdings, and the financial crisis that
severely affected all capital markets beginning with the collapse of Lehman Brothers
in September 2008.

353 Id at 6:16-7:15 and 8:18 -11:14.

354 Id at 11 :3-20.

355 Id at 26:18-28-12.

356 WUTC v. Puget Sound Energy, Inc., Docket Nos. UE-060266 and UG-060267, Order 08

(January 5, 2007).
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280 The Commission approved the Company's execution of the Puget Holdings
transaction in December 2008. As Mr. Hill observed at hearng, the terms of the rate

case settlement proposed in August 2008 were known and accepted by all paries,
including the Company's potential new owners, during the Commission's review and
ultimate approval of the sale ofPuget Energy to Puget Holdings.357 In its order
approving the transaction, the Commission approved a condition that the equity-share
in the utility's capital strctue would not be allowed to fall below 44 percent, unless
the Commission approved a lower level of equity for ratemaking purposes.358 In
addition, the order prohibited PSE from declaring or making any dividend
distributions if its equity capitalization dropped below 44 percent, again subject to
exception if the Commission approves a lower level of equity for ratemaking
purposes.359 Finally, the Commission directed that determination of the cost of equity
in the Company's allowed rate of return in futue rate cases "wil include selection
and use of one or more proxy group(s) of companies engaged in businesses
substantially similar to PSE, without limitation related to PSE' s ownership
structue. ,,360

281 Turing to the financial crisis, our record shows that the capital markets suffered
significant distortons beginning in early fall 2008 and extending though much of
2009. Among these distortions was a significant increase in the "yield spread"
between debt issued by the U.S. Treasury and corporate bonds, including utility
bonds. Our record also shows that the capital markets have substatially recovered
from the distortions caused by the financial crisis and now again reflect cost
characteristics similar to, if not lower than, those extant before the onset of the crisis.

282 Our determination of an appropriate capital strctue must therefore consider the
following:

· All paries agreed to a capital strctue with 46 percent equity prior to

approval of the Puget Holdings transaction and prior to the onset of the
financial crisis.

357 Tr. at 723:5-724:14 (Hil).

358 Re Puget Holdings and PSE, Docket U-072375, Order 8, Appendix A to Stipulation,

Commitment 35 (December 30, 2008).
359 ¡d. Commitment 36.

360 ¡d. Commitment 24, as clarified by the Commission's Eighth Condition.
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. Disruptions in the capital markets have stabilized at levels similar to

pre-crisis conditions.

283 Considering these factors, we determine that the appropriate equity share in the
Company's capital strcture should remain at the curently allowed 46 percent.

2. Cost of Long-Term Debt

284 In its original filing, the Company included a 6.82 percent average cost of long-term
debt using the yield to matuty, maturity date, net proceeds to PSE, and coupon- rate
for each existing debt issue as well as for the incremental contrbution to debt cost of
issuing three new debt issues to replace six debt issues that wil mature before the end
ofthe rate year.361 In testimony fied September 28,2009, Mr. Gaines revised the
average cost oflong-term debt downward to 6.70 percent to reflect the effect of$350
million Senior Secured Note issued at 5.75 percent on September 11,2009.362 This is
the long-term debt cost PSE's recommends in its brief.

285 Mr. Parcell testifies for Staff that the Company's proposed 6.70 percent cost for long-
term debt includes the cost of two future debt issues to be sold in 2010. He argues
these future issues should carr an imputed price equal to the 5.75 percent rate the
Company secured for its most recent debt issue in September 2009. Staff contends
that the 5.75 percent rate is the most appropriate to impute to the Company's expected
rate year debt issuances because that rate is what the Company actually experienced
in the capital markets.363

286 Public Counsel accepts the Company's cost oflong-term debt.

287 PSE argues that the Commission should reject Staffs proposed cost of long-term debt
because Mr. Parcell "arbitrarily uses the interest rate on PSE's most recent senior
secured note issue.,,364 PSE states that this rate is the lowest coupon that PSE has ever

361 Exhibit DEG-lT (Gaines) at 24:3 - 26:10.

362 Exhibit DEG-9T (Gaines) at 12:4-14:11.

363 StaffReplyBriefat~ 15.

364 PSE Initial Brief at ~ 65.
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received on a 30-year senior secured note issue. PSE argues that Staff did not
produce any evidence that PSE could issue bonds at such a low rate in the futue.

288 Commission Determination: Ideally, the cost rate for debt in PSE's capitalization is
directly measurable as the cost of debt outstanding in the Company's actual capital
strctue. In this case, however, the Commission is faced with approving a

hypothetical, rather than an actual capital strcture and it is, to a degree, forward-
looking. The Company estimates what its aggregate average cost of long-term debt
wil be taking into account the replacement of debt issues that wil mature before the
end of the rate year. While Staff asserts that the estimate of cost for new debt issues
should be based on the Company's most recently negotiated bond issue, it is
undisputed that the rate the Company achieved is unprecedented. It is significant in
this connection that at the time of the recent issue, the Company's actual capital
strcture included more than 50 percent equity. Thus, the attactive rate on the
recently issued debt reflects a capital strcture with substantially less leverage than
the 46 percent equity share that was approved in PSE's last general rate proceeding
and that wil remain unchanged as a result of our decisions here.

289 We accordingly find appropriate the Company's proposed average cost rate for long-
term debt: 6.70 percent.

3. Cost of Equity

290 The Commission last determined a retu on equity capital for PSE based on a fully
litigated record in January 2007. In that general rate proceeding, the Commission
found an ROE of 10.4 percent, the mid-point of a range from 10.3 to 10.5 percent, to
be appropriate for setting rates. The record in that proceeding contained a large
volume of expert testimony and a remarkable range in analytic estimates. The
Commission observed that little of the evidence focused on circumstances that would
justify a change in the Company's cost for equity capital from that previously
authorized. Instead, the evidence in that proceeding focused on familiar and rather
academic disputes regarding methods, theories and assumptions based on the
professional judgment and orientation of the experts.

291 During the intervening three years, the Company and parties again presented
substantial evidence on cost of equity in PSE' s general rate case filed in late 2007.
That case was ultimately resolved by settlement in August 2008 when the parties
agreed to, and the Commission approved, a return on equity of 10.15 percent.
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292 In this case, we are once again presented with a substantial body of evidence, this
time marshaled in support of ROE recommendations that range from 9.5 percent to
10.8 percent. This range continues to be accounted for by disagreements regarding
the growt rates to apply in the DCF method and the market risk premiums to apply
in the CAPM and Risk Premium methods. It is not unusual for experts to disagree
over these key analytic elements and assumptions. The Commission has said in more
than one order that it appreciates and values a variety of perspectives and analytic
results because these serve to better inform the judgment it must exercise than would
a single model, or a single expert's opinion. We reiterate that perspective here. We
value and rely on multiple methodologies, models and expert opinions to develop a
robust record of evidence to inform our judgment. It is paricularly important to take
multiple methods and models into account in the present circumstances of financial
tuoil that may affect the input values and assumptions used in each method.

293 As is usually the case, much of the dispute among the experts testifying in this case
involves "analytic judgment" concerning key data assumptions and model
application. These disputes are not resolvable on the basis of objective tests - their
resolution requires the application of considerable judgment when we review the
expert testimony. In our experience there is no precise or single right answer to these
analytic questions.

294 Table 10 presents the range in analytc results calculated by the cost of capital
experts, and each part's final ROE recommendation.

TABLE 10
ROE Analytical Estimates

Dr. Morin365 Mr. Parce1i366 Mr. Hil367

DCF 10.3 - 1 I. 9.6 - 1 I. 9.57 - 9.87
Risk Premo 10.34 N/A N/A

CAPM 9.3-9.7 7~9 - 8.2 7.79 - 8.49

MEPR N/A N/A 9.19-9.33
MTB N/A N/A 9.6 - 9.71

365 Dr. Morin's results are presented as he revised them to remove the effect of 
flotation. Exhibit

B-7.
366 Exhibit DCP-IT (Parcell) at 44:13-15

367 Exhibit SGH-IHCT (Hill) at 40:18-19 and 55:15-56:13
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295 Our record in this proceeding differs in at least two important ways from the evidence
we have considered in past proceedings. Here the experts acknowledge openly that
the analytic models are diffcult to use and interpret in the context of volatile financial
markets. And here, the circumstances of the utility have changed with completion of
the Puget Holdings transaction.

296 Neither ofthese factors, however, turns out to be centrally importnt for settng the
ROE in this case. The Commission's order approving the Puget Holdings transaction
makes clear that the nature of the utility's ownership is not a limiting factor for
determining a fair equity return based on businesses substantially similar to PSE
without regard to ownership structue. Our record also shows that while the analytic
ROE models may presently be affected by recent market tuoil, it appears that
market conditions themselves have recently retued to more normal circumstances.

297 With this background in mind, we turn to the analytic estimates and opinions of the
three experts. Despite the rich diversity in their opinions and results, their analyses
provide a solid foundation on which we can constrct a reasonable range for ROE.

298 All of the experts provide DCF results, supported to one degree or another by each
expert's alternative methodologies, which differ from one expert to the next. DCF
results, like other analytic models, are subject to bias in pertbed markets because
the critical yield component is affected by utility stock prices, which have been
somewhat volatile recently.368 This may lead to a significant divergence of opinion
among the experts despite their use of a common approach. Nonetheless, we find the
experts' DCF results overlapping in this case - Mr. Parcell's results overlap with Mr.
Hill's at the low end and with Dr. Morin's at the high end.

299 In this context, we also find that Mr. Hill's DCF estimates for Public Counsel are
persuasively critiqued by Dr. Morin for the Company because they rely on growth
estimates that are obscure and not subject to replication. We find, too, that Dr.
Morin's DCF results are persuasively critiqued by Mr. Hil because they rely solely

368 This is because, for a given dividend, elevated stock prices depress the yield and lower stock

prices increase the yield. In like fashion, for a given stock price, increased dividends increase
yield and lower dividends decrease yield.
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on analysts' forecasts of earnings growt, without benefit of historical rates of growth
and other information published by the analysts or other reputable financial sources.

300 In contrast, Mr. Parcell's DCF estimates are derived from a broad set of published
growt figures that are transparent and include both forward-looking estimates and
historical data. His DCF results span the ground between the 9.87 percent high end of
Mr. Hill's DCF range and the 10.3 percent low end of Dr. Morin's DCF range. The
mid-point ofthis range is 10.1 percent. Mr. Parcell's comparable earnings results of
9.5 percent to 10.5 percent also encompass this middle-ground and have a mid-point
of 10.0 percent. Considering that the experts' other corroborating analyses, including
CAPM results, produce results below 10 percent, we discount the high end of Mr.
Parcell's and Dr. Morin's DCF results.369 Taking all ofthis into account, we are
confident that a reasonable ROE for PSE can be found within the range of9.9 percent
to 10.3 percent. This zone of reasonableness is made somewhat wider than the zones
we have determined in past cases because of the circumstances affecting the financial
markets and the effect of these circumstaces on application of the analytc ROE
models.

301 Commission Determination: Considering all of the above, we determine that PSE's
cost of equity capital should be set at 10.1 percent for purposes of setting rates in this
proceeding. Coupled with our decision to set PSE's equity share at 46 percent, the
Company's computed weighted average cost of equity is 4.65 percent.

4. Capital Structure and Cost of Capital Summary

302 We summarize our determinations ofthe issues concerning Capital Strcture and
Cost of Capital above in Table 9. As shown there, our findings and conclusions
concerning the appropriate capital strctue and component cost rates produce an
overall weighted cost of capital of 8.10 percent.

303 We are mindful of our responsibility to set the allowed retu on capital at a level
"suffcient to assure confidence in the financial integrity of the enterprise, so as to

369 The CAPM results in this case fall below, in some cases substantially below, estimates derived

from the other analytic approaches. All of the experts note that the CAPM may be less reliable in
current circumstances, though Mr. Parcell recommends that CAPM results should be used to
corroborate DCF analyses. We agree, but in these unusual financial circumstances we have
accorded the CAPM results diminished weight.
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maintain its credit and to attact capitaL. ,,370 The credit metrcs by which the debt
rating agencies develop and evaluate utility credit ratings are one measure of this
confidence. Standard & Poor's (S&P) publishes a matrx of credit metrics it looks to
when rating the quality of utility credit.37 Mr. Gaines, in his testimony, estimates the
credit metrc ratios for each of the paries' revenue requirements cases.372 We have
carefully examined this evidence and are satisfied to find that the ratios Mr. Gaines
calculates for Staffs case fall within the S&P ranges for a company rated BBB with
the excellent business and aggressive financial risk profiles S&P assigns to PSE.
Considering that the results of our Order here allow for a higher rate of return and
recovery of more revenue than what Staff recommends, we are confident that our
decision will allow the Company, with prudent management, to maintain or improve
its current credit rating.
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D. Electric Rate Spread and Rate Design Settlement

304 Rate spread allocates the revenue requirement to each ofPSE's customer classes.
Rate design is the pricing mechanism for PSE to recover its costs. Rate design
determines the rates that each individual customer actually pays.

305 PSE, Staff, and other parties that took an active interest in the electrc rate spread and
rate design issues submitted a proposed Multipart Settlement Agreement on July 25,
2009, which they ask the Commission to approve and adopt to resolve all rate spread
and rate design issues. The Settlement Agreement is supported by Joint Testimony
addressing why the Agreement wil result in rates that are just and reasonable, and
consistent with established Commission policies. It is unopposed.

306 The parties agree to use PSE's electrc cost-of-service study, rate spread, and rate
design. According to the Settlement Agreement, any revenue requirement increase
ordered in this proceeding wil be allocated among the various customer classes and
rate schedules in proportion to the rate spread proposed by PSE. The Settlement

370 FPC v. Hope Natural Gas Co., 320 U.S. 591,603 (1944).

371 Criteria Methodology: Business Risk/Financial Risk Matrix Expanded. Standard & Poor's.

Global Credit Portal. RatingsDirect. May 27,2009. We take administrative notice of this industr
publication.
37 Exhibit DEG-19 (Gaines) at 2.
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Agreement includes an ilustrative example or "baseline" that uses a hypothetical
final electrc revenue requirement increase of $113 milion.

307 The Settling Parties state in their Joint Testimony that the rate spread set fort in the
Multipart Settlement, and ilustrated on page 1 of its Attchment, represents a
reasonable balancing of the factors traditionally used by the Commission to set rates,
including cost-of-service, fairness, perceptions of equity, economic conditions in the
service terrtory, gradualism, and rate stability.37 According to the parties' Joint
Testimony, most electric rate classes already are relatively close to parity (i.e., rates
recover 97% to 130% of the costs caused by a given customer class). The proposed
rate spread is designed to bring each rate class even closer to parity without causing
rate shock.

308 The Multipart Settlement assigns a uniform percentage rate increase to Residential
Schedules 5and 7, and Schedules 24, 26, 31, 35, 43, 46, 49, 50-59, 448, and 449.374

At the ilustrative baseline increase, this is a 5.83% percent increase. Mid-sized
commercial and industrial customers (i.e., secondary voltage customers with demand
between 50 and 350 kW) under Schedules 25 and 29 are assigned 75 percent of the
unifonn percentage rate increase assigned to the other rate schedules, or 4.37%
percent, assuming the illustrative baseline increase. Schedule 40 (i.e., campus rate)
rates for power supply (generation and transmission) are set equal to the Schedule 49

(i.e., high voltage) charges (adjusted for power factor and losses). In addition,
delivery-related charges are derived based upon customer specific costs ofPSE's
distribution facilities used to directly provide delivery services to the Schedule 40
customers.

309 In terms of rate design, the proposed settlement produces no major change from
current practice. The rate design follows the methods proposed by PSE,375 except for
the one phase basic charge for residential service under Schedule 7 and rates under

373 Exhibit JST-2 (Higgins, Phelps, Schoenbeck, Schooley and Watkins) at 6:9-15.

374 Schedules 24 and 26 are smaller (i.e., demand less than 50 kW) and larger (i.e., demand

greater than 350 kW) secondary voltage commercial and industral customers. Schedules 31, 35
and 43 are primary voltage customers. Schedules 46 and 49 are high voltage customers.
Schedules 50 and 59 are lighting customers. Schedules 448 and 449 are "choice" and retail
wheeling customers.
375 See generally Prefied Direct Testimony of Mr. David W. Hoff, Exhibit DWH-I T, the
Rebuttal Testimony of Ms. Janet K. Phelps, Exhibit JKP-25T and supporting exhibits. Multipart
Settlement Agreement Re: Electric Rate Spread and Rate Design, Attachment, page 2.
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Schedule 26. The paries agreed that the one phase basic charge for residential
service under Schedule 7 will increase from $7.00 to $7.25. As to Schedule 26, PSE
accepted Kroger's proposal to link both the demand and energy charges of Schedules
26 and 31 so that the differential between the demand and energy charges of the two
schedules is equalized.376

310 There is substantial evidence in the record supporting the electric rate spread and rate
design proposals embodied by the Multipart Settlement Agreement. 377 We

determine the electrc rate spread and rate design proposals presented in the parties'
Settlement Agreement are reasonable and should be approved and adopted. The
Settlement Agreement is attached and incorporated into this order as Appendix A.

E. Natural Gas Rate Spread and Rate Design Settlement.

311 PSE, Staff, and other parties interested in natural gas rate spread and rate design also
submitted their proposed Multiparty Settlement Agreement on July 25,2009. As in
the case of the electrc settlement discussed above, they ask the Commission to
approve and adopt their agreement to resolve all rate spread and rate design issues.
The Settlement Agreement is supported by Joint Testimony addressing why the
Agreement wil result in rates that are just and reasonable, and consistent with
established Commission policies. No part opposed this Multipart Settlement.

312 The Multipart Settlement assigns a share of the PSE revenue requirement to each
rate schedule based on a rate spread that is derived using a hypothetical increase of
$28 million as a baseline. These respective shares of the revenue requirement are
then used to apportion any rate increase of a differing amount.

313 At the baseline revenue requirement, the Multipart Settlement assigns a uniform
percentage rate increase of7.4 percent to residential Schedules 16,23,53 (propane);
smaller volume commercial Schedules 31 and 61; and water heater rental Schedules
71, 72, and 74. Schedules 41 and 41T, large volume commercial and industrial
Schedules, are assigned increases equal to 75 percent of the uniform percentage rate

376 Exhibit JK-2ST (Phelps) at 28:2-10.

37 Prefied Direct (Exhibit JKP-1 T) and Rebuttal Testimony of Janet K. Phelps (Exhibit JKP-

2ST), and supporting exhibits; Prefiled Direct Testimony of David W. Hoff (Exhibit DWH-lT),
and supporting exhibits; Exhibit JST-2 (Joint Settlement Testimony of Higgins, Phelps,

Schoenbeck, Schooley and Watkins: Electric Rate Spread and Rate Design).
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increase assigned to the residential, smaller commercial and water heater customers,
or 5.5 percent. Finally, the interrptible customers on Schedules 85, 85T, 86, 86T,
87, and 87T are assigned a rate increase equal to 50 percent of the uniform percentage
rate increase assigned to residential, smaller commercial and water heater customers,
or 3.7 percent.

314 The rate design strctue proposed under the Settlement Agreement is similar to the
current strcture. The rate design follows the methods proposed by PSE,378 except for

residential service under Schedules 23 and 53. Under the agreement, the basic charge
for residential service under Schedules 23 and 53 wil remain at $10.00 per month,
rather than being increased to $10.73, as PSE originally proposed.

315 There is substantial evidence in the record supporting the natural gas rate spread and
rate design proposals embodied by the Multipart Settlement Agreement. 379 We

determine the natual gas rate spread and rate design proposals presented in the
parties' Settlement Agreement are reasonable and should be approved and adopted.
The Settlement Agreement is attached and incorporated into this order as Appendix
B.

F. Prudence Issues

1. Mint Farm

316 PSE purchased the Mint Farm Energy Center (Mint Farm), a 311 MW natural gas-
fired, combined cycle combustion tubine (CCCT) generation facility located in
Longview, Washington on December 5, 2008. Mint Farm is currently part of the
PSE's resource portfolio serving customers. 

380

317 PSE requests a Commission determination that it was prudent to acquire Mint Farm.
PSE also asks the Commission to determine that Mint Farm complies with the

greenhouse gases emissions performance standard (EPS) established by RCW 80.80.

378 See generally, Exhibit JK-1 T (Phelps) and supporting exhibits. Multipart Settlement

Agreement Re: Natual Gas Rate Spread and Rate Design, Attachment, page 2.
379 See generally, Exhibits JK-IT and JKP-25T (Phelps), and supporting exhibits; see also

Exhibit JST -4 (Joint Settlement Testimony of Higgins, Phelps, Schoenbeck, Schooley and
Watkins: Natural Gas Rate Spread and Rate Design).

380 Exhibit DN-lT (Nightingale) at 9:18-19.
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Although this question also informs our prudence determination, 381 we discuss it
separately below.
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318 Staff, though its testimony and in its brief, supports the Company on both questions.
Public Counsel, however, disputes the prudence of the Mint Farm acquisition. While
not directly addressing the EPS issue, Public Counsel challenges the Company's
request that the facility be classified as "baseload" for puroses ofRCW 80.80. Were
the Commission to determine it is not a baseload facility, the statute simply would not
apply, mooting the question whether it meets the EPS.

319 The leading decisions in which the Commission articulates its standard for
determining prudence are the Eleventh and Nineteenth Supplemental Orders in PSE's
1992 general rate case and other consolidated dockets.382 The Commission held,
pursuant to RCW 80.04.130, that the utility has the burden of proof on prudence, and
"must make an affirmative showing of the reasonableness and prudence of the
expenses under review.,,383 The Commission reaffired the standard it applies in
reviewing the prudence of power generation asset acquisitions in 2003:

The test the Commission applies to measure prudence is what would a
reasonable board of directors and company management have decided
given what they knew or reasonably should have known to be tre at

the time they made a decision. This test applies both to the question of
need and the appropriateness of the expenditues. The company must
establish that it adequately studied the question of whether to purchase
these resources and made a reasonable decision, using the data and
methods that a reasonable management would have used at the time the
decisions were made. 

384

320 The Commission continues to evaluate prudence considering specific factors
identified in its earlier decisions. In particular, the Commission requires the
Company to show:

381 WUTC v. PacifCorp, d/b/a, Pacifc Power & Light Co., Docket UE-090205, Order 09 at ~67

(December 16, 2009).
382 WUTC v. Puget Sound Power & Light, Docket Nos. UE-920433, UE-920499, UE-921262

(consolidated)(PSE 1992 GRC); Eleventh Supplemental Order, Nineteenth Supplemental Order.
383id. Eleventh Supplemental Order at 19.

384 WUC v. Puget Sound Energy, Inc., Docket UE-031725, Order 12 at ~ 19 (April 7, 2004).
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. The new resource is needed.

. The new resource fills the need determined in a cost-effective manner,
evaluating that resource against the standards of what other purchases
are available, and against the standard of what it would cost to build the
resource itself.

. Management kept its board of directors informed and involved the
board in the decision process.

. The Company has adequate contemporaneous records that will allow
the Commission to evaluate its actions with respect to the decision
process. 385

Public Counsel's challenge to the prudence ofPSE's Mint Farm acquisition
concentrates on the first two factors.

321 On the question of need, PSE documented through its testimony and exhibits its
curent and projected need for new resources. PSE's 2007 Integrated Resource Plan

("IRP") projected that PSE would need to acquire "nearly 700 aMW of electrc
resources by 2011, more than 1,600 aMW by 2015, and 2,570 aMW by 2027" to meet
the projected baseload demand ofPSE's customers.386 The Company's 2007 IRP
indicated that the lowest reasonable cost electric resource strategy to pursue at the
time would rely on gas-fired CCCT generating capacity to the extent its energy needs
cannot be met through demand-side and renewable resources.387

322 PSE updated its 2007 IRP load forecast before issuing a request for proposals (RFP)
in 2008. PSE's energy need for supply-side resources for the 2008 RFP was 143
aMW by 2011.388 The supply-side energy need grew to 700 aMW by 2012 and 977

385 PSE 1992 GRC, Nineteenth Supplemental Order at 5-11.

386 Exhibit KJH-8T (Harrs) at 4:5-9. PSE's 2009 IR projects that PSE wil need to acquire 676

MW of electrc resources and energy efficiency by 2012, 1,084 MW by 2015, and 2,453 MW by
2020. These needs include the addition of the Mint Farm Energy Center, the Barclay's 4-year
seasonal PP A and reflect the economic downturn and its impact on load. See Exhibit WJE-
21HCT (Elsea) at 5:9 -7:4
387 Exhibit KJH-5 at 218-219 (2007 IR, pages 8-2 and 8-3).

388 Exhibit WJE-3.
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aMW by 2013.389 There were also significant capacity needs of208 MW by 2011,
760 MW by 2012, and 771 MW by 2013.390

323 Contesting PSE's asserted need for resources - specifically Mint Farm - Public
Counsel cites to a presentation to PSE's Board of Directors dated August 4,2008,
which indicated that Mint Farm would create surplus capacity on PSE's system
through 2011. 39 1 PSE and Staff argue that Public Counsel's position in this regard

ignores the reality of resource acquisition. Specifically, Staff points out that CCCTs
become available in large blocks of capacity in a timeframe not often matched
perfectly to demand.392 As a result, Staff says, acquiring such "lumpy" resources
means the Company's power portfolio may at times be 10ng.39 Staff argues that
"PSE's 2007 IRP showed a need for a CCCT by 2011.,,394 It follows, Staff reasons,
that the fact "Mint Farm created surlus capacity through 2011 is no reason to find the
purchase imprudent. ,,395

324 The main thrust of Public Counsel's opposition to the Mint Farm acquisition focuses
on the second of the prudence evaluation criteria bulleted above: Whether the new
resource fills the need determined in a cost-effective manner, evaluating that resource
against the standard of what other purchases are available, and against the standard of
what it would cost to build the resource itself.

325 As to the question of the cost of Mint Farm relative to what it would cost PSE to build
such a resource, Staff states that "PSE purchased the plant at a 30 percent discount

389 ¡d.

390 ¡d.

391 Public Counsel Initial Brief at ii 33; Exhibit SN- i HCT (Norwood) at 9:4-6.

392 Exhibit DN-1HCT (Nightingale) at 15:19-20.

393 Staff Initial Brief at ii i 78; see also Public Counsel Initial Brief at ii 16.

394 StaffInitial Brief at ii 178 (citing Exhibit KJH-5 at 79).

395 ¡d. Staff states that it finds Public Counsel's position on Mint Fann in this connection

"striking given his position in PacifiCorp's 2009 GRC." StaffInitial Brief at ii 177. In that case,
Public Counsel agreed that the Chehalis Generating Plant was a prudent acquisition by
PacifiCorp, even though the facility was acquired to fill a resource deficit that would not occur
until 2012 according to an IRP. The Commission agreed the acquisition was prudent,
commenting on the benefit of acquiring a plant that, like Mint Fann, otherwise was a "lost
opportnity." wurc v. PacifCorp, d/b/a, Pacifc Power & Light Co., Docket UE-090205, Order

09 at ii 50,66 (December 16,2009).
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from the cost to build a new facility.,,396 This does not appear to be in dispute.
Certainly, then, Mint Farm is cost-effective when measured against what it would cost
to build a comparable resource, and taking into account the constrction risk of a self-
build option.
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326 PSE used a two-phase process to analyze the qualitative and quantitative advantages
and disadvantages of each of the 3 I proposals it received in response to the 2008
RFP. 397 The qualitative evaluation addressed compatibility with PSE's resource

needs, cost minimization, risk management, public benefits, and other strategic,
technical and financial factors.398 The quantitative evaluation examined each
proposal using three measures: the Portfolio Benefit, the Portfolio Benefit Ratio, and
the 20- Y ear Levelized Cost. 399

327 Staff provides a useful summary of the evidence showing why Mint Far emerged
from the evaluation process as a candidate for acquisition, as follows:40o

. Mint Farm provided a significant contrbution to meeting PSE's energy

and capacity needs over the mid- to 10ng_term.401

. Mint Far minimized PSE's cost of power relative to new CCCT
constrction.402

. Mint Farm had a low heat rate compared to other CCCTs.403

396 StaffInitial Brief'¡ 162 (citing Exhibit RG-53HCT (Garrtt) at 27:21-22 and 44:15-16).

397 Exhibit WJE-1HCT (Elsea) at 9:5-10.

398 Exhibit RG-1HCT (Garratt) at 6:20-7:5 and Exhibit RG-3HC (Garratt) at 13.

399 Exhibit RG-3HC (Garratt) at 15.

400 Staff Initial Brief'¡ 169.

401 ¡d. (citing Exhibit RG-1HCT (Garratt) at 42:7-14).

402 ¡d. (noting that Mint Farm's "all":in" cost is about 60 percent ofthe price for new CCCT

constrction. Citing Exhibit RG-1 HCT (Garratt) at 42: 15-19 and comparing to Exhibit RG-3HC
(Garratt) at 179 and Exhibit WJE-1HCT (Elsea) at 30:10).
403 ¡d. (citing Exhibit DN-1 T (Nightingale) at 5: 13-19 and noting that a lower heat rate means that

Mint Farm requires less fuel supply than a higher heat rate CCCT to produce the same amount of
energy).
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. Mint Farm had pre-existing electrc transmission rights in Western
Washington. 

404

. Mint Far had suffcient gas transmission and supply.405

. Mint Farm was a new plant that, with good maintenance, had an
expected service life of25-30 years.406

. Mint Farm posed no risk of construction or counterpart default since it
was an existing, operational facility.

. As the last available CCCT in Washington with firm transmission

rights, Mint Farm was a unique opportity not likely to remain
available during the Company's next RFP.407

. Mint Far provided flexibility to meet variable loads including
integrating wind resources.408

In addition, Mint Farm had a positive Portfolio Benefit and Benefit Ratio, although
not as high as an alternative PP A (purchase power agreement) that also was under
consideration.409

328 Public Counsel argues that because the alternative PP A scored higher than Mint Farm
in terms of the Portfolio Benefits and Benefit Ratio metrcs, Mint Farm should have

404 ¡d. Exhibit RG-1HCT (Garratt) at 30:10-17. PSE acquired Mint Farm with a minor deficiency

of firm transmission capacity: 3 MW of Mint Farm's base10ad capacity of296 MW. However,
PSE identified methods to manage this small deficit. Exhibit RG-53HCT (Garratt) at 42: 11-
43:12.
405 ¡d. (citing Exhibit RCR-1 CT (Riding) at 2-7 and noting that PSE had a strategy to ensure firm

capacity suffcient to deliver the full requirements to Mint Farm. Exhibit RCR-6T (Riding) at 2-
7.) Staff notes further that the strategy appears to have worked in that suffcient gas has been
delivered whenever plant operations were warranted, including during December 2009 when
record demands were recorded due to cold weather. Exhibit RCR-6T (Riding) at 7:3-6).
406 ¡d. (citing Exhibit DN-IT (Nightingale) at 16:14-19).

407 ¡d. (citing Exhibit DN-1 T (Nightingale) at 17: 1-5 and noting that the Grays Harbor CCCT is

the only other CCCT not under long-term contract, but it does not have available firm
transmission capacity until 2015. Exhibit RG-1 HCT (Garratt) at 43: 1-8 and Exhibit RG-53HCT

(Garratt) at 7: 17-20).
408 ¡d. (citing Exhibit DN-1 T (Nightingale) at 15: 10).

409 Exhibit RG-3HC (Garratt) at 119 and Exhibit WJE-11 HC (Elsea) at 28.
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been rejected in favor of the PP A. Staff and PSE argue, however, that this ignores
that Mint Farm's 20- Year Levelized Cost was 30 percent less than the alternative
PP A, even with the financial burden of Mint Farm acquisition costs and surlus
capacity though 2011.410 Thus, according to Staff, "the added costs of Mint Farm
before 2012 were outweighed by the increased benefits of its lower longer-term
operating costS.,,411 More significant, perhaps, is PSE's arguent that: "Quantitative
analyses alone do not, and should not, dictate the resources that PSE acquires. PSE's
resource acquisition decisions also reflect a variety of qualitative and commercial
analyses. ,,412

329 Public Counsel also argues PSE's decision to acquire Mint Farm was imprudent
because the Company did not have adequate firm gas transportation capacity to
supply the full requirements ofthe facility, or suffcient firm transmission rights to
deliver the full output of Mint Farm to its system.413 Public Counsel states that PSE
also knew that Mint Farm had no back-up fuel capability, which he argues increased
the risk that the output of the plant could be restrcted if the natual gas supply were to
be curiled for any reason.414

330 Characterizing Public Counsel's contentions concerning firm gas transportation
capacity and firm transmission rights, PSE states that Public Counsel:

Ignores the fact that PSE held and stil holds (i) sufficient firm
transportation capacity on the Nortwest Pipeline system to ensure
delivery of adequate gas supply to Cascade Natural Gas Corporation's
distribution system and (ii) sufficient firm distrbution capacity on the
Cascade Natual Gas Corporation system, when combined with unused

410 ¡d.

411 Staff Initial Brief at ii 182. Staff notes that Public Counsel misses the point in his attempt to

show that the 20- Year Levelized Cost need not be evaluated independently because it uses the
same cost inputs as the Portolio Benefit and Benefit Ratio. Tr. 223:13-224:4 (Garatt) and Tr.
290: 12-292:21 (Elsea). Staff states that the 20-Year Levelized Cost is the only criteria that
measures the expected costs to deliver power for a specific resource over 20 years. Tr. 290: 12-22
(Elsea). Thus, Staff argues, even if it shares cost inputs with the Portolio Benefit and Benefit
Ratio, it provides unique analytical results that were evaluated separately and collectively with all
other quantitative and qualitative factors. Tr. 225: 1 0-24 (Garratt) and Tr. 289:6-25 (Elsea).
412 PSE Initial Brief at ii 17 (citing Exhibit RG-53HCT (Garratt) at 17:7 - 22: 17).

413 Exhibit RG- 1 HCT (Garratt) at 30-31.

414 Exhibit RG-IHCT (Garratt) at 31-32; Exhibit SN-IHCT (Norwood) at 16.
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firm capacity on such system, to adequately serve the gas requirements
of the Mint Farm Energy Center.415

And, as to transmission rights, PSE says:

Mint Farm Energy Center's firm transmission deficit of3 MW is not a
risk to owning the plant. PSE has identified methods to manage this
minor issue. In the short-term, existing firm transmission can be used
to cover instances when the plant is capable of producing in excess of
293 MW. In the long-term, PSE has submitted a transmission request
to BP A under BP A's 2009 Network Open Season to acquire an
additional 12 MW of firm transmission.416

331 On the question of back-up fuel capability, Mr. Garratt testified:

Public Counsel, however, fails to acknowledge that it would be nearly
impossible to permit a baseload combined cycle combustion tubine in
Washington for both natual gas and oil due to the high-polluting
emissions of oiL. Furermore, Public Counsel is, in effect, questioning
the firmess of firm gas transportation. Although it is possible that the
fuel supply could be curtailed, it is not likely.417

Mr. Garatt's points are well taken. Concerning the prospect of obtaining a permit for
a plant with oil as a backup fuel, the Washington Energy Facility Site Evaluation
Council expressed its view as early as 2002 that developers should not include such a
proposal in their plans if they wished to obtain a positive recommendation from the
Council.418 As to Mr. Garratt's second point, there is no evidence of any curailment
of firm gas transportation by Northwest Pipeline or Cascade in recent years or,
indeed, at any time.

332 Staff observes that Mint Farm wil run many more years and many more hours in any
year due to its longer service life and lower heat rate relative to alternatives. On this

415 PSE Initial Brief~ 20 (citing Exhibit RCR-6T (Riding) at 2:2 -7:6).

416 Id. ~ 21 (citing Exhibit RG-53HCT (Garratt) at 43:3-6).

417 Exhibit RG-53HCT (Garratt) at 43:16-21.

418 In the Malter of Application No. 99-01, Second Revised Application, Sumas Energy 2, Inc.,

Sumas Energy 2 Generation Facilty, Council Order No. 768, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of
Law, and Order Recommending Approval of Site Certification on Condition (May 24, 2002)
(discussion of Air Quality at 29 - 34).
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basis, Staff argues that if PSE had acquired the alternative PP A that Public Counsel
says was a superior resource, PSE would have been exposed more often to variable
market pricing because the PPA would have produced less energy to meet load.419
Even Public Counsel's witness on the Mint Farm issue acknowledges that that "in the
long-ru ownership of Mint Farm should benefit customers.,,420

333 Mr. Garratt testified that the alternative PPA was not a suitable fit to meet PSE's
resource needs in 2011 due to pre-existing contractual requirements.421 It was placed

on the "Continuing Investigation List" for futue monitoring.422 Staff and PSE both
point out opportities to extend the alternative PPA have not been foreclosed. In the

context in which PSE considered Mint Farm, the alternative PPA and other options,
Mint Farm was the preferred choice but not the only choice that the Commission
might find prudent. Each resource acquisition decision is complex and depends on a
host of factors, both quantitative and qualitative. Thus, it would not be appropriate to
detennine on the basis of one alternative being less attactive than another on one or
two measures taken in the overall evaluation process that the Company was
imprudent in selecting that alternative.

334 An additional matter Public Counsel raises with respect to PSE's acquisition of Mint
Farm is the suggestion that the Company may have been motivated, or improperly
influenced to purchase Mint Farm because it adds $230 milion to rate base, which
increases PSE's revenue requirement due to the return allowed on rate base.423 PSE
presented testimony from several witnesses disputing that this was a factor in its
decision making process.424 Public Counsel argues this evidence is belied to some
degree by Mr. Garratt's testimony that acknowledged PSE's August 2008 presentation
to the Board included an analysis of the financial impact of the acquisition - a
"Financial Pro Forma.,,425 Public Counsel also cites to Ms. Hars's testimony on

419 Tr. 216 (Garratt); Exhibit DN-3HCT (Nightingale) at 5: 16-6: 16.

420 Exhibit SN-IHCT (Norwood) at 21:15-16 and Tr. 209:24-210:7 (Harris).

421 Exhibit RG-53-HCT (Garratt) at 7: 12-16.

422 Exhibit RG-3HC (Garratt) at 26 and Exhibit RG-53HCT (Garrtt) at 23:6-15; Tr. 211:8-9

(Harris) and Tr. 281:7-14 (Garratt).
423 Public Counsel Initial Brief at i¡i¡ 51, 52.

424 Exhibit KJH-8CT (Harrs) at 11; Exhibit RG-53HCT (Garratt) at 28-29; Exhibit WJE-21HCT

(Elsea) at 15.

425 Public Counsel Initial Briefi¡ 52 (citing Tr. 230: 19-22 (referring to Exhibit RG-7C, August

2008 Board Presentation, Financial ProFonna, p. 74, et seq.)
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cross-examination in connection with this argument. In point of fact, however, Ms.
Harrs's testimony is that:

I believe as is stated in the testimony of Mr. Garratt, we're always
looking at any sort of financial impact on the company, because that
would impact our customers in the long term.426

* * *

Your previous questions were do we look at a financial impact for the
shareholder. My answer would be no, not specifically for a
shareholder. Your other question was do we look at the impact, and
yes, we have to look at the credit ratings and even all the aspects
revolving around the financial stability of the company. So if the
question is do we look at financial impact, yes, but not for shareholder
or customer, we're looking at it holistically.427

PSE's consideration of the financial impact of an acquisition does not suggest any
impropriety in the decision making process.428

335 Although Staff supports a Commission determination that PSE's acquisition of Mint
Farm was prudent, Staff raises a concern about the plants security and requests that
we address it in our order. Staff recommends that the Commission order PSE to
pedorm a detailed potential hazard assessment ofthe dike system protecting Mint
Farm and develop a flood contingency plan to protect the site from flooding.429 Staff
says it is ready to work with PSE on the detail of these measures to ensure they are
developed in a timely way without undue burden.

336 PSE objects to this proposal, citing a 2007 inspection report ofthe U.S. Ary Corps
of Engineers. 430 However, Staff states, this 4-page document merely concludes,

426 Tr. 198:3-6 (Harrs).

427 Tr. 199: 1 -9 (Harrs).

428 We note that it would be highly inappropriate for the Company to not consider this important

factor. Indeed we expect it and wil expect to see evidence in future cases showing that PSE is

being diligent in its ongoing resource acquisition efforts to strke an appropriate balance in terms
of relying on a financially sound mix of Company-owned generation and purchased power.
429 Exhibit DN- 1 HCT (Nightingale) at 20:21 -2 1 :3.

430 Exhibit RG-53HCT (Garratt) at 22:8-17.
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without analysis, that "(t)he levee and pumping plants appear to be in good
condition.,,43i According to Staff, no evidence was presented that the levee has been
evaluated for long-term stability and there is no evidence of actual system
performance durng floods. Staff argues that flood protection facilities should be
assessed routinely for strctual integrity. Staff says this is especially important for a
plant that wil ru another 25-30 years and is located near the Columbia River on flat

land.

337 Commission Determination: We determine that PSE was prudent in deciding to
purchase the Mint Farm facility. Such decisions are complex and involve
consideration of a host of factors when a number of candidate resources are
simultaneously evaluated. While one resource may be superior to others by some
measures, an alternative resource may be more favorable considering other, equally
important criteria. It is clear from the evidence that PSE undertook a careful,
thorough and detailed examination of the leading candidates for acquisition that
emerged during the evaluation process pursuant to the RFP. PSE ultimately selected
Mint Farm from among several alternatives, anyone of which the Commission might
find prudent.

338 Although we determine PSE's decision to acquire Mint Farm was prudently made, it
is appropriate that we discuss our concerns with regard to two issues raised by Public
CounseL. There is no dispute that the acquisition of Mint Farm leaves PSE long in
terms of capacity during 2010. This means that customers wil bear the total costs of
the facility in rates during a period when its benefits are not fully realized. But that
short term reality does not detract from the mid- and long-term prudence ofthe
acquisition.432

339 As we have noted in earlier decisions,433 acquisitions such as Mint Farm are rarely, if
ever, in precise balance with a company's forecasted near-term load. Instead,
opportities such as Mint Farm are predictably out of balance with a company's
short-term resource needs because such purchases are opporte in their inception.
The timing of these events is drven by the seller. When the seller decides to market

431 StaffInitial Brief at ~ 186.

432 At worst, we expect it to result in a modest intergenerational misalignment of costs and

benefits, and see no need to fine tune rates to correct for this minor effect. However, if
circumstances should change, we may revisit this issue.
433 WUTC v. PacifCorp, d/b/a, Pacifc Power & Light Co., Docket UE-090205, Order 09 at ~~

50,66 (December 16, 2009).
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its propert, potential buyers must act with alacrity or lose their opportity to acquire
the asset. Here, we are convinced that PSE moved to acquire Mint Farm, not because
of an immediate need for the resource, but because it offered significant benefits to its
generating portfolio at a reasonable price relative to comparable alternatives and the
company's longer-term resource needs. There is no evidence that suggests PSE could
have waited to act on Mint Far and achieve the same result.

340 While there is no evidence in the record to support Public Counsel's concerns that
PSE's decision to acquire Mint Far was drven in part by an interest in acquiring a
capital asset on which it wil earn a retu, rather than making a power purchase that
would not impact retu, the concern is valid as a general proposition. Even in the
absence of any evidence of abuse, regulatory authorities in the utility sector must be
alert to the potential that a company might make unnecessar or premature capital
additions to inflate returns. Utility companies, for their part, should be aware of the
regulators' responsibility in this regard. Thus, we expect PSE to continue to evaluate
carefully the financial impacts of alternative resource acquisition decisions, both on
the Company from a business perspective and on customers in terms of rates. In
addition, PSE should continue to evaluate the securty of its power supply in terms of
its ability to provide safe and reliable service. There should be an appropriate balance
in the Company's power portolio at all times between owned generation and power
purchases. Determining the appropriate balance is a matter of informed judgment.
We expect PSE to obtain the information necessar to make good judgments in this
connection, and to share that information with the Commission on an ongoing basis in
the context of IRPs and their updates and general rate cases, and by other means, as
appropriate.

341 Turing to Staff's concerns about flood hazard at the Mint Far site, we do not find it
appropriate to require PSE to perform a detailed potential hazard assessment of the
dike system protecting Mint Far and develop a flood contingency plan. It is
apparent from our record that PSE is fully aware of its obligation to be prudent when
acquiring resources, and we are confident the Company is equally aware of its
obligation to prudently manage them on an ongoing basis. Thus, we leave it to the
Company, in the first instance, to take appropriate measures considering any
environmental hazards that might affect the Mint Farm facility.
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2. Uncontested Asset Acquisitions

342 PSE asks the Commission to determine expressly that the Company acted prudently
in acquiring the following resources and in executing the following power purchase
agreements:

· Purchase of Fredonia Generating Units 3 and 4.

· Expansion of the Wild Horse Wind Facility to add 44 MW of capacity
to the facility.

. Execution of a four-year winter power purchase agreement with

Barclays Bank PLC.

· Execution of a four-year and three-month power purchase agreement

with Credit Suisse.

· Execution of a five-year power purchase agreement with Puget Sound

Hydro LLC.

· Execution of a five-year power purchase agreement with Qualco

Energy, LLC.434

· Execution of a five-year power purchase agreement with Powerex for

Point Roberts.435

PSE provided evidence concerning, and no part challenges the prudence of, these
resource acquisitions.436

343 Finally, PSE requests our express determination that the sale of the White River assets
to the Cascade Water Alliance was appropriate. PSE provided detailed testimony
regarding the sale, the alternatives considered by PSE, and the appropriateness of the
consideration received.437 No part opposed this requested determination.

434 See Exhibit KJ-8CT (Harris) at 1: 17 - 2:4.

435 See Exhibit DEM-9CT (Mils) at 9:10-13; see also Exhibit DEM-1CT (Mils) at 38:8-9.

436 See Exhibit KJ-1CT (Harrs) at 8:18 - 9:8; See passim Exhibit RG-1HCT (Garratt).

437 See Exhibit PKW -1 T (Wetherbee) at 2-18.
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344 Commission Determinations: No one opposes a Commission determination that the
resource acquisitions discussed in this section of our Order are prudent and PSE has
presented satisfactory evidence that this is so. We accordingly determine each of
them to be prudent. In addition, no one opposes a determination that PSE's sale of
the White River assets was reasonable. Again, PSE has presented evidence showing
the reasonableness of its decision. We accordingly determine the sale was
appropriate.

G. Satisfaction of Emissions Performance Standards

345 Washington state law requires that utilities comply with a greenhouse gas emissions
performance standard (EPS)438 and requires the Commission to enforce the standard
with respect to electrical companies.439 The EPS applies to long-term financial
commitments that RCW 80.80.010(15) derIDes as:

(a) Either a new ownership interest in baseload electric generation or an
upgrade to a baseload electric generation facility440; or

(b) A new or renewed contract for baseload electrc generation with a term of
five or more years for the provision of retail power or wholesale power to
end-use customers in this state.

346 We tu first to consideration of whether Sumas and Mint Farm satisfy the definition
of baseload electrc generation.

Base/oad Generation

347 The Company presents evidence through Mr. Henderson to demonstrate that the Mint
Farm Generating Station meets the statutory definition of base load generation. Mr.
Henderson says "Mint Farm was designed and intended to operate as a baseload

438 RCW 80.80.040 and WAC 480-107-405.

439 RCW 80.80.060.

440 Base10ad electrc generation is defined as "Electric generation from a power plant that is

designed and intended to provide electricity at an annualized plant capacity factor of at least sixty
percent." RCW 80.80.010(4).
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power plant."441 He says that it is the Company's intent to operate the plant as a
baseload plant in a manner similar to its operation of the Goldendale plant. Turing
to the Sumas generating plant, Mr. Henderson says that it too is "curently designed
and permitted as a baseload plant."442 Mr. Henderson provides letters from the
Deparent of Ecology (Ecology) to demonstrate that Ecology has concluded that
both the Mint Far and Sumas generating plants are baseload electrc generation
facilities subject to the EPS statute.443

PAGE 123

348 Staff, through Mr. Nightingale, provides a detailed discussion about the operating
characteristics of the Mint Farm generating plant and whether it qualifies as baseload
generation. According to Mr. Nightingale, the Commission is required by the EPS
statute to determine whether a plant qualifies as baseload after looking at:

1) The design of the power plant.

2) Its intended use, based upon:

a. Permits necessary for the operation of the power plant.

b. Any other matter the commission determines is relevant under the
circumstances.444

349 Mr. Nightingale concludes that the key factors for the Commission to consider are
"the design and the permits, and any similar operating characteristics such as
technical capability limitations or legal operating restrctions." 445 He testifies that
while the flexible characteristics of gas-fired generation plants allow modeled and
actual operation to vary significantly from plant capability, it is more important to
focus on evaluation of permit conditions and actual technical capability. 446

350 Mr. Nightingale explains that the Mint Farm plant is a combustion tubine matched
with a steam tubine that the manufactuer specifies has the capability to routinely

441 Exhibit JMH-lT (Henderson) at 3:3-9.

442 fd at 4:18-5:6

443 Exhibit JMH-5; Exhibit DN-2.

44 Exhibit DN-1CT (Nightingale) at 39:16-40:2.

445 fd. at 40:5-40:7.

446 fd at 41 :8-42:6.
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meet and exceed a 60 percent annualized capacity factor. He says that the relevant air
permit issued by Ecology places no limitations on the number of hours durng a year
the plant can operate. Finally, he testifies that the Company has sufficient firm gas
supply and gas transportation arrangements to operate the Mint Farm plant at or
above a 60 percent capacity factor.447

351 Mr. Nightingale concludes that the Mint Farm plant qualifies as baseload generation
because it is designed and permitted to operate at or above a 60 percent capacity
factor.448

352 Mr. Norwood, for Public Counsel, does not dispute that the Sumas plant is baseload
generation, but he contends that the Mint Farm plant does not appear to meet the
definition because the Company's forecasts and models depicting actual use ofthe
plant show capacity factors of25 to 45 percent, significantly below the 60 percent
requirement.449 Public Counsel argues that the Company's actual operational data for
Mint Farm demonstrates that it has not achieved a capacity factor of 60 percent since
commencing operations and is not forecast to be operated in the rate year at more than
45 percent. He contends that the Company has admitted that it wil operate the plant
as baseload only ifit is economical to do SO.450

353 Public Counsel contends that it is not enough to meet the statutory definition of
baseload for a power plant to be designed and permitted to operate at capacity factors
of 60 percent or more. According to Public Counsel, the use ofthe term "intended" in
the statute requires that actual operation of the facility be considered as a separate
factor.451 He argues that to not do so would violate the principles of statutory
constrction.

354 Turing to the air permit issued by the Departent of Ecology, Public Counsel argues
that it is not "determinative of intent." He says that the Commission, not Ecology, is
given the authority to determine whether a plant qualifies as baseload.452 Finally,

447 Exhibit DN-ICT (Nightingale) at 42: 12-44: 17.

448 ¡d. at 44:21-45:2.

449 Exhibit SN-IHCT (Norwood) at 28:7-24.

450 Public Counsel Initial Brief at ~ 71.

451 ¡d. at mi 68-71.

452 ¡d. at mi 72-74.
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Public Counsel argues that nothing in the air permit issued by Ecology verifies any
intent for the plant to be operated at or above a 60 percent capacity factor.453

355 Staff disagrees with Public CounseL. Staff argues that the Commission must consider
"intended use," but says that the statute directs the Commission to base that
consideration on permits and other factors it determines to be relevant under the
circumstances. Staff contends that in prior decisions the Commission has held that
plant design is the primar focus.454

356 The Company argues further that Mr. Norwood's conclusion fails to consider
Company testimony that "Mint Far . . . is designed to run at a baseload capacity
factor above 90 percent, and PSE intends to operate it in that matter whenever it is
economically feasible to do SO,,455 and ". . .Mint Farm, Sumas, and other combined-
cycle plants. . . are designed to operate at capacity factors above 90%.,,456 The
Company argues that Mint Farms design capability and the lack of any limitations
under its air permits demonstrate that it qualifies as baseload generation.457

357 Commission Determinations: No par challenges whether the Sumas facility
qualifies as baseload generation and is therefore subject to the EPS requirements. The
record contains the Company's assertion that the plant is capable of operating at the
required capacity factor as well as evidence that the plant belongs to the class of
combined-cycle turbines that were designed to achieve this performance. The record
also includes Ecology's determination that the plant is baseload and must meet the
EPS. While the latter is not determinative, because the law gives the authority to the
Commission to make this judgment, it does add weight to the Company's own
assertons. We determine that Sumas is baseload generation and must comply with
the EPS.

358 Public Counsel's challenge to the classification of Mint Farm as baseload generation
is based on the Company's modeling of plant operations and his interpretation of the
EPS statute. Public Counsel acknowledges that the plant is designed to operate at a

453Id at ii 25.

454 Staff Reply Brief at m136-37.

455 Exhibit WJE-IHCT (Elsea) at 51:16-19.

456 Exhibit LEO-ICT (Odum) at 29:1-9.

457 PSE Initial Brief at mi 26, 28.
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capacity factor of 60 percent or more. However, his argument concerning "intended
use" is wide of the mark. The fundamental intent of the RCW 80.80 is to ensure that
new, or newly acquired, power generation facilities and long-term contracts do not
emit greenhouse gases in excess of the EPS. To achieve this objective, the statute
requires consideration of both design and intended use because neither factor by itself
is suffcient. It would be inappropriate to allow a utility to circumvent the EPS
simply by asserting that it intended to use a plant at less than 60 percent of its
capacity, even though the design of the plant would accommodate more intensive
operation if the utility's needs changed. It would also be inappropriate for the statute
to allow for the special deferral treatment provided in RCW 80.80.060(6) if a utility
argued it intended to use a plant at a capacity factor of 60 percent or more if the plant
design, or air permits, will not allow such operation.

359 Public Counsel argues that the utility's forecasts and its flexibility in dispatch due to
projected economics are determinative factors in judging whether a plant qualifies as
baseload. This interpretation would allow utilities, or the Commssion, to circumvent
the EPS simply based on the strength of forecasts and uncertin conditions relating to
economic dispatch. This is not a reasonable interpretation of the intent of the
legislatue. The more reasonable interpretation is that the design of a plant is the
primary consideration, unless operations are specifically constrained by other factors,
such as air permits.

360 There is no dispute about whether the Mint Farm combined cycle facilities are
designed to operate at a capacity factor of 60 percent or more. There also is no
constraint regarding the number of hours the plant is allowed to operate per year
included in the air permit issued by the Departent ofEcology.458 We accordingly
determne that the Mint Farm plant is baseload generation and is subject to the EPS
and other provisions ofRCW 80.80.

361 Having found both Sumas and Mint Farm meet the definition of base load generation
under RCW 80.80, we tu next to consideration of whether they comply with the
EPS.

Compliance with the Emissions Performance Standard (BPS)

458 Exhibit JMH-3.
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362 RCW 80.80 establishes a greenhouse gases emission performance standard of no
more than 1100 Ibs. of carbon dioxide/MWh. The law states: "No electrcal company
may enter into a long-term financial commitment unless the baseload electrc
generation supplied under such commitment complies with the greenhouse gases
emissions performance standard.,,459 Commission rules require in relevant par that:
"Electrcal companies bear the burden to prove compliance with the greenhouse gases

emissions performance standard under the requirements of WAC 480-100-415 as part
of a general rate case.,,460

363 Mr. Henderson testifies that the Company provided detailed information to the
Deparent of Ecology concerning the design and operation of both Sumas461 and

Mint Farm.462 Ecology provided the Company with a letter verifying its
determination that the Sumas generating plant is estimated to emit greenhouse gases
at a rate of 951 Ib/MWh and that Ecology believes the plant "should comply with the

greenhouse gas emissions performance stadard in WAC 173-407-130.,,463 Ecology
also provided the Company with a letter verifying its determination that the Mint
Farm generating plant "wil comply with the greenhouse gas emissions performance
standard in WAC 173-407-130.',464

364 Staff testifies that it has verified the methods and findings of Ecology that the plants
wil meet the standard.465

365 Public Counsel argues that for a power plant to comply with the EPS a utility must
also show that it has need for the resource and the resource is appropriate. He points
to both RCW 80.80.060(5) and WAC 480-100-415 and argues that the Company has
not met these requirements with respect to Mint Farm. Public Counsel asserts that the
Company does not need the plant to meet current capacity requirements and that less
expensive resources were available that provided greater economic benefits.466

459 RCW 80.80.060(1).

460 WAC 480-100-405(1).

461Id at 5:9-16 and Exhibit JMH-6.

462 Exhibit JMH-1T (Henderson) at 3:12-21 and Exhibit JMH-4.

463 Exhibit JMH-5 at 2 and Exhibit DN-2.

464 Exhibit JMH-5 at 2.

465 Exhibit DN-1HCT (Nightingale) at 18:20-20:6.

466 Public Counsel Initial Brief at ~~ 59-60.
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366 The Company counters that no provision in RCW 80.80.060 requires or mentions the
need or appropriateness of a resource as criteria for determning EPS compliance.467
Indeed, as Staff points out, RCW 80.80.060(5) no longer references the issues of
resource need and appropriateness and even the prior version of the statute referenced
those considerations only in the context of a Company application outside of a
general rate case.468

367 Public Counsel acknowledges that the RCW 80.80.060 was amended effective July
2009 to remove the consideration of need and appropriateness from matters the
Commission must consider, but he argues that the original accounting petition and the
agreement among the parties to defer the matter to this general rate case predated the
amendment to the statute. He also notes that the WAC 48-100-415 has not been
amended to remover reference to resource need and appropriateness.469

368 Commission Determination: The Company has provided significant technical detail
regarding plant emissions from both the Sumas and the Mint Farm facilities to the
Commission and Ecology. After reviewing this information, Ecology concluded that
both facilities meet the standard and Staff indicates that it has reviewed and verified
Ecology's methods and findings. We are satisfied that both Sumas and Mint Far
wil not exceed the statutory EPS.

369 Public Counsel's reference to the "need" and "appropriateness" criteria is to a version
ofthe statute that is no longer curent. Even if Public Counsel's references to these
criteria were relevant, they are not applicable because the prior statute only required
consideration of these factors in the case of a company's application for determination
of compliance with the EPS outside of a general rate case. WAC 480-100-405 only
requires that the information included in an application made as part of a general rate
case include the same categories of information required for an application outside of
a general rate case. In any event, we determine elsewhere in this Order that PSE' s
acquisitions of Sumas and Mint Farm were prudent, thus establishing them as
resources that were both needed and appropriate.

467 PSE Initial Brief at ii 24.

468 Staff Reply Brief at ii 33.
469 Public Counsel Initial Brief at ii 23.
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FINDINGS OF FACT

370 Having discussed above in detail the evidence received in this proceeding concerning
all material matters, and having stated findings and conclusions upon issues in dispute
among the parties and the reasons therefore, the Commission now makes and enters
the following summary of those facts, incorporating by reference pertinent portions of
the preceding detailed findings:

371 (1) The Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission is an agency of the
State of Washington, vested by statute with authority to regulate rates, rules,
regulations, practices, and accounts of public service companies, including
electrical and gas companies.

372 (2) Puget Sound Energy, Inc., (PSE) is a "public service company," an "electrical
company" and a "gas company," as those terms are defined in RCW 80.04.010
and as those terms otherwise are used in Title 80 RCW. PSE is engaged in
Washington State in the business of supplying utility services and
commodities to the public for compensation.

373 (3) The following investments by PSE were prudent and were made at reasonable
costs:

. Acquisition of the Mint Farm Energy Center.

. Purchase of Fredonia Generating Units 3 and 4.

. Expansion of the Wild Horse Wind Facility to add 44 MW of capacity
to the facility.

· Execution of a four-year winter power purchase agreement with
Barclays Bank PLC.

· Execution of a four-year and three-month power purchase agreement

with Credit Snisse.

· Execution of a five-year power purchase agreement with Puget Sound

Hydro LLC.

· Execution of a five-year power purchase agreement with Qualco

Energy, LLC.
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. Execution of a five-year power purchase agreement with Powerex for

Point Roberts.

PSE's sale of the White River Assets to the Cascade Water Allance was
reasonable and appropriate.

374 (4) The Mint Farm and Sumas CCCT plants are baseload generation within the
meaning ofRCW 80.80. They are subject to, and satisfy, the Emissions
Performance Standard established by RCW 80.80.040.

375 (5) PSE, having revised its initial proposal for increased rates during the course of
this proceeding, did not show the rates proposed by tariff revisions filed on
May 8, 2009, and suspended by prior Commission order, to be fair, just, or
reasonable.

376 (6) PSE has demonstrated by substantial competent evidence that its curent rates
are insuffcient to yield reasonable compensation for the electrc and gas
services it provides in Washington.

377 (7) The record in this proceeding supports a capital strctue and costs of capital,
which together produce an overall rate of return of 8.10 percent, as set forth in
the body of this Order in Table 11.

378 (8) The Commission's resolution of the disputed issues in this proceeding,
coupled with its determination that certain uncontested adjustments are
reasonable, result in finding that PSE's natural gas revenue deficiency is
$10,149,229 and its electric revenue deficiency is $56,204,849, subject to
adjustment to reflect recalculation of the Tenaska and March Point
disallowances and the production factor adjustment, as discussed in the body
of this Order.

379 (9) PSE requires relief with respect to the rates it charges for electric service and
gas service provided in Washington State so that it can recover its natual gas
service and electric service revenue deficiencies.

380 (10) The terms of the multipart settlements concerning electrc and natural gas

rate spread and rate design, respectively attached to this Order as Appendices
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A and B, and incorporated by this reference, are consistent with the public
interest.

381 (11) The rates, terms, and conditions of service that result from this Order are fair,
just, reasonable, and sufficient.

382 (12) The rates, terms, and conditions of service that result from this Order are
neither unduly preferential nor discriminatory.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

383 Having discussed above all matters material to this decision, and having stated
detailed findings, conclusions, and the reasons therefore, the Commission now makes
the following summary conclusions oflaw, incorporating by reference pertinent
portions of the preceding detailed conclusions:

384 (1)

385 (2)

386 (3)

387 (4)

388 (5)

389 (6)

The Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission has jurisdiction over
the subject matter of, and parties to, these proceedings.

The rates proposed by tariff revisions fied by PSE on May 8, 2009, and
suspended by prior Commission order, were not shown to be fair, just or
reasonable and should be rejected.

PSE's existing rates for electrc service and natural gas service provided in
Washington State are insufficient to yield reasonable compensation for the
service rendered.

PSE requires relief with respect to the rates it charges for electrc service and
natural gas service provided in Washington State.

The Commission must determine the fair, just, reasonable, and suffcient rates
to be observed and in force under PSE' s tariffs that govern its rates, terms, and
conditions of service for providing natural gas and electrcity to customers in
Washington State.

The costs ofPSE's investments found on the record in this proceeding to have
been prudently made and reasonable should be allowed for recovery in rates.
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390 (7) PSE should have the opportity to earn an overall rate of retu of 8.10
percent based on the capital strctue and costs of capital set fort in the body
of this Order, including a return on equity of 10.10 percent on an equity share
of 46.00 percent.

391 (8) PSE should be authorized and required to make a compliance filing to recover
its revenue deficiency of$10,149,229 for natural gas service. PSE should be
authorized, subject to Staff review and Commission approval, to adjust the
$56,204,849 revenue deficiency found under the detenninations in this Order
to be its approximate revenue requirement for electrcity to account for
recalculation of the Tenaska and March Point 2 disallowances and the
production factor adjustment and should be authorized and required to make a
compliance filing to recover the adjusted revenue deficiency for electrc
service.

392 (9) PSE should be authorized and required to recover the portion of its electric
revenue requirement that is associated with the T enaska regulatory asset via a
separate tariff rider with a class-specific kWh rate sufficient to recover these
costs for the duration of the amortization period, but with a sunset, or ending
date, of December 31, 2011. Base rates determined in this proceeding should
be reduced by the revenue requirement amount reflecting the separate
treatment of the Tenaska-related costs.

393 (10) The multipart settlements concerning electric and natual gas rate spread and
rate design, respectively attached to this Order as Appendices A and B, and
incorporated by prior reference, should be approved and adopted.

394 (11) The rates, terms, and conditions of service that wil result from this Order are
fair, just, reasonable, and sufficient.

395 (12) The rates, terms, and conditions of service that wil result from this Order are
neither unduly preferential nor discriminatory.

396 (13) The Commission Secretary should be authorized to accept by letter, with
copies to all parties to this proceeding, a filing that complies with the
requirements of this Order.

397 (14) The Commission should retain jurisdiction over the subject matters and the
parties to this proceeding to effectuate the terms of this Order.
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ORDER

THE COMMISSION ORDERS THAT:

398 (1)

399 (2)

400 (3)

401 (4)

402 (5)

The proposed tarff revisions PSE filed on May 8, 2009, which were
suspended by prior Commission order, are rejected.

The multipart settlements concerning electrc and natural gas rate spread and
rate design, respectively attached to this Order as Appendices A and B, and
incorporated into this Order by prior reference, are approved and adopted.

PSE is authorized and required to file tariff sheets following the effective date
of this Order that are necessar and sufficient to effectuate its terms. The
required tariff sheets must be filed at least two business days prior to their
stated effective date, which shall be no sooner than April 7, 2010.

The Commission Secretar is authorized to accept by letter, with copies to all
parties to this proceeding, a filing that complies with the requirements of this
Final Order.

The Commission retains jurisdiction to effectuate the terms of this Final Order.

Dated at Olympia, Washington, and effective April 2, 2010.

WASHINGTON STATE UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION

JEFFREY D. GOLTZ, Chairman

PATRICK 1. OSHIE, Commissioner

PHILIP B. JONES, Commissioner
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NOTICE TO PARTIES: This is a Commission Final Order. In addition to
judicial review, administrative relief may be available through a petition for
reconsideration, fied within 10 days of the service of this order pursuant to
RCW 34.05.470 and WAC 480-07-850, or a petition for rehearing pursuant to
RCW 80.04.200 and WAC 480-07-870.
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APPENDIX A

MultiParty Settlement Agreement - Electric Rate Spread, Rate Design
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APPENDIX B

MultiParty Settlement Agreement - Natural Gas Rate Spread, Rate Design
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I. BACKGROUND

1. On May 22,2009, less than 16 month after an increase in its base rates, Potomac
Electrc Power Company ("Pepco" or "the Company") filed an Application with the Public
Serce Commssion of the Distrct of Columbia ("Commssion") requestig a $51.7 millon
incre in its retal serce rates for distbuting eleccity in the Distrct of Columbia.l The

Company initially requested authority to ea an 8.88 percent rate of retu includg a retu on

common equity of 11.50 percet. Subsequently, Pepco modified its request, seekig a $44.514
milion increase based on a rate base of $1,020,095,000, an 8.53 percet overal rate of ret

and a 10.75 percet retu on equity.2 Pepco contends th its proposal for higher distrbution
rates is justified by higher costs (i.e., the higher cost of capital, opeations and maitence
expenes, and capital expenditues to mainta poles, wires, and crtical equipment) as well as
the nee for Pepco to invest in new "smar grd" technology.

2. Pepco seeks approval of a surchage to recover what it a'eges are volatile

pension-related, other post employment benefits ("OPEB"), and uncollectibles expenses based
on a thee-year rollng averge (rather than actu test year costs); cost recover for investment in
advance meterig infrastrctue ("AMl'); a new depreciation stuy fied Decber 31, 2008;
and other cost of serce items.

3. The Company states that cuent eared retu var widely by customer class. It
proposes to move gradually ("one-quaer of the way") toward equalizg class rates of retu by

raising distrbution rates (which are only one par of each cusomer's bil) more for reidential
than for commercial customer. Overall, Pepco proffer that an average reidential custmer's
bil would increase by 6.1 percent or $6.43 on the total bil under its proposals.3 Furer, Pep
proposes a signficant 211 percent incrase in Street Light energy distrbution rates. Oter Pepco
rate design proposals include replacement of its curent Stadby Rider with a new "GT-3A-S"
taff that would apply to customer with behid-the-meter genertion that rus in parlel with

the Company's deliver system; and a new Volatlity Mitigation Surcharge (Rder "VM") to
reflec chages in ce volatie expeses.

4. The Commssion held a pre-hearg conference on July 2,2009. By Order No.
15322 the Commssion designated the issues for consideration and set the procedural schedule

Formal Case No. 1076, In the Matter of the Applicatin of the Potomac Electr Power Company for
Authori to Increae Existig Retail Rates an Charges for Electr Distrution Serve, fied May 22, 2009

("Formal Case No. 1076'') ("Pepco's Application"). Pep's Diect Testiony is herin refered to as "Pepco
-"; its Supplemental Direct Testiony as "Pepco (2,j"; its Rebuttl Testiony as "Pepco (3 ~"; its post-heag
intial brief as "Pepo Br."; and its post-heag reply brief as ''Pepo R. Br." .

2
See Tr. 1242.

3 Pepco (A) at 4 (Kerck).
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for ths proceing.4 We granted petitions to interene by, among other, the Aparent and
Offce Buiding Association of Metropolita Washigton ("AOBA"), the Distrct of Columbia
Goverent ("DCG" or "Distrct Goverent"); the Distct of Columbia Water and Sewer
Authority ("W ASA"); Washigton Metropolita Area Transit Authority ("WMATA"); and the
General Serces Admstrtion ("GSA,,).5 The Offce of the People's Counsel of the Distrct
of Columbia ("OPC") is a "par as of right.,,6

5. Pepco submitted supplementa direc testimony on July 27, 2009. Order No.

15540 dieced the fiing of additional testiony concerg Pepc's request for special
reguatory asset treatment of its increased 2009 peion costs.7 OPC, AOBA, the Distrct
Goverent, W ASA, WM T A, and GSA al submitted wrtten testimony on September 17,
2009.

6. Rebutt testimony was filed by al the pares on October 22, 200. The

Commsion held evidentiar heargs on November 9, 10, 12, and 13,2009. The Commssion
convened communty hearngs on October 24, November 19, and November 20,200. Over 125
communty witnesses submitted comments or testified at the Commission's communty heags
in ths Pepco rate cae. Al the pares filed post-hearg intial briefs on Decber 9,2009, and
reply briefs on December 22 or 23,2009.8

II. TEST PERIOD (Issue No. 1)9

7. Pepco's application reflects a test year of actu reslts for the twelve months

ending December 31, 2008, adjusted for known and meaureable changes, of the conditions
which are expected to prevail durg the rate-effective perod.1O OPC does not chalenge Pep's

4 Orer No. 15322 (July 10, 200). The Commssion's ordrs in th proceedg (Formal Cae No. 1076) ar
hereiner refered to as "Orde No._ at (page or ~ number) (Date)." Orers in other Commssion procgs
are cited in the followig formt: "Formal Case No. -- Order No. _ (Date), _ DCPSC _ (Year)." Cour
deisions wi be cite as "(Case Namel, _A.2d _, _ (D.C. (Yea))." Trannpts of the Commion's
evidenti heargs are cite as "Tr. _".

Order No. 15310 (June 24, 2009).

6 See D.C. Code § 34.804 (2009 Supp.) (OPC is a par, as of right, in any Commion investgation,
valuation, reevaluation, concerng any public utilty operag in Ditrct of Columia). OPC's Dirt Testiny is
deignted as "OPC _"; its Rebutt Testiony as "OPC (2 --"; its post-beag inti brief as "OPC Br:'; and its
post-heag rely brief as "OPC R. Br." The dit testiony of an inteenor is idetied by par in th form (for

exle) ''WTA _"; with rebutt testiony denote as (for exaple) "AOBA (2--"; post-heag inti
briefs as (for examle) "GSA Br."; an post-heag reply briefs designate as (for examle) "W ASA R. Br."

7
OrNo. 15540 (Septeber 2, 2009).

8 The Commssion grts the searte unopposed motions of AOBA an the Distrct Goverent to fie their
reply briefs, out-of-tIe on December 23, 2009.

9 Designte Issue No. 1 as, "Is Pepo' s proposed te ye endig Decmber 31, 2008, renable?"

10
Pepo (A) at 10 (Kerck); Pepco (C) at 3 (Hook); and Pepo (2C) at 2 (Hook Rebutt).
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use of a test year ending December 31, 2008.i No other par filed testiony on Pepc's

proposed test yea.

DECISION

8. The purose of adoptig a test year is to ensure that rae levels and the revenues
they produce have a realistic relationship to the revenue requiements of the Company and to
deterne costs and investments as accurately as possible to alow the company a reaonable

opportty to recover its costS.12 Pepco and OPC agree that the December 31, 2008, test year is

a reasonable test year. The Commssion concu that Pepco's proposed test year ending
Decber 31, 2008, is reasonable and an appropriate test year on which to review Pep's
Application.

il. RATE BASE (Issue No. 2)13

A. Unopposed Adjustments (Rtemakig Adjustments Nos. 2, 3, 5, 12, 19, 20, 21,
22, 24, and 29)

9. Rate base represents the investment the Company makes in plant and equipment

in order to provide serce to its customer.14 The undisputed porton of the rate base including .
agee adjustments, totas $3.013 millon and include Ratemakg Adjustment No.2 ("RM No.
2"), CWIP in Rate Base, RM No.3, Anuaization of Norteat Substation, RM No.5,
Exclusion of Supplementa Exective Retirement Plan, RM No. 12, Reflecon of FC 1076
Costs, RM No. 19, Anuaization of Softare Amortzation, RM No. 20, Anuaization of
Deductble Mixed Serce Cost Tax Method RM No. 21, Exclusion of Capitaized Porton of
Disalowed Formal Case No. 939 Costs, RM No. 22, Reflection of Disallowance of Incentive
Plan Costs, RM No. 24, Inclusion of Defered Cutomer Education Costs, and RM No. 29,
Reflection.ofNew Method-Repair Categorizations.

DECISION

10. Inasmuch as no pary chalenges these adjustments and as the Commssion has

reviewed them and independently found them reasonable, we aprove the adjustments.

11
OPC (A) at 10 (R).

12 See, e.g., Washington GasLight Co., 1 DCPSC 142 (1975).

13 Designted Issue No. 2 asks, "Ha Pepo prpely compute its proposed rate base?"

Public Utilities Reports Guide, References, 9-28 (2008).14
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B. Pepco's Proposed 13-Month Average Rate Base (Issue No. 2A)IS

11. Pep states that its proposed 13-month average rate base is reaonable, properly
computed, and conforms to past Commssion ratemaking deterintions.16 The rate base

proposed by Pepco is $1,020,095,OOOP OPC, nor any other par, challenges the use of a 13-
month averge rate base. OPC does, however, recommend varous adjustments (totaing
$212,109,00) to Pep's proposed rate base which, if accted would result in a rate base of
$841.923 millon.

DECISION

12. Whle OPC proposes cert adjustments to Pepco's test year rate base, neither
OPC nor any other par objects to Pepco's use of the 13-month average rate base. MoreoVer,
Pepco's use of a 13-month average rate base is consistent with Commssion precent. is
Therefore the Commssion finds, subject to cerai adjustments proposed by the paries and
discused below, Pepco's 13-month average rate base is reaonable and appropriate.

C. Construction Work in Progress ("CWP") (Issue No. 2b)19

1. Benng Road Relocation Project

13. Pepco. Pepco states that RM No.4, the Benng Road Relocation Project
("Beng Road"), reflects a large, unque, one-tie project that costs more than $20 millon and
is par of the Distrct's "Great Stree Intiative." It requied Pepco to relocate and reconstrct
duct ban and manoles, and instal electrc and fiber optic cale along Beng Road.20 The
project is unque in that, under normal circumstace, reconstrcton of ductwork and facilities
would not have bee necsa in a street modification and repavig project. Pepco indicates
that the elecc plant intalation was energized and in serce in Febru 2009,21 and the

IS Designted Issue No. 2a asks, "Is Pepo's propose 13-month averge rate bas renale?"

16 Pepco (C) at 5 (Hook); Pep (2C) at 2 (Hook Sup).

In its intial application, Pepco's proposed averge rate bae was $1.054 mion. Pepco (C)-1 at 1 of33

(Hook). Pepco Br. 5.

17

See, e.g., Potomac Electric Power Co., Formal Case No. 748, Order No. 7457 at 410, 412-417 (Dember
30, 1981); Potomac Electr Power Co., Formal Case No. 939, Order No. 10646 at 54; Formal Case No. 1053,

Orde No. 14712,162.

18

19 Issue No. 2b asks, "Is the constrtion work in progrss tht Pep included in the rate ba reonale?"

20

21

Pepco (0) at 11-12 (Gausma).

Pepco (C) at 8-9 (Hook); Pepc (0) at 12 (Gauma).
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adjusent reflects a known and cerain change which wil take place with six month of the

end of the test yea, and prior to the end of the rae-effecve perod.12 Pep contends tht
Bening Road is identical to the Norteast Substation cut-in projec approved in Formal Case
No. 1053.13 Pepco proposes to increase rate base by $19.794 millon.24

14. OPC. OPC recommends that the Commission exclude the Beng Road
"Retiement Work In Progress" ("RWI") rate base porton which would redce rate base by
$886,640 and the revenue requirement by $113,000; and reflect the removal of the assets that
have bee or wil be reted as a result of the relocation projec.2S Regarding the fi adjustment,
OPC argues Pepco failed to clearly demonstrte that the dollar associated with reg the

replaced assets should be included in "Electrc Plant in Serice" ("EPIS,,).26 Regarding the

secnd adjustment, OPC contends that the costs of both the new and old assets beig replace
are included in rate base. OPC contends that the Company's filing does not reflect the removal
of the replace assets from rate base.27

15. OPC recmmends that EPIS and accumulated depreciation be reduced by
$1,051,000 to reflec the retiements booked by Pepco and tht depreciation expene be reduce
by $28,000.28 OPC contends that it does not have the aculated deprecation balance for the

test year associated with the retied assets, but assumed tht the assets were close to fuly
deprecated. OPC also states tht it nees additional information from the Company to
detere the ful extent of a reduction. Absent the removal from rate base of the asset beig

retired and removal of the associated depreciation expene, OPC asser that Pep's CWIP
adjustment associated with Benng Road EPIS and the resutig deprecation expee should be
dened. 

29 OPC concludes that to include the RWI depreciation expenditues would result in

double recvery. 
30

16. Pepco RebuttL Pepco agree with OPC that the retied assets should be
removed from rate base.31 However, Pepco contends that because EPIS and accumulated

22 Pepo (C) at 8-9 (Hook).

23
¡d. at 8.

24 Pepo (C)-l at 7 (Hook).

25
OPC (A) at 24-25 (R); OPC Br. 41.

26
¡d. at 26.

27 ¡d. at 27.

28 OPC R Br. 72.

29
OPC (A) at 29 (R).

30 OPC Br. 40-41.

31 Pepco (4C) at 9 (Hook Rebutt).
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depreciation wil be reuce by the same amount, there is no rate base impac.32 Therefore,

Pep submits it is proper to increase EPIS by $18.9 millon and the resere by $886,640
becaue the impac on rate base would be the same.33 Pep maintas that the costs are propely
included in rate base.

DECISION

17. In response to cross examnation by OPC, Pepco later verfied in an exhbit filed

with the Commssion that the RWI removal costs ($886,640) had been recrded in the tes year
and should have been removed frm rate bas.34 The impact of the correcon is refleced in the
Company's fial proposed revised revenue requirement.35 OPC's proposed adjusent to

remove duplicave removal costs is therefore moot. OPC also contends tht the costs of the new
assets and the old asset being replace are included in Pepco's proposed rate base. However,
the plant-in-serce assets ($1.05 milion) have been removed from serce and do not impact
rate base. Therefore, the additional adjustment proposed by OPC is unecsar. Finally, OPC's
proposed depreciation adjustment ($28,00), which reduce deprecation expen, ha bee
reflect in Pepco's revised revenue requirement.36 With these changes, the Commssion acts
Pepco's adjustment, as amended.

2. 69 kV Overhead Lines

18. Pepco. Pepco seeks to recver in rate base the D.C.-allocated porton of the
Company's investment in the two temporar 69 kV emergency overea lines used to provide
serce to the Distrct of Columbia. Pepco indicaes th a segment of the line over the National

Park Serce's Oxon Cove Park has been removed from serce and retied on the Company's

books with the remainig porton of the lines de-energized Pepco repesents that the lines were
taen out of sece in July 2009.37

19. OPC. OPC contends that Pepco built the two overhea 69 kV lines to provide
additional reliabilty to W ASA's Blue Plai Wastewater Plant and that a signficant segment of

32
ld. at 10.

33 ld.

34 Tr. 1356-1357; see Pep Ex. 50 (fied Novemb 11, 200).

3S Tr.907. See Forml Case No. 1076, "Revi Revenue Requiment Schedes ofOPC's witnss Ra,"
fied November 20, 2009.

36 Tr. 1242, Pep Attchment 9 of34.

37
There is confctig testiony as to the exact lengt of the lie and the segment removed from serce.

One Pep witness tetifies that approxiately 4,600 feet of the 13,00 feet lie was removed whle another stas
tht 4,000 feet of the 16,000 feet li was removed. Pepco (4C) at 2-3 (Hook); OPC Cross Examtion Ex. 100; Tr.
1329, 1422.
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the lines were "physically removed" and "retired" on the Company's books.38 Based on these
retiements, OPC argues that Pepco's EPIS should be reduced by $2.54 mion (D.C.-allocate
costs), with a corresponding reduction in depreciation expene of $51,337,39 and a resulting

reduction to the revenue reuirement in the amount of $376,00.40 ope assers tht the
Company has not demonstrated tht the lines are abandoned, or tht the investment should be
included in rate base.41 To the extent the Commsson is inclined to alow rate recovery for the
lies, OPC maitas tht W ASA should be directly assigned the costs.42 OPC also clais that
the dollar value of the portion removed from serce should be approximately $1 millon, as
Pepco witness Gausman testifies, and not $61,529 as proffere by Pepco witness. Hook.43

20. Pepco Rebuttal. Pepco explains that the 69 kV overead lines were used to
provide emergency back-up support for the load supplied by the Potomac River station to the
Distrct of Columbia and Blue Plains in case Mirant s Potomac River generatig sttion shut

down.44 The Company acknowledges that a segment of the line which ran over the National
Park Serce's Oxon Run Par has been removed from serce, but maitas that the remaider

is avaiable to sere as back-up caacity. Pep argues that the plans for the lines were approved

by the Commission, the costs were prudently incur, and, therefore, that cost recver is

appropriate.45

21. Pepco indicates that, in order to replace dependence on the Mirt Potomac River

generatig staon, two new 230 kV lines were being intaled, and, pendig intallation, the
Company needed the two 69 kV overhead lines to ensure public safet, protec the ecnomic
viabilty of the Distrct and avoid a potential environmenta failure.46 Pepco tranfered the load
from the Potomac River station, which free up caacity on the existig 230 kV lines to sere

other cutomer with the Distrct of Columbia. 47 Pepco asser that it proceeed with the work

38 opc Br. 24.

39 opc (A)-IS.

40 ope Br. 33; OPC (A)-3, Sum at 1 of 4.

41 oPC Br. 29

42
Id. at 24, n 58.

43
Id. at 33.

44
Pepco (4C) at 2 (Hook Rebuttal). 

45 Id., Pepco (3D) at 16 (Gausma Rebutt)

46 Id. at 14-15.

47 Tr.905-906, 1425. At the tie of Formal Cae No. 1044, Potoma River served approxily 14,927
customers with aproxitely 11,000 being reidetial customers. See Formal Case No. 1044, In the Matter of the
Emergency Applicatin of Pepco for a Certifate of Public Convenience and Necessity to Construct Two 69 KV

Overhead Transmission Lines and Notice of the Proposed Constructin of Two Underground 230 KV Transision

Lines, Order No. 13895 ("Formal Case No.1 044") (Mch 6, 2006).
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based upon Orer No. 13895 in Formal Case No. 1044, becuse neither the Commission nor any
other par saw a quick, reaonale alterative to the pIoblem. The issue of cost recver and
alocaton was not addressed in Formal Cas No. 104.48 Pepco acknowledges that the lies are
not energied and are not "used and useful" and that the Oxon Run Par section was "physicaly
removed" and reted on the Company records.49 Pep contends that the majority of the lines
remai available to sere as back-up and ca be recnneced, restorig servce in five to seven
days.50 Pep seeks ful recver for the lines, but, in the alterative, proposes tht only the
retred plant be excluded from rate base. 

51

DECISION

22. We agree with Pepco that its expenditue on the emergency overhead lines was
pruent. Without the instalation of the 69 kV and 230 kV lines, a major loss of power could
have negatively impacted electrc service to the Distrct of Columbia and its utility customer. 

52

The lines were installed to enure serce reliabilty in light of the emergency that reslted from
the potential closure of Miant' s Potomac River Plant. 53

23. Pepco, PJM Interconnection, Inc. ("PJM"),54 and OPC all agree tht the
completion of the two 69 kV overhead lines and the two underground 230 kV lines were

necessar to enure serce reliabilty to the area served by the Potomac River Plant, and they

all supported constrction of the lines.55 Whe acknowledgig that Pepco's actions were

48

49

Pepco (3D) at 168. (Gausman Rebutt).

Tr. 1328,1331-1334 (Hooks); Pepo (3D) at 17 (Gauma Rebutt).

Pepo (3D) at 19 (Gausma Rebutt).so

51 Pep (4C) at 2-3 (Hook). Pepco witnesses have state two dierent value for the costs of the retied
plat Pep witness Hook estite the tota value for retiemet purose to be $61,529, whle Pep witness

Gausma estes the vaue to be approximtely $1 millon. Tr. 1344.

52 In adtion to Blue Plai, afecte customer included among oth, al electrc cusomer in
Gergetown Foggy Bottm, major portons of downtown Washin, numerous hospitals, schools, unverities,
the FBI, the U.S. Justice Depart, the U.S. State Deparent, the Federa Emergency Manement Agency, and
the U.S. Deparents of Inteor and Energy. If power was lost, Blue Pla would have ha to relea raw
untrte sewage ditly into the Potomac River, which would have a signcant advers imact on the Potomac's

ecosystem as well as hum heath See Formal Case No. 1044, Order No. 13895, ~ 23. Pepco (3D) at 19
(Gausman); Pepo (4C) at 2 (Hook); Tr. 905-906.

53 See Forml Case No. 1044, Order No. 13895.

PJM is a regiona trmission orgation tht cordintes the movement of wholesae electrcity in al or
par of 13 states and the Distrct of Colubia.

54

55 ld.
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prudent, OPC opposes cost recovery, argug that the lies are no longer "used and usefu" and
that thei costs were incured outside the test year.

24. The Commission fids that cost recover is waranted here. In fact, the
Commission, by Order No. 13895, approved Pepco's application to instal the lines.56 Without
the lines, public heath and safety, and national securty might have been place at risk. The
emergency overhea lines signficantly improved Pep's abilty to provide safe and reliable
serce to Distrct ratepayers. The out-of-peod expenditue reflects costs tht were justified and
adequately supported by Pepco, and is therefore reasonable.

25. Out of test yea adjustments have bee routiely considered by ths Commssion

on an item-by-item basis.57 Neither the "out-of-test-year objecton nor the ''no-longer-in-
serce" objecon gives appropriate consideration to the emergency sitution that was facig the
Distrct. Strct aderence to a parcuar set of gener policies should not be purued to the point

where it has a "chilling effect" on the cooperation necessar when emergencies arse. "(T)he
Commssion may depar from the 'used and useful' stadad if it taes into acunt the extent to
which the risk that this pacular plant (69 kV overhead lines) would becme obsolete was borne
by investors in the par and the extent to which they were compenate for it.,,58 In ths intace,

the Commssion fids tht a balance decsion will sere the best interests of the Distrct of
Columbia, Pepco investors, and Pepco ratepayers. 

59

26. Approximately 25 percent of the 69 kV lines have bee removed from servce;

therefore, we will deny Pepco cost recover for 25 pecent of the jursdctional amount ($2.54
millon) tht was included in EPIS.6( Pepco should remove $635,000 from rate base to reflec
the ful value of the "physicaly removed" and "retied" segment of the lines. The Commission
will allow Pep to include the remainig amount of the 69 kV lines in rates. To safegud the
safety and reliability of Pep co's distrbution system that seres the Distrct of Columbia, the lies

will sere as emergency back-up. The Commssion is pesued by Pepco's testiony tht it

might be "better to leave (the 69 kV overhead lines) up and reay to use agai if it were neeed,
than to tea them down',(l and that the lines, if neeed could be quickly reconnected.62 A major

56 ld., ii 25-29.

57 Ealier case law provides ample precedent for alowig out-of-tet-yea adjustments, when known an
defite deviations from the test yea could be calcuate with some precision. See, e.g., OPC v. Pub. Servo

Comm 'n, 610 A.2d 240, 247 (D.C. 1992); see also, OPC V. Pub. Sero Comm 'n, No. 08-AA-947 at n. 5 (Febru

18,2010).

58 See, e.g., Washington Gas Light Co. v. Baker, 188 F.2d 11,20 (D.C. Cir. 1951).

S9 ''Neither regime (th prudet investment rue or the used and usful rue), mechacaly aplied with ful
rigor, wil likely achieve justice among the comptig interests." Jersey Cental Power & Light v. FERC, 810 F.2d
1168,1191 (D.C. Cir. 1987).

60
Tr. 1329.

61
Tr. 1337.
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outage in the downtown area, where residents, business, esential goverenta agencies and
hospitas are located, could have catastrphic consequences. It is essential that Pep be able to
brig serce back on line in an expedted maner. Pep shal reclassify the lines in an
appropriate accunt (e.g. "emergency capita spares") consistent with ths Order. Pepco shall not
remove the remainig portons of the 69 kV overhead lines without first obtaning the explicit
pror approval of the Commssion.

D. Cash Workig Capit (Issue No. 2C)63

27. Pepco. Pep proposes to include a $12.194 milion cash workig capita
("CWC") allowance in rate base based on a net lag of 20.46 days.64 Pepco represents tht the
revenue and expene lags used to detere the net lag were taken from the 2005 lea-lag study

fied and approved in Formal Case No. 1053. Pepco indicates that CWC was detered by
applyig Pepco's net lag days to the average daily expene incur in the test peod, to which it

made two adjustments. The fit adjustment removes $80,873 of Distrct of Columbia-allocated

witholding taes and the second, includes $183,038 for Distrct of Columbia-allocated imprest

fuds.65

28. OPC. OPC intially chalenged but subsequently concued with Pepco's CWC
caculation.66

DECISION

29. The Commssion's independent review, finds tht Pepco has properly reflected
CWC in rate base. The Commssion, therefore, accepts Pepco's CWC adjustment.

62 Pepco (3D) at 19 (Gausma Rebutt).

63 Issue No. 2c asks, "Is Pep's propse cash workig capita alowace reonale?" CWC is the amount
of cas requied by a utlity to operte du the intem between when servce is render an payment recved.
It is detrmed by multiplying th net lag days (differe beeen the company's revenue and expnse las) by the

average daly expese incured du a tet yea.

Pepco (C) at 19-20 (Hook); Pepco (2C) at 2 (Hook Supp). The revenue and expe lags were determed
bas on th twelve months ended Decembe 31, 2008.

64

6S Pepco (C) at 20 (Hook).

66 ope Br. 43.
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E. OPC's Proposed Offset to Rate Base for Ratepayer Funded Reserves

Self-fuded Reserve Accruals

30. OPC. OPC recmmends that the test yea average balance of the self-fuded
reere accs for general and auto liabilty, and the incued but not reported resere
("IBNR") for heath claims, be reflected as an offset to rate base in recgntion tht the fuds are
cost-free capita provided by ratepayers. OPC is concered with the steay increase in, and size
of, the resere balances. These resere accals are included in the cost of servce as an expene
item.67 OPC contends that these fuds have been collected in advance from ratepayer, have not
been paid out in clais and repesent reay-available, ratepayer-supplied fuds. The fuds sere
to offet the Company's working capita nees. OPC contends that because of the diect impact
of the expense acs on the resere balance, it is appropriate to deduct the resere balance
from rate base for each of these non-cah expeses.68 OPC recmmends tht the rate base be
reduce by $1.34 millon for self. fuded resere acs. 

69

31. OPC also recmmends tht, in the next base rate case, Pepco be requied to
provide testiony: (1) describing each of its self-fuded reserves; (2) identifyng the taget
resere balance; (3) explaing how the taget reserve balances were detered; and (4)

detailing how the expense amounts associated with the reseres were detered.7o

32. Pepco Rebuttal Pepco testifies that it uses actes "in deterg the liabilty

balances for workers compenation, long ter disabilty, suvig spouse welfare plan and

IBNR.,,71 The Company also explai that it uses actues to provide a basis for determg
probabilty and estiating accals for automobile and generalliabilties.72 Following SFAS 71

rues, the Company adjusts the self-fuded expene accrus and records a reguatory asset for its
worker compensation, long term disability, and surving spus welfare plan. Pepco
represents that historicaly the Company has included an allowable cost for raemakg on a pay-
as-you-go basis. The difference betwee the actal accr, as deterined by the actes,
and act payment is recorded as a reguatory asset,73

67 OPC (A) at 18 (R).

68
¡d. at 19.

69 Tr. 865, OPC Br. 22. Orgiy OPC had propose a reduction of$14.45 mion.

70 OPC (A) at21 (R).

71 Pepco (3E) at 5 (Wte).

n ¡d. at 5-6.

73 ¡d.
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33. Pep maita that it follows the guidelines outlined in SFAS 112 and SFAS
5.74 The expene is based on probable and esated liabilities and does not have a component
for building and maintaing a resere.75 Pep explai that the amount expeed puruat to
General Accted Accountig Priciples ("GAA") is based upon estiates of futue payments.
The Company's rates have historicaly reflected pay-outs for the items included in seIf-fuded
accrs, and the difference betwee accrs and pay-as-you-go is included in the reguatory

asset.76 Pepco states that the amount included in Pepco's expee for cost of serce purpses

for worker's compenation, long-ter disabilty, and suvig spouse welfare plan does not

include a component associated with buildig up and maintanig the resere balance. Furer,

Pepco contends that neither the liabilties nor the reguatory asset associated with it are included
in rate base. 

77

DECISION

34. The Commssion has reviewed OPC's proposed adjustment, Pepco's respnse
theret, and the historica treatment of these self-fuded resere accrs. We are not peruaed
that the self-fuded resere accrus should be adjusted and, therefore, OPC's proposed

adjustment is denied. The Commssion is satisfied that Pep is followig GAA to estiate the
expene for the varous welfare plans and is recording the reseres properly.

IV. TEST YEAR SALES AND REVENUES aSSUE No. 3)78

A. Weather Normalation of Sales and Revenues 79

35. Pepco. Pepco proposes to reduce test year revenues by $2.065 millon (RM No.

1).80 Pepc calcuates weather-corrected sales and revenues using a 30-yea average (1978-2007)
in accrdace with Order No. 10646.81 Pep indicates that to obta weather correced sales

74
Pepco (3E) at 3-5 (Wte Rebutt). SF AS 112 re comanes to acru a liabilty for emloyee futu

abseces when attbutable to emloyee servces already rendered. SF AS 5 rees an estimate loss be accrued by

a chage to income if it is probable tht an aset ha ben imaied or a liabilty incu an the loss can be
reasonale estited.

75

76

¡d. at 5, Pep R. Br. 8.

Pepo (4C) at 8 (Hook Rebutt).

77 ¡d. at 8-9.

78 Deignte Isse No.3 asks, "Ar Pepco's tet year-sales and revenues approprite?"

79 Designte Issue No. 3a asks, "Has Pepco propely weather-norm its saes an revenue?"

80
Pepo (F at 20-21 (Browng), Pepco (2F) at 3 (Browng Supp). Pepco ha proposed a $2.196 milion

adjustment. However, in the November 20, 2009, fig, the upte to the Company's revenue reuiment model

indicates an adjustment of $2.065 milion.

81
See Formal Case No. 939, Orer No. 10646 (June 30,1995).
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and revenues, it ran regression analyses on daly degree day weather and daly sales to relate
energy usage to heating degree days (HDD) and coling degree days ("CDD,,).82 For the
suer months, Pep used a 65 degree base (65°F) and for witer month, both a 35 and a 65
degree (35° and 65°) base. The heat~ season cover October though March; while the cooling
season includes May thugh October. 3 Pep states that the weather coeffcients developed for
eah class estiated the weather sensitivity of each class and were aplied to the degree day

difference from the 30-year average to develop the amount of kWh weather adjustment for the

twelve months ending Deceber 2008.84

36. OPC. OPC proposes to decrease test year revenues by $576,956.85 OPC
contends that Pepco should have used the most recet National Oceogrphic and Atmospherc
Admstrtion (''NOAA'') 30-year normal heatig and coolig degree days (1971-2000).
Furer, OPC contends that Pepco improperly uses two balance points (65°F and 35°F) without
providing justification, and uses a tie perod that is too short to captue changes in temperatue
and usage patter. 

86

37. OPC claims that its weather normalizaton adjustment is more approprate
because, among other things, it: (1) uses Pepco's daly tempeatue and retal sales dat for the

peod 2005-2008 (which better captues the relationship beteen consption and
tempertue); (2) uses the industr accted single 65°F balance pOint,87 and (3) reflects 1971-

2000 30-year normal heating and cooling degree days. OPC argues the use ofless than one year
of data fails to accurately captue the relationship betwee electrc consption and tempertue.
OPC recmmends tht Pepco's saes revenues be adjusted by approxiately $1.62 millon.88

82 Pepo (F at 20 (Browng).

83
See Formal Case No. 1053, In the Matter of the Application of the Potomac Electrc Power Company for

Authority to Increae Existing Retail Rates an Charges for Electrc Distribution Service, ("Form Case No.
1053") Order No. 14712, ii 143. The Commssion found Pep's heatig and cooli sens reasonaly

designate.

84

85

Pepco (F) at 20. (Brownng); see also Pep (FH, -5 and -6 (Update).

OPC (A) at 33 (R).

86 OPC (D) at 5-6, 13 (Manam); OPC Br. 44. Balance point temperatue refer to a point at which no
additiona heatig or coolig is required when outdoor temperatues are higher or less th the balance point,

resptively.

87 OPC Br. 49. ope also states it prefers to include additiona appropnately chose balce point
temperatus in orde to captue the non-liea relationship between energy consumtion and tempertue. OPC (D)
at 8, n.4. (Manam).

88 ope (D) at 18 (Mar).
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38. Pepco RebuttaL. Pepco states that NOAA publishes new 30-yea normal weather

data only once a dece and that NOAA citig climate change (warg trend), is developing
altertives to the 30-year normal temperatues.89 Pepco argues that it uses the 35 degree

theshoId as a varable becuse the engieerg chaacterstics of electrc hea pumps, a major
heatig technology, imply an inflection point in the relatonship betee tempetue and
eleccity use. Moreover, regression statistics support its use in many of the rate cases studied.90
Pep argues that OPC's approach, among other thngs, blends data from sever year and
mies the heatig and cooling seaons, which can muddy the estiation of the relationship
betwee weather and usage.91

DECISION

39. The Commssion, in past rate proceeings, deterined tht it would review the
issue of weather normalization on a cae-by-cae basis.92 Regardig the data to be used to
caculate normalizaton, the Commission deterned that "(t)he approprate data set for a method
that uses daily saes and weather shall encompass the most rect twelve-month perod.,,93 The
Commssion also determed that "the use of a 30-year perod to determne average or norm
weather was apropriate.',94 Here, as in pror proceedings, the Commission is interted in the

continua refiement and improvement of the analyses that goes into deternig normal
weather.

40. OPC challenges Pepco's selecon of a 30-year peod (1978-2007) to detere
normal weater. OPC proposes that end of the decade dat published by the NOAA, followig
stada estalished by the World Meteorologica Organzation ("WMO"), be used to detere

the th-yea period. However, using the 30-year perod (1971-2000) suggested by OPC would

lead to weather normals that drop 10 year of data at a tie as a result of moving from one
decade to the next. For example, durg 2011, the WMO normal will change from 1971-200 to
1981-2010, effecvely dropping ten year of data (1971-1980) at one tie. By contrast, if the
Company were to fie a rate cae in 2011, its metodology would move the perod from 1978-
2007 to 1980-2009, thus dropping only two year of data (1978-1979). Ths is consistent with
the Commssion's desir for more recent and stable dat.

89

90

Pepco (3F) at 5-6 (Browng Rebutt).

¡d. at 6-7.

91 ¡d. at 7-8.

92 Formal Case No. 939, Orde No. 10646 at 73 (June 30, 1995), citig Formal Case No. 929, Orde No.
10387 at 76.

93 ¡d. at 73.

94 ¡d. at 75.
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41. The Commssion also fids that Pepo's use of two balance points (65 and 35
degrees) is consistent with what we have permitted in the past.95 OPC's own witness has
recommended multiple balance points in other proceedings.96 The Commssion fids that Pepco
has established that the 35 degree threshold as a varable is reasonable because of the

engineeg characterstics of electrc heat pumps. Moreover, regression statistics support its
use.97

42. Last, the Commssion's stated preference is for day sales and weater that
encompass the most recent twelve-month perod.98 OPC ha not shown that the use of a 12-
month perod is too short to captue changes in temperatue and usage patter. OPC ha not
convincigly shown why the Commssion should depar from this estblished precent. The
methodology used by the Company is reasonable and consistent with our past order. Therefore,
we accept the revenue adjustment as proposed by Pepco. Ths weather normalization adjusent

will reduce test year revenues by $2.065 milion.

V. RATE OF RETUR/COST OF CAPITAL
(Issue No. 4)99

43. As in all base rate procegs, the Commssion mus detere a reaonable rae

of retu including capita costs and the appropriate capital strctue for Pepco. We nee not
discuss in great detal the legal stadards and gudelines goverg our responsibilty to
determe a fai and reasonable rate of ret and the purse of that detertion. Ou

còntiuig basic reliance on Washington Gas Light Co. v. Public Servce Commission, 450 A.2d

1187 at 1209-1215 (D.C. 1982) (review of Formal Case No. 686) is amply descrbed in many of
our discussions of rate of retu in rate cases. In ths decision also we will adere to the

stadards derved from the Supreme Cour's decisions in Bluefield and Hope,100 as set fort in
Washington Gas Light Co. supra.

44. With these stdards formg the backdrop for our consideration of Issue No.4,
we tu to its varous components and the evidence presented on the record of ths proceedg by
the paries.

95
Id. at 72.

96
Tr. 1021.

97 Pepo (3F) at 6-7 (Browng Rebutt).

98 Orer No. 10387 at 73.

99
Designte Issue No.4 as, "Are Pepco's requeste cost of capita an capita strtu renale?"

100 Bluefield Water Works & Improvement Co. v. Pub. Sero Comm 'n, 262 U.S. 679 (1923); Fed. Power

Comm 'n v. Hope Natural Gas Co., 320 U.S. 590 (1944).
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a. Overall Cost of Capita

45. The overal cost of capital recommended by the pares to ths proceeing are as

follows:

Pepco.
Capitaliztion

Long-Ter Debt

Common Equity

OPC.
Capitalization

Short-Ter Debt

Long-Ter Debt
Common Equity

AOBA.
Capitaization

Long-Term Debt
Common Equity

Ratio

53.82%
46.18

100.00%

Rato

4.30%
51.51
44.20

100.00%

Ratio

56.00%
44.00

100.00%

Cost Rates Ret
6.63%

10.75%
3.57%
4.96
8.53%

Cost Rates Retu

1.35%
6.63
9.00

0.06%
3.41
3.98
7.45%

Cost Rates Retu

6.11%
9.40

3.42%
4.14
7.56%

b. Cost of Common Equity (Issue No. 4a)101

46. Pepco. Pepco recommends a retu on equity ("ROE'?t of 10.75 pecent,
including a Bil Stailization Adjustment ("BSA"), discussed below. 02 Intially Pep

recommended an ROE of 11.25 pecet, with the BSA adjustment. However, durg the

heargs, Pepco revised its recmmended ROE to reflect the improvement in fiancial conditions
and the abatement of the financial crsis.103 Pepco's revised ROE is based on a cost of equity
range of 10.75 to 11.25 percent, without a BSA adjustment and without any adjustment to reflec

101

102 Tr. 239-243.

Designte Issue No. 4a asks, "What cost of common equity should Pepco be allowe to ea?"

103 Tr.239. Although Dr. Mori updte his DC, CAPM, and Rik Premium calculations durg the heag
to reflect chages in ma.t conditions, he did not updte the anlyses he provided as support for hi retu on

equity.
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Pepco's proposed surcharge related to pension, other post-employment benefit ("OPEB"), and
uncollectible expenses (the Company's sucharge/deferal mechansm), discussed below.

47. Pepco Witness Kamerck testifies that the Company's proposed ROE is the
mium necssar for the Company to attact capital on reanable ters in the curent capita
markets.104 Witness Mori originally testified that capita market were in a ste of tuoil,

extremely volatile and unpredictle,105 but appeed to be improvig.106 Dung the heags,
he revised his recommended ROE downward, statig that the "fiancial crsis has abated and
there had been some significat improvements in the caital markets and stabilty.,,107

48. To detere the cost of common equity, witness Mori employs thee market-

based metods: the Capita Asset Pricing Model ("CAPM"), Risk Premium, and Discounted
Cash Flow ("DCF') methods. He contends th reliance on a single metodology or preset
formula would be inapropriate when deaing with investor expetaons becuse of possible
meaurement erors and vagares in individual companes' market dat. Dr. Mori uses two

proxy groups in his analyses: investment-gre dividend-payig combination elecc and gas
utilities from AUS Utility Report (pep's Combination Utility GrOUp),I08 and electrc utilities
in the S&P Electrc Utility Index.I09

CAPM

49. Accrdig to witness Mori, the CAPM approach to estiatig the cost of
common equity is a form of risk premum anysis tht is based on the principle tht risk-aver
investors demand higher ret for assung additional risk, and higher-risk secuties are
price to yield higher expected retu than lower-risk secties. The CAPM quatifies the
additional retu or risk premum, required for bearg incrementa risk. The CAPM provides a
formal risk-retu relationship anchored on the basic idea tht only maret risk matter. Market
risk is meased by a fi's ''beta.,,1I0 The retu expeced by investors is equal to the risk-free

104 Pepco (A) at 13 (Kamerick).

105 Pepco (B) at 5 (Mori).

106 Tr.239.

107 Tr. 239-242.

108 Thes companes allegedly posses lare amoun of energy ditribution assets, are investment grad, pay
dividends, have a maket capitaation of more th $500 mion, and derive more th 50% of thir revenues from
reguat utity operations. See Pep (B)-7.

109 Pepco (B) at 57.58 (Mori).

110
¡d. at 25. Beta is a meae of the volatiity, or systemtic ri of a stock or a portolio in comparson to

the maket as a whole. A beta of 1 indicates tht th stock's price wil move with th maket. A beta of less th 1
mea th the stock will be less volatie th the mat. A beta of grte th 1 indicate th th stok's price
will be more volatie th the maet. May utities stocks have a beta of less th i.
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rate (witness Mori us the curent interest rate on 30-year Treas bond) plus the risk
premium. In his analysis, Dr. Mori relies on averge bet for his proxy groups and forward-

lookig and historica studies of long-ter risk premums. 
I II Witness Mori also uses an

empirica verion of CAPM ("ECAPM") because, he contends, CAPM-based estiates of the
cost of caita underestmate the retu required from low-beta securties and overtate the retu

required from high-beta securties.II2

Risk Premium

50. In his historical risk premium analysis, witness Morin estimates the cost of

common equity by comparng retu eared by the Stadard & Poor's Utilty Index and the
yield on A-rated utility bonds. Mori states that an historica risk premum was esated based
on an anua time seres analysis applied to the utility indus as a whole over a 1930-2007
peod. The risk premum is calculated by computing the acal reaized retu on equity for the
S&P Utility Index for each year, using the ac stock prices and dividends of the index, and

then subtractig the utility bond retu for that year. Dr. Mori then added the average risk
premum for the 1930-2007 perod to the curent risk-free interest rate.ll Dr. Mori believes
that, in the curent ficial market, it is more appropriate to use utility bond yields as oppsed

to goverent bond yields, as he has previously, because the trends in utility cost of capita are
diectly refleced in the cost of debt and not by a risk premum estiate tied to goverent
bonds.1l4

Discounted Cash Flow

51. Dr. Mori's DCF analysis is based on the proposition tht the value of any
securty to an investor is the expected discounted value of the futue strea of dividends or other

benefits.lIS Accordig to Dr. Mori, the standar DCF model assumes a constat average growt
trend for both dividends and eargs, a stale dividend payout policy, a discount rate in excess

of the expeced growt rate, and a constat price-eargs multiple, which implies that growt in

price is synonymous with growt in eags and dividends. It also assumes that dividends are
paid at the end of the year, when in fact, dividends are paid on a quaerly basis. 

I 16

52. As proxies for the expeted dividend growt component of the DCF model,

witness Mori uses the consensus growt estimates developed by Zacks Investment Research,

111 ld. at 31.

112 ld. at 36-40.

113 ld. at 44.

114
ld. at 43-46.

liS ld. at 48.

116
ld. at 50.
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Inc. ("Zacks") and Value Line. Mori reject the uses of historica growt rates to estiate

expected futue growt because several electrc utility companes have experence negative
growt rates, and, he believes, historica growt rates have litte relevance as proxies for fue
long-term growt. Witness Mori also rejects OPC's use of the susaiable growtretention
growt method of estimatig futue growt because, he testifies, ths approach assumes that the
ROE is constant over time and no new common stock is issued (and, if so, at book value), the
method requies an estimated ROE, and ths method is not as signficatly correlated to meaes
of value (such as stock price and price-eargs ratios) as analysts' forecasts.1l

53. Dr. Morin rejects the use of dividend growt estimates in DCF analysis, bece
some utilities will contiue to lower their dividend payout ratios and so their dividend growt
rates are not likely to provide a meangf gude to invesors' growt expectaons. Investors,
he contends, are more focused on eargs, and eangs growt provides a more meangf
gude to investors' long-term growt expeations. Growt in eargs will support fue
dividends and share prices. Moreover, dividend growt forecasts are not reay available.1l8 In
his DCF studies, Dr. Mori increases the curent dividend used in calculatig the dividend yield
component of the DCF model by the expected growt rate, to adjust for the quaerly payment of
dividends. 

1 19

54. Dr. Mori argues that investors must be compensated for flotation costs on an on-
going basis, to the extent that such costs have not bee expensed in the past, in order for
investors to have the opportty to ear the ROE set by the Commssion. He includes a

floatation cost adjustment in his estiates of the cost of common equity. 
120

55. Dr. Mori's revised cost of equity results, including floatation costs are:121

Study

CAPM
Empircal CAPM
Historical Risk Premum
DCF Combo. Elec. & Gas Utilities -Value Line Growt
DCF Combo. Elec. & Gas Utilities - Zacks Growt
DCF S&P Elecc Utilities - Value Line Growt
DCF S&P Electrc Utilities - Zacks Growt

ROE

9.4%
9.8

10.9
11.6
10.4
11.2
11.4

117
ld. at 51-54.

118 ld. at 55-56.

119
ld. at 49-50.

120 ld. at 62-67.

121
Pepco witness Mori updated hi anlysis in light of the chaes in maet conditions. Tr. 239-243.
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56. Based on his revised data Dr. Morin's range for Pepco's ROE, including
floatation costs, is frm 10.75 pecet to 11.00 percet.I22 As discussed below, with the BSA,
Dr. Mori contends Pep's risk will be reduced and the cost of common equity lowered by
some 25 basis points. With a BSA adjustent, his recmmended ROE is 10.75 perceiI23 He
recommends no surchargeldeferal adjustment.

57. OPC. OPC proposes a cost of equity of 9.0 pecet for Pep, with a BSA
adjustment and no adjustment to reflect Pepco's surcharge/deferal mechansm. Ths is a
revision of Dr. Woolrdge's recommended cost of equity incorporated in the tesony of OPC
witness Ranas, which reflec OPC's changed position on the appropriate BSA adjustment.I24
OPC witness Woolrdge states that the worst of the credit crsis appea to be over.125

58. OPC, like Pepco, utilizes the DCF and CAPM approaches in estimatig the cost
of common equity.126 However, OPC witness Woolrdge relies priarly on the DCF aproach.

He employs two proxy groups - his own group of electrc companes ("OPC's Electrc Group")
and Dr. Mori's S&P Electc GrOUp.127 Dr. Woolrdge argues that, based on varous ficial

metrcs, Pepco's elecc group is slightly riskier than OPC'S.128

DCF

59. OPC crticizes Dr. Morin's DCF analysis on thee bases: dividend yield
adjustment, use of the forecsted EPS growt rates from Zacks and Value Line (to estiate the
growt rate to be used in the DCF model), and his floatation cost adjustment. Woolrdge argues
that witness Morin's quarerly tig adjustment to the dividend yield component of the DCF

model overtates the equity cost rate. Dr. Morin's approach presumes that investors requie

additional compensation because their dividends are paid out quaerly intea of in one lump

sum. For the dividend yield component of the DCF model, OPC adjust the dividend yield by
one-haf (~) the expected growt rate to reflect the growt over the coming year.129

122 Tr. 241.

Pep state tht, should the Commssion decide to deviate from the capita strctu, with each reuction

in common equity ratio of 1 %, the retu on eqty would incre by appoximately 10 basis points.

123

124 Tr. 865-866.

12$ OPC (B) at 12 (Woolndge).

OPC (B) at 25 (Woolndge). OPC pnmy relies on the DCF model an gives little weigt to the rets
obtaed usin the CAPM. Pepco uti the ECAPM an Risk Premium aproaches as well.

126

127

128

Id. at 14-15. SeeOPC (B)-4.

Id.

129 OPC (B) at 31 (Woolndge).
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60. Dr. Woolridge states that the primar diffcuty with the DCF model is estiatig

expected dividend growt rates. For the dividend growt rate component of the DCF model,

OPC contends investors use a combination of historical and projected growt rates for eargs

pe share ("EPS"), dividends per share ("DPS"), and interal (retention rate) or book value per
share growt ("BVPS") to assess long-ter potential.130 To obta the appropriate growt rate,
OPC indicates th it reviewed Value Line's historical and projected growt rae estiates for

EPS, DPS, and BVPS. It also utilizes the average EPS growt rate forets of Wall Stree
analysts as provided by Yahoo First Call, Zacks, and Reuters. Nevereless, OPC contends that
Wal Street analysts' EPS growt forecasts are overly optistic and upwardly biased. Thus,
ope contends that using these growt rates exclusively as a mea of estitig a DCF growt
rate will overtate the equity cost rate. 

13 Based on his analysis, Dr. Woolrdge contends that the

DCF-based cost of common equity is 9.8 pecent for OPC's Elecc Group and 10.6 percent for
Pepco's S&P Electrc Group.

CAPM

61. OPC alleges that there are two flaws in Pepco witness Mori's CAPM analysis:
the equity risk premium and his use of the ECAPM approach. In regard to the equity risk
premum relied on by Pepco, Dr. Woolrdge contends that the Ibbotson's historica retu, relied

on by Pepco, are poor measures of the expected market risk premum. Accordig to OPC,
leaing fiancial practitioners conclude tht the fiancial crsis has not signficatly chanïed the

long-ter estates of the equity risk premum, which is in the 3.5 to 4.0 percent rage.1 2 Pas
market conditions do not give a realistic or accurate reading of the expectations of the futue.13
Accrding to OPC, historica bond retus are biased downward because of the past losses

suffered by bondholder. Also, because Pepco's study cover more th one peod and makes
the assumption that dividends are reinvested, the use of geometrc mea, intea of the
arthetic mean used by Dr. Morin, better captues investment perormance. OPC contends

that the upward bias of the arthetic mean overstates the retu experenced by investors. 
134

62. Accrdig to Dr. Woolrdge, Dr. Mori's use of the ECAPM is inapproprate

because Dr. Mori uses Value Line beta in his CAPM, and those bet are adjusted to reflect the
fact that historicaly, betas tend to regress toward 1.0 over tie. Using adjusted beta increases
the return for stocks with beta less than 1.0, and decreases the retu for stocks with a beta

greater than 1.0. Suggestig that the ECAPM accomplishes the same thg, Dr. Woolrdge
testifies that Dr. Mori's ECAPM approach makes ''to adjustments to the expected ret.,,13

130 ld.

13 ld. at 33, 77 -78.

132 ld. at 49. Tr. 223- 224.

133 ld. at 58.

134
ld. at 59.

13S ld. at 66.
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63. OPC states that its CAPM analysis relies on thee proceures (hstoric retu,
sueys, and expected retu models) to arve at its equity risk premium. OPC maintai that its
equity risk premium is consistent with the risk premum found in recent academic studies by
leading fiancial scholar, and employed by leadg investment ban and management
consulting firms. OPC uses the yield on 30-year U.S Trea bonds as the risk-free rate of
interest in the CAPM. It relies on average betas, as provided by Value Line, for OPC's Electrc
Proxy Group and Pepco's S&P Electrc GrOUp.136 In esating the equity risk premium, OPC is

not convinced that using historical stock and bond retu to mease the market's futu
expected retu is appropriate. Firt, historical retus are not the same as forward lookig
expected retus. Secondly, market risk premium can change over time. Latly, market

conditions can change such that historical retus are a poor indication of futue expected

retus.13 According to Dr. Woolrdge, the equity cost rates indicated by the CAPM are 7.5
pecent for OPC's Electrc Group and 7.8 percent for Pepco's S&P Electc Group. 

138

Risk Premium

64. OPC maitai that Pepco's risk premum analysis includes an "inated based
interest rate" . and an excessive risk premum which is based on the historica relationship
betee stock and bond ret.139 OPC concludes that the approprate equity cost rate for
Pep is in the rage of 7.5 percet to 10.6 percet, with a midpoint of 9.1 percet. OPC
believes ths wide rage reflects the uncety and volatility in the caital markets and tht, in
recogntion of ths volatlity and uncerainty, an equity cost rae at the upper end of that range is
appropriate. Furer, OPC believes that it is appropriate to give priar weight to OPC's
Electrc Group results. Therefore, OPC recommends an equity cost range of9.50 percent to 10.0
pecet, with a midpoint of 

9.75 percent. Withn ths range, Dr. Woolrdge proposes an ROE of
9.50 percent, which reflecs a 25 basis point reduction for Pep's por serce and system
reliabilty.l40 When the BSA adjustment is included, OPC's recmmended ROE is 9.25 percet.
Ths ROE does not include OPC's recommended surchage/deferal adjustment. Dug the
heargs, OPC witness Ramas adopted the 50 basis point BSA adjusent detered by the

Commssion in Formal Case No. 1053, Phase II, prducig an OPC-recmmended ROE of 9.00
percet. 

141

136 ld. at 40, ope (B)-11 at 3.

137
ld. at 41. 

138
ld. at 51.

139
ld. at 69.

140
ld. at 52.

141 Tr. 865-866.
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65. AOBA. AOBA argues tht the ROE Pepco reques substatially overtates
curent market requirements and contends that investors have experence signficant declines in
retu since the last rate cae. Additionally, AOBA asser that Pepco does not appropriately

acunt for the influence of non-utility risks and retu on holdig company fiancial results.
Accrding to AOBA, Dr. Mori's results reflect a signficant upward ROE bias as a result of his
use of comparables and industr groups without risk profies comparable to that of Pep co's. The
data used by Dr. Morin are for the parent holding companes, may of which have substtial
investments in generaton assets and/or are signficantly diverified and, therefore, fac much
greater risk than pepCO.142 According to AOBA, of the 27 companes included in Pepco's
Electrc Group, 15 are assessed by Edison Electrc Intitute as having either 20 perent to 50
percet unegulated activities or greater than 50 percent unguated acvities. AOBA aver that
Pepco's Elecc Group of electrc companes includes some of the largest generation portolios
in the u.s. and Pep's "combined gas and electrc companes" grouf: is likewise heavily
influence by substatial generation ownership and diversified operatons. 

1 3

66. Witness Oliver states that the bias found in Pepco's DCF analyses also is found in
its CAPM and risk premum analyses. As in his DCF analysis, Mori's risk premum does not
differentiate betwee electrc distrbution utilities and electrc utilities holdig sustantial
generation portfolios or utility holding companes that have signficat non-reguated activities.
It makes no atempt to acunt for biases that are introduce as a result of reliance on electrc
utility stock price data tht incorprate informaton for generaton activities and non-reguated
activities. Last, he fails to acunt for, or make any adjusent to reflect, the inuence of
changes in the composition of the industr over tie, includig industr consolidation and

diverification experience over the last two decades.144 According to AOBA, the stadard
deviations associated with Pepco's anual risk premum estates are roughy thee to four ties
the magntue of witness Mori's computed average for those risk premiums. The
comparatively large standard deviations render Pepco's computed ~uity risk premum, at best
ver poor and uneliable indicators of futue equity risk premums. 

14

67. Furer, AOBA contends Mori's CAPM and ECAPM ar bias because the
proxy group he employs to estiate a beta for Pepco includes PHI as well as a number of large
utiity holding companes.l46

68. Witness Oliver recmmends an ROE of not greater than 9.9 percent, including
floatation costs. He considers his own DCF analyses; witness Mori's CAPM, ECAPM, and
historica risk premum anyses, which he gives little weight; and the ROEs allowed in other

142 AOBA (A) at 16-19 (Oliver).

143 ¡d. at 19-22.

144 ¡d. at 23-24.

14S ¡d. at 25.

146 Id. at 27-28.
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electrc utility rate proceengs in 2008 and the first half of 2009. Witness Oliver uses two proxy
groups in his DCF analysis, one a group havig substatial elecc distrbution opeations and
the other a group of gas distrbution utilities. In his DCF studies, witnes Oliver relies on
projected eangs growt rates from Thomlson Financial Network and Zacks Investment

Research to estiate expeced futue growt. 
1 7 Witness Oliver averages the composite of his

DCF results for gas and electrc utilties with his computed average of recent commssion ROE
deterations for electrc utilities. 148 Ths reults in an ROE of 9.9 percet, before any BSA or
surcharge/deferal adjustments. With a BSA adjustment, AOBA recmmends an ROE of 9.4
percet. 

149

69. WMTA. Dr. Foster contends that the Commssion should "kee Pepco's ROE
at the curent authoried level (10 percent before the BSA adjustment) if there is no BSA or
Rider VM (surcharge/deferal mechansm).,,150 Dr. Foster staes that he reviewed 126 cases that
involved electrc utilities and natal gas companes for the peod 2007-2009. The average
allowed retu over the thee year perod was 10.34 percet. Dr. Foster maitai that Pepco is

less risky th most of the utilities in the group he analyzed because, unike Pep, the elecc
companes in the group have extenive generation and, therefore, face more risk due to
competition.lSl Furer, Dr. Foster believes PEPCO faces less risk than other utilities becuse:
(1) natual gas utilities face greater business risk than electrc distbution companes; (2)
PEPCO's customer profie is less risky than that of other utiities, and its serce tertory is more
afuent; and (3) the Washigton Metropolitan Area ha a stronger ecnomy than the U.S. as a
whole.1s2

147 ld. at 28-29. AOBA (A)-I.

148 Dug the hea, Pepo witness Mori attmpte to updte AOBA witness Oliver's ROE testiony.
Havi reviewed the exhbits, it is apparnt tht Pepco is sekig to introduce new teimony tht wi enhce its
case without the data's undergoing aproprite scrutiy. Although Pepo conteds tht the testiony an evidece

address witness Oliver's direct testimony, the testiony is neverteless new. The cost of capita, and in parcul
the retu on equity, is an importt component in rate proceegs, requg cafu and fa consideration and
weighg of the evidence. Fai requi tht the pares be given an oprtty to exame the new data and to

chaenge it, if they so desir. The pares wer not aforded tht opportty. Prour due proess outweighs
any probative value the tetiony might possess. The scop of rebutt is with the diretion of the Commssion.

The Commion hereby grants AOBA's motion to exclude Pep Cross Examtion Exbit Nos. 11, 12, an 13
and to corrt the trrit to show tht these exhits were never formy adtted into evidence.

149 ld. at 29 -30.

iso WMTA (A) at 4 (Foste).

151 ld. at 6-9.

152
ld. at 5-6.
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DECISION

70. In its decisions, the Commission ha relied priy on the DCF method to
detere a utility's cost of common equity because the Commssion consistently has found that

the DCF method produce more reasonable results. th those of other caculation methods.
Nevereless, the Commssion's preference for the DCF method does not preclude consideration
of other methods for calculating the cost of equity. The Commssion has taen into acunt the
results of the varous aproaches (DCF, CAPM, and Risk Premum) in estiatg the ROE in
ths proceeg. The Commssion, however, wil focus on the DCF model (relying primarly on
forecasted growt rates) to deterne the appropriate ROE.

71. In the application of the DCF model, the Commssion implicitly has given

considerable weight to forected eangs growt rates (estiates of eargs growt over the

next aproximate! y five years) in the recent past, as opposed to historica growt rates in
eargs, dividends, and book value and retention growt rates. Although the expected dividend

growt rate is one of the components of the DCF model, eags growt rates often are used as
a proxy. Arguly, based on the unceaity and volatility in ths ecnomy, the forecasted
eags growt rates may overstate the long-ter expected dividend growt rate to be used in
the DCF model at ths tie, since, if eargs are unusualy low when the estiates are made,

ths would produce unusy high estimates of expected growt in the roughy 5-year perod
covered by projected rates. However, some of this effec is captu in Pepco's updted ROE
estiate.

72. Pepco recommends a ROE of 10.75 pecent includg a flotation adjustment,
which, accrdig to Pepco witness Mori represents approximately 30 basis points. The
Commsion trtionally excludes floatation costs from its ROE caculation, since floaton
costs are treated as an expense item. Pepco's proposed 10.75 percet ROE also reflec its BSA
adjustment. Ths recmmendation is based on a rage of reasonable ret of 10.75 to 11.00

percet, before any BSA or sucharge/deferr adjustments. In other words, to incorporae its
BSA adjustent, Pepco adopted the lower end of its rage of reasonable rets. Furer,

historicaly, in its application of the DCF model, the Commssion has projected the dividend
yield component of the DCF model forward by one-half the expected growt rate, raer th the

growt rate which is Pep's approach. Pepco aleges that using one-half the grwt rate
undertates the dividend yield by 10 basis points.I53 Finly, in Formal Case No. 1053, the
Commssion concluded that Pep's ROE results for its electrc proxy group overstted Pepco's
required retu on its distrbution operations due to the inclusion of companes that have risk

profiles different from that of Pepco, i.e., the inclusion of companes with greater risk due to
generation and unegulated operations. The Commission contiues to believe that ths is a
considertion in estatig Pepo's ROE.154

153

154

Pepco (3B) at 13 (Mori).

Orer No. 14712, ir 33.
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73. OPC recommends a ROE of 9.50 percent, before BSA or surcharge/defer
adjustment, but including a 25 basis point reduction adjustment for poor peonnance. In that the
Commssion has defered the issue of the reliabilty of serce to another docket, it would be
inppropriate to adjust the Company's ROE for reasns of poor pedormance when reliabilty is
not an issue for deternation in ths proceeing. 

155 Without ths adjusent, OPC's ROE figu

is 9.75 percent. Additionally, OPC's recmmendation undertates the retu requied by
investors because of its paral reliance on historica growt rates to estiate expeced futue
growt. OPC's Exhbit B-lO (at page 3) shows that the historic retus relied on by OPC include
numerous negative growt rates which most likely do not reflect investor's expetions going
forward. With its revised BSA adjustment of 50 basis points, OPC recmmends an ROE of 9.00
percent.

74. AOBA's recommended ROE, without a BSA adjustment, is 9.9 percet. Ths
ROE is based in par on retu allowed in other jursdictions in 2008 and the fit half of 2009,
10.37 pecet. As for WMTA, it simply staes that the risks of providig trmission and
distrbution servce have not increaed since the Commssion's decision in F.C. No. 1053, and
the starg point for the ROE allowed in ths proceng should be the 10.0 percet ROE

(without a BSA adjustment) allowed in that proceedg. With its recmmended BSA adjustment
of 50 basis points, AOBA's proposed ROE is 9.5 percent.

75. The Commssion fids that the pares' recmmendations estalish parameters
that, when narowed by the considerations above, support our inormed detertion that a

reasonable rage for Pepco's alowed ROE is 10.0 percent to 10.25 percet. Based on ths rage,

the Commssion fids that an ROE of 10.125 percent, before BSA or surharge/deferal
adjustment, is appropriate at ths tie. Ths allowed retu on common equity reflects the
interests of the communty and the Company in the receipt and provision of safe and dependale
electc distbution serce at reasonale rates. Moreover, it will allow Pep to rase capita on

reaonable ters.

76. As discussed below, the Commission adopts a BSA adjustment of 50 basis points

in ths proceeing and does not adopt the Company's proposed surcharge/deferr mechansm.
When the 50 basis point BSA adjustment is included Pep's alowed retu on common equity
caita is 9.625 pecent.

c. Cost of Debt (Issue No. 4b)156

77. Pepeo. Pepco calculates its cost of long-ter debt to be 6.63 pecent.157 Ths
cost rate was obtaed by examing Company-specfic contractu interest payments. Dr. Mori

155 Forml Case No. 1076, Order No. 15322, , 8 (July 10,2009).

Issue No. 4b asks, ''Has PEPCO proprly determed its cot of debt?"156

157
Pepco (B)-I8 (Mori).
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contends th Pep's calculaton method are consistent with the methods approved in previous
rate procegs. 

158

78. OPC. OPC adopts Pepco's long-ter debt cost rate of 6.63 pecent. OPC, in
addition, caculates a short-ter debt rate by adding the average yield on l-month, 3-month, and

12-month LffOR rates in 2009 of 1.0 percent plus an additiona35 basis points,159 for a cost rate
of 1.35 pecent.16u

79. AOBA. AOBA witness Oliver challenges Pepco's cost of debt on two grounds.
Firt, he states, Pepco's calculation includes a computational eror which overstates the cost of

debt. He contends tht Dr. Mori incorrectly subtracted the Unamortzed Loss on Debt

Reacuisition from the Company's Long-Term Debt balance when he should have added it. If
Dr. Mori had added, the cost of debt would be 6.30 percent, not 6.63 pecent, he states. Secnd,
accrding to AOBA, the Company's issuance of $250 millon of first mortgage bonds in
Decber 2008 was impruent because the cost rate is 140 basis points greater than that of any
of Pepco's other bonds. Furer, the need for the issuace did not emanate from the fiancig

requiements of the Company's distrbution operations, and the issuace should have been
defered. The need for the fuding was related to the Mid-Atlantic Power Pathway ("MAP")
project. AOBA recmmends that Pepco's cost oflong-ter debt be set at 6.11 percet.161

80. Pepco Rebuttal. Regardig the treaent of the Company's Unamorted Loss

on Debt Reacuisition costs, Pep witness Kamerck argues that Pep witness Mori did add
ths amount to the Company's Long-Term Debt balance; it was AOBA who subtrcted. He
states th the Net Outstding Long-Ter Debt balance of $1.54 billon is a liability, a credt
balance, while the Unamorted Loss on Debt Reacquisiton of $38.89 miion is a debit on the
balance shee. Addig the two item togeter results in a net credit balance of $1.50 bilion. 162

81. Regarding the Company's fit mortgage bonds issued in Decber 2008, Pepco

contends that market conditions warted the issuace of long-ter debt at that tie; short-ter

credit was tight; bans and other liquidity-constraied companes were being downgred;
commercial paper market was severely constraied; and Pepco could not isse commercial
pap. Pepco also contends that the duration and the severty of the liquidity crsis were
unown and the Company did not know if it could secure ficing in 2009. Because the
outlook for the capita markets was highly uncen, Pepco made the decsion to pre-fud its
anticipated 2009 fudig nee when the markets allowed, in December 2008. Contrar to

158 Pep (2B) at 2 (Mori Supp).

ope alleges tht Pepco wa borrowig from its credt facilty at 35 basis points abve the applicable
inteest rate. ope Br. 54.

159

160

161

ope (B) at 17 (Woolrdge).

AOBA (A) at 37-41 (Oliver).

Pepco (3A) at 12 (Kerck).162
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AOBA's contention, Pepco submits that fuding for the MAP project was $56 millon, or only
8 percent of Pep co's constction budget for 2009 of $727.0 milion.l63

DECISION

82. The Commssion traditionally has adopted a cost of debt that is reaonale and
accately reflec the Company's costs. Pepco has presented evidence that its curent cost of
long-ter debt of 6.63 percet is both. OPC adopts ths rate. Whle, AOBA argues that Pepco's
cost rate should be lower, we disagree. The Commssion fids that Pepco has correcly
calculated its long-term debt cost. Weare conviced that Unamortzed Loss on Debt
Reacquisition was treated correcy in Pepco's caculation of the cost of debt. AOBA's secnd
arguent is equally without mert. There is nothg in the recrd that suaiests that the issuce
of the Decber 2008 bonds was pnmarly related to the MAP project.l We also agree tht
the Company had no basis in Deceber 2008 to assue that credt market conditions would
improve in the near ter. There is nothg in the recrd showig that the Company's action was

impruent and AOBA has not provided any evidence to the contr. Therefore, based on the
foregoing, the Commssion accts Pep's cost of long-ter debt of 6.63 percent. As discused

below, the capital strcte allowed for Pep does not include short-ter debt.

d. Capital Structue (Issue No. 4C)16S

83. Pepco. PEPCO uses an actl test year capita strctue as of Decber 31,
2008. Pepco assers that a balanced debt-equity ratio is essential to secg good credt ratigs
and accessing the capita markets on reasonable ters.166 Pep argues that in these diffcult
times it is essential that it have investment grade ratigs. Accrding to Pepco, an investment-
grade status decreaes borrowing costs, improves acs to capital of longer ter, and enables
Pepco to absorb any negatve volatiity in its fiancial perormance.167 The Commssion, Pepco
asser, should strve to maitai and improve the Company's fiancial ratigs so that it will
continue to have accss to the caita markets on reasonable ters, which is in the best interest of
ratepayers and Pepco's abilty to provide cost-effecve, safe and reliable serce.168

84. Dr. Mori states that, if the Commssion deviates substatially from ths proposed
capita strctue, the cost of common equity and the cost of debt should be adjusted as well. If

163 Id. at 13-15.

PHI's ficia reort show tht the bul of the Holdig Company's 200 ficing needs ar asiated

with ditrbution an the MAP project is only 8% of 2009 constrction costs. ¡d. at 15.

164

Issu No. 4c asks, "Is the capita strctue tht PEPCO uses to develop its over cost of capita reasonale
and appropte?"
165

166

167

Pepo (A) at 22 (Kaerck).

Pepo (B) at 75 (Mori).

168 Pepo (A) at 23-25 (Kaerick); Pepco (B) at 77 (Mori).
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the debt ratio is increased, the risk and requied retu of the Company also are increased. Dr.
Mori compares Pep's capita strcte with the capita strctue of electrc utilities, and that
of combination electrc and gas companes. He contends tht the Company's requested common

equity rao of 46.18 percet, while lower than the common equity ratios adopted by reguators
for electrc utilities in 2008 (48.4 pecent) and the common equity ratios of combined elecc
and gas utilities (48.3 percet), is reasonable for ratemakg puroses. 

169

85. OPC. OPC includes short-ter debt in its proposed capita strctue, argung that
Pepco, normally, and electrc utilities, typically, employ short-ter debt in thei caita
strCtues.!70 OPC witness Woolrdge adds that his proposed capitaization is in line with the
average capita strctue ofOPC's Electrc Group.l7 Dr. Woolrdge states that Pepco's average
capita strctue ratio for the most recent four quarers includes 6.80 percet short-term debt,

47.37 percet long-ter debt, and 45.83 percent common equity. Dr. Woolrdge contends that

the average capita strcte of OPC's Electrc Group for the most recet four quaer includes

5.60 percent short-ter debt, 49.9 pecet long-term debt, 0.50 pecent prefered stock and 44.00

percent common equity.17 Based on ths informtion, OPC proposes capitaization ratios it
believes are consistent with the average capita strctue of its Electrc Group - 51.51 percet

long-ter debt, 4.30 percent short-ter debt, and 44.20 percent common equity. 
173

86. AOBA. Mr. Oliver does not act Pepco's arguent that its proposed caita
strcte is based on Company-specific data He offer two reasns. First, as a subsidiar of
Pil, Pepco' s utility capita strctue is inlated from maret forces and subject to potential

manpulation by the holding company. Secnd, Pep's caita strctue is not stac over time.
The Company's ~roposed capita strcture represents a "sna-shot" view of the Company's
capita strctue.! 4 Mr. Oliver also taes issue with Dr. Mori's asseron tht the metod Pepco
used to compute the proposed caita stcte is consistent with Commssion precent,

claimig that nothg in F.e. No. 1053 estalished precedent. Nor, he staes, does Dr. Mori

offer any evdence of Rreceent for the pro forma adjustments reflected in the Company's capita
strctue calculations. 75

87. AOBA also challenges Dr. Mori's representation that his common equity
percentages compare favorably with those of other elecc utilities. Witness Oliver submits that

169 Pepo (B) at 72-73 (Mori).

170 OPC (B) at 16 (Woolrdge).

17 OPC (B) at 16-17 (Woolrdge).

172 OPC (B) at 16 (Woolrdge); OPC (B)-5.

173 ld. at 16-17.

174 AOBA (A) at 43. (Oliver).

175 ld. at 44.
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this is becuse the common equity ratios in Dr. Morin's analyses show a wide range of common
equity ratios, and simply averaging those percentages without examg the reaons for the
difference is not instrctive. Furer, the combination elecc and gas companes relied on by

Dr. Morin are actuly holding companes, many of which have substatial genertion ownerhip
and diverified operations which may influence thei common equity raos. Mr. Oliver contends
that updted data for Dr. Mori's combinaton companes show that the common equity ratio has
fallen from the 48.3 pecent figue reprted by Pep to 46.6 pecet. Finly, he "obseres"
that, if a common equity percentage is computed for companies in Dr. Mori's group of
comparle size to Pepco Holdigs (he does not identify these companes), the average common
equity ratio is 43.9 percet. On this basis, AOBA recmmends a capita strcte for use in ths
proceeding consistig of 44 pecet common equity and 56 percent long-ter debt. 176

88. Pepco Rebuttal. Accrding to Pepco, AOBA disregards Pepco's capita strctue

and, intead uses a hypthetcal one. Pepco contends that Witness Oliver ignores the fact th
Pepco issues its own debt and that the ratig agencies rely on Pepco's fiancial informaton in
rag that debt. Pepo notes tht witness Oliver also ignores the fact tht the Commssion, in

Formal Case No. 1053, adopted Pepco's caita strctue. Witness Kamerck testifies that
Pepco's capita strctue is in line with the average common equity rato for electrc companes
as reported in the July 2,2009, Reguatory Research Associates' Reguatory Focus Reprt and
with the revised averge common equity rato for Dr. Mori's entire group of combintion
electrc and gas comparables provided by Oliver.l77

89. Regarding OPC's recmmended capital strctue, Pepco states that short-ter
debt as it is used by Pepprovides temporar fudig for the Company's constrcton
requirements, which are peranently fianced with either long-ter debt or common equity.

ope's comparables include companes with debt that is ficing the securtiaton of standed

cost and should be excluded from OPC's calculatons becus it is not used to fiance utility
operations. Pepco contends that, if securtization debt is excluded, OPC's data are updated for
the four quaer ended June 30, 2009, and other classification adjustments made, OPC's

comparables would support a higher common equi~ rato. Furer, Pepco indicates that it ha
repaid all of its short-ter debt as 200 progressed. 

1 8

DECISION

99. The issue before the Commission is the reaonaleness of Pepco's capita
strctue. However, no par has presented any peive testiony tht shows that Pepco's

capita strctue is uneasonale. They merely have presented alteratve capita stctes. As

long as we fid Pepco's proposed capita strctue to be reasnale, it does not matter that there
are alteratives that may be reaonable also.

176
¡d. at 44-46.

177 Pepo (3A) at 16 -17 (Kenck Rebutt).

178 ¡d. at 17- 20.
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100. OPC recmmends a capita strctue that includes short-ter debt because it
states that Pepco normaly employs short-ter debt in its caita strcte. OPC fuer states

that its proposed capitaization is in line with the average capital strtue of its Electrc Group.
Weare satisfied that Pepco uses short-ter debt as a tempora fudig source for the
Company's constrcton requirements, which are peranently fiance with long-ter debt and

common equity. The outstading short-ter debt Pep had on its books in 2008 was
completly repaid in 2009.

101. AOBA suggests an alterative capital strcte based on its interretation of the
data Pepco uses as support for its proposed capital strctue. Nevereless, Pep's capita

strctue compares reasonably to those of other electrc utilities. Finally, AOBA alleges that
Pepco's capita stctue is subject to manpulation by PHI. However, AOBA has not presented

any evidence to supprt tht contention.

102. The Commssion fids Pepco's proposed capital strctue to be reasnable and
adopts it to caculate the Company's overal rate of retu. In ths proceng, Dr. Mori

presented Pepco's capita strctue. In futue rate cases, the testimony on Pepco's capita

stcte should be offered by the individua who prepared or is responsible for the preartion

of, the capital strctue calculations.

e. Surcharge and Deferral Mechanism (Issue '4d) 179

DECISION

103. Because the Commssion rejects Pepco's proposed surcharge and deferal
mechansm,180 ths issue is moot.

f. BSA Adjustment (Issue No. 4e) 181

104. Pepco. Dr. Morin testifies tht, with a Bil Stailization Adjustment, the
Company's risk is reduced and the cost of common equity "declies by some 25 basis points."
Dr. Morin explais that his 25 basis point adjustment is based on: (1) utility bond yield
differentials beteen A-rated and Baa-rated bonds, (2) obsered beta differential, (3)
differential common equity ratio requirements for S&P Business Risk Score, and (4) the

179 Is No. 4d asks, "If PEPCO is pett to imlement the surchage an defer mecham tht it ha
proposed, should there be a redction in PEPCO's authonzed retu on equity (ROE) to account for the Company's
reuced business nsk? If so, by how much should the authonz ROE be redced?"

180 See Issue No.8.

181
Issue No. 4e asks, "Should PEPCO's authonzd ROE be adjus downward to reflec re nsk

restig from the Company's proposed imlementation of a Bil Stailiztion Adjustment and, if so, by how may

basis points?"
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applicaton of inormed judgment. 

182 These are the same bases he relied on in Formal Case No.

1053. When Dr. Mori revied his proposed ROE, rather than include a 25 basis point
adjustent, he simply adopted the lower end of his rage of reaonable estiates, 10.75 Eercent

to 11.00 percent to reflect the reduce risk associated with the Company's proposed BSA. 83

105. OPC. Dr. Woolrdge recmmends a 25 basis point ROE adjustment to reflect the
reduction in risk associate with a BSA. He testifies that he ha not conducted any stuies and
is not aware of any studies that asceai the reduction of risk associated with decupling rate
design mechsms.l84 However, Woolridge indicates that he is aware of a number of
commssions that have adopted such mechansms, recgned the related risk reuction, and
adjused the authoried ret on equity. These decsions, he states, indicate that an adjustment

of up to 50 basis points may be appropriate.185 Dr. Woolrdge's BSA recmmendaton is revised
by witness Ramas to reflect the Commssion's 50 basis point BSA ROE adjustment in Fonn
Case 1053.186

106. AOBA. AOBA witness Oliver contends tht there should be a downward
adjustment to Pepco's ROE of 55 - 75 basis points if the BSA is adopted. The first basis of Mr.
Oliver's adjustment is the same as in F.C. No. 1053 -- Pepco's wilingness to give up its
repression adjustment in F.C. No. 1053 if the BSA were adopted and his estimate of the dollar

value of the Company's proposed repression adjustment, along with the dollar value of Pep co's
proposed ROE adjustment if the BSA were approved (25 basis points). On ths basis alone
Witness Oliver believes the ROE adjustment should be at leat 55 basis points. In ths

proceg, Mr. Oliver adds that paries rarely offer trade-offs tht are not strtued to be
favorable to the offerg par. Therefore, "it would follow that, ifPepo were willing to forgo a

revenue adjustent assessed to have at leat 55 basis points of value, the value to the Company
of the BSA must be noticely in excess of 55 basis points." On ths basis witness Oliver
recmmends a total adjustment of 55-75 basis points.187

107. WMTA. Dr. Foster testifies that the ROE adjustment to reflect the BSA
(although he does not recommend a BSA) should be 50 basis points. 

188

182 PEPCO (B) at 69 -71 (Mori)

183 Tr.241-242.

184 OPC (B) at 53 (Woolrdge).

18S Id.

186 Tr. 865-866.

187 AOBA (A) at 30-32 (Oliver).

188 WMTA (A) at 12-13 (Foste).
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108. Pepco RebuttaL. Dr. Morin aver that there is no foundation or support for Mr.
Oliver's 50 basis point adjustment to the ROE to reflect the reduced risk associated with the
BSA. Mori claims that most, if not all, electrc utilities are under some form of adjustment
clause/cost recover/rider mechansms. Dr. Mori indicates ths is largely embedded in fiancial
data such as bond ratigs and business risk scores. Furer, Dr. Morin sttes that a 50 basis
points adjustment makes no sens because, if the same adjusent is made to the Company's
long-term bond yield of about 5.75 percet, the resultig bond yield would be 5.25 percet,
which is less than the bond yield on utiity bonds rated AA (double A). Mori submits that ths
is an "absurd sitution" given that utility bonds are rated Baa on average.189

109. Dr. Mori claims that the 50 basis point adjustment is not consistent with other
recnt regulatory decisions. He contends that his Exhbit (3B)-2 shows tht the differce in

allowed retus for utilities with, versu those without, revenue decoupling mechansms is 10

basis points. He states that the average authonzed ROE in 2009 though the tie of his rebutt
testimony was 10.5 percent for utilities with BSA-lie mechansm. 

190

DECISION

110. Dr. Morin testfies that with a Bil Stabilizaton Adjustment the Company's risk is
reduce and the cost of common equity "declines by some 25 basis points." He clai that a 50

basis point adjustment is not consistent with other recent reguatory decisions. We do not
believe the comparson to other jursdictions is compelling. Although the other jursdictions may
have had simlar issues, it ha not been shown that mechansms in those jursdictions are
comparable to Pepco's BSA or that the overll focus and concer in those proceeings were
simlar to those of ths Commssion. Each jursdiction applies its own inormed judgment based
on the information before it to deterine the respective ROE adjustments. Based on our review
of the record and our informed judgment, we fid that the 50 basis point BSA ROE adjustment
determination made in Formal Case No. 1053, Phase II, should be adopted in ths proceing as

well. 
191

189

190

Pepo (3B) at 79-81 (Mori).

Pepco (3B) at 82 (Mori).

191
See Forml Case No. 1053, Phase II, Order No. 15556. Begi November 1, 2009, an thereft, the

BSA is caculate based on Pepo's monthy biled revenues, modied to acount for major outages. A 50 basis
point reduction in Pepco's retu on equity (ROE) was ordered, as par of the approval of the BSA, to provide a
balce of benefits to consumers in exchage for the benefit to the Company and shaeholder of rein loweed
busines risk The Commsion ordere the BSA to apply to al customer clases except strtlghts ("SL"),
telecommuncations network servce (''I'), and Tempora Servce ("T").
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G. Overall Cost of Capital

111. Based on our fidings~ above~ we deterne that the following reflects a fair and
reanable overall cost of caita for Pepco.

Capitaization Ratio Cost Rates Ret
Long-Ter Debt
Common Equity

53.82%
46.18

100.00 %

6.63%
9.625

3.57%
4.44
8.01 %

Ths retu falls withn the zone of reasonableness. It will allow the company to maita its
financial integrty~ attct capital on reasonable ters, and ea a retu commenate with
those other investments of similar risk.

VI. OPERATING EXPENSES (Issue No.5) 192

A. Unopposed Adjustments (Ratemaking Adjustments Nos. 2,3,5,6, 7,8, 10,

12, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, and 24)

112. Operating income is derved by subtractig the costs Pepco incur in providing
serce to customer (includng taes) from the revenue it recves for electrc distrbution
serce.193 Varous adjustments to the test year revenues and expense are proposed by the pares
and are either acceted, rejected or otherse modified by the Commssion in order to deterne
operatig income. In ths case, the Company's uncontested operatig income was $762,000 for

the test year perod which include RM No. 2~ Inclusion of Projec Completed and In Serce;
RM No. 3~ Anuazation of NE Substation Cut In; RM No.5, Exclusion of Supplementa
Executive Retiement Plan; RM No.6, Exclusion of Industr Contrbutions and Memberhip
Fees; RM No.7, Exclusion of Adversing and Sellng Expense; RM No. 8~ Inclusion of
Interest Expee on Customer Depsits, RMA No. 10; Reflection of Non-Defered Reguatory
Costs at 3-Yea Average Amount, RM No. 12; Formal Case No. 1076 Outside
Counel/Consltig Deferred Costs, RM No 18; Reflection of Chage in PSC and OPC Budget
Assessment; RM No. 19, Anuaization of Softare Amortzation; RM No. 21, Reflection of
F.C. No. 939 Disalowance; RM No. 22, Reflection of Disallowance of Incetive Plan Costs;

Designte Issue No.5 asks, "Is each of Pep co's proposed adjustments to te-yea operti expens just

and reasonable?"

192

193 See OPC v. Pub. Serv. Comm 'n, 399 A2d. 43 (D.C. 1979).
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RM No. 23, Removal of Adjustments to Defered Compensaton Balance; and RM No. 24,
Inclusion of Defered Cutomer Education Costs.

DECISION

113. The pares agree that there is no dispute and either support the above adjustments
or do not oppose them. Inasmuch as no par chaenges the abve adjustments and the

Commssion has reviewed them and independently found them reanable, we approve the
adjustments. The pares dispute other operating income and expenses adjustments that we

discuss and decide below.

B. Pepco's Proposed Adjustments

1. Credit Facilty Costs

114. Pepco. Pepco proposes to adjust rate base and operatig income to reflect the
inclusion of Pep co's share of the cost associated with PHI's $1.5 billion credt facilty (R No.
9). Pepco explai that the credit facility, which terates in 2012, facilitates the issuace of
commercial paper (short-ter debt) on an as-needed basis, assurg investors and ratig affencies
that Pepco has a commtted line of credt with ban in the event of a liquidity problem.l 4 The
credit facilty provides Pepco with a backstop borrowig mechansm to handle day-to-day cah
requiements. 1~5

115. Pepco's credit facility includes two costs: sta-up costs, which are amorted over
the facilty's usefu life; and an anual maintenance fee. Pepco proposes to include the D.C.-
allocated portion of the averge unortized star-up cost balance ($143,000) in rate base and

the amortation of the sta-up costs ($37,000) in O&M expense, simar, it contends, to the
treatment of interest paid on customer depsits. Pepco indicates that the anua maitenance fee
is $211,000; $88,000 on a D.C. alocated basis and tht it is responsible to pay ths fee whether
Pepco uses the facity or not. The Company proposes to add the D.C. alocated porton of ths

fee to O&M expene as well. 196 Together, the D.C. alocated credit facilty cost tota $125,000.

116. OPC. OPC does not challenge recover of anua maitenance fees. It does,
however, chalenge the recvery of star-up costs. OPC proposes to reduce rate base by

$143,000 to remove the unamorted balance of star-up cost and expenses by $37,00 to
remove the associated amortzation amount.197 OPC argues that the amorttion of sta-up

194 Pepo (C) at 10-12 (Hook).

ld.195

196
ld. 11-12.

197
OPC (A) at 50 (R).
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costs is not a cost that is tyically included in above-the-line costs and should be recrded in
FERC Account 428 - Amortzation of Debt Discount and Expene, in which the Company
confis that it recrds such amortzation. OPC contends that the cost of fiancing is a debt cost,
and Pepco has excluded short-ter debt from its capita strctue 198

117. OPC asser that the majority of the sta-up fee was incued prior to the test
year and should have been included in Pep's last rate case.199 The costs include charges from
the entity providing the credit facilities and adstrative costs such as outside counel fee.2°O
OPC contends that while these costs may be defered and subsequently amortized as debt costs
for book puroses, these costs ~icalY are not included in above-the-line costs, and deferal is
not treated as a reguatory asset.2 1 Pepco, OPC fuer contends, should not be allowed to now
to go back and request a retu on these costs though their inclusion in rate base. OPC avers
moreover that Pepco should not be allowed to record the associated amortzation of these costs
as opeatig expense because these costs are not analogous to either interest eared on customer
depsits or ban commtment fee.202

118. AOBA. AOBA also believes that the costs associated with the credt facility
should be elimiated. AOBA argues that Pepco's proposal denes Distrct ratepayers any
recgntion of short-term debt costs that are signficatly below long-ter debt cost while
requirng ratepayer to pay for settg up and maintag the credt facilty.203 AOBA states that
Pepc's proposal would allow the Company to substitute lower short-ter borrowing costs for
long-term debt assumed in its capita stre and captue the difference as eargs for its

shareholder, PHi.204 AOBA argues that the Company's request should be dened in the absence
of explicit recgntion of short-ter debt in the Company's capital strctue. AOBA
recommends that O&M expense be reduced by $125,000.1°5

119. Pepco Rebuttal. In rebutt, Pep argues that the credit facilty plays a crtical
role in Pepco's liquidity and its abilty to access the credit market in diffcult ecnomic ties.206

198
ld. at 47; OPC Br. 84.

199 OPC (A) at 48.

200 ld.

201 ld. at 49.

202 OPC Br. 85-86.

203 AOBA Br. 23.

204 ld.

205 AOBA (A)-6 (Oliver).

206
Pepo (4C) at 21-22 (Hook Rebutt). 
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Pep contends that amortation of the star-up costs over the life of the facility is similar to
how one would amorte the underting costs of bonds, over the remaig life of the facility.
Pepco maita that wha is relevant is not when the costs wer incued but whether the credt
faciity is providing a benefit to customers.207 Pepco acknowledges the oversight in not

requesting cost recover in Formal Case No. 1053, but argues that that should not bar recover at
ths time. Pep fuer contends that the Commssion has alowed retroactive commencement

of amortization perods.20g Pepco also asser that the inclusion of the costs in FERC Accunt
428 is not a bar to cost recover though rate base amortation.209

DECISION

120. We are not persuaed by OPC's and AOBA's arguents that ratepayers are being
depved of recogntion of short-term debt cost in their capita strctue, as a basis for rejectig
Pepco's credt facilty adjustment. The Commssion deteres that Pepco's actu capital
strctue, which does not include short-ter debt, is reasnale and compares reasnably to th
of other electc utilities,zio Short-term debt as it is used by Pepco provides temporar fuding
for the Company's constrction requiements, which are peranently finance with either long-
ter debt or common equity.211 The credit facilty supprts liquidity, or the Company's short-
term fiancig needs.

121. The Commssion is midfu of the doctre of retroactive ratemakg.212 Whle
we recognze the gener priciple precluding Pepco from charging higher raes in the futue to
recoup past costs, that concet does not bar the Commssion from propely recogning the
amortation of costs associate with the credit facility,z13 Costs that are amortized by definition
are not retroactive. Moreover, the Commssion is not authoring recver of prior perod costs;
these are ongoing costs associated with the credt facility.

122. As Pep enters into new, and amends existing credt facilty agreements, sta-up
costs are incured and the prior agreeent costs are then rolled into the new or modified
agreeent, just like a revolvig credit agreement. We recgne that these costs normally would

207 Pepo Br. 42.

208
ld., citi Formal Case No. 929, Order No. 1048 (June 7, 1994) (alowig retroactive commencement of

amorton of costs back to 1992).

209 Pepo Br. 43.

210
See infraiM 101-102.

211 Pepco (3A) (Kerick) at 17-20.

212
See People's Counel olDistriet olColumbia v. Pub. Servo Comm'n, 472 A.2d 860, 866 (D.C. 1984).

213 ld.
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be refleced in the calculation of the cost of short-ter debt. We also recgnze that Pepco did
not request perssion to defer crt faciity costs in any prior proceeg. However, Pep's
overight notwthstading, the credt facilty is beneficial to raepayers. It ha alowed the
Company to acces the capita and credit markets to meet its daily workig reuirements on less
expensive ters. Balancing the interest of ratepayer and the Company, and recgng the
importance of Pep co's abilty to rase capital on reanable ters, the Commssion approves the
Company's adjustment and wil pert the Company to recover sta-up costs and anua

maintenance fees.

2. Deferral of Formal Case No. 1053 Costs

123. Pepco. Pepco increases O&M expene by $31,000 and the unamorted balance

to be included in rate base by $643,107, and reuces accumulated defered income taes
("ADIT") by $267,000 to reflect the amortiztion of outside counsel and consulting costs
incured in Formal Case No.1 053 over a thee-year perod.214

124. OPC. OPC does not challenge Pepco's proposed O&M expese adjustment, but
takes issue with Pepco's caculation of the unortized balance included in rate base. OPC
states that Pepco calculated the l2-month average by using $747,839 (actu costs incured) as
the starng point and then tag the monthly unamortized balances though December 2008 to

arve at the Company's proposed $643,107 adjustment. OPC contends that the appropriate
amount is $155,800 (which repesents the tota unamortzed balance of defered costs as of the
mid-point of the rate effective perod), which is consistent with the methodology Pepco uses to
calculate the unamortzed balance of Formal Case No. 1076 rate case costs (R No. 12). OPC
origially recmmended reducing Pepco's rate base by $487,307.215 ADIT would be reduce by
$116,337, intead of the $267,000 proposed by Pepco (increasing rate base by $150,448).216 In
its revised revenue requirement filing, OPC's $116,337 ADIT figue was chaged to $64,153,
and its $150,448 increase in rate base was changed to $202,632.217

DECISION

125. OPC argues that the methodology Pepco uses to caculate the average
unorted balance of Formal Case No. 1053 costs is inconsistent with the methodology used

to calculate the average unamorted balance of Formal Case No. 1076 costs.218 Accrdig to

214
Pepco (C) at 12 (Hook); Pep (C)-1 at 11; Formal Cae No. 1053, Orer No. 14712, 1l198-199.

215
OPC (A) at 16-17 (R); OPC (A)-3, Sch. 2 (R).

216
fd. at 18.

217 OPC Revi Revenue Requiement Schedules, (Exhbit (A) -3, Scheule 2 (revise) (Novem 20,
2009).

218 OPC Br. 34-36.
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OPC, Pepco proposes to set the unamortzed balance of Fonnal Case No. 1076 costs at the
average balance as of the mid-point of the rate-effective peod (June 30, 2010), whie it
calculates the unamorted balance of Formal Case No. 1053 costs using the average balance for
the twelve months endig Decmber 2008. Ths results in an inflated balance of Formal Case
No. 1053 costs being included in rate base.219 OPC contends the method used to caculate the
unorted balance of both caes should be the same.220 Ths would reduce unamorted

balance of Formal Case No. 1053 costs. Pepco chalenges OPC's recommendation to decease
the amount of unamortzed Formal Case No. 1053 costs reflected in rate base. Pepco argues that
in Formal Case No. 1053, the Commission approved a thee-year amortation of the 13-month
average of total costs incured.221 Pepco contends that OPC is proposing to roll forward a ful
two year afer the end of the test perod to pick up the average unamorted cost balance at

Decber 31, 2010.222

126. No pary opposes Pepco's proposed O&M expense. We find the Company's

adjustment reaonable and, therefore, the Commssion accts the adjustment. However, as it
relates to the unamortzed defered Formal Case No. 1053 costs, the Commssion agrees with
OPC that the reflection of these costs in rate base should be concuent with the :ft year of the
rate-effective penod of ths proceeg. The costs are known and measable. The Company's
arguent that using the 2010 average would effectively be "rollg forward a fu two yea after

the . end of the test perod,,223 incorrectly characteres the related costs. The averge
unamortzed cost balance for the 13-months endig December 31, 2010, includes costs beging
with a year after the end of the test year. Therefore, the Company's reliance on Formal Case
No. 869 is misplace. In Fonnal Case No. 869, the Commssion refued to consider the fial
increment of the Ohio Edison capacity because it would not begi unti 18 months from the close
of the test perod. The expense was too remote from the test yea.224 In the intat case, the cost
caculation begi with a year from the close of the test peod. Remoteness from the test year
is not at issue as it relates to this adjusent. Formal Case No. 1076 costs (R No. 12) are
caculated based on the expected first year of the rate-effectve perod. The Commssion fids
that because Formal Case No. 1076 costs are based on the first year of the rate-effective perod,
and because the average Formal Case No. 1053 unamorted cost balance is known and
meaable for tht fist year of the rate-effective perod, those cost should be used in the

Formal Case No. 1053 caculations as well.

219
OPC R. Br. n.

22 Id.

221 Pepco Br. 6.

22

22

Pepco4C) at 5 (Hook Rebutt).

Pep (4C) at 5:3-4 (Hook Rebutt).

224
In re Potomac Electrc Power Co., Formal Cae No. 869, Orde No. 9216,10 DCPSC 23,110 (1989).
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3. Uncollectible Expense.

127. Pepco. Pepco proposes to increase O&M expense by $300,000 (R No. 16)

from $3.142 to $3.442 milion to reflect the budgeted 2009 level of uncollectible expene.225

128. ope. Accrding to OPC, Pepco has not supported its projected 2009
uncollecble expense for the Distrct of Columbia or for its distrbution-related costs, nor has the
Company shown that its methodology is reasonable. OPC states Pepco derved its 200
Marand, Distrct of Columbia and tota uncollectible expense by utilizig the tota net wrte-
offs and the total resere adjustments for 2007 and 2008 for the Distrct of Columbia and
Marland, and compared them to tota Distrct of Columbia and Marland biled revenues.226

OPC challenges ths adjusent in tht it includes revenue beyond distrbution revenues and the

Distrct is disproportonately impacted by the higher bad debt ratio estimate for Marland. OPC
also contends that the level of uncollectible expene appeas to be signficatly impaced by
adjustments to bad debt resere made by Pepc in 2007 and 2008, instead of being based on net
wrte-offs of uncollectibles.227 Furer, the Company's projection methodology factors in tota
budgeted revenues for the Distrct of Columbia and Marland and is not specific to distrbution
serce.228

129. OPC recmmends that the pecentage of the historic average of net wrte-offs to
revenues, which the Company has not calcuated, be applied to the adjusted test year revenues to
detere a normalized uncollectible cost to include in rates.229 OPC contends that the amount

included in the test year includes not only the net wrte-offs of accunt balances but also
adjustments to the bad debt or uncollectible resere. Additionally, the test year amount includes
the impact of amounts expensed to increae the bad debt resere that are not specific to
distrbution-related accounts receivable balances beig wrtten off.230 OPC estiates the thee-
year average (2006-2008) of D.C. distrbution-specfic uncollectible expense to be $1.28 mion,
$2.16 mion less than requested by the Company.23 .

130. AOBA. AOBA contends tht P~co's proposal is not reflective of the expense it
should anticipate for the rate-effective perod.2 AOBA argues that a thee-year (2007-2009)

225

22

Pepo (C) at 14 (Hook); Pepo (C)-1 at 19; Pep (4C) at 13 (Hook Rebutt).

opc (A) at 36 (R).

22
ld. at 37.

22 ld.

229
ld. at 39.

230
ld. at 38.

231 ope Br. 75; Tr. 866-867. Intiy, OPC recommende tht test-year uncollectibles be set at $1.01 mion.
OPC (A) at41 and 42 (R).

232 ld.
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historica average of actu wrte-ffs would be more appropriate.233 The thee-year average is

$2.98 millon, $458,000 less than the Company's proposed $3.44 millon.234

131. Pepco RebuttL. Pepco counters that the Commssion's policy has consistently
bee to set rates based on the conditions that are likely to exist durg the rate-effective perod,
and, for that reason, it alows posHest-yea adjustments and projecons.23S Pepco argues that its
forecasts are accate. Pepco indicates tht its budgeted uncollected expense was $3.44 millon;

its ac expense for the twelve month ended September 30, 2009, was $3.50 millon, and its

year-to-date (September 30,2009) recorded amount on an anuaed basis was $3.53 millon.236
Pep clais that OPC's suggested $1.28 milion uncollecble expee is slightly more th

one-half the wrte-offs likely to occur in 2009, without tang in account the nee for alowance
for reserve balances.237 Pep argues that the use of the averge of 2006-2008 data introduces
signficat reguatory lag, since uncollectible amounts are not wrtten off until six month after

the fact.238

DECISION

132. Pepco proposes an adjustment to test-yea operatig expenses to reflect the 2009
budgeted amount of uncollectible expense.239 Both ope and AOBA object to using the
budgeted amount ofuncollectibles. OPC proposes a thee-year historical averge of actual wrte-
offs net of collection, with no recogntion of a resere balance,240 while AOBA proposes a thee-
year average because it believes that the budreted amount is not reflective of the expese Pep
will incu durng the rate-effective perod.24 All the pares acknowledge, either implicitly or
tacitly, that the economic crisis has had an impact on uncollectibles.242 The data presented by
Pepco in ths proceedg, however, does not show a discemable trend in the actual uncollectible

233 AOBA (A) at 53-54 (Oliver).

23 ld. at 54,

235 Pepco Br. 39, citig Formal Case No. 1053, Orr No. 14712, iM7, 208-209 (citations omitted).

236
Pepco (4C) at 14 (Hook Rebuttl).

237
ld. at 16.

238
ld. at 15.

239 Pepco (C) at 19 (Hook); Pepo (4C) at 13 (Hook Rebutt).

240
OPC (C) at 38-39 (R).

241

242

AOBA (A) at 53-54 (Oliver).

OPC Br. 2; AOBA ( A) at 53-54 (Oliver); Pepco Br. 38.
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rate. In deterg the allowance for uncollectibles, the Commission is conceed with Pepco's

actu bad debt experence, not the potential for bad debts, which mayor may not be realized.
Despite Pepco's contention that its post yea budgeted uncollected expene is acurate, Pepco
has not unequivocally shown that the budgeted amount is reflective of the rae-effecve perod.
Pepco majnta that reliance on a thee-yea average is indefenible in light of curent ecnomic
conditions.243 However, the ecnomy has shown sign of improvement. In fact, Pepco's
testiony was revised to reflect the improvement in financial conditions and the subsidig of the
ecnomic crisis.i44 Pepco's 2009 uncollectible expense appeas to be an anomaly and not
reflective of rates to be expeted in the rate-effective perod. Therefore, we reject Pepco's
adjustment to use the 2009 budgeted uncollectible expense.

133. We have often used a thee-yea average to provide normalization for expenses
that fluctute from year to year. Expense flucttions may be the reslt of such thgs as revenue
fluctutions or the general state of the ecnomy. Nevereless, we believe the use of a thee-year
averge may dape the unusua volatility experence in 2009 and result in under-recver.
Therefore, we deterine that the average of 2008 and 2009 uncollectible expee bet reflects

the rae-effective period, for ths proceeding only.

4. Storm Restoration Costs

134. Pepco. Pepco proposes to normalize O&M expene asciated with storm
restoration efforts (R No. 17) to its theeyear averge level consistent with Formal Case No.

1053. Ths would rest in an increase of the thee-year average storm daage costs of$517,000
and O&M expese of $190,922.245

135. ope. OPC contends that costs (such as base salar, wage costs and employee
benefits) which comprise more than half of ths adjustment would have been incured regarless

of the storm and should not be included in the normalized adjustment. OPC assers that storm
damage costs should be limted to incrementa, non-labor costs that were specficaly caused by
the storm and that an employee labor cost adjustment is reflecte in other adjustments,
specificay, wages and employee benefit costs.246 OPC submits that Pepo's wages and salares
adjustment presumably includes overe-related costs which include overe for storm-related

costs.i47 OPC argues that Pepco has not demonstrated that the level of overe cost

incorporate in its wage anuaization adjustment is not reflective of normal, recurg overe
levels. Accrding to OPC, Pepco's test yea storm damage restoration costs of $190,922 should

243 Pepco Br. 40, n. 178.

244 Tr.239.

245 Pepco (C) at 14 (Hook); Pepco (C)-l at 20; See Formal Case No. 1053, Order No. 14712, iM195, 199.

246 OPC (A) at 43-4 (R).

247 ld. at 45.
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be reduce by $74,775 (the labor component to the adjustent), reducig storm damage

resoration cost by $265,697.248

136. Pepco RebuttaL. The Company responds tht storm restoration effort reslt in
higher than normal labor costs, which are b~ defintion incrementa and that there is no
duplication of the adjustment to labor costs.24 To exclude labor costs from the theeyear
normaled amount would defeat the purse of normalation.25o Pepco contends tht OPC's
arguent ignores the fact that the storm daage normalization adjustment in this case is not
drven by 2008 labor costs, which are the subjec of other adjustments, but by 2006 cost which
are not.251 Furer, Pepco clais that storm costs are not tyical of on-going O&M actvities,
which it argues is the premse of OPC's conclusion tht labor is addressed in other adjustments.
Pep asser that durg storms all Company employees becme available to work storm-related

activities which increase the storm workforce by 50-60 perct. Pepco argues tht these costs are
"all subject to unus increases durg signficat storm events due to extended overte at tie

and a half and double pay, shift differentials, holiday pay, changes of shift payments, etc." 252

DECISION

137. We agree with Pepco that storm restoration effort do resut in higher than normal
labor costs, which are by defition incrementa. The Company has satisfactorily explaied its
storm damage restoration adjustment. Labr costs increase durg storm events due to overe,
pay and shift differentials, and the use of all available peronnel (labor and management) to
respond to storms.253 Based on our review of the record, there is no evidence of duplicative
overe labor costs. Therefore, the Commssion approves Pepco's adjustment to normalize

O&M expense associated with storm restoration effort to its thee-year averge level consistent
with Formal Case No. 1053. However, in the next rate cae, the Company should more clealy
demonstrte that storm expene is "incrementa" and that its interal labor costs (and in
parcular base/non-overtime wages) have not been incured elsewhere such that they are additive
or incrementa costs. Moreover, the Company is dieced to clealy separate out storm-related
labor costs from its wage and salar adjustment in its next rate cae.

248 ¡d. at 45; ope (A)-3, Seh. 14.

249
Pepco (4C) at 19-22 (Hook Rebutt).

250 ¡d.

251 Pepo Br. 37.

252 Pepco (3D) at 21 (Gausma Rebutt).

253 Pepo (3D) at 21 (Guama Rebutt).
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5. Interest Synchronization

138. Pepco. Pepco proposes to increae D.C. Income Tax ("DCIT") and Federal

Income Tax ("FIT") expene (R No. 27) by $312,000 and $985,00, respectively, to reflect
the synchronizaton of interest expee for income tax puroses with that inherent in the
Company's ret on rate base.254 Pep represents that ths treatment is in accordance with the
Commssion's decsion in Formal Case No. 1053 and prior cases. Pep explains the
Company's interest synchronization adjustment is based on the weighted cost of debt of 3.57
percet comprised solely oflong-term debt,255

139. OPC. OPC recmmends an adjusent to synchronie intert expense used to
calculate income based on the embedded cost of debt and capital strctue recommended by
OPC. OPC recmmends a weighted cost of debt that includes both short-ter and long-ter
debt of 3.47 percet. OPC also uses its adjusted rate base of $841,923 in its calculaton. OPC
indicates that the resultig adjustment to net opeting income is $3.49 millon.256

DECISION

140. Pepco and OPC used the same method of caculatig interest synchronization and
its approach is in accrdance with Commssion precent. The difference in its recmmended
adjustment reflects the difference in its proposed rate base and weighted cost of debt.
Accordingly, we approve the Company and OPC's method of adjustment and its approach, but
the interest synchronization adjustment mus reflect the Commssion's decsion in ths
proceedg related to the weighted cost of debt and the adjusted rate base.

C. OPC's Proposed Adjustments

1. Directors' & Offcers' Liabilty Insurance

141. OPC. OPC recmmends that Directors' and Offcer' Liabilty insurance ("D&O
insurce") expene be shared 50/50 betee shareholder and ratepayer, reducing inance
cost by $163,379.257 OPC argues tht the purse ofD&O insurance is to protect shareholder
from decisions of the Board of Direcors. Ratepayer have no role in choosing the Board of
Direcors or the Company offcers. OPC assers in the event th Pepco's offce and diecors

are succsfuly sued by its shaeholder, it is shareholders and not rat~ayer who wil be
compenated for the losses incued due to mismanagement or impropriet.2

254
Pepo (C) at 17 (Hook); Pep (C)-1 at 30 (origin fiing). Th adjustment was amende and reflecte in

Pepo's Novemr 20,2009, fiing (Resonses to Tranript Data Reqests) (Novembe 20,2009).

255 ld.

256
OPC Revise Revenue Requiement Schedules, OPC (A)-3, Sch. 18 (R).

257

258

OPC (A)-3, Seh. 17 (R).

OPC (A) at 50-51 (R).
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142. Pepco RebuttaL. D&O insurance, Pepco submits, enables the Company to: (1)
attact and retain competent diectors and offces; and (2) protects the Company's balance shee
from losses due to lawsuits that could diver neeed capital from investments mae to provide
reliable serce to cutomers.259 Increasing scrutiy and the risk exposures related to corporate
goverance deceases the ability to maitan a high-quality board and seor mangement tea.
Pepco notes that the vast majority of all publicly-held companes purchase D&O inurance.
Pepco indicates that OPC neglects to consider the necessity for publicly-held companes to have
D&O insurance and contends tht it ultiately benefits customer. Pepco notes that the
Commssion ha approved full recvery of D&O insurce premum in all its prior rae caes.
Pep assers D&O insuance is a reasonable and necsar cost of doing business for any
publicly-traded corporation260 and that OPC's adjusent should be rejected.

DECISION

143. The Commssion fids that Pep has met its burden of peuaion for the
inclusion of D&O insurance cost in rates. D&O inurce is a necssar and reasonable

expee to atttig and retg quaified offce and diectors and a reaonable cost of

business. Therefore, we rejec OPC's proposed adjustment.

D. Pension and OPEB Expenses (Issue No. 5a)261

1. Pension Expnse

144. Pepco. The Company, in RM No. 15, seeks to increase rate base by $20.09
millon and O&M expese by $6.3 millon, consistent with the treatment approved in Formal
Case No. 1053, for 2009 penion and OPEB costs as estate by the Company's independent

actu, Watson Wyatt Worldwide.262 To keep costs under contrl, Pepco indicaes that PHI
entities made a $300 millon cash infuion to the Company-wide plan, of which Pepco made a
$170 millon contrbution.263

259 Pep (4C) at 23-25 (Hook Rebutt).

26 Pepo Br. 43.

261
Designted Issue No. 5a as, "Is the level of Penion an OPEB expnses in the revenue reqmet just

and reasnable?"

262 Pepco (C) at 14 (Hook); Pepco (C)-1 at is of33; Pepco (2C) at 3-4. (Hook Supp.). See Order No. 14712,
ii 112, 113. In the November 20,2009, fig, the over increae to rate base wa revised to $20.09 millon and
the O&M expe was revised to $6.3 millon.

263 Pepco (2A) at 5 (Kerick Supp).
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145. OPC. OPC agrees that the Company's proposed level of OPEB expese is
reasonable.264 However, OPC contends that Pepco's proposed penion expense is not reflectve

of the costs tht wil be incured in the rate-effective perod. OPC noted that Pep proposes an
increase from the test year level of $8.558 milion to $25.196 millon, a 194 percet increase,265

which includes Pepco's pension costs and PHI Serce Company costs allocated to Pepco.

146. OPC argues tht the primar driver behid the increase in pension costs is the
actual loss (26.6 percent) experence by the pension plan durng 2008.266 The actuaral

assuptions for 2008 had assued a long-ter rate of retu on plan assets of 8.25percent.

Accrdig to OPC, two components of the pension expense calculation were impacted by the
loss: the component for the expected ret on plan assets; and the net loss (gai)

amortization.26

147. OPC argues that pension costs for the rate-effecve perod will be lower than the
2009 costs Pep projects.268 OPC indicates that from 2006 though 2008, Pep made zero
cash contrbutions to its penion plan assets. In 2009, Pepco made a signficat contrbution
($170 millon) to the peion plan assets. OPC submits that larger expected ret on plan asset
as a result of ths contrbution seres to reduce penion costs. Furer, the fuding of the penion
plan assets served to reduce futue penion costs for many year while eargs on plan assets
offset the expene.269 Also, penion expense is projected by Pepco to signficantly decline from
2009 to 2011 on a total PHI basis.27o OPC concees tht penion costs for the rate-effective
perod will likely be higher than the historic test year amounts, but maita the costs are likely
to be lower th the curent year level as a result of the cah infuion into the plan.271 Whe the
200 cost is known and meaurable, it is neither known nor likely to be reflective of the costs in
the rate-effective perod. OPC recmmends that costs be based on an averge of actual 2008 and
2009 pension and OPEB expenses. Therefore, OPC remmends that penion expense be
reduce by $1.94 millon.272

264
OPC (A) at 51 (R).

265 OPC (A) at 51-54 (Ram). Intialy, on diect, Pep propo a pension expens of$22.138 mion.

Id. at 53-54.266

267 Id.

268 OPC (A) at 52-54 (R).

269
In 2009, Pepco contrbuted $170 milion to the pension pla with the expete contrbution on a tota PHI

basis of $300 millon. OPC states th imact of these cah contrbutions on penion expen actual calcuations
will be more fully reald in 2010. Id at 55.

270 OPC (A) at 55-56 (R).

271 OPC Br. 92.

272 OPC (A) at 57 (R).
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148. AOBA. AOBA challenges both the penion and OPEB expees alleging that
2009 e:wnse levels are higher than the costs the Company anticipates in the rate-effective
perod.2 AOBA contends that even if the estimates for 2009 are reaonably accurate, there is
no basis to assume tht they wil remain at the 2009 level for 2010 and beyond. AOBA states
that, just as the stock market decline in 2008 led to the suge in the Company's estimated 2009
pension expee, the rebound of the market over the past several month ca be expected to yield
a decline in estimated 2010 penion costs. AOBA contends that it would be more appropriate to
use a three-year historica average of pension and OPEB costs.274 Based on its recommendation,
AOBA's adjustment reduces penion and OPEB expese by $3.49 milion275

149. Pepco Rebuttl. Pepco modfied its request and proposes an increase in its
pension exr.ene to $25.196 milion to reflect a subsequent valuation by Watson Wyatt

Worldwide. 76 Pepco contends OPC "has not demonstated tht using the simple average of
2008 and 2009 penion expense as a predictor is any more reaonable than would be any other
random assuption abut the 2010 level of expene.,,277 Pepco argues that OPC's proposed
treatment would violate the ratemakg priciples which OPC elsewhere defends that
adjustments should not reflect predcted changes more than 12 month beyond the test year.278
Pepco contends that AOBA's recmmendation (use of a three-year average) should likewise be
rejected becuse AOBA has not offered any evidence tht a thee-year average will be
representative of pension and OPEB costs in the rate-effective perod.279

2. Prepaid Pension Asset

150. OPC. OPC also asser that it would not be appropriate to reflect the impac of
the 2009 acal valuaion on the prepaid pension asset in rate base. OPC submits tht net-of-
ta, the prepaid pension asset should be reduce blo $814,000 on a Pepco distrbution-related

basis and $299,796 on a Distrct of Columbia basis.2 0 OPC also contends the caculation of net-
of-tax prepaid OPEB liability was in eror and should be corrected. OPC submits that the
adjustment necessar to reflect the corrected net-of-ta OPEB liabilty is an additional $633,000

213 AOBA (A) at 51 (Oliver).

214 ¡d. at 41.

215 AOBA (A)- (Oliver).

216

271

Pepco (4C) at 30 (Hook Rebuttl).

Pepco (4C) at 27 (Hook Rebutt).

Pepo Br. at 32; Pepco (4C) at 26-27 (Hook Rebutt).

Pepo (4C) at 27-28.

OPC (A) at 58 (R).

218

219

280
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offset to rate base on a Pepco distrbution-related basis and $233,134 on a Distrct of Columbia
basis.281

151. OPC argues that Pepco has not established that ireparable injur to its fiancial
metrcs is inevitable unes it receives an imedate order for regulatory asset treatment of its
increased penion costs.282 OPC states that, to date, it has not seen where Pepco's 2009 penion
expee has negatively affected Pepco's credit ratig or financial metrcs.283

152. Pepco Rebuttl. The Company asser that OPC ha provided no basis to use an
average of actu 2008 and 200 penion asset data. Additionally, it aver that OPC uses the
average expense for 2010 while using the averge rate base for 2009, which results in a
mismatch of the asset with expene. In fact, Pepco contends tht the averge net-of-ta balance

of the prepaid asset will be signficatly higher in 2010 th 2009. Finally, Pepco argues that, if
the expense level is updted to reflect 2010, then so too should the correspnding rate base

component. 284

DECISION

153. Whle Pepco argues that its pension costs should be based on the final 2009
Watsn Wyatt Worldwide actual report AOBA correcy points out that, even if the estiates
for 2009 are reasonably accurte, there is no basis to assume that they wil remai at the 2009
level for 2010 and beyond. Pepco states tht there has bee signficant improvement and

stailty in the capita markets, and, as noted previously, the Company acknowledges that the

stock market has shown rect signs of improvement. 285 As stock price improve, pension costs
wil decline as shown in the actual report. The record shows that pension expense is projected

by Pepco to signficantly decline from 2009 to 2011.286 The acal reprt estiates that

penion costs wil decline from a high of $95.25 millon in 2009 to $69.1 millon in 2011.287

Moreover, the 2009 projections do not reflec the pm entities' $3 millon contrbution to the
penion plan assets. We agree with OPC that pesion costs for the rate-effective perod will
liely be higher th the historic test year amounts, and that costs are likely to be lower th the

cuent year level as a result of the cash infuion into the plan.

281 ¡d. at 59.

282 OPC (C) at 45 (Bright).

283 ¡d. at 46-47.

284 ¡d. at 29.

28S Tr.239.

286 OPC (A) at 55-56 (R).

287 OPC (A)-22 (Ras) (Watsn Wyatt Worldwide project peion costs).
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154. Based on the recrd, it is clear that the extreme volatiity experence by Pepco
wil not likely continue in the futue and tht an averagig that recognes 2009 as an anomaly is
appropriate. A two-year average (2008-2009) will appropriately recgne the higher expene
incured by Pepco, also wil recognze that 2009 was an unusualy bad year and provide the

Company's pension assets with an opportty to rebound. Therefore, for ths cae and ths cae

only, Pepco's pension costs will be estimated for the rate-effective perod based on a two-year
(2008-2009) average of actu pension costs. The prepaid pension asset will, for ths proceedg
only, likewise be calculate based on a two year average (2008-2009). The Commssion's
decision on these two adjustments shall not be viewed as precent going forward. Finally, the

Commission also accepts the Company's proposed level ofOPEB expene as reaonable.

E. Pepco Employees and Employee Related Costs (Issues No. 5b)288

1. Wage and Salaries

155. Pepco. Pepco proposes to increase O&M expense by $422,000 (RM No. 13) to

reflect anuaized employee salar and wage increaes which occured durg the test year
(March 1, 2008, for exempt employees, and June 1, 2008, for unonlargainig unt
employees).289 Ths adjustment also includes a 2.0 percent wage increae effecve June 1, 2009.
There was no non-unon wage merit increaes in 2009, so there is no adjustment to non-unon
wages beyond the anualzation of the March 1, 2008, increase. Pepco represents that the level
of employees and employee-related costs reflected in the test year represents the Company's best
estiate of what it th it will experence in the rate-effective period. The amount of the

adjustment to wages taes into acunt changes in emgloyee levels, consistent with the
Commssion-approved treatment in Formal Case No. 1053.29

156. OPC. OPC contends th the Commssion should: (1) disallow the Company's
projected 1.5 pecent unon wage increae effective June 1,2009; (2) correct the average number
of test year employees used in detening the test year wage increase anuaization; and (3) use
the July 31, 2009, employee counts for determing the test perod wage anuaization
adjustment.291

288 Designted Issue No. 5b asks, "Do Pepco's representations regardig number of emloyees and employee-
related expees accurately porty the number of employee and employeerelate expns tht the Company will
experience dur the rate-effective period?"

Pepco (C) at 12-13 (Hook); Pepco's inti reuest was $384,000, whch was suseuently revi in its

November 20,2009, upte. See Pepo's November 20,2009, response to Tracript Data Requests, page 18.

289

290 ld.

291 OPC Br. 92.
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157. In support of its fist contention, OPC states that the unon contract expired on

May 31,2009 and Pepco, nie months after the end of the test yea, still has not provided a new
unon contrt or disclosed the percentage wage increas for 2009 allowed for in the new

contrac.292 Therefore, OPC submits tht the 2009 wage increae is not known and cer and
too remote from the tes year.

158. As for OPC's second contention above, OPC asser that Pepco should use a 13-
month average number of employees (exempt and unon) to caculate the impact of anuaization

of the 2008 wage increases and the projected 2009 bargaig unt increase.z93 OPC clais that

the number of employees used by Pepco differ from both the 12-month and 13-month average.

Pepco applies a reduction factor to apply to the anuaized wage increases in the prior rate case
(F.C. No. 1053). The Company derved its reduction based on the number of employees at the
end of the test year as compared to the average number of employees durng the test year. The
13-month average test year numbers for exempt and bargaig unt employee are 306 and
1,056, respeveiy.z94

159. Finly, because the number of employees continues to decline, OPC applies a

redction factor it says is consistent with Formal Cas No. 1053, utilizig a post-test year
employee count based on most recnt known and meaurable data. OPC therefore uses the
actual number of exem~t and bargaining unt employees, which, as of July 31, 2009, was 299
and 1,031 respectively? 5

160. Based on the above, OPC proposes an adjustment that reduce Pepo's wage
anuaization adjustment by $131,000.296

161. Pepco Rebuttal. Pepco responds that the unon contract was ratified on
September 3,2009, with a 2.0 percet wage increase (0.5 percet more than estiated) just over

eight month after the end of the test year.297 Ths makes the increase known and meaurable.
Pepco submits that OPC acknowledges that the remoteness arguent does not apply to known

and measurable changes occg withn one year of the end of the test yea.298 Pepco contends
in addition that OPC's remoteness arguent is contradictory to its recommendation that the

292
ope (A) at 60-62 (R).

293
ld. at 63.

29 ¡d. at 64.

295 ld. at 6465.

296 ld. at 65.

297 Tr. 351-352; Pepo (4C) at 30-31 (Hook Rebutt).

Tr. 894-896.298
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Commssion calculate the wa~e and saar adjustment using a July 2009 headcount as opposed to
an end of the year heacount. 99

2. Employee Health and Welfare Costs

162. Pepco. As for employee health and welfare costs, the Company proposes to

increase O&M expense (R No. 14) blc $315,000 to reflect changes in employee health and
welfare costs in the rate-effective period. 00 The Company urges the Commssion to accet its
forecats of trends in costs in that they are supported by exper judgment.301 The proposed
increase consists of: (1) an eight percent escalation of test year medcal costs ($877,000); (2) a
five pecet escalation of test rear denta costs ($54,000); and (3) a five percet escalation of test
year vision costs ($13,000).30 Pepco also includes employee club costs of $132,000, of which
$95,000 is associated with an anua diner for Pepco employees.303

163. OPC. OPC argues that RMA No. 14 should be rejected in its entiety. It clais
that the escalation factors are unsupported, ignore changes in the employee benefits plan th
would offet costs increases and are inconsistent with the actual trends in benefit costs
experence by the Company over the past several year.304 More signficatly, OPC contends
that Pep does not identify how the changes and/or revisions to its medcal, denta, and vision
plans going into effect in 2009 will impact overall costs. OPC states tht Pep's benefit trends
generally are based on a regional suey of six companes in Virgia, Marland, and the Distrct
of Columbia. However, the escalation factors used by Pepco did not appea in the suey. In

adition, the surey does not appear to factor in changes in Pepco's medica, dental and vision

plans strctues or changes in cost sharng between employer and employees. 305

164. OPC fuer asser that, on average per-employee, medica and prescrption costs
have declined between 2007 and 2008. Overall medica costs deceaed by 0.4 percet in 2007

and increased by 1.0 percet in 2008. Clearly, OPC asser, Pep has not justified the 8 percet

299
Pepco (4C) at 32-33 (Hook Rebutt).

30 Pepo (C) at 13-14 (Hook). Chges asociate with medca, den and viion pla reflect anticipate
percentage increas develope by th Hum Resoures Deparent bas on sueys conducted by La
Consultig, a consultig actu.

301
Pepo Br. 35, citi Potomac Electric Power Co., Formal Case No. 785, Order No. 7716 at 38-39 (1982)

("we ar inclined to accet the indications of 1982 trds and the judgmenta prections of the exprt as to the
contuation of those trends with resect to the cost of money").

302 Pepco (C)-l at 17.

303 See Pepco's Response to OPC follow-up data request OPC 19-26(c) (Exhibit OPC (A)-30), and OPC's
revied revenue requirement schedules, Schedule 12, filed November 20,2009.

3Q oPC (A) at 66-67.

305 ¡d. at 67-68.
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medical escaation rate that it proposes for 2009. Therefore, OPC recmmends that Pepco's
proposed $315,00 increae in employee benefit costs should be denied.306

165. As to Pepco's $132,000 employee club costs, OPC recmmends that the

Commssion deny the entire amount including funding for the anua dier fuction and other

employee club events in light of the curent ecnomic environment. Ths cost should be fuded
entirely by shareholders. Therefore, OPC concludes that test year expense should be reduced by
$44,036.3Õ7

166. Pepco RebuttaL Pepco argues that the benefit suey is reliable to use as a basis
for futue projections and states that, based on anuaized data reflecting eight month of act
2009 expeence, the projections are 99 percet accurte.308 Pepco also notes that OPC witness
Ramas agreed on cross examination, that the forecast was acurate and acknowledged tht she
had no inormation to refute the accuacy of the number.309 Regarding employee club costs,
Pepco argues that, in addition to the small dollar amount, the expeditue reflects the Company's
aim of attactg and retainig workers.310

DECISION

167. It has been the Commssion's policy to include collectively bargaied unon wage
increaes that are known and meaurable in rates in order to more acurately reflec cost in the
rate-effective period.3l In keeing with its practice, the Commssion wil authorize Pep's 1.5
percent unon wage adjustment that the Company origially expeced would.be effecve June 1,
2009, five months after the end of the test peod. However, the Commssion finds that it caot
approve the entie 2.0 percet increase that is represented to be included in the ratified contract.
Although Pepco clais that the contract has been ratified, much is not known regarding the
contract. Pepco ha yet to present the contrct to the pares and to ths Commssion to review
and evaluate the scope and effect of the negotiated concessions made by the Company and its
rate impact, if any. Additionaly, the Commssion ac~ts Pepco's headcount as modfied by
OPC, to reflect the reduction in the number of employees. 12

306 ¡d. at 69.

307 ¡d. at 70. Ths represets the D.C. porton of the expenss.

308 Pepo (4C) at 32-33 (Hook Rebutt).

Tr.901-902.309

310
Pepco (4C) at 35 (Hook Rebutt).

311 See Formal Case No. 929, Order No. 10387.

312 OPC (A) at 60-64. Tr. 1242.
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168. As for employee health and welfare costs, the Commssion accets Pep's
proposed adjustment which reflects changes in employee health and welfare costs in the rate-
effective perod.313 The Company had urged the Commssion to accet forecasts of trends in
costs which are supported by exper judgment,314 The act 2009 employee heath and welfare
benefit costs support the accuracy of the Company's forecat The cost are known and
meaureable. However, the Commssion rejects that porton of Pep co's adjusent tht relate to
employee club costs. Although the dollar amount is smal and Pepco's effort to increae
employee morale is commendable, ths is a cost that shareholder, and not ratepayers, should
bear.

F. Pepco's Proposed Three-Year Rollg Average of Pension Costs,
OPEB, and Uncollectible Expenses (Issues Nos. 8 and 8a)315

169. Pepco. To smooth out the impact of unusualy high 2009 pension costs, Pepco
proposes a surcharge to collect a thee-year rollng average, rather than each year's actu costs,

of its volatile pension costs, uncollectible expenes, and other post-employment benefit

("OPEB") expenes.316 The surcharge would be reset anualy, and any difference between the
surcharge amount and the actu expene for each yea would be defered as a reguatory

assetJabilty and treated as a recverable cost of serce in the Company's next rate cae.3!7

Accrdig to Pepco, the impact of its "Volatilty Mitigation Surchage" ("VM taff') would be a
$3.4 millon reduction in Pepco's revenue requirement in the present case.31

170. Alterntively, Pepco proposes to use ordinar base rates (rather than an anually

updated surcharge) to collect its pension/OPEBluncollectible expenes, set at a thee-year
average level.319 Under ths alterate proposal, "any differential between the thee-year average
level reflected in base rates and the curent-year expene is deferred as a reguatory asset upon
which capita costs acce at the authoried rate of retu.,,320 Pepco contends that ths

313 Pepco (C) at 13-14 (Hook).

314
Pepo Br. 35, citi Potomac Electric Power Co., Formal Case No. 785, Or No. 7716 at 38-39 (1982)

("... we are inlied to accet th indications of 1982 trends and the judgmtal predictions of the exper as to the

contiuation of those trnds with respect to the cost of money").

315
Designte Issue No.8 asks, "Is Pepco's proposa to recover a rollig thee-year average of pension costs,

othr post-employment benefits, and uncollectible expenss thugh a surchage, and to defer for futu recovery or
refud the dierence between the average and actu incur amounts, reasonable?" Designte Issue No. 8a asks,

"Is Pepco's alterntive defer proposal reasonable?"

316

317

See Pepco (A) at 30 (Kaerick); Pepco (G) at 14 (Bumgarer).

Pepo (C) at 22-24 (Hook); Pepco (A) at 30 (Krick). See also OPC (C) at 29-30 (Bright).

Pepco (C) at 23-24 (Hook); Pepco (A) at 30-31 (Kerck); Pep (G)-6 (Bumgarer).318

319
Pepco (2A) at 5 (Kamerick Supp. Diect).

320 See Pepco (C) at 24- 25 (Hook); Pep (G) at 15 (Bumgarer); OPC (C) at 39-40 (Bright).
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alterative is workable because, "although it hur the Company's cah flow, it provides for cost
recovery.,,321

171. OPC. In opposing Pep's initial proposal, OPC points out that the Commssion
rejeced a similar Pepco proposal in Formal Case No. 1053, on the grounds that pensionlOPEB
costs do not requie any different treatment than Pep's other opertig expees.322 OPC
argues that the aleged volatility of the pension and OPEB expenes in this case is not materally
different from the varabilty that the Commission found insuffcient to justify a depare from
test year ratemakg in Formal Case No. 1053.32 Nor do Pepco's ''ucollecbles'' show
suffcient ''volatility' to justify a surcharge.324 OPC argues that the spike in Pepco's 2009

penion costs reflects the recent ecnomic downtu that it is not representative of the futue,
and that it does not show that penion expenes are tyicallr so volatile that they should be
recovered though an extraordiar surcharge mechansm.32 OPC asser that a surcharge
would undercut Pepco's incetive to control its pension, OPEB, and uncollectble expenses. The
Company's proposed VM taff conta only perctory procedures that OPC contends do not
present a meangf opportty for review by OPC and other interenors.326 OPC notes that

the Marland Public Serce Commssion rectly rejecte a simlar suchage reques from
Delmara Power and Light. In su, OPC argues that Pepco has not justified a surcharge for
recverg its penion costs, OPEB, and uncollecble expenes. OPC concludes that these are
ordinar operatig expees tht should be considered in tritional ratemakg procedures.

OPC submits that there is no support for P~co's clai that a surcharge is necsar to avoid a

downgrade in the Company's credit ratig.32

32\

322

Pepo (2A) at 6 (Kaerck).

OPC (C) at 29-32 (Bright), citi Formal Case No. 1053, Order No. 14712,11365.

323
See OPC Br. 138-140; OPC R. Br. 57-58; OPC (C) at 34. "Althug the amount of D.C. peion expenss

shown on OPC's Exhbit vared from a negative $600,000 in 2001 to $3.8 mion in 1994, an the D.C. OPEB
expene vared from $2.2 milion in 1994 to $4.6 miion in 2007, ths Commion concluded (inFormal Cae No.
1053) th such fluctutions in expee did not justify a depar from test-year ratemag." Id.

324 Id. at 35.

325
Id. at 34, 36. OPC al st the $3.4 milion revenue reuction assoiate with Pepco's proposa occur

only beaus a thee-year average is less th the imediate 2009 "spik" in Pepco's penon costs. "By using the

averge expens to lower the amounts includ in the intial suhae, Pepo is givig up only a ver short te

reduction in cah flow in exchage for a gute reover of these expe on a dollar for doll basis." OPC
(C) at 37 (Bright).

326 Id. at 38-39 (OPC also states the surhae VM taff ride "doe not provide for the recover of th
(possible $10 milion) regulatory assetlbilty betwee gener ra procees," though "Pepo witness
Bumgarer indicate tht a provision would be ad if the Commsion aproves the mechasm").

327 OPC Br. 137; OPC R. Br. 56~58; OPC (C) at 39.
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172. OPC opposes Pepco's alternve proposal on simlar grounds. It clais tht
Pep's alternative proposal entails a higher revenue requiement th the VM taff surcharge,
becuse "it includes an acced retu on the regulatory asset and the sucharge does not." OPC

contends tht the Commssion should sim~ll set Pepco's peion, OPEB and uncollectible
expen at reasnable, representative levels. 2

173. OPC argues that Pepco's recent multi-millon-dollar contrbutions to its pension
fud (approved by the Commssion over OPC's objections)329 do not support the Company's
request for extraordiar relief on its 2009 unecvered pension expene. Those contrbutions
were made to satisfy mandatory pension fuding requirements, and OPC claims that P~'s
proposal to include them in rate base will more than recover these amounts from ratepayers. 30

174. AOBA. Echoing many of the same contentions as OPC, AOBA object to
Pepc's new proposed surcharge. AOBA argues that a surchage would recver increasingly
large penion and OPEB costs outside of normal ratemakng proceures; it would make these
costs more diffcult to verfy; it would undercut Pepco's incentives to manage its penion, OPEB,
and uncollectble expenes; and it would shift risk on these cost to ratepayer who are not in a
position to manage them.33 Furer, AOBA contends that the surcharge alows only a shortened
period (60 days) for pares to review the pruence of costs flowed though the surcharge, and no

opportty for review or comment by pares other than Commission staff332

328 OPC (C) at 40 (Bright). OPC urges tht, if the Commssion imoses a surchage, it should apply only to
peion costs which have "shown somewhat grter varilty yea-to-yea' th OPEB and uncollectible expens.
"Secnd, the Commion should spify tht any surhage mecham is not inde to be perent an tht
Pepco wi have the burden of showig * * * why any defer mechasm should rem in place. Thd, the

Commsion should mak clea tht Pepco is not entitled to ear a retu on any regutory asset tht should accrue
for under-reovere amounts." Finly, OPC suggests th an anua open hearg should be held on any Sùhage,
with the burden of proof on Pepo to jusfy the reasonablenes of any expes included in the surhage. ¡d. at 40~
41.

329
See Formal Case No. 1053, Order No. 14712, ~ 102-113.; Order No. 14832, iM6-16.

OPC Br. 143; OPC (C) at 4748 (Bright).330

331 AOBA (A) at 72, 71-82 (Oliver). AOBA contnd tht the suhage ride VM propse by Pepco is al
techncally flawed. First, Pepco's rollg 3 yea averge would always be bas in par on estite cost (not

actu costs as Pepco suggests). Second Pep propose to trat pension/OPEB/uncollectible expe as a
"reguatory asetiabilty," imroply suggesting tht, even before thes expns ar exaed they are
presumptively recoverale in futu rates. Finy, the surchae conta no effective date or schedule for anua

figs. See id. at 13~15.

332
To reasnably asess the pruce of Pep's penion and OPEB costs, AOBA argues, one would have to

exame whether Pepo ha limted its us of "defined beefit' pension pla or relaced those progr with
"defied contrbution" pension plan whose costs can be more eaily controlled. Pep's pension an OPEB costs
would have to be compared with those for other electrc ditnbution utilities, and reaonable litations an controls

would have to reguate how pension and OPEB costs are chaged by pm to Pepo. AOBA (A) at 80-82.
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175. AOBA also disagrees with Pep's alterative suggestion to create a reguatory
asset for futue recver of the amount by which Pepco's actu penion, OPEB, and

uncollectible expenes exceed the level allowed in base rates. AOBA contends that ths proposal
would dimsh Pepco's incetives to contrl costs, and shift risks to ratepayer that traditionally
have bee borne by the Company. Pepco's regulatory asset appoach provides no asurce that

only ''prudently incured" penion costs would be allowed.33

176. With the significant uptu in the stock market durg the second half of 2009 and
the improvement in the economy, AOBA argues that Pep's ealy forecats overtate its act

requirements for futue pension, OPEB, and uncollectible fuding.334

177. WMTA. WMTA points out that, over the perod 2007 though 2009, pesion
costs ar responsible for most of the volatilty and increase in Pep's penion, OPEB and
uncollectble expenes. WMTA graphicaly presented the evidence on Pepco's year-by-year
pension, OPEB and uncollectible expenes (in thousds of dollar) as foiiows:335

2007
2008
2009 est.

Pension
$7,280
$8,558

$22,138

OPEB
$11,075
$10,800
$10,915

Uncollecbles
$2,367
$3,142
$3,442

Tota
$20,722
$22,500
$36,495

If Pepco were granted a surcharge, WMTA argues, ths would reduce its risks, thereby
reducing its cost of capita and warantig an adjustment ofPepco's ROE.336

178. The surcharge mechansm in Rider VM is preferable, WMTA argues, to
Pepco's "reguatory asset" proposal because the VM surcharge adjusts up and down with the
swigs associated with the expenes. WMA T A argues that the surcharge in Rider VM should
include only penion expenses, which acunt for a signficant porton (10 pecent) of Pepco's
operatig expenes, and which are outside Pep's control and volatile becuse they are related
to the fiancial markets. WMTA argues that, by contrt, Pep's OPEB and uncollectible

expenses are not volatie or unpredctable, and they should remai as par of Pepco's base
rates.337

179. Pepco Rebuttl. The Company defends its theeyea amortation proposal for
penionlOPEB/uncollectible expees as a ''typical reguatory approach," often used to prevent

333 Id. at 76-82.

334 AOBA R. Br. 20-23.

335 See WMTA (A) at 14 (Foster).

336

337

WMATABr. 6, 8,9; WMTA (A) at 14-15.

WMTABr. 8-9; WMTA(A) at 15-16.
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rates being set based on an unusal expense event.33 To support its proposition, Pep cites
Formal Case No. 922 where the Commssion accrded Wasngton Gas Light Company "an
opportty to file for an anual increas for OPEB related costs" on the ground tht "without

this mechansm, Washigton Gas may not be able to recrd a reguatory asset, which wil
signficatly damage the Company's eargs." For simar reaons, Pep seeks to recver

volatle pension, OPEB, and uncollectible expenses in ths case.339 Pepco avers that there is
''volatility from year to year in these costs because of changes (beyond Pep's contr090 in the
discount rate and the fiancial markets that impact the amount of PHI's pension liabilty.3

180. Pepco argues that OPC is simply spculatig in using a simple average of the
Company's 2008 and 2009 pension expenes to estite the level of pension expense that should
be reflected in the rate effective perod beging in Janua 2010.341

181. The Company also objects to settg peion and OPEB expenes at the thee-
year average level, as AOBA recommends, without creaing an associated reguatory asset
coverng the difference between that average level and the actu expense incured.342 Whle
some of the expenses recvered under Rider VM would be estiated costs, Pepco contends tht

they would be contiualy subjec to tre-up so the Company would not over-recover actu

expenes. Equaly without merit is AOBA's clai tht Rider VM implies Commssion pre-

appoval of the prudence of the costs. Pepco asser, to the contr, that the Rider does not

foreclose pruence review; in fact, it requies Pepco to fush the Commssion sta with
suffcient workapers for the review and audit of the surcharge. Pep contends also that there is
no mert in AOBA's objection that many pensionJOPEB costs covered by the proposed
sucharge are biled to Pepco by PHI. Pepco argues that these pensionJOPEB costs are no less

real or necessar for Pepco becaus they relate to PHI Serce Company employees.343

182. Moreover, Pepco argues, the originally estiated pension costs could now be
replac by actu cost figues.344 Pep submits, assumg the expee levels are updated to
reflect the final 2009 actuaral reprt, OPC has correctly stated the necessar revisions to OPEB
liabilty, namely a $7.6 millon reduction to D.C. distrbution-related rate base, or a reduction of

338
Pepo (3A) at 22 (Kerick).

339
Pepco R. Br. 41-42, citi Washington Gas Light Co., Formal Cae No. 922, Order No. 10307 (1993).

34 Pepo (3A) at 23- 25.

Pepco (4C) at 25-27 (Hook).341

342 ¡d. at 27-28.

343 Pepo R. Br. 42-43.

34 See Pepo (4C) at 28-29. Pepo objects to ope's proposed adjustmt to prepaid penion costs uness the
Commsion should deide tht actu 2009 expe should be us. Morever, Pepo cautions tht the tig of

the expene and rate base components should be the sae, so tht "if the expens level is upted to reflect calenda

yea 2010," as OPC proposes, "then so too should be the corrspndig rate bas component" ¡d.
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$233,000 from the Company's origial filing. The Company also submits Pepco Exhibit (4C)-8
to show the adjustments that would be made if both 2009 actu pension costs and 2009 actu
OPEB expeses were used in calculating Pepco's rates. The exhibit also reflects the correcton
to the computation of the OPEB liabilty.345

DECISION

183. The Commssion rejects the Company's sucharge proposa and diects Pepco to
continue recoverng these expenses though rates. Weare persuaded by the evidence presented

by OPC and WMTA that no strkig "volatility is shown in Pep's OPEB and uncollectible
costs, and it is less than that found insuffcient to justify a surcharge in Formal Case No. 1053.
There was a spike in Pepco's 2009 pension costs, but ths appear to be an anomaly.

184. Traitional ratemakig treatment, instead of a surcharge, is supported by the fact
that Pepco failed to show tht the recent volatility in its penion costs is likely or expected to be a
recg issue. As pointed out by the pares, the stock market has improved. A sucharge

would gutee a dollar-for-dollar recovery of these specific costs and would dimsh the
Company's incentive to control those costs. The Company failed to show tht a
peionlOPEB/uncollectibles surcharge is necessar to avoid serous har to Pepco's fiancial
well-being.. Accrdingly, we find no justification on ths recrd for orderig specialized rate
treatment by excluding these classic, ongoing utility expenes from the stadard, contextu
ratemakng analysis.

G. Pepco's Proposed Regulatory Asset Treatment of Its 2009 Pension Costs

185. Pepeo. The Company altertively seeks reguatory asset treatment of the exces
of its 2009 pension expenses over what is curently beig recvered in Pepco' s rates. (OPEB and
uncollectibles were not included in ths reuest.) Pepco states that the rates set in ths case will
not become effectve until 2010. However, the spike in its 200 penion expees will have to
be recrded on the Company's books in 2009. Unless its requested accuntig treatment is
approved in 2009, Pepco argues, it will not have any opportty to ear its authorized rate of

retu and its stock prices and bond ratigs wil be adverely affected. 
346

186. Pep avers that its pension expeses have increased dramatically from $2.791
milion a year (the amount reflected in Pepco's curent rates) to $8.153 milion a year (pepco's
calendar year 2009 O&M pesion expeses as estiated on March 1, 2009) to $9.280 millon a
year (the Company's calendar year 2009 O&M pension expeses as estiated more retly).347

Though expense item often show some varation, Pep argues tht its 2009 penion costs
should be given spal accuntig treatment becuse of the shee size of ths unexpected

34S Id. at 29-30.

346 Pepco Br. 74-79; Pep R. Br. 43; Affdavit of Pepco Witness Anthony J. Kamerick at 2-4.

347 Id. at 2, ii 4.
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expene, which was caused by the impact of the curent ecnomic crsis on the value of its
pension fud assets.348 To support its position, Pepco cites South Carolina Electrc and Gas
Company, S.Car. Docket No. 2009-36-E, Order No. 2009-81, where the South Carolina
Commission authoried the establishment of a reguatory asset to trck the $26.7 millon decline
in value of a utility's pension fud assets due to curent ecnomic conditions.

187. In supplementa direct testiony, Pepc witness Hook testified that the reguatory
asset coverng 2009 pension costs would be approximately $6.5 millon. Pepco would amorte
this sum over a thee-year perod which would increae Pepco's revenue requirement by

approxiately $2.5 millon.349

188. OPC. OPC argues tht stock market fluctutions in the value of Pep co's penion
assets do not justifY specal reguatory treatment for Pepco's pension costs. ope contends that,
ordinarly, the risks of stock market fluctutions are borne by the utility. OPC notes tht, to date,
the 2009 pension expense issue ha not negatively afeced Pepco's credit rang or fiancial

metcs or caused "ireparable har.,,350

189. OPC points out that the Commssion recently rejected a similar Pepco request in
Formal Case No. 1053.35 There Pepco requested a surcharge to pet recover of its pesion
and OPEB expenes, argug that financial conditions including stock market fluctutions cause
its pension-related expenses to deviate signficatI¡ from its test perod expenses. OPC argues
that the Commission properly rejected ths c1aim.35

190. OPC's supplementa direct testiony notes that, in Order No. 15540, the
Commission rejected Pepco's request for an imedate order for reguatory asset treatment of its
2009 penion costs.353 Furer, OPC notes that none of the jursdctions to which Pepco ha
applied (Mand, New Jerey and Delaware) has authorized Pep to treat its 200 penion
expenes as a reguatory asset. .

191. OPC argues that Pepco has not shown that its 2009 pension costs have.
dramatcaly affected its financial statu, theatened its credit rating, or justified reguatory asset
treatment for its pension costs.354 OPC concludes that Pepco's request for a penion related

34 Id. at 2-4.

349

350

Pepco (3C) at 1-2 (Hook).

OPC (C) at 45, 46 (Bnght).

351 Id. at 44. Formal Case No. 1053, Orer No. 14712, ir 365.

352
OPC (C) at 46-47.

353 OPC (2C) at 4 (Bnght).

354 ¡d. at 6-10 (Bnght).
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reguatry asset of $6.5 millon amounts to impeissible "single issue ratemakg and
retroactive ratemakg.,,355

192. Pepco RebuttaL. The Company retorts that, contrar to OPC's submissions,
Pepco's proposed tracking mechansm for pension costs is used by many utilty companes and is
consistent with the widespread use of ROE incentives, rider, trckers, and other cost recover

mechansms.356 Pepco contends tht other jursdictions are now actively considerg Pepco's
request for reguatory asset treatment of its 2009 pension costS.357

193. The Company states that its penion costs spiked dramatically in 2009, yielding a
$6.5 millon shortalL. Pepco claims tht were it denied authorization to collect that $6.5 millon
shortall, it would equate to a loss of "approximately 60 basis points in rate of ret, which
translates to over 130 basis points retu on equity." Whle OPC discounts the impact of ths on
Pepco's financial ratigs, Pepco assers that Fitch's ratig serce rectly noted (September 2,
2009) that Pepco's "stable" credit ratig assues that regulatory Commissions "will provide
reasonable and timely recover of costs incured by PHI's utility subsidiares, including pension
costS.,,358 Moody's Investor Serce also stated in August 2009 that a utility's abilty to tiely

recver costs is crtical. The Company argues that "the inability to recover as a reguatory asset
the 2009 penion expene not recovered though rates effective in 2009 is detrenta to the

Company in areas that encompass 90 pecent of what Mooy's taes into account when denvig
our credt rating. ,,359

DECISION

194. The Commission rejects Pepco's alterative proposal seeking the creation of a
"reguatory asset" for recver of its pension costs. Ou decision here is in acrd with our
recnt ruing in Formal Case No. 1053, where we rejected a comparable trackig proposal.360 It

also accrds with the recent decision of the Marland Public Serce Commssion, which
rejeced a simlar request by Delmara Power & Light for a surcharge, or amortaton, of large
pension and OPEB costs incured because of the recent economic downtu.361 None of the

355
OPC (2C) at 11; OPC (C) at 47-48.

356 Pepo (3B) at 85-87 (Mori). The peion costs at issue ar from a curent perod Pep note, so OPC is
mitaen in claig tht establishment of a reguatory asset would constitute retroactive rateg. Pepco R. Br.

44.

357
Pepo (4A) at 2 (Kerick).

Pepco (4A) at 2-5.358

359 Id. at 3-8.

360 Order No. 14712, ii 365.

361 See In re Delmarva Power & Light Company, Mala PSC Cas No. 9192, Order No. 83085 at 12-16
(December 30, 2009).
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other jursdictions to which Pep ha applied (Marland, New Jersey and Delaware) has

authorized Pep to treat its 2009 peion expenses as a reguatory asset.

195. Ordinarly, the risks of stock market fluctutions are borne by the utity.362
Tradtional ratemakg analysis is well-suited to address fluctutions in penion costs. Pep did
not demonstrte that its financial sitution is as precous, or that its peion fud losses were as
extreme, as was the case for the South Carlina utility that received "regulatory asset" relief in
the South Carolina Electric and Gas Company case.363 Regulatory asset treatment might
diminish Pepco's incentives to control its pension costs. We also have considered the
communty comments objectig to high pension cost recover by pepCO.364 The Commssion
fids that, on ths recrd, Pepco failed to car its burden of proof to justify a depare from
tradtional ratemakg procedures for recurg pension costs.

H. Transactions between Pepco and Other pm Affilates (Issues Nos. 7 and 7a) 365

196. Pepco. The Company submitted a benchmarkig stuy by the Hackett Group to
support the reasonableness of its affliate transactions. The study compares Pepco to 27 other
electrc utility companes on: (1) the ratio of "Administrative and General" ("A&G") expenes to
tota sales; and (2) the ratio of tota A&G expenes to net utiity plant. 366 Hackett concluded that

PHI Servce Company's costs are in lie with its pee and are therefore reasonable.367

197. ope. OPC seeks a $189,000 reduction in Pepc's Distrct opertig expenes to
elimate an eror in which the PHI Serce Company over-allocated defered compensation

costs to Pepco. OPC indicates that Pepco has agreed to make ths correction.368 OPC also seeks
to elimiate from Pep' s operatig expenses $170,691 in one-tie, non-recurng Distrct-

362 See, e.g., Order No. 15540, ii 11.

363 Ou decision today saeguds Pepo againt any "signcant dage" to the Company's eags.
Accordigly, tls case is very diert frm In re Washington Ga Light Co., Form Cas No. 922, Or No.
10307 (1993) (cite by Pepo oR. Br. 41-42), whe spcial reguatory treatment wa foun nec to avoid
dage to the utiity.

364 See' 456 infra.

36S Designte Isse No. 7 asks, "Are the PHI Servce Company costs chaged by Pep reanable?"
Designd Ise No. 7a asks, "Are the benchm fied by Pepco reanable and do they suort the costs chaged
to Pepco?"

36 Pepco (A)-l at 1, 2 (Kamerck).

367
Pepco Br. 62-63; Pepo (I at 4, 5, 9,10 (Snowbal).

368 OPC Br. 128; OPC (C) at 16 (Bright).
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allocated costs that PHI Serce Company paid to outside consultats for work on its "Utiity of
the Futue" intiatives. 

369

198. Over the longer ter, OPC recmmends several Commssion actions to faciltate
fuer inqui into the costs (over $160 millon in direc and allocated charges) that have been

alocated to Pepco by PHI Serice Company. First, OPC asks the Commssion to issue a fial
Afliate Transactions Code of Conduct for energy utilities in D.C. in Formal Case 1009.
Second, OPC reuests an audit of the tranactions between Pepco and its affliates as well as an
audit of Pepco's aderence to the new Code of Conduct.37o Third, OPC contends that Pepco

should be requied to submit more inormation about its "affliate trsactions," both in
Compliance Filings and in anual fiings of FERC Form No. 60 with ths Commssion.
Otherse, OPC states that it is waitig for the results of the independent audit that the
Commssion ordered in Formal Case No. 1053 to assess many of the costs that PHI's Serce
Company ha allocated to Pep in the Distrct.37

199. OPC submits a list of reasons why it considers Pep's benchmark stuy
defective and why the stdy should not be used to detere the reasonableness of the PHI costs

that were alocated to pepCO.372 More fudamentally, OPC questions wheter any benchmar
stuy which does not exclude uneasonale costs from all the "benchmarked" companes (such

as executive incetive plan and supplementa retient plan costs of the kid tht ths

Commission has excluded from Pepco's recoverable costs) should be used to decde the
reasonableness of the "afliate charges" borne by pepCO.373

200. OPC argues that comparg the ratio of A&G expeses to sales is not meaningfuL.
Moreover, OPC states that Pep report a ratio of A&G to sales that is higher th that of PHI's
other utility affiliates. Simlarly, OPC points out that another PHI-afliated electrc utility has a
lower ratio of tota A&G expenses to net utilty plant than Pep. OPC contends the implication
is that Pepco may be allocated disproportonate A&G cost with the PHI groUp.374

369 OPC (C) at 16-17; see also OPC Br.128.

370

371

OPC Br. 126-127; OPC (C) at 12, 11-14.

See OPC Br. 127-128; OPC (C) at 4-5, 12-13, citig Forml Case No. 1053, Order No. 14712,' 170.

372
OPC (C) at 17-27 (Bright). The stuy is based on a smal samle of peer group companes; the data for the

pe group companes was basd priy on years prior to 2007; the A&G costs includ in the stuy repret
only about 60% of the costs chaged to Pepo by the pm; revenue is us as the pri drver for the Finnce and

Executive & Corprate Seces fuctions which represent 62% of the A&G cost studies; the med companes
included in the Fince and Executive & Corprate Servces fuction pee group had substay less reveue th

pm, which caus a distorton of these benchmk ratios in favor of pm; study lacks the qulitative anysis
(executive inteews, staeholder sueys, an recommendations) that would have yielded a deer anysis.

373 OPC Br. 135; OPC (C) at 26.

374 fd. at 27-29. OPC argus tht, in any event, Pepo witness Kaerick failed to show how hi sale of 
27

electrc companes is comparble to Pep, or how Pepo's A&G expens ar reanable.
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201. AOBA. AOBA argues that the Commssion should deny Pepco any increae in
Serce Company charges over the levels curently included in Pepco's D.C. distrbution rates.
AOBA argus that Pepco has not shown the reasonaleness of any of the "affate costs"
alocated to it. Intead, AOBA contends that Pepco witness Snowball's benchmar sty
addresses only vaguely-defined holding company costs (not the costs allocated by holdig
companes to utilities). Unlike a normal thrd-par servce contrct, the Serce Agreeent
betwee Pepc and PHI place no limtations on the dollar amounts or number of hours tht the

Serce Company can bil to Pepco. AOBA contends that there are no crtera for asessing the
adequacy, timeliness or quaity of the Serice Company's pedormance. The Company's

benchmarking study does not compare the cost of serces provided by PHI against what the cost
would be if the servces were provided by Pepco or an independent thd pary. Nor does the

study address whether the PHI Serice Company costs charged to Pepco are in line with simlar
charges made to other utilties.375

202. Pepco Rebuttal. The Company defends its benchmarkig study as one that
contans "appropnate peers" for comparson with PHI, becuse of its correlation with PHI on the
"core demogrphics of revenue, countres and employees." Pep argues that OPC's crticism
about the lack of a servce company within the organational strctue of the pee grup

companes is of no moment, because "Hackett elimates these organization difference by
evaluatig the ful cost of the process to the company - regadless of where the actvity occur."
376

203. Pep clais the stuy appropriately focuses on A&G costs because it provides

the Commssion with an opportty ''to get dee down into productivity-tye meaures to figue
out if the serce that (the) Serce Company was providin~ were comparable to other simar

serces beig provided and paid for by other companes.,,3 7 In focusin¡ on A&G costs, the

stuy excludes costs that are not subject to allocation to pep,37 and it shows the
reasonableness of the total Serce Company A&G cost assigned to P~co. Pepco indicates tht
older labor costs in the stdy were appropriately adjusted for inflation.3 9 Pepco also claims th
''te methods by which these Serce Company costs are diectly charged or allocated to Pepco

375 AOBA Br. 32-34; AOBA (A) at 66-70 (Oliver).

Pepco Br. 63; Pepo (31) at 3-7 (Snowbal).

ld. at 66-67.

376

377

378 The study cover A&G costs tht are chaged or alocated to both regulate and non-regte entities
with PHI, including Pep. Pepo Br. 65; Pepo (31) at 8. "Groups with the Servce Company, which provide

seces diectly to:(1) one or a discet number of reguate utilities; or (2) non-reguted afliate, were not
inluded with the scope of the benchm study." ld. at 8-9. "In other words, if the costs were not subject to
alocation to Pepo, they were excluded. The excluded groups were asiated with engineerg, cal cente and

non-regute activities of energy business afates." Pepco Br. 65-66; Pepo (31) at 8-9.

379 Pepo Br. 64-65.
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are covered by the PHI Cost Allocation Manual, which has bee approved by the
Commssion. ,,38Ó

204. The Company states that its stuy is one in which the "Fince and Executive &
Corporate Serce (ECS) comparsons are normalized using revenue." OPC crticizes the
smaller size of the comparson peer companes, but Pep argues that its "normalizaton"
procedure accunts for ths difference in size and that ECS actvity is drven more by revenue
than by other factors such as number of employees, cost of goods sold and number of legal
entities.38

205. In resonse to AOBA's contentions, Pep claims that its stdy properly assesses
the costs of a parcular serce based on "Hackett's defition of a parcuar A&G process, not
how each individua company may interally define such a process." Pepco acknowledges that
its benchmarkig study did not compar serices provided in-house with those that PHI
outsourced. The stuy did, however, factor in outsource costs as par of a tota aggegated cost
againt which to compare pee group data.382

206. With respect to "Utility of the Futu Costs" which OPC chalenges as one-time
consultant expenes, Pepco explais that these costs relate to a varety of ongoing project and
activities. Whle they wer categorized under a gener "Utility of the Futu" umbrella, these
costs are for intiatives that would have bee underen anyway as par of Pep's ongoing
utility operations. 

383

DECISION

207. The Commssion fids that the Company's presentation is generally simlar to the
one that Pep made in Formal Case No. 1053, where the Commssion approved Pepco's

recvery of the PHI/afliate costs allocated to it.384 Pepco ha jusfied its recver of

PHI/afliate costs under the stadads in our ealier cae. The Commission is pesuaded by
Pep's testiony to also allow recvery of the disputed $170,691 in "Utility of the Futue"
opertig expenses, since these appear to be on-going recurg expenses for a varety of

380 Pepo (31) at 6,14 (Snowbal).

381 See id. at 9-12.

382
fd. at 12-14.

383 Pepco R. Br. 39-40; Pepo (4C) at 36 (Hook); Pepco (3D) at 15-16 (Gausma).

384 In Formal Case No. 1053, the Commsion ba only an estite tht Pepco's D.C. cusomer were being
alocated roughy $37 milion of pm Serce Company costs. Formal Case No. 1053, Order No. 14712,1154160.
In ths cas, Pepco is seekig to rever apximtely $41.3 millon of pm Servce Company costs frm Distrct
rateayers, an increase of aproximately $4.3 miion, or 11.6%. See OPC Exhbit (C)-I, Pep respons to OPC
Data Request 3-38.
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traditional utiity activities and projects, not one-tie non-recung expen. Whle the pares
object to cer costs, no par has shown that the PHI Serce Company has bee ineffcient or

ineffective in the servces that it provides to Pepco, or that the PHI/affliate costs allocaed to
Pepco are uneasnable. The only excetion, which OPC and Pepco have agree to, is that
$189,000 should be deleted from Pep's D.C. opeatig expenes to elimate an over-

allocation of defered compention costs from the PHI Serce Company to Pepco.

208. The Commission still has some outstading concers regarding the level of costs
that the PHI Serce Company is incurg and then allocatig to its subsidiares including
Pepco. We agree with OPC about the desirability of: (a) issuing a final Code of Conduct for
energy utilities in the Distrct in Formal Case No. 1009; (b) requiring Pep to submit more
information about its afliate tranactions in its Compliance Filigs and in anua filings of
FERC Form No. 60 with ths Commssion; and (c) orderg a more investigative audt of the
tranactions between Pepco and its affiates. To address our conces, the Commssion has
decded to order an independent audit and operational review of the PHI Serce Company and
Pep to detere the reasonableness of the costs that are being incured by the Servce
Company, and allocated to Pepco, as well as the effectiveness of Pep's opeations. Ths wil
be a prospective review. It wil look at management, operating practices and proceures, and the
servces provided to Pepco, to detere its effectveness and effciency and whether the costs
being incured and allocated to Pepco are reasonable and appropriate. To save costs and improve
our own effciency, we wil consider a regional approach workng in coordination with

Commssions from other jursdictions.385 This will require Commssion action in other dockets
as well as in ths case. Separate order, to be issued later, will adress al these matter in more
detaiL.

I. Past AM Expenses (Issue No.9) 386

209. Pepco. The "smar grd" program embraced by Pepco's Blueprint for the Futue
includes a commtment to implement Advanced Meterg Inctue ('AMl'). The Company
now seeks to amortize, over a thee-year perod, the Deceber 31, 2008, balance of its AMI
star-up costs in the Distrct, whie including the unorted porton in its rate base. Pepco
indicates that the sta-up AMI costs at issue (some $911,000) were incured in 2007 and 2008
priarly for outside consutats and reasigned Pep employees, who were investigatig

customer nees and plang to make AM work. P~ clais that the only AMI costs at issue
ar "incrementa costs," not previously accunted for. 87

We note tht two other jurdiction, New Jersy and Delaware, have aleay undeen PHIafate
mangement audts.

385

386 Designted Issue No.9 asks, "Is Pepco's proposal to include in propose rate amounts previously
expended for AM reasnable?"

387
See Pepco Br. 80,82-83; Pep (A) at 5-8 (Kerick); Pepo (C) at 16-17 (Hook) (dicusing Adjustment

26). The sta-up AM costs "suport the futu intaation and integron of a mete data maement system the
AM requirements development, AM softar applications, and the over magemen of th project." Pep (D)
at 13 (Gausma). ''We also developed Requests for Proposals an sent them to vendors to obta prcing
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210. In June 2009, the Council passed an emergency statute authorizig recver of

Pep's AM costs.388 The Council subsequently passed the Fiscal Year 2010 Budget Support
Secnd Emergency Act of 2009 ("Budget Act") which effectively approves the implementation
of AMI in the Distrct of Columbia.389 Therefter, Pepco recved a $44.6 millon feder grant
for its smar grd! AM activities under the Amerca Recver and Reinvestent Act of 2009
("AR,,).390 However, neither the D.C. statute nor the federal grt cover Pepco's sta-up
AMI costs incured in 2007 and 2008.39

211. Pepco argues that these sta-uJj AMI costs should be treaed as a reguatory asset
subject to Commission review for prudence.3 The Company also argues that "regulatory asset'
treatment is appropriate becuse it had ample evidence from which to conclude that its recver
of AMI sta-up costs was "probable." Accrding to Pepco, ths evidence included support by
the Commssion and OPC for the Company's AMI pilot progr; the record of prior
Commission hearngs relatig to AMI; communcations frm the Commssion; the Council's
enactment oftw0 piec ofIegislaton supportng AMI; and the Commssion's leaerhip role at
N ... rtng AMI intiatives. 

39

informtion for a mete da magement system, IT systems (softare and hadw) and AM syste consisg
of meters. commlF;':ation equipment and softare. * * * we (al) formulate detaled business cases for each ofpr ';0' :d. at 14.
3:;g

,',ee .:, d Metering Infrastructure Implementation and Cost Recovery Authoriation Emerency Act of

2009, (Bil 18-¡~ '\ct 18~107) (June 18, 2009) (calg on Pepco ''t net any utity cost savigs reultig frm

AM deployment from the regulatory asset' and spifically reservg the Commssion's authority to review
Pepo's AMI expns forpmdence).

389
See Fiscal Year 2010 Budget Support Second Emergency Act of2009 (Bil 18-43, Act 18-207) (Octobe

15,2009).

390
See Tr. 51-52 120, 128, 130 (Pepco witness Kaerck). The AR statute appe at 123 Stat. 115, 26

U.S.C. § 1 (Febru 17, 2009). There are sti open quons about exatly how th AR money wil be us in
Pepco's AM activities. See Tr. 130 (Kerick). Thse mattrs wi be addres by th Commssion in Form
Case No. 1056, In the Matter of the Application of the Potomac Electric Power Company for Authoriion to
Establish a Demand Side Management Surcharge and an Advance Metering Infrastrcture Surcharge an to

Establish a DSM Collaborative and an AM Advisory Group ("Formal Case No. 1056") filed Apri4, 2007. See 1

453, infra.

391 The statute on AM costs tht was encte by the Council apar to apply prospetively only, from and
afer the date of its enactment (June 18, 2009). Techncaly, then th D.C. statute does not aply to the 2007 and
2008 AM st-up costs at issue her in Form Case No. 1076. Simlaly, tetiony at the hegs indicate tht

Pepo's recenty-received feder grt money is not availe to cover Pepo' s $911,00 in AM sta-up costs. See

Tr.1456-1457 (colloqy betwee Cha Kae and Pep witness Gaus) (U.S. DOE grant money does not

cover Pepco's 2007 and 2008 AM expenss; intead it cover earlier AM expes only durg the 90 day period
(Augut, Septeer, an October 2009) before the federal grt wa ma).

392 Pep (A) at 6 (Kerick).

Pepco Br. 81; Tr.54,135,137-138,164-165 (Pepco witness Kaerck); OPC Exhibits 2,3.
393
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212. OPC. OPC objects to Pepc's thee-year AMI amortzation proposal, argug
that the Company is improperly using "reguatory asset" treatment as a means to retoactively
recover AMI expenes incured in 2007 and 2008.394 OPC clais tht SF AS No. 71 and the

FERC Uniform System of Accunts prohibit creation of a reguatory asse in the absence of a
pror regulatory approva1.395 Moreover, OPC argues that "the Company should not be
encouraged to tae a self-help approach of deciding tht such unapproved retroactive costs. can
be reclassified as reguatory assets on the assumption that it is 'probable' that the Commssion
wil alow retrospective recover.,,396

213. OPC also argues that Pepco caot show that, at the tie it decded to create a
reguatory asset in 2007, it had "available evidence" that its recover of AMI star-up costs was
"probable" under SF AS 71. OPC contends that the unspecific statements of alleged support by
the Commssion for Pepco's recover of the AMI expenses, aired for the first tie on redect
examination, are far from suffcient to demonstrte that at the time the Company decided in 2007
to defer its AM expees as a reguatory asset, it had available evidence to support a
deteration that the Commssion would probably alow futue recver of the expenes.397

Citig a Marland PSC order, OPC argues that Pepco did not need to create a reguatory asset for
AMI costs in order to obtain federal fuding.

214. OPC acknowledges that the Council passed legislation (D.C. Act 18-107)
authorizig Pepco to implement AMI "if the Company obta a suffcient amount of federal
fuds" under the new AR statute. OPC argues that the statute should not have any impact on
ths cae, because the Act does not address Pepco's 2007 and 2008 expenes. Nor does that Act

approve ofPep's unlateral use of a "regulatory asset" as a mea to retroactively recver AMI
expenes incured in earlier years.398

215. OPC objects to Pepco's 2007 AM sta-up costs as improper retroactive
recover.399 OPC also argues that because Pepco's 2008 AMI expenses were a one-time, non-
recurg "abnormal" contractor costs, they should not be included in Pepco's test year expees.
OPC thus argues that Pepco should wrte-off the entie $911,000 D.C. porton of its AMI
expenses for 2007 and 2008.400

394

395

OPC Br. 154-168; PC R Br.59-60; OPC (C) at 50 (Bnght).

OPC Br. 156-160; OPC (C) at 50-56.

OPC (C) at 56 (Bnght).396

397 OPC Br. 163; and see OPC R. Hr. 60.

398

399

OPC Br. 164-166; OPC (C) at 58. AccordTr. 927-928 (OPC witness Bnght).

OPC Br. 166-168.

40 ld. at 168; OPC (C) at 57, 59.
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216. AOBA. Objecting to Pepco's recover of AMI star-up costs, AOBA argues tht
Pepco failed to show that these costs were "incrementa." Nowhere in its presentation does
Pepco detail the base from which it measures "incrementa" costs. AOBA submits that ths
Commssion's policies leave Pepco with considerable discetion as to how to treat expenditues
that occur betwee rate cases. However, Pep's sweeing theory that it can recover
"incremental" costs from a prior perod (which allegedly caused Pep to exce its authorized

revenue) theatens to place all such costs beyond effective Commission scrtiy. Accordigly,
AOBA opposes Pep's "incremental cost" theory.401

217. Furer, AOBA contends that Pepco has not shown that its AM st-up costs
were necessar or essential to its provision of distrbution serce. AOBA argues that Pepco has
not yet demonstrated the cost-effectiveness of its proposed AMI plan for the Distrct of
Columbia. 402

218. AOBA points out that the Company failed to obtai prior Commssion approval
for the creation of a "reguatory asset" to cover the AMI sta-up costs that it eleced to defer for
futue recver. AOBA concedes that a "reguatory asset" ca be created in some circustaces
for Pep costs whose recvery is "probable." However, AOBA argues that Pep did not

identify any specific "signals from the Commssion or other documents" that supported its
decision that AMI recover was "Efobable" so as to justify the creation of a regulatory asset for
2007 and 2008 AMI-related costs. 3

219. In any event, AOBA contends th the thee-year amortzation is aritrar, and
fails to match the recover of AMI sta-up costs with the timg of expected benefits from the
AMI system. AOBA concludes tht if these AMI star-up costs are permitt in rates, they
should be recvered over the full expeted l5-year life of the associated AM equipment.40

220. Pepco RebuttaL. Contrai to OPC's submission, Pepco counters that its AM

sta-up costs were pruently incued, for the benefit of customer. The sta-up AMI work was
necsar to enable the Commission to review the cost-effectiveness of the technology. It helped
obta federal fuding. Pepco argues that denying cost recover would create a disincetive for

Pepco intiatives that benefit ratepayer. Pepco argues tht the overl pruence and cost
effectiveness of the AM project was shown in Fonnal Case No. 1056, and is supported by the

401

402

AOBA Br. 27-28; AOBA R. Br. 23-24. See generally AOBA (A) at 56- 61, 82 (Oliver).

AOBA Br. 27, 28.

fd. at 27; AOBAR. Br. 23-24.403

40 AOBA Br. 28-29; AOBA R. Br. 25.
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Distrct Goverent's recent enactment of legislation supportg the AM project.4OS

Accrdingly, Pepco argues that its 2007 and 2008 AM sta-up costs should be recverable.406

221. Pepco witness Whte proffers that the Company's decsion to recrd cer AM
costs as a reguatory aset is consistent with SF AS No. 71 and FERC and GAA accounting
priciples. Both of these stadards provide that a regulatory asset may be established if recover

in futue rates is ''probable.',47 Moreover, Pepco argues that it did not nee a prior reguatory
order before these costs were recrded as a reguatory aset based on its intertion of the

stadards.408 Pepco proposes to treat its AM star-up costs as a reguatory asset and to amortize
them over a thee-year period rather than expensing them in the year they were incured 409

These are "incrementa, one-tie expenses in support of the AM project," and Pepco argues

they are propely treated as defered expenses.410

DECISION

222. We find that the totality of events surrounding Pepco's AM program

implementation in the Distrct of Columbia warants Pepco's recver of its AMI sta-up costs.

Beging in April 2007, the Company origially propose the implementation of AMI in the
Distrct of Columbia as par of its "Blueprit for the Futue" initiative. 411 Whle ths matter was
under Commssion review, the federal goverent enacted the America Recover and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 ("AR,,).412 The AR authories the U.S. Deparent of Energy
("DOE") to award grants up to 50 pecent of the cost to faciltate the deployment of smar grd
technologies, includig AMI.413 In order to ense that the Distrct of Columbia was positioned

40S Pepo (3D) at 23-26 (Gauma).

40 Pepco R.Br. 4546; Pepo Br. 79-80, 83.

407 Pepco Br. 80-81; Pepo R .Br. 45; Pepo (3E) at 7-9 (Wte). Pepo ars tht OPC quote only par of

the FERC stadad for reortg costs as a regulatory aset, an that the Company's AM costs fit un one of the
FERC critea tht OPC neglecte to mention. ld. Pepco Br. 81-82.

408 PepBr. 80-82; Pepo R. Br.45; Pepo (3E) at 6-10 (Wte).
-40 Pepo (4C) at 37-38 (Hook), referrg to Pepco (3E) at 6-10 (Whte) and Pepc (3D) (Gausma).

Accordig to Pepco, "A thee-yea amorttion period ha historicaly be us in the Distct of Columia to

spred out the recover of cert costs; a recent example would be the costs associated with Form Case No. 1053,

which are curently being amorted over a th-yea period. Costs associate with severace progr have also
be amorted over thee ye." ld. at 39.

410 Pepc (3D) at 23-26 (Gausma).

411

412

See Formal Case No.1 056 (Apri 4, 2007).

See Pu. Law 111-5 (Febru 2009).

413 ld.
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to receive AR fuding, the Council passed the Budget Act, 414 which effectively approves the

implementation of AMI in the Distrct of Columbia, provided the Commssion deteres that
the Company has received a suffcient amount of federal fuds (presably) to make AMI cost
effective.415 In October 2009, DOE granted Pepco $44.6 milion under the AR statute for

AMI implementation, coverng both futue AMI expenses and some ealier AMI expenes
incured durg the 90 day period before the feder grant was made.416 Subsequently, in

December 2009, we detered that Pepco had received suffcient federal fuds for AMI
implementaon in the Distrct of Columbia.417

223. These events support Pepco's proposal for recvery. We fuer conclude tht
these sta-up AMI costs were pruently incur. However, the Commssion finds that Pepco's

2007 and 2008 AMI star-up costs should be capitalized and amortized over 15 lear - the
average servce life of AMI meter - rather than the thee year requested by pepCO.41 The sta-
up AM costs that Pepco incured in 2007 and 2008 should be recrded in a trackig capital
accunt and amortzed over 15 year. Only the $911,000 in 2007 and 2008 sta-up AMI costs

are at issue in ths Pep rate case, and only the capitaation and amortization of those sta-up
AMI costs will be reflected in the rates that we set today.

224. We are not approvig "regulatory asset" treatment for these AMI sta-up costs.
The Commission agrees with OPC and AOBA that "regulatory asset' treatment is not
appropriate for costs incured before the issuance of a reguatory order approvig AMI
implementation. Previously-incured AMI star-up costs that are not recverable under the
AR grant are to be capitalized and amorted over 15 year, not expensed in Pep's rates, so
there is no retroactive ratemakg. We appreciate AOBA's concern about the sweeing natue of

414 See D.C. Act 18-207 (October 15, 2009).

415 Id.

416 We note tht at the heag Pepco correctly indicate tht AR fudi is avaible for AM expes
inur with the 90 day period before the October 2009 awad. However, the Company's 2007 and 2008 AM

expens do not quafy to be paid by the new fudig. See DOE FOA- DE-FOA-OOOO058, p. 37.

417
See Formal Case No. 1056, In the Matter of the Application of the Potoma Electrc Power Company for

Authoriation to Establish a Demand Side Management Surcharge an an Advane Metering Infastrtue

Surcharge and to Establish a DSM Collaborative and an AM Advisory Group and Forml Case No. 1070, In the
Matter of the Investigation into the Potoma Electrc Company's Non-AM Demand Response Program, Order No.
15629, ii 14-15 (Decemer 17, 200).

418 There wa wme var in the evidece submitt abut the avemge servce life of AM mete. The
Commsion is perd, however, tht 15 years is a fair figu. Testiony frm Pepo witness Spanos was tht the
average servce life of th new AM meters is 15 year. Pepco (3H) at 24 (Spanos) ("maufatu of the
tehnology and utilty meter spialts anticipate an averge serce life of 15 yea. . .. Finy, the estite

pareters used by other electrc utiities for th implementation of AM meters is an avemge serce life betwee
12-18 yea and a net salvage percent betwn 0 and negative 5 percet"). Accord Tr. 442-445, 450-459, 478-479

(pepco witness Spanos) (though expete sece life of a new non-AM mete is abt 39 yea, th avemge servce
lie of a new AM meter is 15 year, in par because of its compute-basd components). See also Commssion Ex.
No. 18.
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Pepco's "incremental cost" theory. The star-up AM costs being place into a trckig/capita

account wil be subjec to Commssion scrtiny. Ou decision properly spreads the recovery of
these AM star-up costs over the time when benefits are expected to be recved from the AMI
system.419 As a result of the l5-year amortation, Pep's anual amortization expee is
$60,708, as compared to $303,543 under a 3-year amortzation. Based on a 15-year

amortaton, the average unamortzed balance to be included in rate base is $880,274, as
compared to $758,857 under a 3-year amortization. The averge accumulated defered ta (a

reduction to rate base) is $365,171 under the l5-year amortzaton, as compared to $314,802
under the 3-year amortzaton.

420VI. DEPRECIATION RATES (Issue No.6)

225. Pepco. Pepc proposes new depreciation rates to be applied to the Distrct of
Columbia assets for electrc distrbution and gener plant. Pepco uses the straight-line remaiing
life technque method with the average life procedure.421 As it relates to the treatment of net
salvage, the Company contends that its estiate of futue costs rests in the most reaonable

interrettion of the full serce value of Company assets.422 Based on the difference beteen

the depreation rates proposed in Pepco's new Depreciation Study (fied Decber 31, 2008)
and the curently approved rates (approved in Formal Case No. 869), Pepco proposes an increase

in depreciation expense (R No. 25) of $4.7 milion. Rate base would be reduced by $2.35

millon.423

226. Pep contends that its depreciation study is reasonable; its proposed depreciation
rates were computed with the appropriate Distrct of Columbia book resere; and its accumulated
deprecation reerve is computed correctly based on the Distrct of Columbia's jursdictional
amounts.424 The plant studied matched, as closely as possible, the plant allocatedassigned to the
Distrct of Columbia cost of serce calculations. The accumulated deprecation resere amounts
were consistent with the plant balances that were stued and historical depreciation rates

419
Pepco argued tht its AM sta-up cost were lagely employee costs (for hig outside constats, and

moving around PHIepco emloyee), not assoiated with AM meters. There is no doubt, however, tht these
employee costs were associated (though not exclusively with AM meters) with the sta-up of th AM progr as
a whole.

420 Designted Issue No.6 asks, "Is Pepco's depreciaton stuy reasnale?"

421 Pepco (H at 8, 12 (Spanos).

fd at 22.422

423
Pepo (C) at 17-18 (Hook); Pepco (CH at 28. Accumulte depreciaton would be incre by $2.35

millon which would rest in a dec of$2.35 milion in rate base.

424 Pepco (2F) at 4 (Browng).
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approved by the Commssion and that sered as the basis of the deprecation expense
incorporRted in rates.425

227. OPC. OPC counter that Pepco's depecation stuy is not reaonable. OPC
recommends a net depredaton and amortzation expense for plant of $45.4 ino~ which is

$6.4 millon less than the Company's curent depreciation expene of$51.8 millon. Combing
the $6.4 milion with OPC's recmmended $975,00 amortization of regulatory liabilty for cost
of removal results in a net $7.4 millon reuction in depeciation and amortization expene.426

1. Reserves Used in the Computation of Depreciation Rates (Issue No. 6a)427

228. Pep's Depreciation Study shows the book resere amounts and how they were

used in the calculations.42 Accrding to Pepco, its Deprecation Study used the simulated

acumulated depreciation reserves for the system general plant accounts. For the plant located in
Virginia, simulated deprecaton reserves were developed for these plant balances th were
consistent with the historical approved Distrct of Columbia depreiaton rates.42 Pep
contends that the book resere used in its study is the most reaonable given that many asets for
Pep are not maintaed on a jursdictionalleve1.430 The Company fuer states that (t)he
"simulation" of the resere was simply dividing of the Distrct of Columbia book resere by the
Distrct of Columbia general plant allocation ratio.431 Subsequently, durg the evidentiar
heag, Pepco provided inormation showing that it had removed $60 milion from D.C.
depreciation resere amounts in its newly implemented PowerPlant accounting recrd system.432

OPC expressed concer about Pepco's removal of $60 millon on the Company's books from the
Distrct of Columbia Depreciation Resere.433

425 ¡d. at 4-5.

426 oPC (E) at41 (Majoros); ope (E)-12 and (E)-B.

Designte Issue No. 6a asks, "Ar Pep's prosed depreiation rate computed with the approprite
Distrct of Columia book resrve?"

427

428

431

See, Pepco (H-I at il-3-il-6, il-116-il-160 (Spanos).

Pepco (F at 22-25 (Brown).

Pepo (2H) at 9 (Spanos Supp.).

Pep (2F) at 5-8 (Browng Supp.).

Tr. 1385-1387, 1398.

429

430

432

433 See Issue No. 6b, as, "Is Pepco's accumulte depreiation resrve compute accurtely bas on Distrct
of Columbia's jursdictiona amounts?"
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DECISION

229. The Commssion has reviewed Pepco's Depreciation Study for General Plant
Accounts and fids that Pepco utilizes "system-wide" depreciation resere amounts, instea of
the D.C depeciation reserve amounts.434 Ths results in an overtatement of D.C. depreciation
rates. In calculating the proposed 4.89 percet amortzation rate for Accunt 397,

Communcaton Equipment, Pepco uses "system-wide" number in which the book acculated
depreciaton resere is 65.95 percet of the origial cost of Plant-in-Serce.43 However,

Pepco's Study shows for the Distrct of Columbia that the book acumulated depreciation
resere is 74.70 pecent of the origial cost of Plant-in-Servce.436 Ths indicates that past

Distrct of Columbia ratepayer provided recver for a higher percetage of the investment than
is tre system-wide. Using Distrct of Columbia-specific depreciation reere, the D.C.

depreciation/amortation rate for ths accunt is 3.63 percet.43 A simar problem exists for the
other "Gener Plant" deprecation/amortzation rates that Pepcoproposes. Pep acknowledges
tht it did not use D.C. resere values in the calculation of its proposed D.C. depreciationrae.438
The Commission fids it troubling th Pepco used system-wide deprecation resere figues
when D.C.-specific figues are available. Pep is diect to recalculate "Gener Plant"

depreciation/amortation rates using D.C. book reserve and D.C. original cost amounts. Using
D.C-specific General Plant depreciation/amortzation rates result in a Gener Plant accn th
is $687,743 less than the amount calculated using system-wide deprecation reseres number.439

2. Computation of Accumulated Depreciation Reserve (Issue No. 6b )440

230. Pepco. Pepco's plant accounting system captues, among other thgs, the
depreciation resere by jursdiction. The system then caculates the jursdictional resere, with
the excetion of general plant which is fuctionalized betee transmission and distrbution

434 InFormal Case No. 1053, the Commsion directed Pepco to place in servce a system tht would miiintJiin
depreciation expee, accumulated depreciation reserve, cost of remova, an salvage inormtion separte by
juriction and by FERC account eah month. See Order No. 14712, ir129-13 1.

435
$73,558,650 (System-wide Book Reserve) I $111,532,249 (Syste-wide Orgi Cost) = 65.95%. See

Pepco (H-I at 1l-5 and 1l-159 (Pepco Depreciation Study) (Spanos).

436 $35,689,386 (D.c. Book Rese) I $47,774,524 (D.C. Origi Cost) = 74.70 %. See Pepco (H)-l at 1l-6
(Pep Depreciation Study) (Spanos).

437 Commssion Ex. No. 32.

438 Commsion Ex. No.1 6.

439 Commsion Ex. No. 32.

44 Deignted Issue No. 6b asks, ''Is Pepco's accumulate dereiation reerve computed accurtely based on
Ditrct of Columia's jursdictiona amounts?"
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because it supports all facets of Pepco's opeations.441 Pepco contends that its aculated
deprecation rese is computed accurately and based on D.C. jursdictional amounts.442

231. OPC. OPC asser that Pepc has failed to show that its accumulated
depreciation resere has been computed accurately based on Distrct of Columbia jursdictiona
amounts. OPC's conce relates to the trsfer in 2008 of $60 millon from D.C. jursdictional
accumulated deprecation resere into the corresponding Marland accunt and a simar, nearly
$1 milion tranfer in 2009.443 OPC argues that the accuracy of Pep's allocation of
accumulated depeciation reseres between jursdictions can be eliminated by the use of the
whole life technque becaue the whole-life technque does not rely on depreciation reserves in
calcuatg rates.44

232. Accrding to OPC, the whole life technque is theoretically superor because it
does not skew the depreciation rates to be applied to new plant based on the condition of the
resere accuulated though depreciation of existig plant.445 OPC maintas that the whole-life
technque (along with separate handling of the resere imbalance) ensures that depreciation
rates consistently match the projected serce life of plant asse, while still allowing for the

recver of the appropriate depreciation expense.44 OPC recmmends that a deprecation stuy
be conducted ever thee to five year and assert that frequent deprecation study updates are

importt regadless of the technque employed.447

233. Pepco RebuttaL. Pepco counters that the whole-life technque is flawed in that it
does not tae into accunt past recver pattern or the relationship of the theoretica reserve to
the actal accumulated depreciation amount. Unlike the remaig-life technque, the whole-life

technque has no checks and balance to make sue full recover is achieved.44 Pep states that
the jursdictional amounts used to calculate the Company's accuulated deprecation reseres
matched what the Company had developed in the past for cost of serce and what was used in
cost of serice based on the rates approved by the Commission and that Pepco tracked the

441

442

Pepo (F) at 15 (Browng).

Pepco (2F) at4 (Browng Supp.).

443 OPC Br. 100.

44 OPC (E) at 37 (Majoros). The whole-life technque calculate depreciation rate bas on expted
averae seice lie of the utility's assets. The remainig-life tehnque subtracts any existig depreciation reerve
from the origin cost of the plat assets, plus curent estiate of net salvage, and divides the results by the

estite remag serce lie of those assets.

445 OPC Br. 103.

44 OPC (E) at 6 (Majoros).

447 OPC Br. 106; Tr. 434.

448 Pepo Br. 50-51.
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amounts at the fucton leveL.449 Pepco argues that without the benefit of the resere, the
Company would not be able to acces the resere to address under-recvery.45o

DECISION

234. One of the goals of depreciation is to have the investment fully recòvered at the
tie of its expected retirement The accumulated depreciaton reserve is the amount that has

ben recovered already from customers in past deprecation rates. In order to caculate how
much remai to be recovered in the futue, one nees to deduct the amount aleay recvered
from customer in past deprecation rates. Adjustig for the amount in the accumulated

depreciation resere occurs in the remaig-life technque, but does not occur in the whole-life

technque.

235. OPC ha not shown that it would be advantageous to change from the use of
remaig-life to whole-life in determing depreciation reserve. OPC contends that with whole-

life, the resere imbalance would be addressed "with separate amortzation of the resere

imbalances.'~51 However, it still would be necessar to detere the D.C. resere amount for
use in the amortzation of the resere imbalances. In addition, deprecation reserve amounts are

used in other important calculations, such as the calcuating of the net rate base. Moreover, OPC
acknowledges tht if the Commssion were to adopt whole-life rates, in some intaces an asset
may not be fuly depreciated at the time of its expected retiement452 OPC argues the whole-life
rate is beter for new investment; however, at the tie of the intalation of a new investment, the
whole-life rate for that new investment is the same as the remaig-life rate.453 The Commission
will continue to use remaig-life depreciaton rates which are designed to have an investment

. fuly depreciated by the time of its expected retirement

236. Prior to the implementaion of PowerPlant, Pepco did not track jursdictional

depreciation resere in an accurate maner. Pepco acknowledges tht it did not kee
jursdictional records by FERC account and th it employed a blended depreCiation rate.454

Furer, the Company acknowledges that the $60 millon PowerPlant adjustment was necssar
to align or match up the amounts shown using the prior depeciation method with the amounts
used in PowerPlant,455 The Commssion is satisfied with Pepco's explanation for ths adjustment.

449 Pepco R. Br. 28.

450
Id. at 30.

451 OPC R. Br. 40.

452 OPC (E) at 38 (Majoros).

453 Commion Ex. No. 30.

454 Tr. 1390 -1392.

455
Pepo indicates tht it plan to implement another $940,00 adjustment to PowerPlat near th end of

2009. Commssion Ex. No. 54.
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The $60 millon adjustment wil be acceted to establish the Distrct of Columbia acculated
depreciation resere amount to be used as the staring point for the new PowerPlant accuntig
system. After ths $60 millon adjustment, no fuer adjustment to the D.C. reserve is alowed

for the purse of changig the PowerPlant resere amounts to match the resere amounts as

calcuated under the pror cost-of-serice method. All entres into PowerPlant must be in

conformance with the Uniform System of Accounts (''USOA''). Additionally, for the sae of

unformty, consistency, and clarty, in all futue report, studies, and other fiings before the
Commission, Pepco is directed to use the D.C. acculated deprecation resere amounts and
D.C. depreciation expenes as shown in PowerPlant.

3. Reguatory Liabilty Account

237. OPC. OPC recommends tht the $33 millon4s6 in the depreciation resere tht is
for net removal cost be trsfered to a regulatory liabilty to prevent the possibilty that these
excess collections might be divered to general income by Pep.457 OPC states that the $33
millon represents excess money colleced from ratepayers in anticipation of a futue expense.
Curently the $33 millon liabilty is recrded in the accumulated depeciation resere. OPC
urges the Commssion to recgne Pepco's non-legal asset retiement obligations ("AROs")
resere as a reguatory liabilty for reguatory and ratemakng purses. OPC states tht Pepco
ha done so in its anual GAAP reports; however, it has not done so for regulatory and
ratemakg puroses.458 If futue costs prove lower than forecasted, the unused money should be
retued to ratepayers.459 OPC states that two recet events undercore the need to protec this

money: (1) the impending move from GAA to Interational Financial Reprtg Stadar
("IFRS"); and (2) a filing by Georgia Power asking to amortze its cost of removal regulatory
liability back to the company.46 Based on the abve, OPC proposes amortg the $33 milion
back to ratepayer over the remaig life of Pepco's plant, which would produce a negative$975,000 anua expene.461 .

238. Pepco. Pepco counter that OPC's proposa is ''bad ratemakg" and that OPC

has failed to substantiate that the amount in resere for net salvage repesents excess

456 OPC states tht the regutory liabilties frm non-legal asset retiement obligatons ("AROs'') asiaed
the cost of remova of long-lived plat for 2006, 2007, and 2008 equas $298 millon. The D.C. jursdictiona porton
as of December 31,2008, was $32.9 miion.

457 OPC Br. 121.

458 ld. at 26.

459 OPC (E) at 22 (Majoros).

460
ld. at 30.

461
ld. at 36.
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collecon.462 Pep states that OPC has made no showing that the theoretcal resere amounts
for net salvage are zero. Retung these amounts back to customer will cause fuer under-
recovered situons for all accunts.463 Moreover, Pepco replies that it caot trfer

depreciation resere money to income without the Commission's approval. Georgia Power

neither did, nor could, take such action unlaterally.46

DECISION

239. Any method that recver the futue cost of removal over the life of the
investment will collect money from ratepayers in advance of paying for the actual removal (ths
includes both the SFAS-143 method and Pepco's proposed method). That money should be held
for futue removal costs, and not all of it should be retued to ratepayers. Thus, transferng the
reserve to a reguatory liabilty or retug all of the non-legal reoval cost resere to
ratepayers would not be approprate. Therefore, OPC's proposal is dened. To address OPC's
concers about the possible tranfer of any exces collections to income by Pepc, the
Commssion hereby orders that Pepco not tranfer any money from Accunt 108, Accumulated
Provision for Depreciation, to income without prior Commssion approval.

4. Pepco's Net Salvage/Net Removal Cost (Issue No. 6c)465

240. Pepco. Pepco maitans that its net salvagelnet removal cost is propely
calculated and fair to both Pepco and its customers.46 Pepo opposes the use of the SFAS-143

present value method467 to detere net salvagelnet removal costs statig tht the use of the
methodology would reslt in Pepco under-recverg its costs.468 Pepco aleges tht it would
under-recver because the futue net salvage percents it employed were conservative and th the

tritiona present value approach is dependent on anual increases.469 Pepco adts tht its

method results in the collection of futue inated removal costs from curent customers and uses

462

463

Pepo (3F) at 24-26 (Browng Rebuttl).

Pepo (3H) at 23 (Spanos Rebutt).

46 Pepco R. Br. 39.

465 Designted Isse No. 6c asks, "Is Pepco's Net Salvage/et Remova Cost properly computed?"

46
Pepco (I at 21-24 (Spanos), Pepco (2H) at 9-10 (Spanos Supp.).

467 The Commission in Order No. 15322 ordered Pep to fie a revied Depreciation Study using the SF AS-
, 143 preset value formula usd in the Marland Public Serice Commssion Cas No. 9096. See Formal Case No.
1076, Orer No. 15322 (July 10, 2009). Pepco, though calculate its rates following the approach in Marlad
Cae No. 9092 statig tht the Case No. 9(96 SF AS- 1 43 formul intialy used in Marlad wer flawed.

468
Pepco (2H) at 5 (Spanos Sup.).

469 ld. at 2,5.
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net salvage cost at a futue price levei.47o Pepco contends, however, that recvery under the
SFAS-143 present value method using a 7.96 percet discount factor is "signficatly back
10OOed.',471 In its direct testiony, Pepco utilizes a zero percent discount factor in an alterate

SFAS-143 cacuation.472

241. OPC. OPC argues that Pepco charges cuent ratepayers the full costs of futue
inflation, costs that Pepco ha not incured. Ths approach front-loads costs and fails to match
costs to the perod in which they are incured. OPC contends that P~co's approach is

inconsistent with "intergenertional equity" concepts and accral accuntig.4 3

242. OPC states that only the present value approach matches infation to the perods
in which it is incured. Accding to OPC, Pepco front-load futue infation costs into curent
periods resutig in the collection of excess payments from cuent customers.474 OPC points out
that Commssions in the thee neaby jursdictions do not allow Pepco nor the Pepco affiates
(Pepco in Marland, Atlantic City Electrc in New Jerey, and Delmara in Delaware) to chage
cuent cutomer for futue inflation.475

243. OPC assers that, consistent with the Commssion's directive in Order No. 15322,
Pep should have used the present value of the projected futue costs in order to develop the
curt dollar neeed to cover the futue cost of removal, i.e., discounted the inated amounts

back to its present value. OPC sttes tht the same result ca be reached by removig ination
from the calculation of projected futue removal costs.476 OPC clais that the present value
approach reduces Pepco's inflated futue cost of removal ratio and, therefore, the resultig net
salvage ratio, to a much smaller component of the depreciation rate calculation.477 OPC states
that Pepco should be required to recalculate its depreciation rates consistent with SF AS-143 as
ordered in Order No. 15322. OPC mainta tht Pepco has failed to recaculate deprecation
rates using the jursdictional Distrct of Columbia book resere and SF AS-143 present value
method for futue net savage as directed by the Commssion.478

470 Pepo (3H) at 11 (Spanos Rebutt).

471 Pepco (2F) at 11 (Browng Supp.).

472 Pepo (2H) at 7~8 (Spanos Supp.).

473 opc Br. i 13.

474 opc (E) at 19 (Majoros).

475
Tr. 1064 -1066.

476 opc (E) at 14-15 (Majoros).

4n Id. at 16. New Jery, Pennylvana, and Delaware have adopte a varant of th present value approach ~
an average net salvage allowance approach which sets the cost of removal to th dollar level the utity actuy

expenence on average over a reent penod to remove plant from seice.

478
ope E) at 8 (Majoros); See Orer No. 15322 at 8-9.
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244. OPC offer adjustments to the "present value" rates as fied by Pepco. OPC
replaced the 7.96 percent discount rate with discount factors solely reflectig ination; adopted

whole-life depeciation, which wil elimate the debate on the propriety of jursdictional bok
depreciation reseres in the context of depreciation rate calcuations; and made other changes to
present value calcuations. OPC argues that use of a rate of ret as the discount rate implies
that the rate has some relationship to eargs. However, OPC assers, the purose of the
discount rate is to remove the effec of futue inflation from Pepco's charges to curent

customer. OPC contends that usin~ its present value methodology would deceae anua
depreciation expense by $6.4 millon.4 9

245. Pepco Rebuttal. Pepco states that if the SFAS-143 method is used, which it
opposes, the maximum discount rate it support are the same infation rate Majoros had proposed
as the discount rate, as opposed to using the 7.96 percent cost of capita.48o Use of the inflation

rate as the discount rate produce a higher accr than using the cost of capita. Using the
infation rate as the discount rate produces a SF AS-143 net salvage cost of approximately $7

milion, whereas, the 7.96 percent rate produces an anual accrul of $4.2 milion.481 Pep
contends that if a 7.96 percet discount rate were used, futue cutomer will pay up to 7 ties
more toward the cost of removal than curent cutomer. In inated adjusted dollars, the present
value method reslts in futue customer payig up to 3 times more th curent customer using
the 7.96 percent discount rate.482

246. Pepco challenges OPC's calculation using the present value method, stating that
the formula used by OPC bears no resemblance to the SFAS-143 calculations the Commission
requested and that Pepco perormed.483 Pepco states that OPC's recommended distrbution-net
salvage anua accru of $1.9 millon would not even meet the historical $4.5 millon
distrbution D.C. removal cost that occured in 2008.484

479 ld. at 8-9; OPC (E)-3 (Majoros).

480 ld. at 22-23.

481 Pepco (3H)- 1.

482 Pepco Br. 54.

483 Pepco (3F) at 19 (Browng Rebutt).

484
ld. at 22. Pepco notes tht OPC used th whole. life tehnque which Pep oppose.
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247. The pares presented several different net salvage recovery proposals. The
anua expene that would be charged to customer are shown below:

Sumary of Net Salal!e Proposals

Total Anual Accru for
Futue Net Cost of Removal
In D.C. Distrbution Accunts

(millons)

1. Pep Primar Recommendation485 $14.4

2. SFAS-143 (MD Case No. 9092 Formulas)
at 7.96% Discount Rate 486

$4.2

3. SFAS-143 (M Case No. 9092 Formulas)
at "Ination only"
Discount Rate (2.66% to 5.24%
depending on the accunt) 487

$7.0

4. OPC (OPC (E)-12.13)
OPC calcuaton of Present Value at "Inflation only"
Discount Rate and uses Whole life & Reguatory

Liabilty.488 $1.9489

5. OPC Calculaton of Present Value at 7.96% Discount

Rate (OPC (E)_3)49O $0.5 491

6. For Comparson:
Actu Cost of Removal expene for D.C. Distrbution
in 2008492 $4.5

485 Pepo (C)-2 (Hook); Exbit (H)-l at i1-4 and i1-6 (Spanos).

486 Pepo (3H)1 (Spanos Rebutt).

487 Pepco (3F)-7 at I (Browng Rebutt); OPC (E)-5.

488
OPC (E)-l 2 and (E)-13 (Majoros).

489 Pepco caculated. See Pepco (3F)-6 (Browng Rebutt).

490 OPC (E)-3 (Majoros).

491 Pepo calculate. See Pepco (3F)- at 2 (Browng Rebutt).
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DECISION

248. Pepco's existig depreciation rates were established approxiately 20 year ago

at a tie when net salvage was often positive.493 In the past when net salvage was positive, th

meant that the grss salvage received at the time of retiement would adequately pay for the cost
of removal. In th instace, the Commssion did not nee to deterine how to collect the futue
cost of removal in customer rates becuse the futue gross salvage usualy covered the futu cost
of removal. Since its last depreciation study, Pepco' s net salvage factors have become negative
for alost all of the distrbution accounts.494 One reason for ths is that Pepco changed its

accountig methodology, which reduces the reported amount of gross salvage. Ths is the fit

case in which the Commission is faced with a proposal that would impose signficat charges on
curent cutomer to pay for the futue distrbution costs of removal.

249. Now is the tie to review the methodology used by Pepco to ensue that the

treatment adopted is designed to properly charge curent customer for futue cost. The

Commssions in at least thee nearby jursdictions do not alow Pepco or Pep afliates to use
the net salvage method that Pepco proposes in ths case. In addition, as a resut of SF AS~ 143 and

FERC Order No. 631, companes nationwide, including Pepco, are already using the SFAS~143
present value calculatons for futue cost of removals that are legaly required to occur ("legal
AROs").

250. oPC's arguent that Pepco's method creates intergenerationa inequity by
chargig cuent customers more in "rea" dollars then futue customers has mert. Pepco
acknowledges as much.495 Additionally, the record shows Pep's metod chages curent
cusomer for futue inflation.496 Because of ths, the Commssion will adopt a net salvage
method that minimzes the collecon of futue inflation from curent customer and corrects
these other problems.

251. OPC proposes several adjustments to the SF AS-143 formulas, as shown in
Marland Case No. 9092, includig the use of whole-life, the creation and amortization of a
reguatory liabilty, and the use of a discount rate based on ination. OPC has not identified any
jursdiction that is using OPC's modified ''present value" formulas, and the modified formulas

produce very small dollar accs, as shown in the "Sumar of Net Salvage Proposals" table
above. Pepco points out that OPC's recommended anua accr of $1.9 milion would not

492 Pep (3F) at 22 (Brown Rebutt).

OPC Br. 42-43.493

494 oPC (E) at 5; oPC (E)- (Majoros).

495 See, OPC Br. at 113, ope Cross Examintion Exh. 16 and 34.

496 Pepo (3H) at 11 (Spanos Rebutt); Tr. 414-415.
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equa the historical $4.5 millon distrbution D.C. removal cost that occed in 2008.497 We
therefore rejec OPC's modified "present value" formulas. The Commssion believes that the
formulas from Marland Case No. 9092, using inflation based discount rates, produce an anua
accr for D.C. distrbution net salvage of$7.0 millon that is both fai and reasonable.498

252. The record shows that the SF AS-143 method does collect the necessar amount of

net salvage costs over the life of the asset. Pep's example (Pep Ex. (2F)-2), where the
average remainig life increaes midway in the life of an account, never occur in any actu
accunt.499 In all actu accounts, the average remaining life decreases over time, i.e., it has a
declinng patter. Pepo admits that its method results in the collection of futue inated
removal costs from curent customers and in the collection of net salvage cost at a futue price
leveL. Faiess and equity requie that the Commssion adopt a methodology tht, to the extent
possible, balance the interest of curent and futue ratepayer. The SF AS-143 method

accomplishes ths. Pepco should not be allowed to charge curent cuomers for futue ination,

nor should Pep be allowed to charge current customers in higher-value curent dollar for a
futue cost of removal amount that is calculated in lower-value futue dollar. Therefore, the
Commssion adopts the SFAS-143 method, using the formulas from Marland Case No. 9092,
with the rate of inflation rate used as the discount factor. These SFAS-143 present value
calculatons as reflected in Pepco (3F)-7 wil result in an anual D.C. distrbution acc for net
cost of removal of approximately $7 milion.

5. Recordig of Gross Salvage Value (Issue No. 6d)SOO

253. Durg the hearngs, the Commssion becae aware that Pepco made two
different interal accountil3 changes in 2004 and 2005 that have reduce the amount of gross
salvage tht Pepco recrds. 1 In 2004, Pepco changed the accuntig treatment of ''td par

accdent reiburements, which reduce the amount of thrd pary reimburements that Pepco

recrded as gross salvage.502 In 2005, Pepco changed its acunting of scrap materals.503 Some

497 Pepo (3F) at 22 (Browng Rebutt).

498 Pepo criticized the Marlad Case No. 9092 formul. Many of Pepco criticisms of Marlad Cas No.
9092 were based on a diunt ra of 7.96%, which prouced an anual accru for D.C. ditrbution net savage
value of $4.2 miion. Pepo (3H)1.

499 Pepco's Ex. (2F)-2 (Browng Supp).

so Desigte Issu No. 6d asks, "Is Pepco correctly recordig its grss savage in acrdce with FERC's
Uniform Syste of Accounts?" In respons to Issu No. 6d OPC anwer, "Yes". OPC did not provide any other
testiny on th issue. See OPC (E) at 5 (Majoros); OPC Br. 122.

sii
Tr. 316-317; Commssion Ex. 10.

S0 Commssion Ex. 10.

si3 Id.
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costs ~revously assigned as salvage are now considered scrap not related to retiement of
assets. 04 The Commssion is concered about the impact that these two internal accuntig
changes made by Pepco may have on futue depreciation stuies and resultig customer rates.

DECISION

254. Reducing the recrded gross salvage amount makes the net salvage more negative

and increaes the caculated depreciation rates, everg being equal. Reducing
reimbursements recorded as gross salvage decreases gross savage that Pepco records and could
increae the caculation of futue depreciation rates. The two accunting chages made by Pepco
would have a tendency to increase deprecation rates, which, in tu may increae customer
rates. We fid no acctable rationale for Pepco's changes in the accountig metods.

Therefore, we diect Pep to resume recordig capitalized thd-par reibursements as
salvage and resue creditig them into Account 108, Accumulated Provision for Deprecation.

In addition, Pepco is direed to recrd scrap salvage as salvage and credit it to Accunt 108.
However, nothg in ths Order prohibits Pep from using a representave samplig to decrease
the effort requied to comply with ths diective.

WI. IMACT OF D.C. AN FEDERA TAXS505

A. Consolidated Tax Returns

255. The Commission stated in Pepco's last rate cae that it might revisit the
"consolidated ta issue", i.e., the issue of what ratemakg treatment is approprate to reflect the
fact that Pepco parcipates in the PHI group's consolidated income ta retu.506 As par of a

consolidated group of PHI companes, with losses to offset Pepco's taable income, Pepco's
effectve ta liabilty in a consolidated return is generally less th it would be if it fies as a

stad-alone company. In Formal Case No. i 053, the Commssion approved its "long-standing
position tht a stad-alone approach is the most reaonable method of settng rates." However,

the Commission went on to state:

Whle a stad-alone metod may have the disadvantage of saddling ratepayers
with ta costs that are not actuly paid to the Goverent, it has the benefit of
insulating ratepayer from the losses attbutable to PHI's uneguated afliates in
a volatie maret. Cour have held that adoptig the stad-alone metod is a

matter with the discretion of the regulatory body.

504 Pepco (2E) at 2 (Wte Sup.).

50S Deignted Issue No.10 asks, ''Doe PEPCO's prestation of its revenue reuiments properly reflect the

impacts of any chages in Distrct of Columbia and Federa ta reguations?"

506 Pepo's federa conslidad grup includes over 60 corpraon, while the D.C. consolidate group
includes just over a dozen. Pepco (1) at 5 (Waren).
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We recgne that other jursdictons have adopted alteratives to the pure stand-
alone approach that we uphold here. The other alteratives range from sharng
mechanisms to a prorated consolidated retu approach. 

50? However, the

advantages and disadvantages of those alternative methods have not bee
suffciently explored in this proceeing to warant the adoption of a new policy.
If the pares wish to make more detaed arguents supprtng an alterative
metod in the next rate base proceedg, the Commssion wi revisit its policy of
pure stand-alone treatment. 50

256. Pepco. The Company requests an anua allowance of $9,758,000 for Distrct of

Columbia income taxes and $33,260,000 for federal income taes. Pepco updated its anua
allowance to $8,835,000 for Distrct of Columbia income taes and $30,366,000 for feder
income taes.509 The Company states that these figues were calcuated on a stad-alone basis
for detering its taes, as approved by the Commssion in Formal Case No. 1053.510

257. ope. OPC seeks a rate base reducton of $172.9 millon, and recgntion of
"Intercompany Defered Income Taxes," to give ratepayer some of the tax savigs tht Pepco's
parent company PHI realizes frm filing consolidated federal and D.C. income ta retu

coverng Pepco.51 OPC argues that Pepco did not - and will not in the futue - actuy pay the
higher taes that Pepco collects from its ratepayer.51Z Instead, OPC assers that Pep pays
taes only though PHI, whose consolidated tax retus show much lower federa and D.C. ta
liabilties because they add together Pepco's taxable income with tax losses from other PHI

50 In parcul, the Commssion note New Jersy's rationae tht wher a utity's opertions prodce

income th provides the opportty for ta savigs though offttg anua loss of th other subsidies, the

"rateayer wh produc the income tht provide the ta benefits should sha in those beefits." Formal Case No.
1053, Orer No. 14712 at 88 n. 616.

508
Formal Case No. 1053, Order No. 14712, 'l240.

509
See Tr. 1242.

510 See Pepo (C) at 17,14-15 (Hook); Pepco (2C) at 6 (Hook) on Adjusents 27 and 18.

si
See OPC (C) at 60-73 (Bnght) (urgig a $140.2 millon rate bas redtion for fed taes); OPC (C) at

73-85 (urgig an additiona $32.7 millon rate base reduction for D.C. taes); and OPC (C)-7. OPC fit calcultes
how much money pm curently trfer fromPepo to othr pm unegute subsidiaes (as money collecte
frm Pep ratepaye for Federa and D.C. taes but never paid to th Fedra or D.C. goverents). OPC state
tht balance should be included in Pepo's rate bas as a rate base deduction "simlar to the rate base deducon for
Accumulte Defered Income Taxes." ¡d. at 73,77-78.

512 oPC states tht Pepco ba be payig Feder income taes on a consolidated basis since 1984 and D.C.
income taes on a consolidated basis since 2001. OPC (C) at 78. "In the 24 year the Company has been payig
taes using a consolidated ta retu there were always Group Members with ta losses." ¡d. at 81.
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subsidiares. OPC claims its "Consolidated Tax Adjustment" ("CT A") properly recgnes ths
fact and adjusts the utility's cost of servce to prevent an over-recover from ratepayer. 

51

258. OPC points out that PHI has saved millons of dollar in federa and D.C. income
taes over the year by filing conslidated income ta retus coverng Pepco, two other

regulated subsidiares, and 60 other non-reguated subsidiares.514 OPC argues there is no reaon
to sadle Pepco ratepayers with the costs of ''phantom income taes" that Pepco never acty
pays to the goverent. Firs!, OPC argues that there is nothng about PHI's self-serg intra-
company ta sharg agreeent with its subsidiares that justifies forcing Pepco ratepayer to
subsidize PHI's uneguated loss affliates. Second, OPC argues that its CTA system is fairer
because it would allow PHI's uneguated loss affliates to contiue to realize benefits from
associatng with PHI (such as improved accss to capital), without being unfaily subsidied by
Pepco ratepayers.515 OPC argues that its even-handed CTA proposal allows uneguated loss
affliates to get the benefit of cah payments for tax losses, while Pepco ratepayer get a rate base
reduction for Pepco fuds trfered to the afliates (origialy collected by Pepco as ''tes''
but never actuly paid to the goverent by PHI/ep). 516 Without ths rate base reduction,

OPC argues, Pepco's ratepayer are subsidizig PHI's non-reguated affliates since these non-
reguated affliates are not entitled to cah payments for ta losses on a std-alone basis.517

259. OPC claims that its eTA proposal represents a sharg of benefits in much the
same way as the ta benefits of acclerated depreciation are shaed betee shareholder and
ratepayer. OPC indicates tht in both cases the defered income taes are deducted from rae
base as ratepayer supplied capital and in both cases the Companli reta use of the money but
ratepayer are not charged for the tie value (retu) of the fuds. 18

260. OPC points out that its CT A rate-base-reduction proposal is different from its
earlier proposa (rejected in Formal Case No. 1053) to decease Pepco's tax expee.519 OPC's
new CT A proposal treats consolidated ta savigs in the same maner as other accumulated
defered income taes, as a reduction of rate base. OPC contends tht ths sort of shag of

eTA ta benefits betwee shaeholders and ratepayer was approved in Washington Gas Light

Co. v. Pub. Servo Comm'n, 450 A.2d 1187, 1233-1235 (D.C. 1982). OPC argues tht its new rate

513 fd. at 62-63.

514 OPCBr.169-171;OPC(C)at69,76-77.

515 OPC Br. 172-173.

516 OPCBr.179.

517 OPC Br. 178.

518 OPCBr.174.

519 OPC Br. 174-176; OPC (C) at 79; Tr. 938- 939, 962-963 (OPC witns Bright).
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bas reduction proposal also responds to the Commission's concer about insulatng ratepayers
from the losses attbutable to PHI's uneguated afliates in a volatile market. 520 Essentia1~,

OPC suggests that its proposa would yield only downward adjustments to Pepco's rate base,S 1
because OPC's adjustment comes into play, and yields a rate base adjustment, only when
Pepo's collection of stad-alone taxes from Pepco ratepayer creates "consolidated income ta
savings" that PHI trfer interaly from Pepco to other PHI uneguated subsidiares (as

money colleced from Pepco ratepayers for "cuent" taes, but never paid to the Federal or D.C.
governents).522 Consequently, OPC contends that "Pepco's utility cutomers would never be
required to pay for income taes greater than the income taes computed using the stad-alone
method.,,523

261. OPC indicates tht thee major alteratives exist for makg a consolidated ta
adjustment.524 (1) New Jersey Approach. OPC staes that its approach is modeled afer the one
in New Jerey, where the Commssion makes a consolidaed tax deduction from rate base. The
rationale is simlar to the rationale for deducting accumulated defered income taes frm

Pepco's rate base because ths is ratepayer-provided money that Pep has not yet had to pay to

the goverent. OPC argues that ths approach appropriately recgnzes the tie value of
money.525 (2) Texas Approach. OPC proffer that Texas follows a slightly different "time value
of money" approach that ultiately makes a deduction from utiity income taes (not utity rate

base). OPC indicates that Texas earlier followed a "consolidated capital strctu" approach
(descrbed below), but then switched to its curent method. Texas first calcuates what the
deduction for rate base would be (i.e., the taxes tht the utility pays out to its unegulated
affliates) and then caculates a tie value of money associated with that, because the

uneguated affliates get to use tht money before they actuly have any taable income. Texas

520 OPC agree tht "Pepo's customers are not and should not be expose to the costs and nsks assiate
with PHI's non-regute operations since these businses ar engaged in non-reguate activities." OPC (C) at 81
(Bright).

521
Two caveats wer aded by OPC witness Bright durg the Commion hegs. Firt, oPC state tht if

PHI's ungute loss companes eventuly have taable income, as Pepo sad they would, then "it tu arund"
so tht Pepco's rate bas would be incrased Tr. 994 (OPC witnss Bright). OPC also tefied tht, if Pepco

experences a ta loss, as it did in 2008 th would cause an upward adjustment to Pep's rate bas. Given the
experence of PHI and Pepco durg the last several yea, however, when Pepco genery ha positive taable

income and PHI's affiates generay ha lare ta loss, OPC indicates tht it would tae "a whole bunh of yea
in a row of ta losse" by Pepco beore th effect would regite as an increas in Pepco's rate base. See Tr. 989-
999 (colloquy betwee OPC witness Bright and Commsioner Morgan).

522 OPC (C) at 84-85.

523 ld. at 80. OPC avers tht its proposa would not confscate PHI shaholder prope. Its propsed rate
base reduction for defered income taes "is not a perent redction of the Company's ta expe for
rateg puroses. Instead these conslidated ta savigs are trate in the sae maer as other accumulte

deferred income taes - as a redction of rate base." ld. at 84.

524 Tr. 961 (OPC witness Bright).

525 Tr. 972,962,963, 968 (OPC witnes Bright).
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then takes the number that OPC proposes to deduct from rate base, multiplies it by an interest
factor, and then reduces the income taes of the utility by the amount of that interest.526 (3)
Florida! Pennslvania! Virginia! West Virginia Approach. OPC notes that other states set utiity
rates by using a consolidated capita strctue. That is, they use the capita strctue of the

consolidated group of which the utility is a member, relyig on using the debt of the consolidated
entity for caculatig the interest that is used in calculatg income taes, and then reducing the
tax expense listed for the reguated utility.527

262. OPC witness Bright states that PHI's consolidated group (includig Pepco) paid
taes in 2008, but not before.528 OPC's witness confi tht OPC is seekig a CTA based on at
least five yea of accuulated deductions from rate base.529 Theoreticay, OPC acknowledges,

if PHI's uneguated loss affliates never have any taable income, then there could be losses that
could get larger than Pepco's rate base. However, OPC points out that Pepco witness Salatto
testified that the unegulated loss afliates would eventu~ have taable income, in which case
"it turns around" and Pepco's rate base would grow agai. 30 OPC points out that Pepco had an
income ta loss in 2008 and might have one in 2009 becuse of bonus depreciation.53 Citig
deces of PHI history, OPC argues that "(t)he income taxes paid to the federal and D.C.
goverents are never equa to the stad alone amounts of the Group Member with positive
taxable income because there are always some entities with taable losses." 532

263. .oPC witness Bright suggested durg the heargs that a 50/50 split of benefits
might be appropriate, between the uneguated loss companes (on the one hand) and Pepco and
its ratepayers (on the other hand). OPC contends ths would give the unegulated loss companes
some of the benefit of the ta deductons they generate, which lower taes for the consolidated

group, while also givig some compensation to Pepco and its customer who are providing
immediate cash to the PHI conslidated group and its loss companes.53 OPC agrees that when
it ta abut the curent value of money, it conceptully is lookig at the benefit that is going to

the uneguated loss companies as if it were a loan from Pepco to those companes that
eventuly will be repaid. That is why OPC deducts just the interest from Pepco's rate base.534

526 Tr. 958- 959, 961 (OPC witness Bright).

527

528

Tr. 959-960 (OPC witness Bright).

Tr. 967 (OPC witness Bright).

Tr. 975-976,978-982, 993-994 (OPC witness Bright).529

530

531

See Tr. 994 (OPC witness Bright).

Tr. 952 (OPC witness Bright).

532 OPC Br. 179.

533 Tr. 986-988, 992 (Ope witness Bright).

534 Tr. 994-995 (OPC witness Bright in colloquy with Chair Kae).
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OPC insists that, under its proposal, the unegulated loss companes would still get the cah
payments to them from the consolidated group in payment for its tax deductions,535 but tht
''ratepayers get the rate-based deduction," and therefore get a retu on the money.536

264. Pepco Rebuttl. Overall, Pepco's rebuttal characeries OPC's view as "a
punitive consolidated ta adjustment that retroactively strps ta benefits away from other PHI
companes, i.e., the companes that bore the risks and incued the costs associated with attg

the tax benefits, and unateraly assigns the benefits, but not the costs, to Pepco's Distrct of
Columbia utility opeations, as a cost of serce adjustment, to arficially lower customer rates."
The Company argues that OPC has not justified overowig ths Commssion's longstading
"std-alone" policy of keeping a consolidaed Company's utility operations separate frm its
unegulated businesses.53 Pep assers that OPC's CTA proposal reflects a small minority
viewpint that "conflicts with settled D.C. practice, ecnomic logic and, most signficatly,
reguatory equity.,,538 The Company marshals a broad aray of legal and policy arguents in

opposition to ope's proposed CTA.

265. First, Pepco argues that CTAs are contrar to settled ratemakg practices of the
FERC and the vast majority of state commissions. Accrding to Pepco, there are only five States
that recgnize CT As of the kid that OPC seeks here. Pep contends that two states
(penylvania and Oregon) require CTAs though legislation, while thee other sttes (New
Jerey, West Virgia, and Texas) allow thei Commissions discreton to impose CTAs. 539

266. At least 37 other staes have rejected CTAs, accrding to Pepco, noting tht ths
Commssion rejected CTAs as "highy speculatve" in Formal Case No. 912 (decided in 1992).
In Formal Case No. 929 (decided in 1994) ths Commssion agai rejected CTAs on the ground
that they "distort() the tre costs of electrc serce. ,,540 Whle the Marland Commssion is
curently considerng a CTA proposal, it earlier rejected CTAs in a 1972 Columbia Gas rate
case, statig "(i)t is not proper rate-makg to base revenue requiements upn costs not related
to the utility operation under review." Simarly, the Marland Commssion agai rejected CT As
in a 1991 Pepco case, stating tht "(i)t is a rue of general aplicaton that the rates charged for a

535

536

Tr. 989-999 (OPC witness Bright).

Tr. 990-991 (OPC witness Bright).

537

53ß

See Pepco Br. 83-98; Pepco R.Br. 46-52; Pepco (3A) at 8-9 (Kerck).

Pepco (1) at 4 (Waren).

539 Pepo Br. 86,95-98; Pepco (1) at 30-34 (Warn). Accord Tr. 1258-1259 (Pepco witness War).

Pepco Br. 95-97. To be sure, Pepco acknowledes, the Commion approved of CTAs in an old 1982
Washin Gas Light cas. However, Pepo argues tht old WGL cae wa "factuy unque" beau WGL
owned the unegute affte company tht incur the ta losses. "Here, Pepco ha not investe in nor ha it
taen any of the ri assoiaed with th activities of other PHI uneguated affte." Pepo R. Br. 50. As the
D.C. Cour of Appals note the Feder Power Commsion decided to retu to a stad-alone method af briefly
approvig ofCTAs. Pepo R. Br. 51.

540
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reguated utility serce should reflect only the cost associated with providing utity serce;

they should not reflect costs associated with other businesses ru by the utility.,,541 The
Commissions in Minnesota and New Mexico simlarly rejected CT As in recent opinions. 

542

267. The Company states that FERC also has consistently used the "stand-alone"
method (excluding affliates) to calculate regulatory tax liabilty. 

543 In su, Pep argues that
there is "a message in the fact tht only a handful of reguatory jursdictons employ CT As - and
that in only thee states have reguators affatively chosen to do so. CT As, while they may be

supecially attactive mechansms to lower rates, simply canot stad up to anytg like a

rigorous reasoned analysis. The broad application of pricipled analysis and reguatory equity is
the reason why CTAs remain rare.,,544

268. Second, Pepco argues that CTAs uneasonably reduce a utility's revenues. In its
post-hearg brief, Pepco claims that Statement of Financial Accountig Stadads No. 109
(SF AS 109) compels it to follow a "stad-alone" approach to taes regardless of whether ths
Commssion decides to impose CT As for ratemakng puroses. The "imposition of CT As wil
reduce revenues but will have no impact on the Company's fiancial reprting obligations.
Pep contends tht if the Commission were to impose aCTA, the Company's revenues would

decrease, but its ta expene would remain the same." Over tie, Pepco argues, ths will simply
erode a utility's abilty to achieve its authoried equity retu.545

269. Third, Pepco argues that CTAs violate the "cost responsibilty ~rinciple, which
dictates that the pary that incur a cost is entitled to the asciated ta benefit. 6 Pepco aver
tht tax benefits have value and belong to the entity that incured the tax loss. OPC's proposed
CT A adjustment violates these priciples, Pepco submits, because OPC "asks ths Commssion
to assign to customers, ta benefits tht are embedded in costs incured by shareholder." Tht
is, CT As extract the benefits of non-reguated tax losses from shareholder and assign them to
utiity customers who did not share in the costs and risks of the underlying investments that

541 Pepco Br. 95-97.

542 Pepco Br. 97-98; Pepco (1) at 31,33, and Pepco (1)2, citig Xcel Energy, Min. Docket No. E-022/GR-05-

1428 (September 1, 2006) and Pub. Ser. Comm 'n of New Mexco, N. Mex. Ca No. 07-00077- UT (fi order
Apri 25, 2008).

543 Pepo Br. 91, 98.

544 Pepco (1) at 34 (War).

545 See Pepo Br. 86,93-94; Pep (1) at 28-29 (Waren). See also Pepco Br. 87-89.

S4 Pepco Br. 90; Pepo (1) at 19 (Waren). Two common examles tht OPC acknowledges, Pepco state,
concern the ratemag treatment accrded to imrut or uneces utiity costs tht are diowed for
rateg puroses (i.e., costs tht a Commsion decided canot be recovere from ratepayer). The Company

an OPC ag, says Pepco, th utity shaeholde (not ratepayers) get the ta benefit of suh disaowed costs. ld.
at 20-24.
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generated these ta benefits. 
547 They thereby dimiish the profitabilty of the non-reguated

activities that produce ta losses. Pepco argues that ths may impede socially beneficial
activities by non-regulated afliates (such as alterative energy investments) that Congress

wishes to incetivie with ta benefits.548

270. Fourth, Pep claim that CTAs lack any coherent rationale. To begin, Pep

states that CT As are inconsistent with ta principles allowig consolidated ta retus. Tax

sharg agreements (like the one betwee Pepco and its PHI affliates) that "compenate loss
affliates for the use of their losses" represent a common, commercially reaonable practice and
they are "the norm.,,549 Moreover, Pepco witness Waren states that PHI's allocation ofintemal
losses to its affliates, including Pepco, is consistent with traditional accounting and SEC
principles.550 The SEC approved PHI's interal tax sharng agreeent. 

551 Another basic

objecon, Pep argues, is that allowig CT As would breach the tradtional reguatory wall
between reguated and non-reguated entities. "Where a CT A is imposed, the results of non-
jursdictional operations wil have a direc effec on the settg of jursdictonal rates." Finally,

''while the consolidated retu proces was intended to prevent the imposition of a ta cost on the
use of multiple corporations under common ownerhip, the imposition of a CT A creates a
reguatory cost in its stead thereby frtrtig the very purose for which consolidated retu
exist.,,552

271. Fifh, Pepco contends that OPC's proposal is deeply flaw because OPC cram five

years' wort of CTAs into its proposed $172.9 milion reduction to rate base. OPC gives no
explanation for using five years wort of CTAs, includng prior year' CTAs, and Pep argues
that OPC's proposal amounts to retroactive rulemakg.553

547 See Pepco Br. 86.

548 See Pepco Br. 86,91-93; Pepo R.Br. 49-50; Pep (1) at 25-26. Pepco note tht, under ta law at the
time of the Commssion heags, ta losss may be cared back two yea, and cared forward for 20 year into the
futue. ¡d. at 8.

549 Pepco (1) at 14, 6; Pepo Br. 87; Pepco R Br. 48-49. Accord Tr. 1269- 1272 (Pepo witnes Waren).

550 Pep (1) at 15-16, 26-28 (Warn). Pepco witns Salat conf tht "all companes with poitive
taable income pay their searte company, stad-alone ta liabilties, and al companes tht incur ta losse ar

paid for the us of those losses when they ar absorbe, therby redcing pm's conslidate table income. No
distiction is made between reguate and non-reguted companes. * * * In fact, on its 2001 and 2008 ta retu,

Pepo reprt stad alone, separte company ta losses and received, or wil receive, substatial cash trfers as a
resut of the absoIption of its tax losss by PHI." Pepco (K) at 4-5.

55l
Tr. 1310 (Pepco witness Saltto).

552 ¡d. at 9.

553 Id. at 11-13.
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272. Pepco argues fuer that OPC's CTA proposal is ver different from that of New
Jersey's. To begin with, New Jersey's CTA staed in 1990 and was effective only
prospevely, and not a retroactive basis.554 OPC and New Jerey both us cumulative CTAs,
but under the New Jerey approach, rate-based offsets ca be reversed whenever the non-
reguated company that produce the loss ca use its own loss. Earlier losses would not give rise
any longer to a rate-based offset. Pepco contends that this is very different from OPC's proposa,
under which the reguated utility would have to suffer a loss before OPC's cumulative CTAs
would revere.555 Pepc argues that, under OPC's approach, rate base is peranently reduce
and goes only one way and will not "reverse" at some point, uness the reguated utility suffer a
ta loss.556

273. The Company argues that OPC's presentation on the CTA issue is largely the
same as the inadequate CTA claims it presented in Pepco's last rate cae.557 Accrdig to Pep,
OPC's assumptions seeking to justify a CTA are wrong. OPC's fudaenta clai is that

ratepayers should not have to pay for ''phantom'' taes that are never in fact paid by Pepco. But
tax expenes set durg a rate case nee not be (and seldom is) the same as the actu taes paid
by pepCO.558 OPC's assumptions about how its CTA would work also are flawed, acrding to

Pepco. Though PHI affiates' losses frequently offset Pepco's taxable income, Pepco had
income tax loss in 2001 and 2008, because of bonus depreciation, pension contrbutions, and a
change in its tax accunting method for treating capitaized overhead costs. The Company
contends that it might have another tax loss year in 2009 becuse of bonus depreciation.559

274. Sixth, Pepco argues that PHI investors, in makg investments relied on the

contiuing avaiability of tax deductions that are safeguded by longstadifi Commssion
preceent uphoIding the stad-alone metod of computig income ta expense.5 0 At least for

554 Tr. 1260-1261,1281-1282 (Pepco witness Waren).

Tr. 1261, 1264-1265 (Pepo witness War).

556 Tr. 1266-1267 (pepc witness Warn). Accord Tr. 988-989, 975-976, 978-983 (OPC witness Bright)

(acknowledgig tht, under OPC's proposa, ifPepco experiences a ta loss, it would caus an upwad adjusent to
rate bas, but tht it would tae "a whole bunch" of ta loss yea in a row by Pep to signficantly ree the lage
crAs produced under OPC's proposal).

555

557 See Pepo Br. 84-85; Pepco R Br. 46-47; Tr. 930-946 (OPC witness Bright).

558 Tax-bok ti dierenes, Pepo state, are in al cases temporar an ar cad by normtion,
interest synchronition and other simar adjustments. See Pep R.Br. 47; Pep Br. 87-89.

559
See Tr. 1253-1254, 1256 (Pepco witnes Waren); Tr. 1295-1297, 1303-1305, 1312-1314 (Pepco witness

Salatto). See also Tr. 952 (OPC witness Bright).

560 Pepco Br. 83-84, 92. "Depare from the Commion's stad-alone method without grandfatherig
investments made on the basis of exitig Commssion policy at th tie such investments wer ma is highly

,puntive and is the equivaent of chaging the ground roles in the middle of a contest Accordgly, any
Commssion chage in policy regardig CT As should apply only to investments mae aft the imposition of th
policy." Pepco Br. 84; see id. 92-93.
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those PHI affliated member companes that engage in levered leasing of equipment,561 those
member companes relied on a "stad-alone" assignent of ta benefits to them (for accuntig
puroses in pricig and strctng their equipment leaing deals yeas ago). "If the ta benefits
are commandeered by inclusion in a CTA calculation, the investment itself is impaied."
Consequently, Pep argues, "any CT A caculation should exclude ta losses attbutable to
leveraged lease investments." 562

DECISION

275. Given the recrd before us, the Commission has decided to adhere to our

trtional stad-alone approach regarding federal and distrct ta expene, which is widely

followed by the majority of Commssions thoughout the countr.563 OPC's CTA proposal has
several flaws which, in our opinon, reinforce our adherence to ths long-stading policy.

276. ope's CTA proposal undercuts common tax practice for affliate companes,
violates the "cost responsibilty priciple," and threaten to create inequities for other PHI

affiate companes (such as those engaged in equipment leasing) that "eared" the tax benefits
and relied on their availabilty to them, as Pepco notes. Moreover, OPC's proposal is
signficantly differnt from the New Jerey approach.564 OPC's CTA proposal theaten to
create an immediate massive $172.9 millon reduction to Pep's rate base in ths case. A rate

base adjustment of that magnitude might well destabilze Pepco's fiancial condition. Over

tie, recognzing "Intercompany Defered Income Taxes" on Pep's books as OPC urges might

reduce Pepco's rate base to zero.56 By contrast, under New Jerey's CTA approach, PHI's
uneguated loss afliates wil eventuy have taxable income so that "it tus around" and

Pepco's rate base rises again.566 OPC's proposal would not "tur arund" uness Pep sufer

signficat ta losses yea afer year, a much less likely prospect in our view.567

561
Pepco (1) at 45-48. "(S)everal of the pm afates tht proed substati ta losses did so dirtly as a

resut of being engaged in the busines ofleveraged leaing. * * * * The consideration of the ta losss produce by
suh tranctions in the calculation of a CTA essentilly appropriates for customers par of wht the lessr ha paid

for. In other words, these highy engieered trctions ar priced to reflect th cash flows genete by th ta
losses th ar embedded in their strctues." Id. at 46-47.

S6
Id. at 47, 48.

The Marland PSC recently reaed the majority view and rejected CT As. See In re Delmarva Power &
Light, Md. Case No. 9192, Ordr No. 83085 at 20-23 (Decmber 30,2009).

563

564 See Tr. 1261, 1264-1267 (Pepco witness Waren) (explag dierences between OPC's CTA proposa
and New Jery's CTA system). Accord Tr. 988-989, 975-976, 978-983 (OPC witnes Bright).

565 See Tr. 994 (OPC witnes Bright).

S6 See Tr. 1317-1318 (Pep witns Salatt).

567 See Tr. 1261, 1264-1265 (Pepo witness Waren).
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277. The Commssion did not receive evidence on, and was unable to fuy evaluae,
the ~ossible impact of the 2008 tax loss position of Pepco and PHI,568 recent changes in ta

law, 
69 and whether PHI's unreguated affliates would be imune from D.C. taes with or

without an intercompany agreement on taxes.570 As was the case in Formal Case No. 1053, the
Company proffers a more sound policy argument in favor of maitang the stad-alone

approach. We were parcularly persuaded by the sound ta and accounting arguents made by
Pepco witness Waren which were reflected in the Minnesota and New Mexico Commssion
decisions cited by Pepco.571 Therefore, the Commission rejects the adoption of OPC's parcular
CT A proposal.

B. Bonus Depreciation

278. ope. OPC argues that the Company should make an adjustment to show the
actu amount of bonus deprecation it received for 2008, instea of the prelimar audit amount

it included in rate base.572

279. Pepco. The Company agrees. Pep changed its tax accuntig method for its
2008 tax retu but it did not recive IRS approval to do so until May 2009, too late to reflect

the new metod in its original ratemakg filing here. "Due to the difference related to ths
deduction between Pepo's tax provision and its retu there is an increae of $85.6 millon, on

568
In most yea Pil as a whole rert taable income. Tr.1304 (pep witness Saltto). In 2008, however,

pm had a ta loss. See Tr. 1302, 1305-1306 (pepco witness Salatt).

569 Ordiny, the net operatig loss (NOL) car-back peod for businesses is two yea, and the NOL car-
forwd perod is 20 yea. In the 11lth Congrs, the Amercan Recovery and Reinvestmt Act of 2009 (pL.

11 I -5) provided business taxpayers with $15 million or les in gross receipts an opprtty to extend the car-back
penod for up to five year for NOLs incur in 2008. The Work, Homeownerhip, and Business Assistace Act
of 2009 (pub. L. No. 111-92), encted on November 6, 2009, exten the car-back penod to five year for all

busines tapayers except those who have received cert fed asisce relatig to the ficial cnsis. Under

th law, a tapayer can use the exteded car-back peod for an NOL incu in 2008 or 2009, but not both
Furher, P.L. 11 I -92 stipulat tht the amount of loss tht can be cared back to the fi yea is lite to 50% of

the taayer's taable income in th fi car-back year. Ths litation, however, doe not apply to businesse

with $5 mion or less in gross reeipts tht mae a five-yer car-back election aftr enctment of the legislation.

570
The quer is whether an unguated pm afate tht is imune from D.C. taes, and which would never

contrbute D.C. ta deductions to the PHI grup, should be entitled to any allocate "state ta" payments frm Pepo
under Pil's intercompany ta ageement.

571
See Pepo (1) at 31-33 (Warn), Pepo (1)-2, citi Xcel Energ, Mi. Docket No. E-022/GR-05-1428

(September 1,2006); Pub Ser. Comm'n of New Mexico, N. Mex. Case No. 07-o0077-UT (fi order Apri 25,
2008). Accord: City of Charlottesile, Virginia v. FERC, 774 F.2d 1205 (D.C. Cir. 1985), cert denied 475 U.S.
1108 (1986) (cour upholds FERC's stad-alone policy); Hahe & Alif Accountig for Pulic Utities §§17.05-

17.06, §19.03 (2009) (strongy aring agat CTAs).

572 OPC (A) at 22 (R).
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a system basis, to the 2008 defered tax balance. Ths amount was recorded in the Company's
books and records in September 2009.,,57 The Company states that the DC allocated porton of
its increased bonus depreciation deduction, tag interes synchronization into acunt, reduces

Pep's revenue requiement by $4.5 millon.574 .

DECISION

280. The Commission accepts the adjustment for bonus depreciation (and interest
synchroniation) that Pepco and OPC agreed upon.

IX. JURISDICTIONAL COST ALLOCATION (Issue No. iii75

281. The Commission approved Pepco' s jursdictional cost allocations in its last rate
cae. Rejectig OPC's proposed coincident peak method, the Commssion reaffed the

validity of the average and exces noncoincident pea ("AED-NCP") method for alocatig
Pep's system-wide costs to the Distrct ofColumbia.576

282. Pepco. The overhelmg majority of Pep's distrbution costs (e.g., for lines,
substations, tranformer, and meter) were directly assigned to the jursdicton that uses those
plant facilities.577 The study in Pepco (F)-l shows how other costs and operatig expenes such
as Cash Workig Capital were calculated by jursdiction.

283. Though most of its cost figues for transmission and distrbution facilities are
taen from FERC acunts, Pepco states that several items (e.g., uncollectible accounts, ard
General Plant) had to be "fuctonalized" to detere the distbution-related portion of those
cost8.578 For example, the major excetion to Pep's direct cost assignent approach concer

the cost of subtransmission facilties - which car electrcity though both the Distrct of
Columbia and other jursdictions. Pepco states that it allocated these costs betwee jursdictons,
based on the Commssion-approved AED-NCP method.579 Pep submits that its other
jursdictional cost allocations are not disputed.

573 Pepco (K) at 7-9 (Salatt).

See Pepco (4C)-12 (Hook) and Pepco (4C) at 40 (Hook).574

575 Designted Issue No.ll asks, "Ar Pepco' s proposed jursdictiona cost alocations for distrbution sece
reasnale?"

576

S7

Formal Case No. 1053, Orde No. 14712, 1M253-256.

Pepo (F) at 7, 24 (Browng).

Pepo (F) at 5-6.578

579 Pepco submits tht the Commion ha consistently approved the AE-NCP alocation method for may
yea, citig Formal Case No. 905, Orer No. 9868, Formal Case No. 929, Orde No. 10387, Form Case No. 939,
Order No. 10646, and most recently inFormal Case No. 1053, Order No. 14712. Pepco (F) at 10-11, 24.
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284. OPC. OPC argues that the AED 4-CP coincident pea demand allocation method
is superior to the AED-NCP method for allocatig Pepco's subtranmission costs between
Marland and the Distrct of Columbia.58o OPC agrees with Pepco's approach of directly
assigng most of its costs to each jursdiction.58! OPC argues, however, that using the AED-
NCP method to alocate other costs (parcularly subtransmssion costs) is not optial;582 that it
is inconsistent with the AED 4-CP jursdictonal cost alocation method that Pepco uses in
Maryland, and that it risks over-collecting distrbution costs from D.C. 583

285. OPC asks the Commssion to "diect Pepco to provide a test year jursdictional
and class cost of servce study based on application of the AED 4-CP method to subtranmission
plant and related costs." As Pepco's AMI system is deployed, and more demd interal data
becomes available for each of Pepco's customer classes, OPC predicts tht the accacy of test

year jursdictional and class coincident and non-coincident demands should improve, resultig in
more accate jursdictional and CCOS studies in the futue.584 OPC assers, however, that there
is no reason for delay in switching to the AED 4-CP method for jursdictionaly alocatig
Pepco's subtranmission costs.S8

286. GSA. GSA states that Pepco's jursdictional cost allocations "follow generally
accepted technques approved in prior Commission rate cases.,,586

287. Pepco Rebuttl. OPC has identified no new circumstaces, Pepco argues, that
would warant a change from the tradtional AED-NCP method. Accrdig to Pepco, when
accurate data are used, OPC's AED 4-CP method would actuy increase the assignent of
costs to the Distrct of Columbia. The Company agrees that cost allocation methods might be

580 opc (F) at 5 (Smith).

581
ld. at 8.

582 opc states tht Pepco's subtranmision system is designed to serve the single CP pe on the
subtranmiion system. oPC argues tht there is "a diconnect" betwee the CP-relate way in which costs ar
incured on Pepco's subtranmission system (on the one had) and how costs ar alocate under the AED-NCP
metod (on the other had), beaus the AED-NCP method considers energy us and non-coincident pea demad,

but not the CP demad of the failties. OPC (F) at 9-10; OPC Pre-Hea Br. 20-21. By contr the AED 4-CP
method of alocatig subtrmision costs, usd in Marland, considers a combintion of energ us and coincidet
peak demad. OPC (F at 1 i.

583 OPC acknowledges tht subtranmission failties acount for only abut $155 miion (approxitely 8%)
ofPepo's $ 1.9 bilon total distbution plant. OPC (F) at 11.

584 oPC (F) at 13.

585 ope Br. 183-187; oPC R. Br. 65-66.

586 GSA (A) at 5 (Goin).
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reexamed when the AMI system is in plac and better data on customer usage becomes
available.587

DECISION

288. OPC has not preented any new cicumstaces or "good reason" to overow the
well-estalished AED~NCP method of jursdictional cost allocaton. The Commssion rectly
approved that method as valid and imbued it with a heavy presumption of reasnableness. As
stated in our opinon in Formal Case No. 1053:

The Commssion believes the AED-NCP approach appropriately combines an
energy allocator with a non-coincident peak allocator because the design of the
subtransmission and distrbution system is properly based on both energy and
demand charcterstics. An energy allocation component is appropriate becuse
as energy costs have risen, an electrc utilty should utilize cost effective
met1 \) reduce energy losses in its substations, lines, and tranformer. A

allocator is also appropriate because the maxum
. _UiUi. '.liU\. the subtrmission and distrbution system are non-

coincide.c. ijeak demands. The use of a non-coincident pe based methodology
r.v1.,"l AED-NCP is reasonable to reflect demand-related system design and

~c

Even it Pepc were to tocus on the distnbution business, in its post-divestitue perod "it would
remain appropriate to apply the AED-NCP method.,,589 The Commssion's rationae specificaly
covers Pepv' . : si.ibtranmIssion costs.

289. The Commssion may re-examine the AED~NCP method, and wheter it should
be replace with the AED 4-CP method, once AM is in place and beter data on customer usage
is available. OPC and Pepco both agree that ths should be done.

x. THE COMPAN'S REVENUE REQUIRMENT

290. The Commssion fids that Pep's Distrct of Columbia adjusted rate base for
the test peod is $1,010,267,00, and that a fai rate of retu (including capita costs and caita

strctue) on that D.C. rate base is 8.01 percent. The Commssion fuer fids that the level of
retu required when the 8.01 percent rate of retu is applied to the adjusted test yea rate base
of $ 1,010,267,000 is $80,922,000.

SS7 Pepo Br. 99; Pepo (3F) at 11-12 (Brown).

SSS

5S9

Formal Case No. 1053, Orer No. 14712, ii 255.

¡d. at 94.
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291. The Commssion fids that the adjustment that would increae Pep's tes-year
revenue to the level of gross revenue requirements computed in accordance with the fidings in
ths Opinon and Order is $19,833,000, which includes a proper allowance for taes.

XI. CUSTOMER CLASS DISTRIUTION OF
PEPCO's RATE INCREASE Ussue No. 12)590

292. The Company proposes to move gradually ("one-quaer of the way") toward
equalzing class rates of ret by raising distrbution rates (which are only par of each
customer's bil) more for residential than for commercial customer. Overl, an average
residential customer'sbil would increase by 6.1 percent ($6.43 on the total bil) under Pep's
proposal. Pepco justifies its proposed class revenue requiements by pointig to its Class Cost
Allocation Study ("CCOSS"), which shows signficat disparties in class rates of retu

("ROR,,).591

293. OPC urges a nealy across-the-board approach, modeled on the Commssion's
decision in Pepco's last rate case (Formal Case No. 1053), with the residential class receivig an
increase of 1 percent more than non-residential classes. GSA recmmends cutting interlas
revenue subsidies under Pepco's proposed revenue spread by 10 pecet (around $6.2 milion) to

$56 millon to make a stronger movement toward cost-based rates and equa class RORs.

WM T A proposes a stronger movement ("one thd of the way") toward equaized clas RORs.
Tradtiona priciples of graduaism, Pepco ars¡es, supprt its more gradua approach to

lesseng the disparties in customer clas RORs.5 2

A. Class Cost Allocation Study (CCOSS) (Issue No. 12a)593

294. Pepco. The Company's class allocation study shows that curent eared retu
var widely by cusomer class. At the low end of the range are the stadard residential classes,
Schedules R and AE, and Rider RA, with rets in the negative rage (-2.6 pecet to -4.6
percet) and the streetlghting class (Schedule "SL") with a -4.3 percent. The high end of the

590
Designted Iss No. 12 as, "Is Pep's propose distrbution of its revenue requiments reasnale?"

591
The Company's CCOSS, in Pep (F-3 (Browng), shows the dema and customer component of

embedded cost for eah of Pepco' s customer clase. The stuy compares class RORs to th overll jurctiona

ROR. Pepco (F) at 17 (Browng). To comply with past Commssion diectives, Pepco also submitted a magin
cost study in Pepco (G)-5, tht covers only ditrution costs. The Company states tht "£bJecause ths is a
Distrbution-only rate requet, the Company ha not produced Generation or Tranmission Margi Cost Stues."
Pepco (G) at 13-14 (Bumgarer). PEPCO argu tht magi cost studies have bee used in th past to design
ra tht pnmly recovered generation-relate costs; tht there is no longer any good ren to produce a main

cost study, now tht PEPCO ha sold its generation plats; and tht the Commssion should dispen with the
obligation to produce such studies in futue Pepco rate caes. ¡d. at 14.

592 See Pepco (G) at 3-8 (Bumgarer).

593 Deignate Issue No. 12a asks, "Is Pepo's proposed Cla Cost Alocation Study reaonable?"
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range contais the large commercial high voltage class (Schedule GT-3A) at 15.6 percent and the

Rapid Tranit Schedule RT class at 13.4 percent. Generally, the residential classes provide
signficatly negative eargs on distrbution serce while commercial classes provide above

average rates of ret.,,594 To develop the Company's CCOSS, Pepco witness Browng
assigned and allocaed rate base items and operating expenes to fuctons and classes based on
the principle of cost causation.595 He utilized different types of "demand allocators" to alocate
demand costs in a way that appropriately recgnes that varous facilities are sized to mee
varous load.596

295. OPe. OPC clai that the cost of subtranssion facilties should be alocated
by the AED 4-CP method. OPC argues that Pepco's CCOSS fails to distigush between the
differg cost of the cheaper "radial and overea systems" that serve residential customers on

the one hand and more costly network and downtown D.C. underground systems that sere

commercial customers on the other had. Nearly 90 percent of Pep's investment in

distrbution lines is related to the more costly underground system that commonly serves
commercial customers. OPC stops short of sayig that Pep's CCOSS is "fataly flawed."

However, OPC argues that the defects in Pepco's CCOSS would support an acoss-the-board
approach to settng customer class revenue tagets in ths cae.597 OPC also requests that, in the
futue, the Commssion should direct Pepco to use the AMI system to obta detaled
information regardig the load characterstics and tyes of cuomer sered by radial and
underground network facilties respectvely, which may allow a more acurte CCOSS.598

296. AOBA. AOBA accepts Pepco's CCOSS, saying tht it reflects Commssion-
acepted metodology and provides a reasonable assessment of costs and revenues by class of
serce. AOBA warns, however, that Pepco's CCOSS does not reflect the substantial subsidies
tht are being provided to Residential Aid Discount ("RA") cutomers through the Energy
Assistance Trut Fund ("EA TF") and the Residential Aid Rider Surcharge ("RA surcharge").
According to AOBA, the customers in all other classes are required to pay over $5.1 millon in
EA TP and RA sucharges each year to subsidize the RA class. 599

297. AOBA also states that the Company's CCOSS shows wide difference in
cutomer class rates of retu. The overall average ROR for the Distrct is 7.04 pecent, with
commercial customer payig more than twce the system average ROR, while the residential,
RA and SL classes pay a negative ROR. AOBA asser that test year 2008 D.C. jursdctional

594

595

Pep (G) at 6 (Bumgarer); see PEPCO (F)-3.

Pepco (2F) at 13 (Browng); Pepco (F) at 16-19 (Brown).

ld. at 18-19 (Browng).596

597

598

OPC (F) at 5-6,16-19 (Smith); OPC Pre-Hea Br. 21-22.

OPC (F) at 5-6, 20.

AOBA (A) at 84-85, 88 (Oliver).599
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revenues for Pepco were $68.8 millon, with Pepco's large and small commercial cusomer (i.e.,
the GT and GS customer classes) contrbutig $79.1 milion, while all other classes combined
contrbuted a negative net income of -$10.3 million. AOBA also claims that Pepco's
commercial customers have long paid more than their fai share, and that residential and:
streetlightig customer clearly contrbute disproportonately to Pepco's nee for additional
revenue. Moreover, AOBA submits, class RORs have grown fuer apar since Pepco's last
distrbution base rate case. AOBA concludes that fairness and equity dictte that ths trend
towar growing the subsidization of residential and streeighting serces must be reversed.6oo

298. Distrct Government. The Distrct Goverent argues that Pepco's CCOSS is

inaccurate for the streetIghtig ("SL") and traffc signal (''IS'') classes. DCG contends that
earlier deferred AMI/smar meter costs are improperly attbuted to the SL class, which has no
use or need for smar meters.601 DCG also argues that the CCOSS improperly includes a small
amount of revenue from 24-hour Burg Streetlights, which DDOT has totally elimated.
DCG submits that streetlghtig is an off-peak serce and that the streetlghting and trffc
signal classes have shown a negative 10.13 percent growt in kWh usage because of DDOT's
conseration efforts. Accrdingly, DCG argues, the SL and TS classes do not create any added
costs or a nee for an expanded Pep system; yet Pepco's CCOSS does not consider peag òr
system cost additions.602

299. DCG maita that the Company's CCOSS is also interally inconsistent on
SLIS rates. Though it alocates demd and customer costs to the SL and TS rate schedules,
DCG contends that the CCOSS does not include these demand elements in its rate design for SL
and TS. Intead, DCG argues, Pepco uses energy-only rates in pricing the cost of serce for
these schedules. Overall, the Distrct Governent criticizes Pepco's CCOSS as a "mechanstic
model" that gives some information abut relative class RORs, but is limited becuse it involves
no judgment or consideration of non-cost factors that have long been considered in settg class

revenue targets for the SL and TS rates.603

300. Turg to the RA rate, DCG argues that, contrar to AOBA, Pep's CCOSS

accurtely tracks RA costs, using methods that have long bee approved.60 DCG states tht
RA class costs do not reflect the RA and EA TF surcharges because the RA class get the
benefit. The Distrct Goverent submits that other customer classes, however, recived credt

60 AOBABr. 41-43; AOBA (A) at 85-89.

601
"The SL and TS rate schedule serces do not need sma meter, since their usge is estite based on

ty an size of lap. Furer, there can be no diect load control capabilty or dync prcing to produce
inentives to chage the SL and TS load durg peak penods." DCG (2A) at 6-7.

60
DCG Br. 8-9; DG Govt (A) at 12-15 (petnun).

603
DCG (A) at 12-15,19-20 (petnun).

DCG (2A) at 13-15.60
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in the CCOSS for providing those benefits to the RA.605 It concludes that the CCOSS is
accurate for the RA class.

301. GSA. GSA accts Pepco's CCOSS as reasnable.60 The only crticism th
GSA has is that Pep's CCOSS is based on identifiable loads without regard to a customer's on-
site genertion or when maitence might be scheduled or other factors recgning that
distrbuted genertion may add value to the system.607

302. GSA aser that OPC's crticisms of the CCOSS are wide of the mar. GSA
clais that whether or not OPC has correctly identified flaws in the CCOSS,608 it is essentially
irrelevant given the massive residential subsidies identified by Pepco's CCOSS. GSA recgnzes
that taget class revenue requiements proposed by Pepco seek to address "an interclass subsidy
problem that keeps getting bigger." GSA argues that no one ca reasonably claim "rate shock" if
a 50 percent increase in distrbution chages produce an increae of less than 10 percet in a
customer's total electrcity bil. Neither GSA's nor Pepco's proposed revenue sprea would
create rate shock in trg to move residential raes towards cost of serce. 

60

303. WASA. WASA submits that Pepco's CCOSS utilizes a gener cost aloction
formula that oversttes the costs of serg W ASA's Blue Plains facilty under the GT - 3 B rate.
Two old subtranmission feeer lines ruing under the Potomac River and datig from the

1950s and 1970s provide serce solely to Blue PlaiS.610 When the depeciated costs of these
old subtranmission facilties are directly assigned to Blue Plai, as W ASA urges, the cost of
servce for Blue Plais is signficatly 10wered.611 W ASA's "corrected" CCOSS shows an

abve-system-average 16.02 percent class rate of ret for the GT -3B class, as opposed to

60S DCG RBr. 5; DC Govt (2A) at 14-15.

GSA (A) at 5 (Goin).60

607 See Tr. 1182-1183, 1192 (GSA witnes Goin). Ths CCOSS diute between GSA and Pepo afects the
rate for staby sece (S) and the dispute about Pepco's prop new GT-3A-S rate for GSA's steam plant with

its on-site generation capabilty. See infra pp. 137-141.

60
GSA (B) at 7 (Goin). GSA suts tht OPC's criticisms of the CCOSS ar mior, in tht using oPC's

recommende AED 4-CP alocation meth (intead of Pepco's AED-NCP method) would reduce the Distrct's
revenue rement by less th 1%. The Commission rejecte OPC's criticism of the way the CCOSS allocate

overhead ànd underund distrbution system cots inFormal Case No. 1053. ¡d. at 6-8.

60

610

GSABr. 5; GSARBr. 2; GSA(B) at 6-10.

W ASA Br. 7-8; W ASA (A) at 10, 6 (Philips).

611 ¡d. at 8-9 (Pbips). Whle Pepco's CCOSS uses an allocation formula to allocate approxitely $1.5
mion in rate base to Blue Plas, W ASA's direct cost allocation method asign only $921,000 in rate bas to Blue
Plai. ¡d. WASA state tht "the tota origil cost of the Blue Plai Feeers was $1,574,000. Th stnd in stk
contrt to the allocate subtranmission costs of$3.2 millon reflected in Pepo's alocation." WASA Br. 8.
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Pep's 6.77 percet class ROR figue. W ASA submits tht the impact on other classes is slight
(less than 1 percent) when the over-assignent of costs to the GT-3B class is correced.612

304. W ASA urges that direct cost assignents can and should be made for Blue Plai
instead of using Pepco's general cost allocation formula. First, W ASA argues tht NARUC
prciples encourage direct cost assignents in preference to allocation formulas whenever
possible. Blue Plai is sered exclusively by two under-river 69 kV lines, and does not benefit

from Pepco's subtranmission system generally.61 Second, WASA argues that direct cost
assignents lea to the best price signaIS.614 Testiony at the heargs estalished that the old
feeder lines rung under the Potomac River meet all reliabilty crtera and give Blue Plai a

"firm supply," such that Blue Plais could still maintan its supply even if it loses one of these
under-river supply lines.61S

305. W ASA and Pepco disagree about wheter two temporar overhea 69 kV lies
("Emergency Overhea Feeer"), which are now parally dismantled and not in use, provide
"backup" facilities for Blue Plai whose costs could or should be allocated to W ASA.616

W ASA witness Edwards testified that, because the Blue Plai facility is aleay sered by two

reliable 69 kV subtransmission lines that ru under the Potomac River, W ASA did not tïUfue the
idea of using the Emergency Overhead Feeder lies as long-ter additional backup.6 7 WASA
argues that the two overhead 69 kV lines in dispute (Emergency Overead Feeer liies 69021
and 69022) were instaled temporarly, as an aid to Pepco's constrction in 200-2007 of two
major new underground 230 kV tranmission lines rug into the Potomac River Substation.
After that, the Emergency Overhead subtranssion lines would no longer be in use.61S W ASA

612
WASA Br. 3, 7, 9, 22; WASA (A) at 10-14. "Th dierence is strctly a ret of ditly asigng the

full cost of the two 69 kV feeders to W ASA rather th allocatig W ASA a sha of the tota subtrmission plat,

which W ASA's Blue Pla facilty does not and canot use." ¡d. at 13.

613 WASAR.Br.1-3.

614 W ASA R.Br. 3-4.

615 See WASA Br. 2, 5; Tr. 1484 (Pepco witness Liza), Tr. 1475-1476 (WASA witness Edwards), Tr. 1435-
1436, 1467-1468 (Pepco witness Gausma).

616 See W ASA R.Br. 4- 11.

617 See WASA Br. 18; Tr. 1475-1476 (WASA witness Edwards); Tr. 1435-1436 (Pep witns Gausma).
W ASA's fu load at Blue Plai could be served by just one of the two 69 kV li nig un the Potoma
River. Moreover, thes two old 69 kV subtrmission lines meet all of the applicable relibilty criteri tht Pepco
ha for serce to Blue Plai. WASA Br. 2, 15, 14; Tr. 1435-1436, 1467-1468 (Pep witness Gausma). Blue

Plai ha a fi supply, Pepco witness Liz acknowledged, and can stil mata suly if it lost one supply lie.
See Tr. 1484.

618
See WASA Br. 4; Tr. 1471-1472 (WASA witness Edwads). WASA states tht "th Emergency Overhea

Feeers wer intalled as only a temora measur to faciltate constition of the long term solution to the Mit
sitution, i.e., two new 230 kV trmission lies tht would connect additiona suply sour to the Potoma River
Substation. Dug th tie, the Emergency Overhead Feeder alowed Pepo to shift the Blue Plai load off of the
Potoma River Substation, freeg up capacity on the two exitig 230 kV lines into tht staon to see other
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argues that these Emergency Overead Feeder lines are not cuently in use; not providig any
"backup" serce to its Blue Plais facilty; and W ASA is not puring any such overhea
"backup" lines for Blue PlaiS.619 W ASA's emergency plans at Blue Plains do not include
restorig power on the Emergencli Overhead Feeder 69 kV subtransmission lies, which W ASA
Undertood were only temporar. 20

306. W ASA is sympathetic to Pepco recoverg the costs of the Emergency Overhea
Feeer. However, W ASA inists that those feeders supplied many Pepco customers (not just
Blue Plains). W ASA concludes that, to the extent the Commssion perts recver of the costs
of the Emergency Overhead Feeder in ths cae, those costs must be allocated among all Pepco
customers. 

621

307. WMTA. WMTA argues tht Pepco's CCOSS shows tht the residential
class is being unaily subsidized by other customer classes. Ths sends the wrong price signals,
and undercuts the residential class's incentives to consere.622

308. Pepco Rebuttal. Pepco states that OPC's complait about residential class cost
assignents makes no difference because even if the cost of underground-related expenes is
elimated from the calculation, the residential class is still earg a negative rate of retu 623
Equaly without mert, Pep contends, are the Distrct Goverent's objections to the costs
assigned to the streetlight class. Though DCG touts the off-pe nate of SL usage, Pep
states tht SL costs were calculated in accrd with methods that the Commssion has approved in
earlier cases. The Company states that it took into accunt the energy conseration reductions in
kWh usage by the SL and TS classes. Pepco claims that, even if no subtranmission or prar

related costs were assigned to the SL class, the SL class would have a negative ROR (-0.6
percent) showing that the SL class is due a substtial rate increae in order to begi to align

revenues with costS.624

309. Addessing W ASA's claims about the cost of servg Blue Plains, Pepco states
that W ASA overlooked the costs of the two 69 kV Emergency Overhead cicuits tht were
connected to Blue Plai to maitain reliable serce durg the constrction of the additional

customer. Consction of the new 230 kV trmission lies was complete in 2006 and 2007, reectively, and,
as Pepco frly acknowledges, the Emergency Overhead Feeders wer taen out of sece in July 2009, as re

by a critical Nationa Park Servce pet tht ha now expired." W ASA Br. 4. Accord. W ASA Br. 12, 24.

619 WASA Br. 4; Tr. 1472, 1475-1476, 1482 (WASA witnes Edwads).

WASA Br. 4-5,14-18,24-25; Tr. 1470 (WASA witness Edwads).

W ASA R.Br. 11.

620

621

622

62

WMTA(A) at 16-18 (Foste).

Pepo (3F) at 13-14 (Browng).

624
Id at 2-3.
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230 kV cicuits that was authorized in Form Case No. 104. The original $6,182,033 cost of
these Emergency Overhead circuits-which provide reliabilty and backup benefits to Blue
Plains -- signficatly excee the costs that Pepco now allocates to Blue Plai. Pepco argues

that it would liely increase the assigned costs to Blue Plains, rater than decease them, if a
major share of the costs of these feeer were added to the cost of serce of Blue Plais that
W ASA caculates.625 The Company insists that it should be allowed to recover the costs of the
two overhead 69 kV lines, which were instaled as an emergency meae with Commssion
approval in Formal Case No. 1044.626 Moreover, Pep argues, once the new 230 KV
underground lines were instaled in May/June 2007, the contiued opertion of the 69 kV lines
would be solely for the reliability of the Blue Plai faclity.627 Pepco states that the overhead 69

kV lines have not operated since the removal of a secton on National Park Serce land in Oxon
Cove Park. Intead, Pepco submits, the overhead lines sered as a backup, enurg reliabilty to

Blue Plains, the Naval Reseach Lab substation, the Metro Traction Power Station at Congress
Heights, the Distrct of Columbia Fir and Police traig centers, D.C. Vilage, and the Hadey
Memorial Hospital, as well as other facilties.628 Accrding to Pepcod the overhead 69 kV lines
could be recnnected with 5 to 7 days in the event of an emergency. 29

DECISION

310. We find that the Company has estblished the basic reasonableness of its CCOSS.
Pepco properly assigned and allocated rate base items and opeatig expenses to fuctions and
classes based on the principle of cost causation.630 The Company also uti different tyes of

625
ld. at 9-11 (Browng). Pepco witness Hook state tht "thes 69 kV lines were used to provide back-up

support for the Distrct of Columbia load sulied from the Potoma River Substation, as well as for th opetion of

Blue Plai facilty in the event ofloss ofMirant's Potoma River generati system. In July of 2009, puruat to an
agreement with the Nationa Park Serce, a segment of the lines over Par Servce lad wa reoved; the
remainiT1g porton is available to serve in a back-up capacity if neede." Pepco (4C) at 2 (Hook).

626 Pepco (3D) at 13-16 (Gausma). Pepco stte tht the two new 69 kV lies wer built in 2005- 2006 on an
emereny basis to enure contiuous servce to Blue Pla. With litte or no wa Mirt sh down its
Potoma River Plant, thateni reliable electrc servce to a major porton of the Disct of Columbia inlud
the Blue Pla treatment facilty. ld. at 14. Origiy, Pepo planed to en sece to Blue Pla with new
undergroun 230 kV lies. However, licensing diculties with the Nationa Par Serce, the tie reed for

underground constrtion of the new 230 kV lies, and the nee to avoid a "Blue Pla failure," led Pep to

constrct two new 69 kV lines overhead with a permttg condition to remove par of the overhead lie at Oxon
. Cove Park with two yea. For a period of eleven month, from July 2006 though June 2007, the two 69 kV lies

ensed adequate servce to Blu Plai unti the new undergound 230 kV systems were built ld. at 13-20

(Gauma).

61:
ld. at 16.

628
Pepo (3D) at 19 (Gausma). Accord Tr. 1439-1440 (Gausma).

629 See Tr. 1435 (Pepco witness Gausma).

630 Pep (2F) at 13 (Browng); Pep (F) at 16-19 (Browng).
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"demand allocators" to allocate demand costs in a way that appropriately recognzes that varous
facilities are sized to meet varous 10adS.631

311. OPC's objections concernng difference between overhead and underground
facilties were considered and rejected in Pepco's last rate case where we found that OPC's
conce with the assignent of overhead and underground facilities does not undere Pepco's
allocation of rate base aÌd operatig expenes to the residential class.632 We also rejected in that
case OPC's suggested use of the AED 4-CP metod (instead of the AED-NCP method) for
allocatig subtransmission costs.63 The Commission :fds that Pep now has the ability to
identify outages by customer class,634 so that it should be able to stuy and resolve the issue

raised by OPC about the relative cost of overhead versus underground systems. The Company is
directed to exame ths issue and to include the study and its reslts in its CCOSS prestation
in the next Pep rate cae.

312. We also noted in Pepco's last rate case that, ''while it is tre that the Commission
prevously gave weight to PEPCO's embedded and margial class cost-of-serce studies, the
Commssion's more recent gudance shows a preference for embedded costs. ,,635 Obtaig
vald Pepco marginal cost studies has bee fraught with diffculty. Nevereless, we deny
Pepco's request to dispense with margial cost studies altogether. There may be some value in
our lookig at margina cost stuies in the futue, as a judgmenta factor, even if they cover only
marginal distbution costs. The Commission will contiue its past prctice in which margial
costs may be one non-mathematical, judgmental factor among many that the Commssion may
consider in its discretion in the futue in setng class rates.

313. WASA's suggested direct-cost-alocation "correction" to Pepco's CCOSS on the
GT-3B (Blue Plais) rate is dened for several reans. W ASA and Pepco vigorously disputed

whether it is proper to set the Blue Plais rate by direc cost allocations instead of an alocaton
formula.636 Our general policy, however, is to disfavor single-customer rates that ar set solely
on the basis of natwly-based diectly-assigned costs, as opposed to costs th are detered
by allocation from a wider pol of costs for similarly-situted customer. Such single customer
rates, based on a ver narow base of cost information, may be subject to volatile chages if their
direcy-assigned CCOS changes sudeny becuse of futue events.

631 ¡d. at 18-19 (Brown).

632 Forml Cae No. 1053, Order No. 14712, ii 282.

633
Fonnal Case No. 1053, Orde No. 14832 at 10.

634 See Fonnal Case No. 1053, Phase II, Pepco Deborah Royster's July 7, 2009, lett to Commssion
(Company ha developed necessa progrin to calculate outage hour by customer cla); see also Dirct
Testiony of Pep co witness Browng, pp. 11-12 (My 12, 2009).

635 Fonnal Case No. 1053, Order No. 14712, ii 274.

636 Compare W ASA Br. 19-23 and W ASA R.Br. with Pepo Br. 102 and Pepco R Br. 52-56.
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314. We have also determed that the cost of the physically intact par of the 69 kV
Emergency Overhea Feeers637 should be placed in rate base as "emergency capitaized
spare.,,638 Ou decision today is that Pepco is entitled to full recover (i.e., recver of costs plus

a rate of retu) on that rate base item from Pepco's customer base as a whole. We agree with

W ASA, and the recrd overhelmigly demonstrates, that Pepco's recovery on ths item should
come from its system as a whole, and not just from W ASA. The curently unused, parally
dismantled overhea 69 kV lines provide potential ''back-up suppod' not only for W ASA's Blue
Plains facility, but also for many other customer on the system.639 OPC's claim that the
Emergency Overhea Feeder lines were or are priarly for Blue Plai is inconsistent with the
evidence in ths record and the Commssion's decision in Formal Case 1044.64 Accrdigly, the
cost of the 69 kV Emergency Overhea Feeer lines, which are in Pep's rate base as
"emergency capitaized spare," should be recovered equitaly from all ofPep's customers, and
not just from W ASA.

315. To safegud the safety and reliabilty of the elecc distrbution system in ths

area the Commssion also direct that Pepco not dismantle what remains of the 69 kV
Emergency Overhead Feeders without fit obtaning prior explicit Comssion perssion. We
thus agree with the point made by Pep co witness Hook that it might be ''better to leave (the 69
k V Emergency Overhead Feeder lines) up and ready to use agai if it were needed, than to tea it
down.,,64r

637 OPC stated tht no servce ha be provided though these two overhead 69 kV lies since July 2007. See
Tr. 881-883 (OPC witness Ra); WASA Br. 11-12. Pepco admts tht these lies were removed or "cut' in July
2009. Tr. 1434 (pepco witness Gausman); Tr. 1489 (Pepo witness Li). One porton of these lies --

approxitely 4,000 feet (out of 13,000 to 16,00 feet) over Nationa Park Serce lan in axon Cove Par - ha
been physicay removed and retied on Pepo's ficial records. See Tr. 1328-1331, 1342 (Pep witness Hook);

Tr. 1421-1422 (Pep witness Gausma). Pepco conceded tht OPC is right to delete $61,000 from plant in sece
to account for the fact tht these facilties ar not in servce. Tr. 1328-1330 (Pep witnes Hook). Given tht 25%
of the $2.5 millon Emergency Overhead lies have been retied the Commission diects tht an additional $574,000
be delete from Pepco' s plant in sece.

638 See infa iiii 22-26.

639 See WASABr. 3-4,12-13,23-24; WASAR. Br. 5; Pep (3D) at 19 (Gaus); Pep (4C) at 2 (Hook);
Tr. 905-906 (pepco witness Mori) (14,000 other customers, beides Blue Pla, are served by the Potoma River
substation).

64 Testiony was prete tht Blue Plain is a "fi supply" facilty, with relible suply lies (two 69 kV
lines rug unde the Potomac River), so tht Blue Plains can stil maita its supply even if it loses one suly
lie. See Tr. 1484 (Pepo witness Liza), Tr. 1475-1476 (WASA witness Edwads), Tr. 1435-1436 (Pep witness
Gausman). The two old 69 kV feeer lies ruing under the Potomac River to serve Blue Plain curntly meet al

th aplicale reliabilty criteria tht Pepco ha for sece to Blue Plai. Tr. 1435-1436 (Pep witnes Gausma);
Tr. 1484 (pepco witness Liz). See Formal Case No. 1044, Order No. 13895 at 10-11, and Order No. 13958 at 5-6

quoted in WASA's R. Br. 8-9,10.

641 Tr. 1337 (Hook).
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B. Impact on Customer Class Rates

316. Pepco. The Company seeks to reduce the amount by which any class rate of
retu is greater or less than its overall D.C. jursdictiona ROR,642 Accrdig to Pepco, the rate
designs approved in Formal Case No. 1053 provide improved prce signs,643 but the rat

resulting from that case made little progress in eliatig interclass subsidies between the

residential and non-residential classes. Graduasm was an overrding conce of the
Commssion in that case, given the then recet large increaes in Stadard Offer Serce ("SOS")
rates. The small 1 percent differential between the residential and non-residential class increases

authoried in that proceeding did not reduce the signficant disparties that curently exist in class
RORs.64

317. Two steps were utiized by Pepco to allocate its overall revenue requirement in a
way that reduces disparties in class RORs. Becuse the residential classes were shown to have
ver low negative retus, the first step increased their rates of retu by one-quaer of the way
toward the over rate of retu of 8.88 percet that the Company is seeking in ths cae. Ths

resulted in the residential class recivig $18.8 millon, or about 36 percet of the tota $51.7
millon increase origially requested by Pepco. The other major under-earer, the SL energy
class, was then adjusted one-half of the way from the present negative 4.33 pecet ret toward

a zero retu, producing an additional $324,000. The SL servce class's retu waS judgmentally
set at 1 percent producing a $33,000 increase from that class. Next, each remaig commercial
class was adjusted half of the way toward the overl rate of retu. Since ths step still rested

in a revenue deficiency, each commercial class's retu was adjusted by a constat factr until

the overall revenue increase target was reached.645 According to Pepco, the outcome brigs clas
RORs closer together.

642 Pepo (0) at 5 (Bumgarer); PEPCO (20) at 2 (Bumgarer). The Company states tht it meaures its
success at achievig th goal by utg a Unitied Rate ofRetw ("UROR"). "A UROR greater th 1.0 mea
tht the customer class is providig a grte th average retw. A UROR less thn 1.0 mea tht the customer
class is providig less th the averge retw." Pepco (G) at 5.

643 In parcular, Pepco applaud th Commssion's decisions to modfy the Residenti Stadad Schedule "R"
Minum Chage to a Customer Chage, to increa tht chae to $2 per month. Th moves the non-reidential
Customer and Demad chages closer to cost and reduces the relative energy component of the "R" rate. Pep (0)
at 4.

64
ld. at 3-4.

64S Pepo (G) at 6-7 (Bumgarer); see Pepo (2G) at 2.
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Customer Class RORs under PEPCO's Proposals646

Curent PEPCO's Proposed
Class Revenues class ROR UROR new class ROR UROR

1. Residential

Residential R $48.2lm -3.05% -0.43 0.27% 0.03
Residential AE $11.94m -3.90% -0.55 -0.28% -0.03
RAD $3.94m -5.35% -0.76 -4.56% -0.51
Residential TaU $1.05m 10.84% 1.54 12.97% 1.46

2. Small Commercial
GS

GS-LV $51.8Om 14.25% 2.02 15.05% 1.69
GS-HV $0.06lm 21.51% 3.06 19.48% 2.19

SL Energy $1.l1m -5.07% -0.72 -2.17% -0.24
SL Serice $0.4 17m 0.37% 0.05 1.00% 0.11

TN $0.37m 6.59% 0.94 10.38% 1.17

3. Large Commercial

GT -LV $ 168.64m 12.39% 1.76 13.91 % 1.57
GT-HV-3A $0.49m 10.62% 1.51 12.83% 1.44
GT-HV-69KV $3.15m 6.17% 0.96 10.48% 1.18
GT-HV-other $73.16m 18.24% 2.59 17.48% 1.97

Metro-RT $9.06m 15.70% 2.23 15.93% 1.79

Total D.C. jurd. $373.45m 7.04% 1.00 8.88% 1.00

318. OPC. Relyig on the approach taken by the Commssion in Pep's last rate
cae, ope recmmends that each customer class receive the same percentage increae in base
distrbution charge with the excetion tht the residential class receive an additional 1 percent
increase over the non-residential increase.647 OPC argues that Pepco's proposed class revenue
tagets would result in rate shock for the residential class. According to ope, Pepco's proposed
47 pecet increase in residential distbution rates caot be masked as only a 6.1 percet
increase when rolled into the total bil for supply, trsmissio~ distrbution and surchages.

64 See Pepco (G) at 6-7 (Bumarer); Pepco (G)-1 and (G)-la (cha) (Bumgarer); Pepco (F)-3 (cha)
(Browng). See also AOBA (A) at 85-92 (Oliver); WMTA (A) at 17 (Foster); GSA (A)-1 (Goin).

647 OPC (F) at 5-6, 23-24 (Smith); OPC PreHear Br. 22.
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319. OPC argues that the Commission's policies of gradualism and rate-contiuity are
underned by Pepco's proposed sha increae in residential rates. As in Pepco's last rate cae,
OPC urges the Commssion to be mindfu of continuig increases in the SOS rates, which have
increased approximately 25 percent in the last two year, and the contiuing ecnomic
challenges facing consumers, as well as the Distrct of Columbia's unemployment rate of over 10
percent (placing D.C. at the ninth highest unemployment rate of all U.S. states).648

320. AOBA. In general, AOBA agrees with Pepco's proposed method to distrbute its
overl jursdictional revenue increae among cutomer classes.649 The only excetion,

according to AOBA, is the RA class, in which the RA class rates should not be frzen (as
Pepco recmmends) but intea should be raised by the lesser of: (1) the percet increae in the
Consumer Price Index for urban wage and clerica worker (CPI-W) since the tie that the most

recent RAD rate caps were initiated (i.e., 22.4 percet); or (2) 50 percet of whatever increae
the Commission approves for the Residential ("R") class. If the Commssion does not grant
Pepco's ful requested revenue increase, then AOBA recmmends that one-thd of any reduction
in the Company's overall revenue request be spread among all classes across-the-board. The
remainng two-thrds should be distrbuted among the rate clases that have greater than system
averge RORs to reduce subsidies betwee Pepco's customer classes.65o

321. Distrct Government. The Distrct Goverent argues that there should be no
increae in the streetlght and trafc signal rates, or at most, an increase of the average increase

for all classes of customers.65 Objectig to Pepco's proposed clas revenue tagets for the SL
and TS classes, DCG argues that Pepco's proposed increase of 211 percent (or $324,000) for
these classes652 overemphasizes class RORs, creates rate shock, and ignores rate gradualism and
non-cost factors.653

322. DCG contends that the Company's proposals reflect a mechanstic reliance on
embedded costs, overlooking the fact that, since the 1980s, the Commssion ha always priced
the SL and TS rates at only marginal energy costs because of. public safety and welfare

64 ¡d. at 22-24.

649

650

AOBA (A) at 91 (Oliver).

¡d. at 91-93.

651 Dca Br. 1-2,6, l1.

652 Even wors, DCa states, is GSA's propose 319.82% increae for the SL and TS rate. Becaus SUTS
servce has long be considered a public good, it is reasnable to expe other classes of sece to subsidi SUTS
servce to some extent DCG Br. 7-8.

653 DCG (A) at 7 (petnun). DCG argus tht the Commssion in alocatig costs among customer clases
an in designg rates, ha long considered a wide vanety of non-cost factors, includg pea causon/diversity;
risk and reliabilty; growt of load; historical rate pattern; equty; fass; consetion; revenue stailty socia
goals; value of servce; and public saety and welfa. DCG (2A) at 8-9 (petnun).
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considerations, and the extreme off-peak natue of SLIS service. Accordig to DCG, the
Company's, AOBA's and GSA's proposals for raising SL and TS rates do not follow principles
of gruasm, equity, and rate stabilty; they disregard importt historical considerations like
the value of servce to the communty provided by streetlghts and traffc signals; and they
overlook the fact that SUTS rates provide risk-free retrn.654

323. DCG submits that the SL and TS classes are risk free, providing stable usage
patter, load and revenues for pep.65 DCG submits that ths stability reduces the nee for
futue rate increases. Accordingly, the Distrct Goverent maintans th the SLIS classes
should receive a lower rate increase and a lower required ROR th other classes.656

324. The Distrct Governent also contends that the Company's proposed 211 percent

increase in SL rates wil result in rate shock, arguing that there is no mert in Pepco's "total bil
arguent," which seeks to mask a shar increae in SL distbution rates by bundling it together
with unegulated SL generation costs. DCG submits that the same priciples th moderated the

requested SLIS increase in Pepco's last rate cae, graduaism and non-cost factors, should apply

agai in the present cas. 
657

325. DCG states that the only signficant development in SUTS load or usage patter
since Pepco's last rate case is an increasing trend in reduce usage due to conservation. More
SLIS conseration meases are planed for the futue.658 DCG argues that it should be
rewarded for its successfu conseration effort.659 DCG also relies on the provisions of the
Clean and Affordable Energy Act of 2008 ("CAEA") to support its proposition that those with
the greatest abilty and follow-though on conseraton should get the lowest rates. 660

654

655

DCG Br. 4-6, 10-11; DCG (2A) at 5, 7, 13.

DCG Br. 10; DCG (2A) at 10 (petnun).

DCG Br. 11-13; DCG (A) at 16-17; DCG (2A) at 6.

DCG Br. 3-5; DCG R.Br. 4-5.

656

657

658
DCG Br. 7; DCG (A) at 17-18. Tre in SL energy usge ar pointe downward with a 10% reduction

since 1995 and a 3% reduction in the last two year alone. ''Tus, 30% of DDOT's 19 yea enegy reuction wa
achieved since the Commssion's lat rate order." DCG Br. 7. Old ineffcient trc sign lights have ben replace
with high effciency LED lights, the Distrct report. ''T meae ba reded the TS kWh us from 18.1 miion
kWh in 2001, to 10.5 millon kWh in 2008, a 42% decrease in usage." DCG (A) at 18. Accordi to the Distrct

Goverent, DDOT is plan to relac over 800 more streetlights with LEOs th Octobe. It is al plang to
relace al steetlghts with LEO in the futu. ld. DOOT recently elimited al unete 24-hour burg
streetlghts in the Distrct, and al streetlghts now receive the lower Stadad Night Bur rate. DCG Br. 7, 13.

659 DCG Br. 7.

66
DCG cite Section 401 of the CAEA. DCG (A) at 18-19.
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326. The Distrct Goverent argues fuer that SUTS serce is a public good that
benefits the communty, without excluding any potential user. It promotes social interaction,
deter cnme, promotes business, and faclitates pedestran and vehicular traffc. Thes unque
public safety and welfare benefits, combined with the extreme off-pe natue of the serce,

DCG argues, justify low rates for the SLIS clasS.661

327. DCG clais that there is improper loadng of Pep co's system costs on the SL and
TS classes because these classes are biled on a straight kWh basis that trgger the imposition of
a set of surcharges, even though Pepco's CCOSS caculates the cost of the SL and TS classes
based on demand and customer costs (not energy costS).662 SL and TS base revenues are only
$166,189, but when six surcharges based on kWh energy usge are added the tota of the base
rate and distrbution surcharges on a kWh basis produces a total bil of $1,085,423, reflectig 85

percent in surchage revenues.663

328. Finaly, DCG assers that outages in streetlghtig and trafc signal servce also
trgger additional operatonal costs, and risks ofliabilty, which should be reflected in lower rates
for the SL and TS rate schedules.66 Becuse signal outages create a public safet hazard, the
Distrct Goverent has incued signficant capital expenses (over $3.5 milion since 2007) to
obtan emergency back-up generators, unterptible power supply systems, and retrofitted
cabinets. In addition, DCG submits that it has incured signficant pernnel costs (about
$400,000 in 2008) for responding to traffc signal outages.665

329. GSA. GSA contends that whie Pepco's proposed revenue spread reduce
disparties in cutomer clas rates of retu, ths allocation still would increase the interclass

revenue subsidy for the residential class from $61 millon to $62 milion. GSA clais tht
ope's proposal would balloon the residential subsidy to around $72 millon, leavig a negative
residential class ROR and only an "extremely modest" movement towards cost of serce. GSA
recommends cuttg interclass revenue subsidies under Pepco's proposed revenue sprea by 10

661
DCG Br. 11; DCG (A) at 6-8. SUTS's non-cost benefits include: crie preention, promotion of soia

interaction, promotig business, and faciltating pedestran and vehicular trc. Moreover, any trc sign
outages can provide signficant riks for citiens and liabilty riks to the Distrct Goverent. DCG states tht the
Commsion's decision in Formal Case No. 1053 recogned the validity and imortce of non-cst factors (such
as rate contiuity, grduism, their off peak natu, and the vale of servces as a public good) in settg clas
revenue tagets for the SL and TS classes. In tht case, the Commssion limited the peentage incres for th SL
and TS clases to the increa for the residential class. DCG (A) at 9-10.

66 DCG (A) at 20.

663 ¡d. at 20-21.

66
DCG Br. 14; DCG (A) at 23. For examle, the number of power outages to Distrct trafc sign ha

incread in reent yea from 216 (2006) to 239 (2007) to 284 (2008) to 203 in the fit eight month of200. DCG
(B) at 2 (Dy).

665 ¡d. at 5.
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pecent (around $6.2 millon) to $56 millon to make a stronger movement toward cost-based
rates and equa class RORs.666

330. GSA notes that OPC's proposed revenue spread is identical to the one adopted in
Formal Case No. 1053, but the revenue sprea did nothg to mitigate the huge interclass
revenue subsidies that contiue to ths day. GSA contends that OPC's approach fais to move
toward cost-based rates. GSA states that though OPC relies on Pep's CCOSS to propose
higher Customer Charges in the residential rate design OPC ignores the massive subsidies
shown in the CCOSS that kee residential rates far below cost. 667

331. GSA contends that residential customer (excluding RTM cutomer) should
receive a 61 percent distrbution base rate increase (compared to Pepco's proposed 47 percet
increase). GSA's proposal would increase an average residential customer's tota bil by 8.2
percet. IfPepco receives less revenue th it is requestig, then GSA recmmends reducing the
increae for each class while maitainig the relative increases it recommends. For example, if

the allowed increase is haf of Pepco's requested increase, then the increase for residential
customers should be 30.51 pecent (half of GSA's recmmended 61.02 percent).668

332. Oposing Pepco's proposed new GT-3A-S taff for GSA's steam plant, GSA
objects to the high cost that Pep is proposins for ths new rate which may discourage the
development of distrbuted on-site generation.66 GSA argues that the rate for its steam plant
should be no higher than the actu cost of providig serce to it.67o Accordig to GSA, ths
would involve a 20.93 percet increase for its stea plant as opposed to Pep's proposed 23.38
percent increase.671 Eventually, GSA suggests, a 10 to 20 percent discount might be apropriate
for customers that (like GSA's steam plant) have distrbuted generation.672 These issues are

discussed fuer in the rate design section of ths Order.

333. WASA. WASA argues that Pepco's CCOSS overtates the costs of serg
W ASA's Blue Plai facility under schedule GT-3B, and that the tr class rate of retu for the
GT-3B class is 16.02 percet (not 6.77 percent as Pep's CCOSS clais). Since ths is more
than Pepco's D.C. jursdictional average ROR, W ASA argues that a decease is appropriate to

66

667

GSABr. 2,4-5,15; GSAR.Br. 5; GSA(A) at 8-9, 15,16,13-14 (Goin); GSA(B) at 3-4 (Goin).

GSA Br. 2; GSA (B) at 5-6.

GSA (A) at 16-17.66

669 See Tr. 1192-1199 (colloquy between Commssioner Morgan and GSA witness Goin).

670 See GSA (A) at 25-28.

671 See Tr. 1177-1181 (GSA witness Goin); GSA (A) at 25-28.

672 See Tr. 1194-1195 (GSA witness Goin).
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recognze the tre cost of serg Blue Plais.673 WASA objects to Pepco's proposed 37.7

percet increase in GT-3B rates. Intead, WASA argues, a 29.3 gercent deceae in WASA's
rates is requied to eliminate the subsidy presently paid by W ASA. 4

334. WMTA. WMTA argues that Pepco's proposed class revenue targets do not
go far enough toward lessenng resideìtial class subsidies. WMTA is recmmending no
change to the residential RA rate class, as WM T A supports the Commssion's effort to
protec that segment of the population least able to pay.675 Otherse, however, WM T A asks
the Commssion to move more quickly by going "one-thd of the way" (as opposed to Pep's
proposed "one-quaer of the way") toward equa customer class RORs.676

335. WMTA states that the gradua movement toward cost-based rates ordered in
Formal Case No. 1053 failed to reduce the signficant disparties that still exist in class RORs.
WMTA now contends that, since the SOS rate increase in 2009 was only 2.7 pecent, as
compared to more than 12 percet for 2007 when Formal Case No. 1053 was decided, the SOS

should no longer constrai the Commission from movig more quickly toward cost-based
rates. 

677

336. Pepco Rebuttal. The Company argues that its "one quarer of the way" approach
is reaonable, as shown by the fact that it lies in the middle of the other pares' positions. It
clai tht a 6.1 percent increase in residential customer' tota electrc bil is modest and will

not cause "rate shock." Rebuttng OPC, Pepco argues tht it is the tota bundled price of
eleccity, not just the distrbution porton, that affects the decision whether or not to consume

an additional kWh. In answer to OPC's clais about increases in SOS rates and the genera state
of the economy, Pepco notes that a meangfl movement toward cost for the residential class
may be more approprate now than it was in Formal Case No. 1053. Pepco states fuer that the

recent 80S increaes have dramatically moderated downward to the 3 percent rage from the

double digit increases that the Commssion was lookig at when it decided Formal Case No.
1053 two year ago.678

673

674

WASA (A) at 15 (Phillps); see id. at 14-16.

W ASA Br. 3, 9; W ASA (A) at 15.

675 WMTABr.l1.

676 WMTA Br. 10-11; WMTA (A) at 17-21 (Foste). WMATA states tht Pepo should follow its two-
stage approach to detenng clas RORs. The fit ste should be to increas the reidential clas rate one-thd
of the way towar the overa rate of retu allowed by the Commion. Th approach wil elite the negative
eargs in the reidential classes (except for RA), thereby requirg tht the residenti classes cover Pepco's
alocated operatig costs. In the next rate cas, Pepco could tae other steps toward cost based rate. ¡d.

677 WMTABr. 9-10; WMTA (A) at 16-19 (Foster).

Pepco (3G) at 3-5 (Bwngamer).678
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337. Turing to SL and TS rates, Pepco argues that the Distrct Goverent faied to
show that it incured increaed costs because of power outages to traffc signals.679 Overall,
Pepco argues that its proposed SLIS distrbution rate increases involve only small increases to
total SLIS bils, and are consistent with rate gradualism. Pepco states that even with ths

increase, the SL class wil stil produce a negative 2.17 percent retu on equity. Ths degree of
subsidy, Pepco argues, should more than satisfy the desire to recgnze the "non-cost factors"
cited by the Distrct Governent.680 Pepco acknowledges that steetlghtig and trafc signals

are a public good that contrbute to public welfare, safety and the quaty of life in the Distrct.
However, the Company asser, there are many other businesses and organations in the Distrct
that are sered by Pepco that also contrbute to the quaty of life, and it points out that those
considertions have rarely entered into rate design or revenue distrbution decisions of the
Commssion.681

338. Pepco argues that the "unique load characterstics" of GSA's stea plant justify
creatig a new GT-3A-S rate class; that ths cutomer's load factor is only 16 percent, or about
75 percent lower than the 64 percent load factor for other customer on the GT-3A schedule on
which the GSA plant is curently sered.682 Pepco staes that GSA's proposed 20.93 percent
increase for ths facilty is not far from Pepco's proposed 23.39 pecent increase. Moreover,
Pepco notes that the proposed GT-3A-S class provides (and will contiue to provide) a lower
class ROR than the remainder of the GT -3A class. The Company state that only if the GSA
steam plant were relieved of its entie share of the subsidy for the residential class, would it
receive a small ($2,546) revenue deceae under a "fuly equalzed clas ROR" regie. The
Company indicates that its GT-3A and GT-3A-S rates are calculated in the same maner as all
other commercial rates and that they recver the full cost of serce plus a fairly deterined

porton of the remaig subsidy to the residential and other undererforming classes. Therefore,
Pepco argues, they are not a market barer to the development of customer-owned cogeneration
plants.683

339. As for the two new overhead 69 kV lies that were built in 2005-2006 on an
emergency basis to ene contiuous serce to D.C. customer, Pep insists tht it is entitled
to recover the cost of these ordina and necessar outlays.684 The Company suggests tht the

679
Pep (3D) at 11-13 (Gausma). ''The outae percentages are 0.16% and 0.13% for 2008 and 2009

(though September 11,2009), or less th two tenth of one percent of the actu operati hour of thes systems."

¡d. at 12-13.

610 Pepco (3G) at 5-6 (Bumgarer). Accord Tr. 1408-1409 (Pepo witnes Bumgarer).

681 Tr. 1409-1410 (Pepo witnes Bumgarer).

612 Pepc (3G) at 6-8. The operation of GSA's cogeneration plant causes the load fator for ths account (i.e.,
the ratio of th avere load to pea load meaured at the mete, a meaur of plat utilization) to he lower th th

of other customers on the GT-3A schedule. ¡d. at 6.

683

614

Pepco (3G) at 9-10 (Bumgarer).

¡d. at 13- 20.
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costs would be properly assignable to W ASA' s Blue Plais facility because the continued
operation of the 69 kV lines would be solely for the backup reliabilty of the Blue Plai
facility.685

DECISION

340. The Commssion enjoys wide latitude in seing customer class revenue
requirements. Traditionally, in settg class revenue requiements, we have considered class cost
of serce as well as a broad range of other factors in adition to the cost of serce for each
c1asS.686 The cour have never imposed a requiement of unformity among the rates of retu

from different customer classes.687 For example, customer class raes of retu may var based

on the risk to Pepco becuse the level of risk is a valid factor to consider in rate design.688
Differences can be based not only on quantity, but also on the nature, time, and patter of 

use, so

as to achieve reasnable effciency and economic operation.689 Other valid non-cost factors th

may be considered in setting both customer class revenue requiements and rate design, include

685 ld. at 16. Pepco clai tht W ASA asked it to relace a removed overhea porton of th 69 kV lines with

an unrgund system and tht discussions on ths toic, includig the cost reponsibilty of th unound
segment, are contiuing. Pepco (3D) at 19-20.

686 See, e.g., Washington Gas Light Co., 450 A2d at 1199-1209. There is also a new statute tht states: ''1n
supervsin and regutig utility or ener companes, the Commssion sha consider the public saety, the
ecnomy of th Distrct, the conseration of natu resources, and the preervation of envinmenta quaty." See
Clea and Afordale Energy Act of 2008 § 401, D.C. Law 17-250, 55 OCR 9225 (October 22,2008), amding the
Commssion's oranc act of March 4, 1913, ch.50, § 8 ii 96A

687 Washington Gas Light Co. v. Pub. Servo Comm'n, 450 A2d 1187, 1207 (D.C. 1982); Accord Apartent
House Council of Metro. Washington, Inc. v. Pub. Servo Comm 'n, 332 A2d 53, 57 (D.C.1975) ("equa retu from

customer claes is not reuied''). Wholese FERC priciples abut eq clas RORs do not apply
mechacaly to set reta class RORs in Pepco rate caes. The state commissions tht set electrc rates at the retal
level must conside a much more diver set of cutomer, difernt issues, an a different calculus of interests, th
exists at the wholesae leveL. For exaple, at the reta level the costs of electrcity ar commonly ta deductible
busines expes for reta busines customer but not for reta Residential customer. For thes reons, the cas
law and Commssion preedent about reta electrc rate in the Distrct of Columbia ar dierent frm FERC cass
about wholesle rates where fewe non-cost considertions apply and the cour inist on more equaized customer
RORs. See, e.g., Alabama Electric Coop. Inc. V. FERC, 684 F.2d 20, 27 (D.C. eir. 1982), cited in Formal Case No.
1053, Order No. 14712 at 99, n. 719.

688 Potomac Electr Power Co., Formal Case No. 1053, Orr No.147l2, ii 337.

689 Apartent House Council of Metro. Washington, supra, 332 A.2d at 57. In soe cas, the old

diretiona factors for settg class revenue taets must be updted. To be specfic, the Commssion in the past

someties allocate a grater-th-averge percentage inea to the customer clases (such as WMTA) whose
radly growig demand for electrcity was contrbutig more th other clase to the need for Pepo to build costly
new elecc generatig plant. See, e.g. Formal Case No. 748, Orde No. 7457 (Dember 30, 1981),2 DCPSC 401,
443-4 (1981). In tody's post-dvestitue envionment, where Pepo is a "wis only" electrc distribution
company and not an electrc generting company, ths fator must be retate. A mod coroll might be: wht

customer c1ass(es), if any, are contrbutig disproportonately to the nee for Pepo to build costly new distrbution
plant?
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"equitable considerations" such as value of serce to the customer and abilty to pay, historica

rate patter, the nee to consere energy resources, and other market-place reaities, as well as

principles of grualism and rate continuity. 
690

341. The Commsion's General Approach. The options available to the
Commssion in settg clas revenue targets in the present cae cover a wide spetr and
include: (1) oPC's nearly-across-the-board approach, with the residential class reciving an
increae of 1 percet more than non-residential classes, following the approach taen by the
Commssion in Formal Case No. 1053; (2) Pepco's proposed "one quaer of the way" approach
toward more equal class rates of return; (3) GSA's proposed 10 percent (approximately $6.2
millon) reduction in interclass subsidies; and (4) WMTA's "one thd of the way" approach
toward more equa customer class RORs. All these options involve some depare from a strct

across-the-board approach with some additional revenue burden being imposed on the residential
class that has a comparatively low class ROR.

342. The Commssion agrees with Pepco, AOBA, GSA, and WMTA that we should
move to reduce the disparties that now exist in class RORs. Ths priciple has lits. The
Cour of Appeals, and ths Commssion, ha repeatedly held that equa class RORs are not
required and that the Commssion has statory authority to consider many vaIdcost and non-
cost factors in settng class revenue tagets and rate design.691 Historic rate patters in the
Distrct of Columbia have bee that the residential classes pay lower class RORs than the
commercial class RORs. The Commission is not compelled to equaize class RORs for
residential and commercial retal Pep customer. We believe, however, that the severe
disparties in class RORs tht now exist call for corrective acton.

343. Residentil Rates. Today's decsion reduces Pep's requested $44.51 millon

revenue increase for the Distrct by more than half, to $19.833 miion. Out of that D.C.
jursdiction-wide increase, only $7.14 milon (or 36.0 percent) will go to increase the residential
class revenue taget This decision miors Pepco's proposa, which was supported by AOBA,

on the more moderate end of the proposals submitted to us, that the residential class should
recive 36 percent of the total D.C. jursdictonal increase. Residential rates will increae in the
preent case by more than an across-the-board amount. However, the disparties in class RORs
wil be reduced, and all class RORs will move closer to the overall D.C. jursdictonal ROR. No
fuer movement toward equaized class rates of ret is warted in this case. However, we
must recgnze tht the severe ecnomic downtu has hit Distrct of Columbia rateayer

690 See, e.g. Washington Gas Light Co., 450 A.2d at 1199- 1209; Formal Case No. 869, Order No. 9216,10
D.C.P.S.C. 22,133-134 (1989).

691 See, e.g., Washington Gas Light Co. v. Public Servo Comm 'n, 450 A.2d 1187, 1207 (D.C. 1982); accord:
Apartent House Council of Metro. Washington, Inc. v. Public Servo Comm 'n, 332 A.2d 53, 57 (D.C. 1975) ("equa
retu from cutomer claes is not reed").
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hard.692 The Commssion heard communty comments config the dire economic situation of
many D.C. residential ratepayer, parcularly senior citien and the disaled on fixed incomes.

344. The Commission must balance the competing interests in a way that is reasonable
and fai to all stakeholder. Ou ruling today is moderte. We have decided to recover the

residential rate increae priarly though an increase in the Customer Charge. As discussed
fuer below,693 we are increasing the Customer Charge for the residential class to $6.65, and
simultaeously reducig the volumetrc (kWh) rates in residential distbution charges, so that
the residential class pays no more than the class revenue taget we set toay. Ths will move the
rate design of residential distrbution rates away from volumetrc (kWh) rates, and towards rates
tht are based more on customer and demand charges, as is appropriate in the new er where
Pepco is a "wies only" electrc distrbution company.

345. In makg ths decision, we have ver specifically considered the need for rate
graduaism.694 Whle our ruling today will reduce the disparties that now exist in class RORs
and narow the gap between the ver low residential class ROR and the higher commercial
classes' RORs, we point out that it stil leaves the residential class with a negative class ROR.
The Commission is actig in a measured way to narow the gap in cutomer class RORs and
move all Pepco customer clases closer to UROR, as all the pares agree should be done,
consistent with the constaits imposed by a recoverng ecnomy, both nationally and in the
Distrct of Columbia in parcular.

346. Residential Aid Discount (R). The Commssion's concern for low-income

residential customers is reflected in our long-standing Residential Aid Discount (''R'')
progr, which provides rate relief to eligible, low-income residential cutomer. The
Commission has decided to increase the class revenue target for the RA class by only a modest
amount, which will be deterined by long-overdue RA rate design changes discussed below.

347. We are simplifyg and clarfyg the RA rate strctue while still givig RA
customer a ver sizable discount compared to non-RA residential rates (stadad R and AE).
To begi RA rates should be strcture more like stadad residential rates in order to send
better cost signals and reflec how Pepco' s ''wes only" distrbution chages should be recvered

69
We note tht in referrg to the "state of the economy" in varous plaes in th Order, such a refernce wi

mea differnt thgs to dierent groups, dependig upon the context in which it is us. For exale, it can mea
stock mart prices when refer to Pep's cost of capita, or it can mea unemployment, the price of good

and/or med income levels when referg to Distrct rateayer. Whether the economy ca be described as

terrble, severe, recoverig, etc., al depends upon the context in whch it is descbed.

693 See infra at 118-124.

694
The Commssion mus faily balance a wide varety of considerations of which grsm is one. See,

e.g., Waterate East Inc. v. Pub. Servo Comm'n, 665 A.2d 943,949 (D.C. 1995) (cour approves signficant rate
incre for Watergate, notig tht "grism is but one of may fators to be conside and weighed in sett

rate design" and tht it should not tr other considertions such as the nee for renable cost recovery).
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from all customer. The existing monthy Distrbution Chages for RA customer695 consist of:
(1) a Minium Charge of$0.19 per month which includes the fit 30 kWh of electrc usage; (2)
a per kWh chage for electrc usage betwee 31 and 400 kWh per month; and (3) a higher per
kWh charge for electrc usage in exces of 400 kWh per month.696 We are replacing the
Mimum Charge with a Customer Charge of $2.50 going forward.697 We are also elimating
the initial RA 30 kWh rate block, a vestge of outdated taffs, which was included in the
Minum Charge.698 That rate block wil be replace with a new intial rate block that will
charge for electrc usage from 1-400 kWh per month, simlar to the intial 400 kWh rate block in
Pepco's taffs for stadard Residential and Residential AE serce. As is curently the cae, a
secnd bIock contag higher rates &er kWh is charged for electrc usage in excess of 400 kWh
per month.699 The existing tablock rates for RA and RA-AE are curently higher than the
corresponding tailblock rates for the R and AE classes, a rate design anomaly that must be
corrected. If the rates for the R and AE classes resultig from ths cae are lower than the
corresponding RA rate blocks, the RAD block rates should be adjusted downward so tht the
RA and RA-AE block kWh rates wil be the same as they are in the Rand AE rates.701

348. Overall, the RA class revenues to be recvered from al RA kWh rates (in
RA's distbution rates) will remai the same as they are now. Thus, for example, to the extent
that the RA tailblock rates are reduced then the rates from other blocks must increase to make
up for the revenue loss from the tailblock.702 Ths applies to RA-AE also. The moderte
increase in the RA class revenue requirement is due solely to the increase we are orderig in
the new RA Customer Charge, which replace the curent RA 30 kWh Minum Chge.

349. The impact of these changes to the RA rate strctue will give RA customer a
discounted Cutomer Charge (as compared to standad R and AE customers) as well as retang

a discounted rate for the first 400 kWh of RA consumption (or the fit 700 kWh of RA-AE

695 Ther are two RA rate clases: RA-Stadad and RA-AE (Al Electrc).

696
There is an additiona block of higher rate for the RA-AE customer for electrc usage in exce of700

kWh per month

Th Commssion is thus increin the RA mium chage by slightly less th one-ha of the increae
. to the Residenti Cutomer Chage.

W7

698 A rate block is defied as a rate strctue under whch constion is divided into unts or tiers and a pnce
is set for each tier or unt of servce us. Block rates can be either declig or invert. P.U.R. Glossar for
Utility Manement (1992).

699 Curtly, the second block for RA-AE customer cover 401-700 kWh per month and a th block
consist of even higher chages per kWh for usge in excess of 700 kWh per month

700 The last block for each rate class is caled the "tablock".

701 In no event should the RA and RA-AE block rate be greater th the corrspondig R or AE block
rate, respetively.

702
Thi chage in RA strctu may provide a modet consrvation incentive to RA customers.
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consumption). These changes wil move the RAD rate away from recover though volumetrc

(kWh) rates and towards more emphasis on recover though customer charges. These changes

also wil help to simplify and clarfy RA rates and reduce the size of the gap between RA and
non-RA residential rates, which has increased untentionally durng the perod when rates
were capped. 

703

350. GT-3B (WASA's Blue Plains Facilty). WASA's suggested rate reduction for
Blue Plais was based on its suggested direct-cost-allocation "correction" to Pepco's CCOSS on
the GT -3B (Blue Plais) rate. For the reasns we stated earlier, the Commssion rejects

W ASA's direct-cost-allocation correction/reuction to the Blue Plains rate. The recverble
costs of Pepco's overhea 69 kV Emergency Overhead Feeer lines are to be recvered
equitaly frm all Pepco's customer, not just from WASA. WASA's Blue Plai's class
revenue taget is to be calculated consistent with these priciples and consistent with Pepco's
proposed methodology for calcuatg commercial class revenue tagets withn the constrait of a
reduced overall $19.8 million rate increae for the Distrct of Columbia.

351. Streetlghts and Traffc Signals. Together the SL Energy and SL Serce

classes now produce some $1.59 millon in revenues, or only 4/10 of 1 percet of Pep co's total
D.C. jursdictional revenues of $373.45 millon. We stated in Pepco's last rate cae that
streetlight and traffc signal raes "will now, and in the futue, contrbute to the cost of serce
based on embedded cost principles tempered by the Commission's principles of gradualism and
rate continuity.,,704 We also said that ''te comparative low risk of the SL and TS classes" is a
valid factor to consider in setg SL and TS rates.705

352. We detere that it is appropriate in the present case to move toward more cost-
based SL and TS rates. Ordinarly, ths would ental a signficant increae for the streetlight
class since, as Pepco emphasizes, it is presently earng a negative class ROR We acrd
signficant weight, however, to DCG's arguent that the low risk of the SL and TS classes
warants the imposition of a lower SLIS ROR than would otherse be the case. Takg
graduaism and rate contiuity into account, as well as the low risk of the SLIS classes and all
the non-cost and other factors cited by DCG, we will raise SL and TS rates by the same
percentage (approxiately 17.5 percent) that is being imposed on the low-earg residential
class. Ths increase is significantly lower than Pepco's proposed increase for the streetlght
class. The Commssion points out that SUTS rates wil stil yield very low or negative class
RORs. We fid that the outcome reached in ths case for SUTS rates adequately reflects

703 The complexity of the RA rate, an the need to clarfy and simplify it, is ilustrted by our opinon in
Formal Cae No. 1053, Order No. 14712, iM 422-42, discussing RA sumer tablock anomaies tht wee
created accidently, by the complex reguatory history of the RA rate.

704

705

Formal Case No. 1053, Order No. 14712, ii 277.

ld. at 118.
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gradualism, as well as all the conservation, low risk, non-cost and other factors cited by the
Distrct Goverent. 706

353. Commercial Classes. The Commission adopts Pepco's proposed method to

distrbute among the commercial cIassesthe remaig revenue burden, i.e., the overall $19.833
millon D.C. jursdictional rate increae, mius the $7.14 millon increae allotted to the
Residential class minus the dollar increae allotted to Streetlights and Trafc Signals. The
outcome brigs class RORs closer together.

XU. RATE DESIGNS (Issue No. 13)707

354. Overvew. The Company is paral to the rate designs approved in Formal Case
No. 1053, which increased its fixed cost recver relative to its recver for energy usage.

Pep requests that these rate design be presered in the present case. It proposes that class
revenue tagets be recovered by appl6lg an acoss-the-board increase to each rate component of
its residential and commercial raes.7 8 Pepco's rate design proposals also include recgntion of
a new "GT-3A-S" taff for GSA's stea plant, and a signficat increase in Street Light energy
distrbution rates which curently ears a negative class rate of retu No increase is proposed
for the Residential Aid Discount (R) rate.

355. We indicated in Formal Case No. 1053 tht Pepco is now a ''wres only"
distrbution company; therefore, the rae designs for Pepco's customer should shift away from
volumetrc recover to recvery based on fixed customer charges and distrbution chages.
Consistent with ths pronounceent, our Order today increases the customer charge for
residential and RA customer in order for Pepco to more gradually recver actal cusomer and
fied costs. Otherse, Pepco's proposed rate design would not adequately progress toward

recverng customer and fixed costs directy (not though energy-deliver charges).709

Accordingly, the Commission directs the Company to present rate desgns in its next rate cae

706 See, e.g., Watergate East Inc. v. Pub. Servo Comm 'n, 665 A.2d 943, 949 (D.C. 1995) (cour approves
signficant rate increas for Watergat, notig tht "grsm is but one of may fators to be consideed and
weighed in sett rate ~esign" and tht it should not tr other consideraons such as the need for reasnable

cost recvery).

7m Designate Issue No. 13 asks, "Ar Pepco's proposed rate deigns just and reasonale?"

708 Pepo (G) at 4-5, 8 (Bumgarer); Pep (2G) at 3 (Bumgarer). Al of Pep's customer clas rates
dierentiat between sumer (June though October) and witer (November though May) rate. See Pepo (G)-2

(pEPCO rate schedules); Pepco (G)-3 (Bumgarer).

709 OPC recognzed tht Pepco need to reign its rates to demphaiz volumetrc recover and to recover
more of its req revenue though demad an ditrbution rates. The Distrct Governent alo note tht it is
anmaous to caculate CCOS for the SL and TS ta on the basis of demad and customer costs whie bil

thse customers on a strght kWh basis. DCG witness Petnun stte however, th he was not advocatig a

ded rate for the SL and TS rate schedules at ths tie. DCG (A) at 23.
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that (consistent with gradualism) place greater emphasis on customer charges and demand
chages and less emphasis on volumetrc (kWh) charges.

A. Residential Class Rate Designs (Issue No. 13a)710

1. Customer Charge for Residential, AE, and R- Time-of-Use

356. Pepco. Pep supports the strctue of its curent residential rate design, which
encompass stadad Residential (R), Residential All-Electrc (AE), and Residential Time-of-Use
(R-TM) rates. As approved by the Commssion in Formal Case No. 1053, the R rate now
collects a greater percetage of revenues from fixed customer charges as opposed to charges for
energy use.71 To collect the class revenue taget for the R class, Pepco proposes to increase
each component par of the R rate by an across-the-board amount, while freezig the rates for the
RA.712 Pepco's originally proposed changes for distrbution rates for stadard residential
customer appear below:

710 Deignted Issue No. 13a asks, "Are the rate design by classe reasonable?"

711 Pepo (G) at 4-5 (Bumgarer). The components of Pepco's stadad residential rates (R R-AE) includ a
fied customer chage, as well as rate blocks for diert levels of energy usge (kWh) (coverig the fit 400 kWh
and in exces of 400 kWh), and surhages. See Pepco (G)-2 (Pepco rate schedules) at R-3 to R-5, R-41 (for 808);
Pepo (G)-3 (Bumgarer). Time-meteed residential rates (R-TM include a customer chage, as well as rate
components coverg energy usge (kWh) (on peak intermedate, off peak) and surhaes.

712 See Pepco (2G) at 3 (Bumgarer).
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Distrbution Rate Changes for Residential Classes713

Proposed Rates

Residential-

Current Rates

wintersuer sumer

Standard "R"
Customer Charge
Firt 400 kWh
Excess of 400 kWh

$2.00
$0.00945
$0.02796

winter .

$2.00
$0.00945
$0.01942

$2.93
0.01385
0.04098

$2.93
0.01385
0.02846

Residential-Al Electrc" AE"
Customer Charge $2.00
Firt 400 kWh $0.00945
Excess of 400 kWh $0.02796

$2.00
$0.00945
$0.01552

$3.10
0.01467
0.02408

$3.10
0.01467
0.04339

Residential- Time-of- U se "R- TM"
Cusomer Charge $9.09
kWh Charge $0.03717

$9.09
$0.03717

$11.17
0.04566

$11.17
0.04566

357. In its post-heag brief, Pepco changed position indicatig that it "does not

object" to OPC's proposal to raise the residential customer charge to $6.65 (from Pepco's
origially proposed level of $2.93), while adjustig the energy usage charges in the fit 400

kWh rate block downward.714 Pepco states that ths might better align residential rates with the
largely fied natue of the costs of providing distrbution serice.

358. OPC. As indicaed, OPC recmmends increasing the customer charge in the
Residential R and Residential AE raes from $2.00 to $6.65 per month, to move them closer to
actul cost and to match Pepco's Marland residential cutomer charge. OPC recmmends
fuer that additional revenues collected though the customer chage should be used to reduce

the fit 400 kWh block of each rate; which wil lessen the impact on average usage residential
customers. 

71 5 -
713 See Pepco (G)-2 (Bumgarer) at Eighth and Ninth Revised Pages, pp. R-3, R-4, and Sixth and Seventh
Revised Pages p. R-5 (showig before and afer rate schedule tas for R, AE, and R-TM).

714 Pepco Br. 103.

715 OPC (F) at 7, 28-29 (Smith). "If the Commsion orders a revenue increae for the residential clas tht
diers from the Company's proposa, the R and AE rate design should still be set at $6.65 and the 400 kWh block
adjusted accordigly." ¡d. at 29.
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359. Over the long ter, OPC suggests that the Commission rely on AMI-generated

meter data to quantify demand, and perit a fudamenta restrctug of Pep co's rate design.
At present, OPC contends that Pepco's rate design suffer from the fudamenta problem of
recvering most of its distrbution-related fixed costs though an energy (kWh) charge tht vares
with usage. OPC argues that the objective of rate design in the futue should be to move from
Pepco's curent outdated rates based primarly on delivered kWh to new rates that "isolate
Pepco's opportty to recover its fixed costs from the impacts of energy effciency 

or DSM.,,716

OPC states that an AM system should allow for the design of more accurate reta electrcity
distrbution rates (by jursdiction and customer class) (based on kW or demand) and more
controllable commodity rates (based on kWh or energy) that reward customer for lowerig
energy usage durg peak demand perods.717

360. District Government. DCG agrees with OPC that there is a basic disconnect
betwee the cost allocation methodology in Pepco's CCOSS (which shows demand and
cusomer related costs) and the Company's SL and TS rate schedules, which are designed as 100
percet kWh charges. Those kWhs are then used for sucharge collections which, in the cae of
SUTS rates, account for 85 percent of the tota bil. DCG contends that over the next several
Pepco rate cases, Pepco's "revenue recover should be shifted more toward demand costs and
less revenue be collected from the energy charges.';7S

DECISION

361. The Commission agree with OPC and DCG that Pepco's rate design should
move from rates that recover costs priarly though energy-deliver (kWh) charges to rates
emphasizing recover though demand and customer charges. Ths is imperative in the new era
of unbundled electrcity servce, where Pepco is a ''wires only" distrbution company. Pepco's
costs are now demand and cutomer costs, not energy costs. As previously indicated we diect
Pepco and the pares to propose rate design that reflect ths reality, with due regard for
conce about transition and graduaism, in Pepco's next rate cae.

362. The Commssion adopts OPC's and Pepco's proposals to raise the fied cutomer
charge component of Residential R and Residential AE rates from $2.00 to $6.65 per month.
Ths will bring customer charges closer to actu cost (about $10.00)719 and correct price signals,
and is preferable to a simple across-the-board increase in all component par of residential class
rates to reach the tageted class revenue requiement. Ou opinion explai that, while the

716 ld. at 25-28. See OPC Pre-Hearg Br. 22-23.

717
OPC (F) at 29-31. ''Hourly pricin, critica pea pricin, and crtical pea load reduction rebate ar just

some of the altetive rate mechams tht can be designd and implemente with a fuy fuctiona AM sys
The avaiabilty of thes new alterntive pricing mechams wi empower reta customer to bettr control their
energy costs." ld.

718
DCG (2A) at 22-23 (petnun).

719 See Commssion Ex. No. 22.
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residential customer charge is beig raised to $6.65, the residential energy-deliver charges will
be reduce to keep the residential class revenue increase limited to 36 percent ($7.14 millon) of
the overall D.C. jursdictiona $19.833 millon increase that we approve today.72o

363. We also ad0Rt Pep's unopposed proposal to move the Cutomer Charge for R-

TM from $9.09 to $11.17.7 i The tota percentage increase in the distrbution rate for R-TM wi
be the same as that of the other residential clases (R and AE).

2. Residential Aid Discount (R)

364. Twenty-seven years ago, the Commission approved Pepco's residential aid rider
("RA") program, to provide rate relief to eligible, low-income residential customers (defied as
Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program ("LIHEAP")-eligible, DDOE-ceified Pepco
customers) by reducing their electrc costs by six percent per year. The costs associated with the
RA were distrbuted to all customer classes equally on an across-the-board basis.722 The old
RAR program is now called the Residential Aid Discount (RA) program.723

365. Two sources of fuding now exist for the RA program; the "legislative subsidy"
provided by the Energy Assistce Trut Fund (EA TF) and the "reguatory subsidy" provided by

all other Pepco customer classes to RA customer as approved by the Commission.724 The
statute, as amended estalishig the EATF as a non-lapsing fud provides as follows:

( c) The Energy Assistace Trut Fund shall be used solely to fud:

(1) The existing low-income programs in the amount of $3.3 millon
anualy; and

(2) The Residential Aid Discount subsidy in the amount of $3.0 millon
anualy; provided, that the subsidy shall be in the amount of $5.207
millon for Fiscal Yea 2009.

720
See supra' 345.

721 See Pepco (G)-2 (Bumgarer) at Sixth and Seventh Revised Pages p. R-5 (showig before and af R-lM
rae).

72 See Potoma Electrc Power Company, Formal Case No. 785, Orde No. 7716 (Dember 29, 1982), 3
D.C.P.S.C. 450, 557-565 (1982); and see Potomac Electric Power Company, Forml Cae No. 869, Orde No. 9216
(March 3, 1989), 10 D.C.P.S.C. 22, 162 (1989) (outling the history of the RA program).
723 See D.C. Code § 8-1773.01(13) (2009 Supp.).

724 See, e.g., Tr. 650, 665 (Pepco witness Bumgarer).
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(d) The Mayor, pursuat to subchapter I of Chapter 5 of Title 2, may issue rues to
modify the assessments under subsection (b) of ths section and the programs fuded by
the EA TF. 725

366. Although the Commssion is curently considerig eligibilty rues and other
aspects of the RAn program in Formal Case No. 813, several RAD issues were designated for
considertion in ths Pep rate case.

a. Level of RA distribution rates (Issue No. 15a) 726

367. Pep co. The Company proposes no increae in RA distrbution rates. Though
the cap on RA distrbution rates expired on August 31, 2009 under the Pep/Conectiv Merger
Settlement Agreeent, Pepco argues that any increase in RA raes would not be apprpriate in
light of ''te curent adverse ecnomic climate.,,727

368. AOBA. AOBA recommends that RA rates be raised by the "Consuer Price
Index for Urban Wage-Earer and Clercal Worker" ("CPI-W") amount or alteratively one.
half of the percentage increae approved for the residential class, whichever is less. AOBA
chalenges Pepco's proposed freeze on RAD distrbution rates, arguing that the RA class is
alreay over-subsidized. AOBA recommends that, effecve Janua 1, 2011, RA charges
should be increased by the percetage increase in the CPI-W for the 12 months ended September
2010. Additionally, AOBA recommends a similar RA adjustment be made each year to the
RA surcharge with the revenues flowed though to all other customer.728

369. Distrct Government. DCG urges a freeze on RA rates.729 It crticies
AOBA's request for anual increaes in RA rates, arguing that ths ignores the state of the
economy, historic rate patter, and the nee of RA cutomer. DCG contends that no
evidence supports AOBA's RA proposal because AOBA failed to underake any independent
study of RA cutomer nee, or the support available to RA customer from non-utlity

72S D.C. Code. § 8-1774.11(c), (d) (2009 Sup.) (amended 2010).

726 Deignated Ise No. 15a states, "Accordig to the PEPCO/Connectiv Merer Settement Agrment, the
RA distrbution price cap wi be lif on Augut 31,2009. Should RA distrbution rate be mataed at the
same level or should they be altered as a resut of chaging revenue reqirements frm th rate cas?"

727 Pepco Br. 108; Pepco (2G) at 8 (Bumgarer); Tr. 574-575,663 (Pepco witness Bumgarer).

728 AOBA Br. 50-52, 57; AOBA (A) at 103-108 (Oliver); Tr. 815-823 (AOBA witness Oliver). AOBA
compla tht Pepo's rationae for freezin RA rates ignore the substatial benefits the RA class aleady
receives from a negative class ROR, the freeze on RA rates ordered in Forml Cas No. 1053, an the addtiona
susidies to RA customers provided by other customer classes through the Energy Assistace Trut Fund and the

RAS surchae. All customer classes have bee hur by "the curt advers economic clite, AOBA argues.
AOBA (A) at 103-107,110.

729 DCG Br. 16,27.
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source, or the impact of its RA proposals. DCG argues that becuse unemployment in the
Distrct is over 10 percent, median income levels in D.C. fell by over 22 percent in 2009, and

low-income famlies are having difficulties paying their bils; therefore, any proposal to reduce
the RA subsidy "should wait until after the economy turns around.,,73o

370. DCG suggests that one consideration supportng a RA freee is the requirement
of the "Clea and Affordable Energy Act of 2008" ("CAEA") which cals for the Commssion to
consider the economy and the "the situation of the low-income customers in the Distrct of
Columbia and their nee for assistance" in settg rates.73 DCG assert that the subsidy should
be recovered from other classes of customers though the RAD surcharge, or the EATF, or other
mechansms that the Council may create in the futue. DCG urges the Commssion to wait until
Pepco's next rate case to assess the varous ways in which the RA discount can be distrbuted
to other classes of customers, especally in light of potential changes in the eligibilty stadads
for Federal LIHEAP and RA assistace.732

DECISION

371. In ths intance, the options avaiable to the Commission include (1) RA

Simplification: simplifyg the RAD rate strctue, including possibly increaing the fixed RA
mium charge, as suggested at the hearnfs in colloquies betwee Pepco witness Bumgarer
and Commssioners Kane and Morgan; 73 or (2) RAn Rate Freeze: Pepco, the Distrct
Goverent, and WM T A recommend no increase or change in the RA rate; or (3) Moderate
RAn Rate Increase: for example, raising RA rates by a CPI- W amount or one-half of the

pecetage increase in residential rates, whichever is less (remmended by AOBA).

372. The Commission determnes that a modest increase in the RA class revenue
requirement is in order, though the application of the new $2.50 RA customer chage.734 Our
decision to moderately increase RA distrbution revenues, while simplifyg and improvig the
RA rate strctue, consider the economy of the Distrct of Columbia and the communty

730 DCG Br. 16-19; DCG R.Br. 5-6; DCG (A) at 27; DCG (2A) at 16-17 (petnuns).

731
See DCG (A) at 18-19 (petnun). The statutory text of D.C. Coe § 34-808.02 (new CAEA § 401) state:

"In supeing and regulatig utity or energy companes, the Commssion sha consider the public saety, the

ecnomy of the Distrct, the consrvation of na resurces, and the prervtion of enironmnta quaity."

732 ld. at 25-26. "A futue mechasm could be a RA Adjustment Clause to reflect Pepco's tiely collection
of the RA discount du to chages in Fedal LIHAP stadads. Whtever the case, Pepco should be allowed to
recver the fu costs of any revenue discounts attbutale to the RA clas by allocatig th discount to other

clase of customers." ld.

733 See Tr. 673-687); Accord Tr. 1135-1136 (colloquy between Commioner Morgan and DCG witnes
Petnun).
734

See supra' 348.
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comments we recived about the ecnomic diffculties of Distrct residents.735 In ths regard, we
also note that SOS charges will be decreasing for the perod June 1, 2010, though May 31,
2011.736

373. The Company's concer that it "should be allowed to recver the fu costs" of
any RA discount (Pepco (G) at 12-13 (Bumgarer)) suggests the need to include an anual
"tre-up" mechansm for the RAD progr. Ths is an issue that Pepco may raise with the
Council for its consideration, along with other key issues regarding the RA progr.

b. RA surcharge (Issue No. 15b) 737

374. Pepco. Pepco's origial filing requested an increae in the RA sucharge to
recver slightly over $1 milion in uneimbursed RA discounts that were received by RA
customers durng the biling months of Decber 2007 through September 2008.738 However,

the recently-enacted "Residential Aid Discount Subsidy Stabilization Emergency Amendment
Act of 2009 ~'RASSEA") authories a one-time $1 millon payment to Pepco to cover these
RA costs.73 Pepco indicates that the issue conceg Pep's recover of $1 millon in
uneimbured RA discounts is now moot.740

375. OPC, the District Government, and WMATA filed no testimony on ths issue.
AOBA agrees with Pepco that the issue is moot because of the new state.741

376. Distrct Government. However, the Distrct Goverent raises other taff
design issues for the RAD surcharge. DCG argues that an automatic RA adjustment clause

735 Th CAEA requies the Commssion to consider "th ecnomy of the Distrct" in settg rate (see D.C.
Code § 34-808.02). However, it doe not speifcaly madate tht the Commission consider ''t sitution of low-
income cusmer in the Distrct of Columbia an their nee for asistce." (DCG (A) at 18-19 (petnun)). Th
Commssion ha considered the sitution of low-income Pepo customers as a matte well with its diretiona

authonty.

736 See Formal Case No. 1017, In the Matter of the Development and Designation of Standard Offer Service in
the Distrct of Columbia, Order No. 15709 (Marh 1,2010) (SOS rate will be reduced by 1.2% effective June 1,
2010).

737 Designte Issue No. ISb asks, "Should the RA surchae be adjusted to accommodte Pepo's reuest to
increas the RA suhage by roughly $1 miion?"

738 Pepo (G) at 12-13 (Bumgarer).

739
The RASSEA bece effective on July 28, 200 (D.C. Act 18-155, Bil 18-394).

Pepo Br. 108. Pepo (2G) at 8-9 (Bumarer). Accord Tr. 655-657,663 (colloquy between Cha
Kae and Pepco witn Bumgarer).

740

741 AOBA (A) at 108 (Oliver).
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should be used to compensate Pepco for the RA subsidy.742 DCG explains that its RA
adjustment clause would be "simlar to the old utility fuel adjustment clause," which would
trgger quaerly or monthy adjustments to "alleviate the need to wait for an applicaton for an
increase in base rates before a change in tlie RA income theshold could be implemented.
DCG contends that ths would also allow the Commission to monitor the subsidy, and ene that

Pepco recver the subsidy though charges to other classes of customer.,,743 DCG argues tht
its proposed automatic RA adjustment clause would improve RA program administration and
speed Pepco' s recover of RA surcharge amounts, whether federal LIHEAP certfication
standards for RA are raised or 10wered.744

DECISION

377. The specific designated issue here is moot. All the paries agree that the new
statute authories a one-time $1 milion payment to Pepco to cover its Fisca Year 2008
uneibured RA costs. We decline to ac at ths time on the Distrct Goverent's request
for a RA adjustment clause, despite the clai tht such a clause would allow quicker and easier

registrtion of RA parcipants. Except for the new RA cutomer charge and changes in

energy blocks that we order today, the Commssion believes that the statu quo should be
presered on all other RA issues until and uness the Commssion decides otherse inFormal
Case No. 813 or the Council adopts legislation that fuer addresses the design fuding, and
other issues associated with the RA progr.

c. Impact of any increased participation in RA from DDOE's
proposed change to RA eligibilty criteria (Issue No. 15c)745

378. Distrct Government. Tarff language for the RA program cuently states that
RA eligibilty is based on feder gudelines for LIHEAP.746 Eligibilty critera for LIHEAP
give the Distrct Governent the option to use either 150 percent of the Federal Pover Level

742 DCG Br. 26-27; DCG (A) at 45 (petnun). DCG also argues tht its RA Adjustment Clause would
elimte the flaws in the curent RA surchage tht is levied on a cents pe kWh basis, which "penaes those
customers tht only have energy rate and benefits those customer with demad and energy rate and tht an across
the boar spread though a RA Adjustment Clause might be more appropriat."DCG (A) at 34-35 (petnun).

743 ¡d. at 28; DCG (2A) at 19; DCG Br. 26.

744 DCG Br. 26-27; DCG (A) at 28, 34-35, 45 (petnun); DCG (2A) at 19.21; Tr. 1121- 1122 (DC
Governent witness Petun).

745 Designte Issue No. 15c asks, "Should RA distnbution rate or the RA surchae be adjuste to
accommodate any increase in parcipation reslting from chaging the RA Utity Discount Progr eligibilty

criterion as recently proposed by DDOE?" (Ths refer to DDOE's reest to incre the eligibilty criterion from
150% of the Fedal Povert Level to 60% of the D.C. Median Income.)

746
SeeTr. 1139-1143 (colloquy between Chair Kane andDCG witnesPetnun).
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(FPL) or a higher income level (quali~g more people for LIHEAP) set at 60 pecent (or 75
percet) of stae median income (SMI). 47

379. DCG submits that, in actal DDOE practice, "LIHEAP customer are ceified
eligible by DDOE at the 60 percent SMI income level," while "RA cutomer are certfied at

the 150 percent FPL income level.,,748 DCG's post-heag brief indicates that there is curently
no legal obstacle that would prevent DDOE frm applying LIHEAP stadards for eligibilty in
the RA program. 

749

380. DCG contends that DDOE wants to increae RA parcipation. However,
DDOE is concered about the availabilty of fudig to pay Pepco for any increased RA
subsidy if the number of RA customer is increased. Accordingly, DCG argues that ''te RA
Rider surcharge should be modified to produce the revenue needed by Pepco to fud expeted
changes in RA paricipation levels to mee the LIHAP cerfication theshold.,,75o DCG
recmmends that, if there is an increase in RA parcipation, the resulting increase in the cost of
RA class subsidies should be allocated evenly, on an across-the-board basis, among al of
Pepco's other rate classes. 751

381. The case for increasing paricipation in the RAD program was presented by DCG
witness Petnunas.752 He testified that, historically, the "penetation rate" of the RA program
(i.e., the percet of eligible persons parcipating in the program) has bee abut 20 to 30
percent, coverg from 8,049 RA customer (in 1983) to 17,656 RA customer (in 2008).753

141 DCG Br. 21. DCG state tht LIHAP provides grte juctions, includg the Distrct of Columia,

the option of using "150% of th povert level as th maxmum income level alowed in determ LIHAP
income eligibilty, except wher 60% of state med is higher." D.C. is eligible to us the 60% of state med
inome crteon becaus ths value is high th 150% of the feder pover leveL. Furerore, DC ha been
using the higher 60% criteon for LllAP since fical yea 2007, to enble more Distrct residents to quaif for
tht progr. Affdait of Taresa Larence, 1M6, 7. See also Tr. 1404 (DG counl summing Affavt of
Taresa Larence on LIHAP eligibilty). DCG's post-heang brief sttes: "Inde most likly in rens to the

recent severe economic downtu th fedra goverent expaned LIHAP eligibilty for FY 200, and for the
fit th month of FY 2010, to 75% of the 8M!." DCG Br. 20-21. DCG state tht it fied a November 4, 2009

motion in Forl Case 813 to ask tht the eligibilty criterion for parcipation in al Utity Discoun Progr be
tied to "the highest eligibilty criterion avaiable" under curt LIHAP gudelines. DCG Br. 21.

148
DCG Br. 23. Accord Tr. 1127 (DG witness Petnun) an Tr. 1139-1143 (colloquy betwee Cha

Kae and DCG witness Petnun) (both suggestig tht RA eligibilty is curtly pegged to 150% of the Fedra
pover leveL, and tht DCG wishes to chage the stads for RA eligibilty to 60% of med DC income).

149 DCG Br. 2. Accord DCG Br. 21.

150 DCG Br. 2. Accord DCG Br. 21.

151
DCG (A) at 5, 6, 28, 29 (petun).

152 See DCG (A) at 26-45 and accompanyig exhbits.

153 See DCG (A) at 31-35,39, Tr. 1123-1126 (DG witness Petnuns), an DCG (A)-4 (cha showig RA
penetrtion rates vag between 20 an 30%). Accord Tr.681-682. According to th Distrct Goverent, "The
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Witness Petnunas stated that the Commission has expressed its desire to increae RA
parcipation levels, expressing conce that the program ''would reach too few low income
consumer.,,754 He fuered testified that twce before, however, the Commssion dened
DDOE's requests to increase RA paricipation by changig the program's income eligibility
crtera. According to Petnunas, one set of Commssion concerns was that DDOE did not have a

plan for expanding the RA program and did not show a cost benefit analysis, nor did it show
any progress in increasing the parcipation rate of curently eligible RA customers. He also
stated that the Commssion was concerned about the "anomalous results of requirig non-
parcipatng lower income customer to subsidie benefits for newly eligible customers," uness.
all paries do more to incree the number oflowest-income perons served.75

382. Addressing these concers, Distrct witness Petnunas testified that DDOE has
done signficat outreach work to expand RA and, because of these activities, ther has been a
signficant increase in the "penetration rate" of the RA program, paricularly durg recent
years (2006-2008) when the RA penetration rate increased to an average of 29.6 pecent.756
Turg to a cost-benefit analysis, the Distrct Goverent estiates that there might be an
increae of as many as 3,500 new RA customer (each receivig abut a $350 anua benefit)
if the income eligibilty stadad for RA is set at the old ''hstorica'' level of 60 percet of D.C.
medan income. Ths would increase the cost of the RA subsidies paid by all other Distct
customer classes by $1,227,096 (an overl increase of 0.41 percet in other customer' bils if

spread across-the-board).757 Alternatively, the Distrct Goverent estiates that there would be
approximately 7,000 new RA customers if the income eligibilty stadad for RA is set at the
level of 75 percet of D.C. medan income. The impact on rates would be twce that of movig
to 60 percet of D.C. median income.75

383. To be sure, DCG acknowledges the Commssion's conces that roughy 70

percet of eligible RA consers apparently are not sered under the RA rate and that non-

ratio of the RA customer to the LIHAP eligible customers is the penetron rate, an historicaly ha bee about
20%. The progr tody is tied to LlAP only beause of its admiistrtive simplicity." DCG (A) at 32.

754 Id. at 33.

Id. at 35, citi Commssion comments in Potomac Electric Power Company, Fonnal Case No. 813, Orde
No. 14620 at 5 (November 8, 2007). See also Tr. 1125-1126, 1129.

755

756 DCG (A) at 35-38.

757 DCG Br. 23-25; DCG (A) at 38-42 and DCG (A)-5 at 8. But cf Tr. 1131-1132 (colloqy betwee
Commsioner Morgan and DCG witness Petnun). Afer the heag, in respone to concern raised by
Commsioner Morgan about these caculations, DCG witness Petnun performed a revi calculation to
determe what the revenue imact would be to the non-RA customer af removi the 3,500 new RA
customers from the revenue base. Accordig to the Ditrct Governent, the imact on other customer' bils frm

increaing RA parcipation is sti a 0.42% inreas for the Residential clas, and a 0.41% incree for al other
rate clases. DCG Br. 25.

758 DCG (A) at 43.
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parcipatig lower income customers may be subsidizig RA customers.759 Yet DCG argues

that eligibilty for the RA program should be expanded.760 Pointedly, DCG argues that the
RA ''penetration rate" is misleading and "greatly undertates the success of DDOE in rehig
RA-eligible customer," because the ''penetrtion rate" refer to the ratio of RA customers to
LIHEAP-eligible customer (not RA-eligible customer). Not all LIHEAP-eligible customer
are eligible for the RA program. In parcular, tenants in master-metered aparents (who
represent as many as 30 percent of the Distrct's low-income households) are LIHEAP-eligible,
but not RA-eligible because they are not direct Pep customer.761

384. Pepco. Pepco witness Bumgarer testified tht, if RA eligibilty crtera were
set at 60 percent of D.C.'s median income, the RA program might add 4,385 aditiona RA
paricipants, at a cost .of $1.3 milion (approximately 60 cents per month additional cost to eah
non-RA cutomer).762 He states that if there is an increae in RA parcipation, Pepco would
nee to recver the resultig increased RA subsidy either though the RA surchage or
though the EA TF surcharge. Accordig to Bumgarer, "the RA program is inequately
fuded though the RA and EA TF surchages at the present time. A legislative remedy wil be
neeed to address the underding of the RAD program though the EA TF surcharge provided

in the Clean and Affordable Energy Act of 2008.,,763

385. AOBA. AOBA opposes the expanded availabilty of subsidized low RAD rates,
indicatig th "fuer expanion of eligibilty for the Company's RA rates will amplify the

magntude of existig subsidies and dimsh the cost basis for, and equity of, the Company's
overal rates for electc serce in the Distrct of Columbia." AOBA contends that expanding

the RA progr as DDOE seeks would make it available to those whose needs for assistance
are not as great as curent RA customer. If RA parcipation is expanded, AOBA argues,
"the only logical step is to allow for reduction of the average benefit provided to RA customer
as the size of the RA class in ters of number is expanded.,,764

DECISION

386. DCG acknowledges that tarff language for the RA program curently indicates
that RA eligibilty is based on federa gudelines for LIHEAP. Under the sttutory and
regulatory system today (descrbed above in DCG's briefs and testiony), DDOE assers that it
could set the eligibilty critera for LIHEAP and (dervatively) for the RA program at the same

759 See DCG Br. 22.

760

761

DCG (A) at 44-45.

DCG Br. 22-23.

762 Tr. 637-639 (Pepco wítness Bumgar). Accord DCG Br. 21.

763

764

Pepco Br. 109; Pepco (2G) at 9 (Bumgarer).

AOBA (A) at 108-109 (Oliver); AOBABr.52-53.
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leveL. However, DDOE indicates that it seeks Commssion approval before it changes DDOE
practices about whom to certify as RA eligible customer (from 150 percent FPL to 60 percent

or 75 percent of SMI) to enure that any expanion in the number of RAD customers is

accmpanied by adequate fuding to pay Pepco for the increased RA subsidy.

387. The subsidy for RAD customer paid by non-RA cutomer is now
approximately $5.4 milion per year, accrding to Pepco's filings. Were the statu quo chaged,
to set RA eligibilty at the level of 60 percet of D.C. median income, for example, then

approximately 3,500 to 4,385 additional new RA customer might enter the program, each
recivig about a $350 anual benefit (under the old RA rates) for a tota additional cost of
$1.2 millon to $1.3 millon. 

765

388. One interpretation of the EATF-RA statute, which is disputed and is curently
being considered by the Commssion in Formal Case No. 813, is that the size and fuding limits
of the RA program are set by the CounciL. 766 We th it wise to maitan the statu quo on the

RA program, and to avoid any change in RA eligibilty or parcipation levels, until we
receive fuer gudance from the Council. Once we obta fuer gudace on the RA
program from the Council, the Commssion will take appropriate action in Formal Case No. 813.

B. Small Commercial Clases (Issue No. 13a)767

1. General Servce (GS)768

389. Pepco. To collect the class revenue taget from the General Servce (GS) class,
Pepco proposes to increase each of the rate components in the curent GS rate strctue in a

roughy proportionate maner.769

765 See Tr. 637-639 (Pepco witness Bumgarer); DCO (A) at 38-43 (petnun); DCG (A)-5.

766
Pep is sekig addtiona Council legislation on the RA progr includ proviions tht would alow

an "tr ups" of Pep co's RA costs, subject to ths Commsion's review and approva. Tr. 664 (Pepo witness
Bumarer). The Company state tht its preference, in the inteest of simplify mattrs, would be to have the
bulk of the RA diount paid for by the legilative suchage, not the regulatory surharge. Tr. 666-668 (Pepo
witnes Bumgarer). The Company indicate that it also would consider whether it would be desirble to have the
entie RA fuded though a legilative surchage. See Tr. 668 (Pepco witness Bumgarer).

767 Designte Issue 13a asks, "Are the rate design by claes reaonale?"

768 Pepco's Genera Servce rates (OS) includ a customer chage as well as energy-deliver chages ("al
kiowatt hours") and "surchages." "OS D LV" customers are subject to cutomer chages, as well as kWh charges
(fit 6000 kWh, additiona kWh suhages) and demad chages (kW) (excess over 25 kW).

769 Pepo (2G) at 4-5 (Bumarer). Oenera Servce rate (OS) includ a customer chae as well as energy-
delivery chaes ("al kiowatt hours") and "suchages." Schedule OS-LV is generay available to senda
voltage customers with average maum monthy bill demads less th 100 kW. "GS D LV" customers ar
subject to customer charges, as well as energy-delivery chaes (fit 6000, additiona, surchages) and demad
chages (kW) (excess over 25 kW). See Pepco (0)-2 (pEPCO rate schedules); Pepco (0)-3 (Bumgarer). See also
OSA (A) at 7, nA (Goin).
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390. AOBA. AOBA agrees with Pepco and support keeing the sae basic
proportions among the component pars of the GS rate design to provide stabilitý and avoid rate
shock.77o

DECISION

391. No par proposes any signficat changes to the GS rate components. The
Commission orders an across-the-board increase in the GS rate components as the pares agree,
to collect the class revenue taget. In Pep's next rate case, consistent with gradualism, the

Company is dieced to submit proposed GS rate designs that move away from volumetrc
(energy-deliver) rates and toward a greater emphasis on recver of GS class revenues though
customer and demand charges.

1. Street Ligtig (SL) (Issue No. 13e) 77

392. Pepco. p~ proposes to increase the SL "energy-deliver" rate to recver the
class revenue taget for SL. 772

393. District Government. Witness Petunas recommends that the SL rate schedule
be frozen (or that any increase be limited to at most the Commssion approved average
percentage increase for all customers).77 DCG contends that to recover Pepco's proposed 211
percent revenue increase from the SL class, the Company would increase the Standard Night
Burg rate to a rate that is 74 percent greater than the cuent 24-hour Burg rate. DCG
assers tht though ths proposed incrase, Pepco effecvely seeks to rob the D.C. Deparent
of Tranporttion ("DDOT") of the benefits of its significat effort to achieve energy effciency
by shiftng its load exclusively to night-burg only lamps.774

394. Tarff changes suggested by DCG include updating the power outage rates that
are now stted in the SL and TS tarffs.775 DCG argues that other outdated information in the SL
and TS taffs also should be elimated, in parcular, the reference to old 1970s manuas about
"Policy and Procedure for Providing Street Lighting Serce in the Distrct of Columbia" and
"Policy and Proceure for Providing Traffc Signal Serce in the Distrct of Columbia.,,776

770 AOBA (A) at 94-95 (Oliver).

ni Designte Issue Be asks, "Is Pepco's propose chae in rate design to the rate schedule for Strt
Lightig (SL) reasnale?"

m See Pepco (2G) at 4-5 (Bumgarer).

773
DCG (A) at 5 (petnun).

774 DCG Br. 13.

775 See id. at 23.

776 Id. at 23-24.
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DECISION

395. DCG crticizes the taff language th matematicaly sets the Stadard Night
Buring and 24-hour Burg rates.777 However, the mathematica figures in the SL rate taff
are based on the class revenue taget and will be adjusted by Pepco to reflect whatever the
Commssion decides about the SL class revenue requiement.

396. Tarffs for SL should eliminte unecessar references to outdated 1970s policy

manuas. Ordinarly, we would expect Pepco to resolve these kids of taff issues as a matter of
good customer relations. The Commssion encourges Pepco and DCG to redesign SL rates in
the futue so that they are not "energy only" rates. We direct Pepco to conduct an up-to-date

study of power outage rates in the SL and TS tarffs. Ths study also should exame other DCG
complaits abut the way Pepco includes the costs of AMI smar meter (allegedi irelevant to
SL) and 24-hour Burg streetlghts (now eliminaed by DCG) in the SL rate. 78 The study
should be par of Pep co's next base rate case.

2. Traffc Signals (TS) (Issue No. 13t)779

397. Pepco. Traffc Signal (TS) like Street Lights are "energy-delivery rates.
Pepco's proposal increases the "energy-delivery" rate to recover the class revenue target for the
TS class:80

398. Distrct Government. Witness Petniuna recommends no increae for the TS

rate schedule or, at most, the Commssion-approved average increase for all customer.78

Though the Distrct Goverent suggests that the SL and TS taffs might be redesigned so that
they are not "energy only" rates, witness Petnunas indicates that he is not advocatig a demand
rate for the SL and TS rate schedules at this tie. 

782

777
See DCG Br. 12. DCG states th it ha elite al 24-hour Burg strtlghts. However, DCG does

not ask tht the 24-hour Burg rate be delete from Pepo's taff. There seems to be no ha in retag ths

ta languge. (Thre might be a "strgglet' 24-hour Burg strtlght, and the higher 24-hour rate encourges

DCG to switch its streetlghts to the lower Stadad Night Burg rate.)

778 See DCG Br. 8-9.

779 Designted Issue No. 13f asks, "Is Pepo's proposed chage in rate deign to the rate schedule for Trac
Sign (TS) reaonable?"

780 Pepco (2G) at 5 (Bumgarer).

78\ DCG (A) at 5 (petnuns).

782 ¡d. at 22.
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399. Tarffs proposed for traffc sign serce contan a 1.5 percet reduction in

monthy bils to accunt for ''normal'' power outages. DCG complai that ths is an outdated
figue that was calculated over 25 yeas ago and ignores DDOT's signficant anua speding to
mitigate the risks of Pepco power outages. DCG aver that in the past thee year it has spent
over $3.5 millon to procure backup emergency generators, as well as $1.2 millon in

uninterptable power supply investments (with an additional $2 millon budgeted for
implementation in the nea futue), and about $400,000 anually in peronnel costs to respond to
trffc sign power outages.783 Accrding to DCG, trafc signal servce taffs proposed by

Pepco also improperly fail to make a reduction for the tie traffc signals operate off_peak.784

400. Pepco Rebuttal. The Company stated that its TS rate contans a 1.5 pecet
reduction, calculated more than 25 year ago, that is intended to adjust the energy biling for
power outages. However, Pep denies that there is any basis for comparng ths 1.Spercent
"outage discount" with the millons of dollar that DCG spnds each year to maita traffc
signals in the DistrCt,785

DECISION

401. As with SL, tarffs for TS should eliminate unecsar references to old 1970s

policy manuals, and Pepco and DCG should seek to design TS rates in the futue so they are not
"energy-only delivery rates.

402. The power outage rates for TS tarffs, and wheter Pep adequaely accunts for
power outages in the TS rate, is a matter of contention betwee the Distrct Governent and
Pep. The Commission therefore directs Pepco to conduct an up-to-dte stuy to deterine
what the appropriate power "outage discount" should be for TS. The same study should exame
the merts of DCG's complait that trc signal serice rates improperly fail to make a
reduction for the time trffc signals operate off-pea. The study should be submitted as par of
Pepco's next rate case.786

403. Although DCG is prudent in ensurg an unterptible power supply for its
traffc signals and street lights, the Commssion finds that these expenditues do not warant any
reducton in Pepco's SLITS rates. DCG ha no greater clai than any other cusomer or
customer class to flawless power serce.

783 DCG Br. 14-15.

784 DCG Br. 15-16.

785 Tr. 1411-1412 (Pepo witnes Bumgarer).

786 See DCG Br. 15-16.
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C. Large Commercial Classes (Issue No. 13a)787

1. GT

404. Pepco. Pepco would apply an across-the-board increase to the curent GT rate
strctues to collect the class revenue target from the large commercial classes (GT).788

405. AOBA. AOBA agrees with Pepco's proposal to increae the component par of
the GT rate schedule in "a roughy proportonate maner." Ths wil provide stabilty and avoid
rate shock.789

DECISION

406. No par disputes Pep's proposal to leave GT rate components unchanged, and

to increase them in a roughy proportonate maner to collect the GT class revenue taget. The
Commission adopts the unanous view of the paries. In Pepco's next rate case, however, the

Company is diected to submit proposed GT rate designs that move away from volumetrc
(energy-deliver) rates and toward a greater emphasis on recver of GT class revenues though
cutomer and demand charges.

2. Standby Service (GT-3A-S)(Issues 13c, 13d)790

407. Pepco. Under Pepco's proposa, the only stadby customer on its system is
GSA's central heating and refrgeration plant ("CHP facilty,,).79 Pepco argues that ths one
customer's "unique load charcterstcs," notably the "much lower load factot' and the "lower

787 Deignted Isse No. 13a asks, "Ar the rate design by classe reanable?"

788 Pep (2G) at 5 (Bumgarer). Schede GT -LV is generay available to senda voltage customer with
maximum dema of at leat 100 kW. The GT-LV rate is strctu to include custome chaes, demad chages
(kW) ("on pea" "maimum"), energy-delivery chages (on pe intermedte pe, off pea) and surchages.
Schedule GT-3A is available to pri voltage customers with maum demads of 100 kW or grr. (GSA's
combined heat and power ("CHP") failty, a centr hetig and refrgeration plat, is one of approxitely 145

customers tht are curntly biled under Schede GT-3A.) The GT 3A rate includ a customer chae, ded
chages (kW) ("on pea" and "maimum"), energy-delivery chages (on. pe intermediate peak off pea), an
suchages. The sa rate strcture holds for "GT 3B" rate (someties caled GT-HV 69 kV), which cover
W ASA's Blue Plains failty. See Pepco (G)-2 (Pepco rate schedules); Pepco (G)-3 (Bumgarer); GSA (A) at 7-8

n.4, 19 (Goin).

789 AOBA (A) at 94-95 (Oliver).

Designte Issue No. 13c asks, "Is Pepco's proposal to elimte th curt Stadby Serce Schede S
ta reaonable?" Issue No. 13d ask, ''Is Pep's propose Stadby Servce Schedule GT-3A-S ta propely

designed?"

790

See GSA (A) at 7, 19 (Goin). Techncaly, the new stdby rate (GT-3A-S) wi aply only to pri

voltage staby customers with average load excedig 100 kW tht would genery be biled uner Schedle GT-
3A. ld. at 7. Cf. GSA (B) at 11-12 (Goin).

791
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contrbution to cost of serce from the Plant relative to all other members of the GT -3A class"

caused by the operation of its cogeneration facility, ment a separate rate clasification in the nt'w
GT_3A_S.792 Accrding to the Company, this new rate schedule provides a fai cost-reflecve
rate and reflects PJM and Pepco requirements for interconnected operation of ths customer's
generator. Pepco indicates that the cost of serce for the GT-3A-S cutomer was calcuated in
the same maner as for the other two curent single customer classes, Metro and W ASA's Blue
Plai' facility. Each component of the present GT-3A rate was given an equa percent increae
to arve at the proposed new GT -3A-S rate. Accrding to Pep, ths single-customer taff

adesses the interest of the Company, stadby customers, and all other customer of pep.793
Pepco conteds that the impact of the new GT-3A-S taff would be to increase this one
customer's anual chages by $90,555, "revenue that other customer on Schedule GT-3A will
not have to bear.,,794

408. The Company also proposes to eliminate its old schedule S for standby customer.
With its new Schedule S, Pepco proposes to replace what it charactenzes as its old diffcult-to-
caculate Facilities Charge (caculating the carng costs of the plant tht provides standby
serce) with a simplified monthy caculation based on the actu metered usage of 

the stadby
servce.795 The Company's new Standby Serice S tarff generaly would be required for
customers with behid-the-meter generation that is operted, not for emergency use, but intead
in parallel with Pepco's deliver system for normal operations.796 New Stadby Serce S would
not cover smaller customer generating less than 100 kW. Pepco indicates that either the
Company or an alterate supplier would need to provide full Generation requiements. Pepco
notes that under the new Schedule S, customer would be biled on net usage and would need
meterg and communcation equipment that allows the Company to monitor and meter the
output of the customer's on-site generation.,,797

79 Pep Br. 104-105; Pepco (G) at 9 (Bumgarer); see Pepco (G)-I. Pep states tht the load fator of
GSA's CHP plat is less th ha tht of the GT-3A clas cusmer with the next lowest fator, and about 25% of
the avere for the class. "Its contrbuton to cost of servce (on a rate of retu basis) on the existig rate wa 42%
less th the contríbution of al other membe, and wi st be 26% below the average contrbution of those

customers under the new taff." Pep Br. 104105.

793 Pepco (G) at 9-10. Pepo clared Schedule GT-3A-S "to indicate tht (it) is applicable to cutomer who
would otherse quaify for GT-3A, but for the requiement for Stadby Servce." Pepo (2G) at 4; see Pep (2G)-
1 (revised taffGT-3A-S).

794 Pepco (G) at 11.

795 Pepo Br. 103-104; Pepo (G) at 12. "All tht is reuired for the customer to estiate his costs under the
rider is an estite of the load tht th genertor wi see." ¡d.

7% The requiment tht new Stadby S customer have on-site genertion tht "operates in paralel with the
Company's delivery syste" excluds customers with on-site generation use priary for emergency purose
(such as hospitals, water pumping stations, and telephone facilties). Pepco (G) at 11-12.

797 Pepo (G) at 10-11; see a/so Pepco (2G) at 3-4.
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409. AOBA. AOBA does not oppose the crtion of a new GT-3A-S tarff for Pep's
one and only existig standby cutomer. However, AOBA argues that Pep's taff is too

limited. AOBA submits that other potential user of stadby serce might include those who do
not tae serce at priar voltage or those who might seek stadby serce for form of

renewable generation. To account for the possibilty that such customer might wish to tae
Stadby Serce in the futue, AOBA recmmends that Pepco "be diecte to develop a parlel
rate offerig for customers havig 'behid the meter generation' that do not tae serce at
primar voltage.,,798

410. GSA. GSA requests the curent Standby Servce Schedule S be left in place and
opposes the new GT-3A-S taf£799 The only customer that would be covered by the new GT-
3A-S tarff is GSA's fossil-fired CHP cogeneration facilty that seres Feder buildings in the
Distrct of Columbia.8oo According to GSA, Pepco is curently recoverng more than its cost of
serg GSA's CHP standby facilty, and will recver even more under its proposed stadby
Schedule GT_3A_S.801

411. GSA contends that the ongi of Pepco's proposed new GT-3A-S rate is the
Company's interpretation of a Marland PSC ruling barg Pepco from applyig a "facilities
charge" to standby customers for facilities that were not specificaly intaled to provide stadby
servce.802 Accordig to GSA, ths Marland ruing is already embodied (in effect) in Pepco's
D.C. current taffs for stadby serice. GSA indicates that it benefits from ths because it
intaled its own interconnection facilties and equipment upgrades to facilitate cogeneration

operations at its CHP plant; consequently, GSA's CHP plant incur no "facilties charge:803

The curent Schedule S appropriately provides for the instace where a stadby
customer invests its own resources in interconnection facilties and necesar

798 AOBA (A) at 96 (Oliver). Accord: Tr. 789-790 (AOBA witness Oliver) ("The Company ha, frm my
perspective, slowed or imped the development of onsite genertion by puttg customers though a very diffcult
proces of provig tht they don't need adtiona facilties when ther ar no aditional facilties requied")

799
GSA Br. 6, 14, 15; GSA R.Br. 2, 5; GSA (A) at 9,25,27,27-8 (Goin).

800 See Tr. 1190-1191, 1198 (GSA witnes Goins).

801 GSA (A) at 22; GSA (B) at 12; GSA Br. 12; GSA R Br. 4. GSA cla tht Pep now recover $74,000
(23%) more th the Company's stadby cost of se GSA's CHP failty, and ths over-recovery would increa
to $95,000 (25%) under the proposed Schedule GT-3A-S. GSA (A) at 22; GSA (B) at 12.

802 GSABr. 9-10; GSARBr. 3-4.

803
Ordiarly Pep would chage a stadby customer lik GSA under rate schede GT-3A with an

adjusent to reflect "a credit for the monthy facilties chage paid unde Schedle S." The failties chage is "for
specia facilties which Pepco builds in order to servce a stadby customer." GSA Br. 6; GSA R. Br. 3. However,
"there would be no facilties chage for GSA's CHP facilty, because Pepco was not reuied to buid special
facilties to servce ths customer's stadby load." GSA Br. 8; GSA RBr. 3-4.
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equipment upgrades to supprt the standby serce it receives from Pep. The
revision Pep has proposed does not recgnze customer investmentsS04

GSA chalenges Pepco claims as wea post hoc rationales.S05 In parcular, GSA argues that
there are no ''uque load factors" that justify the creation of ths unus new stad-alone rate
class: "(e)ach GT-3A customer has a load factor that likely differs from the class's averge load
factor - the load factors of some customer are higher th the class average and some are
10wer."s06

412. GSA also clais that the proposed GT-3A-S rate is overrice and discratory

and wil create non-cost-based barer to customers developing indepndent generatig

capabilty. 
SO? GSA submits tht ths would be contr to the Commssion's stated policy that

"distrbuted genertion" should be encouraged and that "the futue development of DG
(distrbuted generation) is crcial to electc reliabilty in the Distrct of Columbia."so8

413. GSA witnes Goin expressed parcular concer that P~'s rate design should
not discourage investments in new distrbuted generation faclities. S09 He testified that
eventually a 10 pecet to 20 percet discount off of cost-based rates may be appropriate for

distrbuted generation facilities like GSA's steam plant,SlO GSA stated that it is contemplating a
major initiative to intal solar generation in buildings in the Distrct of Columbia and

804 GSA R. Br. 4.

80S GSA argus th there is no mert in Pepco's cla tht curnt stadby schedule S creates undu burde
in calculatig a facilties chage beaus GSA's Cl facility is the only customer covered by the curent stadby

schedule S an GSA's Cl facilty ha no facilties chage. GSA Br. 8-9; GSA 2.

806 GSA Br. 10-12; GSA (A) at 21. GSA states Pepco's two other single customer rate classes - GT-RT
(Metro) and GT-3B (Blue Pla) - are ditigushable from the sitution of its CHP facilty. Id. at 19-20; GSA Br.
7.

807 GSA (A) at 22 (Goin); GSA (B) at 12. GSA cla tht "Pepco ha an incentive as a monopoly supplier

of ditrbution servce to set the price of stadby serce as high as possible to dicoure DG investments tht might
lower its distrbution revenues and eargs." GSA (A) at 23. Accord GSA Br. 13; Tr. 1187-1188 (GSA witness
Goin).

808
GSA (A) at 24-25, citig Formal Case No. 1053, Order No. 14712, ii 421. GSA state tht ''D resurces

may create envionmenta and ditrbution-related benefits, includg capacity upgrde deferrs, reliabilty
encements, and equipment lie exteions." The Commssion sad in Fonn1 Cas No. 1053 tht "(w)hen DG is
fully planed and deployed, long-term distrbution benefits should be taen into account, an a diounted "stadby"
rate should be calculated. Id. But GSA sta tht Pepco's proposed new GT-3A-S rate reflects none of these values.

GSA (A) at 24.

809 See GSA Br. 13 (a 2007 FEC report cite stadby rates as one of the most commn rate-relate
impediments to ditrbute generation); Tr. 1189,1192,1196-1197 (GSA witness Goin).

810
Tr. 1194 (GSA witness Goin).
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recommends that the Commssion develop rate designs th encourage development of solar
energy and other distrbuted generation.8 1 1

414. If the Commssion decdes to approve a new GT-3A-S rate, GSA argues that the
rate should be set at a "cost-based benchmark" that is no higher than Pep's cost of providig
standby service as deterned from its CCOSS. GSA contends that ths cost-based benchmark --
calculated on the basis of "backig out the interclass subsidy component of the rate" and

imposing a $95,000 reduction in test yea revenues for the new GT-3A-S class - would neither
promote nor hinder the development of distrbuted generation.812

415. Based on ths premise, GSA proposes an alterative GT-3A-S standby rate as
follows:

Distrbution Charge
Customer
Energy
Maximum kW

Rate
$72.59 per month
$0.00688 per kWh
$4.19 per kW

GSA states that, since its alterative standby rate "reflects no interclass revenue subsidy,
customer, demand, and energy charges under the alterative rate are approxiately 20 percet

lower across the board" for its GT-3A-S rate.81 GSA notes that its proposal involves only a
20.93 percet increae for the GSA steam plant, as opposed to Pepco's proposed 23.38 percent

increase.814

DECISION

416. The Commission rejects Pepco's new standby taff GT-3A-S and maitans the
curent stadby Serce Schedule S with Pepco's "facilities charge." The statu quo shal be
presered, pending fuer stuy by the Commssion on how best to strctue Pepco's standby

rates for cogeneration facilities.

417. The Commission is committed to eng that Pepco's rates do not discourage
the development of distrbute on-site generation.815 Consistent with our Formal Case No. 1053

decision, a Workg Group will be established to discuss all standby tarff issues.816 Pep

811
Tr. 1198-1200, 1192 (GSA witns Goin).

GSA Br. 14; GSA (A) at 25-28.

¡d. at 27; GSA Br. 14.

812

813

814 SeeTr. 1177-1181 (GSA witness Goin).

815

Goin).
See Tr. 1192-1199, espeialy Tr. 1196-1197 (colloquy between Commssioner Morgan and GSA witness

816 See Order No. 14712, ii 421.
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should chair the Workig Group meetings. The Commssion encourges the parties to discuss
the stadby taff issues and to propose the appropriate credit for cogeneration and other

distrbuted generation facilities in the Distrct of Columbia. The goal of the Workng Group
shall be to develop an appropriate stdby taff which ca be applied to both GSA faciities and
other distbuted generation. An initial report from the Working Group is due 120 days from the
date of ths Order.8l7

418. The Commission also diects (as the Marland PSC has done) that Pep's D.C.
tarffs (Schedule S) shal not allow Pep to charge cogeneration customers a "facilties charge"

if those customer spend thei own money to build the interconnection facilties and equipment
upgrades needed to support a cogeneration facility. Ths diective hereby formalizes Pepco's

curent pratice vis-à-vis GSA's CHP facilty and enures that self-fuded cogeneration facilities
are not discouraged by the imposition of a "facilities charge" in the Distrct of Columbia.

3. GT-3B (WASA's Blue Plains Facilty)

419. WASA's Blue Plai facilty is the sole customer sered under Schedule GT-3B,
which is someties refered to as the GT-HV 69 kV rate.81 WASA argues that a 29.3 percet
decease in W ASA's rates (instead of Pep's proposed 37.7 percet increase) is requied to
eliminate the subsidy presently paid by WASA.819 WASA does not seek any change in the
strctue or relative importance of the rate components of the GT -3B tarff rate schedule,

however. 
820

DECISION

420. The Commission's ruings on the class revenue target for the GT-3B rate appe
above at p. 118 supra. Once the class revenue taget is detered there is no dispute abut

Pepco's proposed across-the-board approach to adjustig the rate components of the GT-3B rate
to collect tht class revenue taget. The Commssion approves that approach for ths case.

However, the Commssion directs the Company to propose in its next rate case GT-3B rate
design that move away from volumetrc (energy-deliver) rates toward a greater emphasis on
recover of GT -3B class revenues though customer and demand charges.

817 See Orer No. 14712, ii 420 (''Wen (ditrbuted generation) is fuy planed and deployed long-term
distrbution beefits should be taen into account, and a discounted "stadby" rate should be calcuate.").

818 W ASA (A) at 6 (Phiips).

WASABr. 3, 9; WASA(A) at 14-16.819

820
The GT-3B rate (sometimes called the GT-HV 69 kV rate) inlud a customer chare, ded chaes

(kW) ("on peak" and "maum"), energy-delivery chages (on peak intermediate peak offpea), an suhaes.
See Pepo (G)-2 (Pepco rate schedules); Pepco (G)-3 (Bumgarer); GSA (A) at 7-8 nA, 19 (Goin).
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2. Metro_RT821

DECISION

421. WMTA's issues are addressed by the Commission's ruings on the class
revenue taget for the Metro-RT rate where WMTA focused its advocacy. Once the class
revenue taget for Metro-RT ha bee deterined, there is no dispute about Pep's proposed
across-the-board approach to adjusting the rate components of the Metro-RT rate to collect that
class revenue taget. As previously pronounce, Pepco, in its next rate case should propose
Metro-RT rate designs that move away from volumetrc (energy-delivery) rates toward a greater
emphasis on recver of Metro-RT class revenues though customer and demand charges.

XIII. TARF CHAGES (Issue No. 14)822

A. Tari Schedule CG-SPP: Impact of the Clean and Afordable Energy Act

(CAEA) and fial rues on Smal Generator Interconnection Stadards
(Issue No. 14a)823

422. Pepco. Pepco's Tarff Schedule CG-SPP allows quaifyg cogeneration/small

power production facilities ("QF") to sell their electrcity output, either as wholese electrcity
provider in the PJM market or though a bilateral contract with another purchaser. Such
arangements for the sale by a QF of its output in the wholesale energy market go beyond the net
energy meterig rules proposed by the Commssion, which specify that the electrcity output of
the facility is "to be purchased by" Pepco at the retail rate. 

82 Pepco clai th "no revision is
requied to Schedule CG-SPP due to the issuance of the interconnection rules for smal
genertors in Formal Case No. 1050" becuse the coverage of taff CG-SPP aly is broader
than what is required by the Commssion's net energy meterng rues. 825

423. Pepco notes that other Pepco taffs may be affected by the new CAEA statute.
The Company submits that, after the Commssion issues final net meterng rues in Formal Case

821 Metro-RT rate have a customer chae as well as energy-delivery chages ("al kW1" surchages) and
demad chages ("allkW").

822
Designted Issu No. 14 asks, "Ar Pepco's proposed ta chaes reaonable?" OPC taes no position in

ths ca on Issue 14. OPC (F at 7 (Smith).

823 Designted Isue No. 14a as, ''I view of the CAEA requiements to increae the net met size and
issuce of the fi rues in Smal Generator Inteonnection Stadads in Formal Case No. 1050, should Schede

CG-SPP be modified? If so, what should be the modcaton?"

824 Pepco (2G) at 6 (Bumgarer).

825 ld. at 6-7; Pepco Br. 107.
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No. 945 to reflect the impact of the CAEA statute, it wil submit a revsed Net Energy Meterng
Rider (NEM), consistent with the new rules, for Commssion approval.826

DECISION

424. The Commission fids that there is no immediate need to amend Pepco's CG-SPP
tarff However, thoughout the heags, several pares suggested that Pepco nees to formulate
new taffs that encourage and support the development of solar energy and scattered onsite

generation.827 As indicated herein, the Commission wil establish a Working Group to discuss
the stadby taff issues in Formal Case No.1 050.

B. CAEA's requirement to alow submetering for non-residential
rental unts (Issue 14b)828

425. Pepco. To allow submeterg as required by the CAEA, Pepco proposes to

modify its taffs in Section 2(e) of its General Ters and Conditions.829

426. AOBA. To avoid what it charcterzes as misleaing non-residential customer
who may not be aware of the fact that they now have the option of utilizing either sub-meterg
or energy allocation equipment in their buildings, AOBA recmmends the following amendment
to Section 2(e) of Pep co's General Ters and Conditions:

Electrc serce fushed to the Customer shall be for the Customer's own use

and may only be re-meter or sub-metered by a Non-residential Customer as

authorized under Title VII- Submeterg Provisions of the Clean and Affordale
Energy Act.83o

The Company states that it ha no objection to ths language.83

826 Pepo Br. 106; Pepco (2G) at 5-6.

827 See, e.g., Tr. 1189, 1192, 1196-1199 (GSA witnss Goin); Tr. 789-790 (AOBA witness Oliver). See also
Formal Case No. 1053, Order No. 14712, , 420 (when (distrbuted generation) is fuy planed and deployed long-
te distbution benefits should be taen into account, an a discun "stadby" rate should be calculate).

828 Designted Issue No. 14b asks, ''Wt chages to the taiff ar needed in order to addres the CAEA
requiment to alow submeterig for non-residenti renta unts?"

829 Pepo (2G) at 7 (Bumgarer); see Pepo (2G)-2 ("Gener Proviions for Electrc Serce an Facilities")
(ta laguage) at Second Revised Page No.8 (generl ban on submeterng amened by addig the langue
"except as authoried under Title II- Submeterig Provisions of the CAEA).

830

831

AOBA (A) at 97-99 (Oliver).

Pepco Br. 107.
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DECISION

427. We agree with AOBA's proposed tarff amendment to correct Section 2(e) of
Pepco's Gener Terms and Conditions, contanig Pepco's gener ban on submeterig,
modified as follows:

Electrc service fushed to the Customer shall be for the Customer's own

use and may be re-metered or sub-metered only by a Non-residential
Customer as authorized under Title VII- Submeterg Provisions of the
Clean and Affordable Energy Act.

C. Temporary Servce rate customers (Issue No. 14c)832

428. The Commssion asked Pep to clarfy some basic facts about the Schedule T
customer class in ths case e.g., why is the T class characterized by large varations in kWh
usage, as well as wide varations (rangig from less than a year to many year) in the tie period

durng which customers remain and tae serce in this class? The Commission earlier
concluded that the varg natue of usage pattern and lengt of serce do not make this
customer class suitable for the BSA at ths tie.833

429. Pepco. The Company proposes a new five-yea maxum tie limit for serg

cutomer under its Temporar Servce (T) rate. The T rate is designed to cover the higher cost
of providing servce to facilities durg constrcton or to instalatons that are temporar. Pep
indicates tht, in some caes, the application of the tarff relies on judgmenta interretations by
field personnel as to what is temporar in natue. For intace, some customer intalations on
non-peranent foundations, such as parkig lot kiosks, were origially classified as Temporar
Serce, but have persisted for many year." Pepco agree that there should be a tie limt on

the application of Schedule T, and it proposes five year as a reasonable tie limt.834

430. AOBA. AOBA support Pepco's proposed five-yea maximum tie limt for
serg customer under the Temporar Serce (T) rate. AOBA indicates that, as of December
2008, there were 209 T class cutomers, three-four of whom (i.e. 153 out of 209) had bee in

832 Designted Issue No. 14c asks, "Does Pepo properly clasify an bil Temora Servce rate customers?
Should the Tempora Servce rates (Schedule T) be chaged? Should there be a maum tie period estalished

for 'Tempora Servce' rates?"

833 See Formal Case No. 1053, Order No. 15556, ii 51.

834 Pepco Br. 107; Pepo (2G) at 7-8 (Bumgarer); see Pepco (2G)-3 (ta lanuage) ("However, cusomers
receivig Tempora or Supplementa Servce on a continuous basis for five (5) yea will normy be trferr to

the appropriate Genera Serce Low Voltage Schedule "GS LV" or "GS ND" basd on the customer's maum
demd, in accordace with the avalabilty provisions therein Ra schedule trfers will be made anualy and
beome effective with the billg month of June.") OPC taes no position on Issue 14 concerng Tempora
Servce cutomers. OPC (F) at 7 (Smith).
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that serce class for less than 5 year, and over 63 percet of whom had been on Rate T for less

than 3 year. On the other hand, more than 20 pecent of T customer have been on that serice

for greater than 10 year. According to AOBA, this suggests that the vast majority of T
customers employ that serice for temporar requirements; yet signficant numbers have used

Rate T essentially for peranent serce.835 AOBA recmmends that the taff languge for Rate
T be reviewed, to "eliminate all references to 'supplementar serice,' and thereby be more
clealy lited to servce that is of a temporar nate (e.g., constrction projects, carvals, and

festivals ).',836

431. The Company staed that it has no o~ection to amending the taff removig
languge about "supplemental load" from its T taff. 

83

DECISION

432. We approve the taff amendment for T servce as proposed by incorporatig a
five-year maximum time limit for servng customer under the T rate and elimnatig references
to "supplemental load."

83S
AOBA (A) at 99-100 (Oliver).

836
¡d. at 100- 10 1.

837 Tr. 1413 (Pepo witness Bumgarer).
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XI. OTHER MATTERS

A. Community Comments

433. More than 125 communty witnesses submitted comments or tesfied at the
Commssion's communty hearngs in ths Pepco rate case.838 Their comments went beyond
protesting higher Pepco rates, an overarchig concern, to highightig other importt

communty concerns for the Commission's consideraton.

1. Objections to Higher Pepco Rates, Requests for a.50 percent Rollback in

Rates, a Moratorium on Al Shutoffs, and Communty Hearigs on Three
Successive Saturdays

434. Several senor citizens living in the Distrct reference OPC's objections to the
Company's proposed $51.7 milion rate increase.839 OPC's one-page flyer, atthed to sever

senor citiens' comments, argues that Pepco is seekig to shift business risks to consumer, with
no guarantee that serce quaity will be improved. Nor has Pepco explained how consumer
will be educated to use a wave of futue technologies, such as smar meter. The comments
recite the flyer's statement that residential rates in the Distct have increased by 98 percent.
Other senor citizen submit related comments statig that they were living on fixed incomes,
and that increasing the cost of eleccity would mean even less income available for other

necessities. They complai that Pepco's serce is increaingly poor. Whle power outages
affected neighborhoods around the city, and neighbors were complaig about the accacy of
their meters, they stated that it was diffcult to reach Pepco serce repesentatives.

435. Testiony on behalf of the Distrct's senors was presented by Shirley C. Thorne,

a member of the Ward 8 Mi Commission on Agig, Jacueline Arguelles, Cha of the
Commssion on Agig for D.C., and An Wilcox, Executive Director of the Gray Panther of
Metropolita Washigton. They requested that the Commssion deny Pepco's rate increase

838 "Both ANCs (Advisory Neighorhod Commions) as entities and ANC Commssioners as individu

may be hea by the PSC as par of the public at lage." Offce of People's Counsel v. Pub. Servo Comm 'n, 630 A.2d
692, 697 (D.C. 1993). Th Commssion is not requied to give "great weight" (or any spial weight) to advice it
receives from ANCs in rate cases. ¡d. The Commssion listns carfuly to all public comments, however. We have
carfuy reviewed and consider all the comments from communty witneses, which ar su in ths
setion of the Opinon and Order, in deteng Pepco's rate application.

839 OPC's one-page flyer (a "public notice alert" captioned "OPC oppose Pepco's $51.7 mion rate increa
bid, cal for decrea in Pepco's curnt rate by $10.4 mion") wa atthed to wrtten statements submitt by
seor citien Jay Johnon, Lawondua Jones, Tunsha Robinon, Ptke Benntt Care Sasber, Diane Jacksn,

an Ma Wood. The Commssion reeived similarly worded, or identical, letters of protest (without th OPC flyer)
from senior citins Renee Gre Josephie Givens, Anta C. Green, Joe Shelton, Thoma Perr, Elba Corley,

Laur Maleur, Parell BIa, Sea M. Leed, Bonne Day, Antoinett Cheek, Alan Breue, James Crowell, Selena

Brooks, Agnes L. Brach, Haet D. Key, Hazel S.Whtby, Gwendolyn Goyhi, Evelyn C. Young, Roy Black, an

Georgia Robinon.
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becuse of its impact on nearly 100,000 fixed-income seniors livig in the Distrct.84 Two

disabled Distrct residents, Darise Hen-Bush and Edward Duram, oppose Pepco's rate
increase because of its impact on the workig poor, fixed-income disabled perons, and the
unemployed.841 Graylin Presbur, President of the Fairlawn Citizen Association (eat of the
Anacstia River), echo OPC's opposition to a Pepco rate increase, notig the importce of

electrcity in moder life and the impact of a rate incre on fixed income ratepayers.842

436. The Commssion also recived many comments demanding a 50 percent rollback
in Pepco's rates, a moratorium on all shutoffs, and communty hearngs on Pepco's proposed rate
increase on thee succssive Satudays. 

843 These comments emphasize that these are diffcult

economic ties for ordinar citien. Whle Pepco's rates have doubled in the last five year,
they noted, workers' wages have not. The unemployment rate in the Distrct of Columbia has
doubled in the last two years. They state that electrcity is a basic necessity, essential to good
health and well-being in moder societ. They oppose Pepco's proposed $51.7 millon (6.1

percet) rate increase, pointig out tht Pepco's 2008 Anua Reprt states that Pep/PHI has a
strong fiancial condition with $10.7 billon in PHI revenues, $300 milion in PHI profits, $170

milion in federal stimulus money, $140 millon in ta refuds, and a 2008 saar for the

Chaian and CEO of Pep Holdings of over $9 milion.844 Pepco also rectly received a
$44.6 millon award in federal fuds for its AM smar meter activities.845 They complai that

840 See Communty Hear Tr. 63-67 (Jacquelie Arguelles), Tr. 98-100 (An Wilcox) (November 20,2009);
Communty Heag Tr. 40 (Shiley C. Thome) (Novembe 19,200) and her wrttn testiony to the Commsion
(November 19, 2009). Accord Communty Heag Tr. 108 (Melida Evertt Conser Utility Board), Tr. 110-112
(Commssioner Janet Myers, ANC 4C02) (November 20, 2009); Communty Heag Tr. 38 (Asbly Sauers,
Baltiore ANSWER), Tr. 39 (philip Haughton) (November 19,200).

841 See Communty Heag Tr. 22-26 (Darse Henr-Bush), Tr. 36-39 (Edward Duha) (November 20,
2009).

842 See Communty Heag Tr. 46-50 (Graylin Presbur) (November 19, 2009).

843 Thes setients were voiced by may people, includg, among other, Crytal K. who testified and

submitt wrtt comments on behalf of Justice Fir See Community Hearg Tr. 11-15 (October 24, 2009);

Community Hea Tr. 11-15 (November 19, 2009); Communty Hearg Tr. 5-10 (Novembe 20, 200). A one
page flyer frm Justice Firt was also submitted for the recrd. Oter reidents an commenters also idetied
themslves as volunters for, or support the views of, Justice Firt See Communty Hearg Tr. 16-24 (Caneisha
Mils, resentig the Par for Socia & Libeon), Tr. 26-28 (Jonath Miler, who also submitt a wrttn

statement), Tr. 29-32 (Mattew Mury, who also submittd a wrttn stateent), Tr. 36-37 (Nata Persd, who
also submitted a wrttn statement) (November 19, 2009); Communty Hea Tr. 46-49 (Ronad Sheffer)
(Novembe 20, 2009). See, e.g., Communty Heag Tr. 17-21 (Sar Sloan Washigton, D.C., speag for the
ANSWER Coalition), Tr. 57-58 (Elibeth Lowengard, with the ANSWER Coalition), Tr. 104 (David
Schwaran) (November 20, 2009).

84
Objections to the high salares and bonus of Pep co's CEO and other to Pepco employees were strongly

expresse by severa people. See, e.g. Communty Heari Tr. 33 (Sar Sloan), Tr. 45 (Eteban 0livaro)
(Novembe 19, 2009); Communty Heag Tr. 32-34 (Commsioner Gigi Raom, ANC 5C12), Tr. 69 (Eva
Powell); Tr. 71-74 (David Borrows), Tr. 76 (Sinelle Free), Tr. 90 (Commssioner Jacquelie Mitchell, ANC
4C), Tr. 103-104 (David Schwar) (November 20,2009).

845 See Communty Heag Tr. 17 (Cha Kae) (Novembe 20, 2009).
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Pepco is seekig a rate increase simply to increase the Company's profits. They state they were
"in vehement opposition to Pepco's proposed rate hie."

437. Yvonne Moore, Chair of ANC 7B, oppose any Pep rate increase. Observg

that Commssion public heags should be scheduled to avoid confict with ANC meetigs, she
questions the quality of Pep co's servce in her neighborhood on issues relatig to brown outs, cut

backs in electcal power, and Pepco's response time. She indicates that Pepco should tighten its
belt rather than be given a rate increase. 

84

DECISION

438. The Commission's decision in ths case sets Pepco rates at levels tht fairly
balance the interests of both ratepaying conser and Company investors. In decidig the
specific designated issues, we have taen into consideration a wide varet of factors, and in all
our decisions, we have always considered the economy of the Distrct and the impact of our
deterination on ratepayers.

439. We note also that the Commission has convened a separte case to examine issues
raised by Pepco's implementation of its smar meter program.847 One of the issues in that cae
wil be how Pepco can best insure that consumer are educated to handle the comig wave of
futue technologies.

440. Traditionally, the Commssion has held thee communty heargs for each of its
formal rate cases: one in the daytime on a weekday, one in the dayte on a Satuday, and one in
the eveng durig the week. 848 Given the large number of public comments submitted in ths

Pepco rate case, the Commssion wil consider holding additional public comment heags in
futue Pepco rate cases.

2. Quality of Pepco's Service in the Distrct of Columbia

441. Two commercial customer complained about the quaity of Pepco's serce,
parcularly power outages and system reliability. The Amercan Association for the
Advanceent of Science (AAS), which owns a 200,000 squae foot buildig in the Distrct,
stated that it experenced five power outages in just over a year - each of which caused
equipment failures and other daage to its proper. AAS states that Pepco has no effective
communcation program and relies instead on an "outage" map to explai where outages are

846 See Communty Hea Tr. 9-10 (November 19, 2009) and Yvonne Moore's wntten statement (November
9, 2009).

847
See Communty Hearg Tr. 71 (Novembe 20, 2009) (comments ofCliKae).

848 See Communty Hearg Tr. 113- 114 (November 20, 2009) (comments of Cha Kae).
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occurg and when they wil be corrected. AAS asks that "Pepco be required to provide a plan
of action to correct these issues as par of any approved increase to their rates.,,849

442. Similar comments wer submitted by Akdge, which manages over 6 milion

squae fee of offce space in downtown Wasgton, D.C. Akdge indicates outages and
serice interrptions have undercut productivity, and damaged its telephone equipment, network

serces and other equipment. Akdge complais that Pepco lacks a plan of acon to ensure
greater netork reliabilty and better communcation with its commercial customers:

We nee accurate and timely inormation from Pepco in order to implement
contingency plans durig serce interptions. An explanation from Pepco

regardig weather related, spefic equipment failures, or maintenance repais

that interpt serce and the Company's plan of action and tietable on the

restoraon of serce is crtically importt information for all cutomers. Pepco

need to provide a strategy where the commercial sector can receve real-time

information regarding any outage and the Company's plan for repair and

restoration of serce. Ths plan must include direct peronal points of contat

for the downtown commercial sector.

Akdge urges the Commssion to require Pepco to provide a plan tht addresses these
conces.850

443. The Company's individua customer also crticize its poor serce.85l Testiony
by Graylen Presbur, President of the Fairlawn Citiens Association, for example, indicates that
Pepco's serce has been declinig, resultig in outages damagig appliances, and long waitig

times when cutomer call Pepc to ask questons or reprt an outage.852 Ruth Connolly, Chair
of the citywde Tenant Advisory Council, also crticizes Pepco's serce recrd on outages and
long delays in restorig serce.853 Auguto Moreno testified about the adverse impact of a
Pepco serce interrption at his aparent, affectig his 70-year-old-mother who nees

849
AAS's lettr to the Commssion (Novembr 19, 2009). AAS's lettr al stated "Becuse we cant

depend upn Pep, we are invesgatig investig in lager generation (at signcant expen), and other options to
ensure contiuity of servce. It is unceptale for the power supply system in the Distrct of Columbia to be as

uneliable as it has beome."

850 Akdge letter to the Commssion (November 19,2009).

851 See, e.g., Communty Heag Tr. 18-19 (Caneisha Mis) (November 19, 2009).

852 See Communty Heang Tr. 50 (Gryli Prebu) (Novembe 19, 2009).

853
See Communty Heag Tr. 31.32 (Ruth Connolly) (Novembe 20,2009).
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eleccal power to operate a medical device.854 Oter commenters also briefly state that there
are too many outages.855

44. Commissioner Gale Black, ANC 4A08, speakg for the Crestwood Citien

Association and ANC 4A08, criticizes Pepco's serce reliabilty. Opposing the Company's rate
increae, she states that Pepco customers in Crestwood have experence longer and more
frequent outages and "sags." She states fuer tht ths has damged motors, disruted
telecmmuncations, and theatened the health of peple using medcal equipment. Ms. Black
contends that Crestwood is sered by Pepco feeer line 15197, which is the worst perormg
line in the city. Takng a look at a cross-section of Nort Amercan Utilities, sureyed by Best
Pracces Group, Ms. Black states that Pepco's System Averge Interption Frequency Index
(SAIFI) was 17th out of 23 raned utilities. Using another indicator, the large city reliability
surey, Pepco raned 12th out of 19 utiities. The surey said tht for calendar year 2006 Pepco's
SAII rating was 13, compared to a 1.1 average rating for other Nort Amercan utilities.
Crestwood residents question why Pepco canot improve reliabilty and lower costs, as
Commonweath Edison is doing. Ms. Black urges the Commssion to "adopt a reliabilty index
with pedormance meases and accuntabilty." Whle supportng smar meters and smar grds,
Crestwood residents question whether they wil see any cost benefit if they change their usage
patter to off peak ties. The Company is better able to bear the cost of Pep co's inastrctue
upgrades, said Ms. Black, than senors and residents on fied incomes.856

445. These comments by Commissioner Black are supported by ANC 4A as a whole.

After heag from representatives of Pepco and OPC, as well as neighborhood residents, ANC

4A voted to oppose Pepco's requested rate incr, for thee major reasons. Firt, thousands of

homeowner represented by ANC 4A may be adverely impacted by a Pep rate increase.
Secnd, there are many senors, livig on fixed income, residig in 4A who may not be able to
aford an increase. Thd, ANC 4A stated that Pep did not adequately justify an increase. OPC
and Pep presented conflctig, offsettng evidence. Pepco is attptig to shift some of its
opeonal ficial burdens and risks to coumer, without guteeig improved serice. In

parcuar, "ANC 4A questions why conser must bea the brut of curent and futue
retiement fud losses to Pepco retiees. Many ANC 4A residents have ha advere impacs to
their retiement fuds without a safety net or someone else to shoulder the burden or risk."

854 See Communty Hearg Tr. 44-45 (Augto Moreno) (Novembr 20,2009).

855 See, e.g., Communty Heang Tr. 80-81 (Sandra Mitchier), 84-85 (Joyce Robinon-Paul, Haover Area
Civic Asociation, lower Shaw area ofn.C.).

856 See Communty Heag Tr. 49-57 (November 20, 2009) (commen of Gale Black, Preidet of the
Creood Citiens Asociation and ANC 4A08 Commssione). The Commion's Ch note tht the
Commssion ha upted its "conser bil of rights" as well as the stadads for electrc quaty of sece and
natu gas quity of servce. She stated tht the Commssion also is revi monthy outae reort from Pepo.
Id. Tr. 56-57 (comments of Cha Kae) (citig Commision Formal Cae No.982, Electrcity Quty of
Servce Stadads).
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Pepco did not fully explai the stimulus fuds it rectly received. Moreover, Pep's serices
have not appreciably improved since the last rate increase.857

446. "Crestwood is plagued by outages and unscheduled serce interptions,"

acrding to comments submitted by the Crestwood Neighborhood League ("League"). Apar

from major outages, "everone regularly experience short losses of serice, as evidenced by the
peristent need to reset clocks and electrc devices on a monthy and frequently weekly basis."
Televised news reprt, neighbors and elected offcials reprt a patter of "eratc" Pep serce
in the larger Washington communty, with "room for much improvement in the quaity of servce
being offered." Takng into account the limted abilty of consumers to pay more, the League

support OPC's position seekig a $15.76 millon reduction in Pepo's reques incrase. They
seek "steady, reliable serce" at a reaonable rate.858

447. Commissioner Lewood Johnson, ANC lA, complai of electrc power outages
in southwester Columbia Heights. Opposing the rate increase, he states that P~co should be
ordered to spend more money on solvig outages and upgrng inastrcte. 

85 One Distrct

resident indicates that she would like to avoid "the kids of horror stories that have showed up"
and that she would like to keep her bils "about the same.,,860

DECISION

448. Whle the Commission aleay has several proceedings investigatig Pepco's
serce quaity and reliabilty, given these widesprea complaints from the public abut the

quality of Pep co's serce, servce quaity issues could be ripe for consideration in Pepco's next

rate cae.861 The Commssion wil review Pepco's plan to address outages, reliability and
improved serce thoughout the City. We should be aided in ths tak by the fac that we have
already adopted electc quality of sece standards, and we are now receivig monthy outage
reprt frm pepCO.862 Accordig to the communty comments we received in ths cae, two

ar in parcuar are in nee of improved serce; downtown Washigtn D.C. and the
Crestwood area in Ward 4.

857 Cha Stephen A. Whtley, ANC 4A, letter to th Commsion (Dember 9,2009).

858 Ronald P. Bland, Preident, Crestwoo Neighborhood League, lettr to the Commssion (Decembe 21,
2009).

859 Communty Hearg Tr. 86-88 (November 20,200) (comments of ANC Commssioner Lewood Johnn,
ANC lA).

86 See Communty Hearg Tr. 7-8 (Octobe 24, 2009) (Debora Fort).

861 The Commsion aldy is considerig issu about Pepco's reliabilty inFormal Case Nos. 766, 982 and
1002 among other. In Formal Case No. 766, in pacul, we are consider Pepco's effort to improve its
customer average interrtion durtion index (CAII) and its system average inteption durtion inex (SAII).

862 See Communty Hearg Tr. 56-57 (November 20, 2009) (comments of Cha Ka).
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3. Consumer Education to Use Smart Meters, Smart Grid Initiatives

449. Other Distrct residents like Barbar D. Morgan complai (among other thgs)
that Pepco has not explained how consumers/ratepayer will be priEared and educated for a
wave of futue technologies, such as smar meter and the Smar Grd.8 3

450. Carlos Bright oppses Pepco's rate increase, as a disabled individual living on a
fixed income. He questions why Pepco could not improve reliability and lower its costs. He
support the Smar Grd, but questions "whether there will be any ficial benefit for us, if we
adjust our uses to off-pea times. How wil the costs of these new technologies be allocated?,,864

451. In response to Evana Powell's concer over whether and when smar grd/smar

meters would be able to tu off her air conditioning, Chaian Kane stated that Pepco's load

control programs would be voluntar. 
865

DECISION

452. The Commssion has opeed a separte case (Formal Case No. 1056) to exame
Pepco's smar meter program. There we wil address the proper strctue of associated volunta

load control programs, how Pepco plans to use the $44.6 millon in feder grant money it is

recvig for its AM smar meter program, and the need for public information and education
about these new technologies and programs.866 .

4. Pepco's Pension Costs and Other Expenditures

453. Mar Rowse and Jeff Har complai tht the Company's penion costs and other
expenditues were too high. Opposing any rate increase, they suggest that Pepc might tranfer
its penion risk to its employee by offerg them defied contrbution, instead of defied
benefits plans. They also suggest that Pep should defer capita outlays and improvements to
its network "until the capita markets have normalized and the cost of capita for Pepco is closer
to historic norms:,867

863 Written Statement ofBararD. Morgan (November 19,2009).

Carlos Bright lettr to the Commsion (December 2, 2009).864

865 See Community Heag Tr. 69-70 (Evan Powell), Tr. 71 (Ch Kae) (Novem 20,2009).

866
See Communty Heag Tr. 71 (November 20, 2009) (comments of Chair Kae).

867
Einil from Mar Rowse and Jeff Har to th Commssion (November 6, 2009).
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454. Advisory Neighborhood Commssion 4A submits o~ections to ratepayer payig
for pension losses suffered by Pepco employee, as noted above,8 8 and by Anie Winborne, a
long-tie member of the Conser Utility Board. 

869

DECISION

455. The Commission's decision on Designated Issue No.8 deterines that traditiona
rate-makg treatment, and not a surcharge or other special treatment, is appropriate for Pepcò's
pension costs, OPEB, and uncollectible expenses. We specifically considered communty
comments in reachig that decision.87o Testiony submitted by Pepco in ths case made it clear
that the Company has postponed many capital outlays and improvements durng these diffcult
ecnomic times. 

871

S. Green Energy

456. David Schwaran, representing the D.C. Statehood Gree Par and D.C.
Metro Science for the People, opposes Pepco's use of coal fuels. "Greater use should be made of
wid tubines and renewable energy sources." To remedy high Pepco rates, he suggests the
''muncipalization'' of Pepco's assets in the Distrct. He also support the views of OPC and
Justice Fir, citig the regressive natue of utility bils, high unemployment levels in D.C., and

the ~'depression" (not merely a recssion) in the economy here in the Distrct of Columbia.872

DECISION

457. Our curently-pending caes address a number of "gree" intiatives. The
Commssion is committed to consider the conseration of natual reoures in our reguation of
Pepo and all other public utilties in the Distct. Today's decision consider the economy of
the Distrct of Columbia and awards Pepco less than half of the increase it requested.

868

869

Cha Stephen A. Whtley, ANC 4A, lettr to the Commssion (December 9,2009).

See Communty Heag Tr. 42 (Ane Winborne) (November 20, 2009).

870 See supra ii 195.

871
See, e.g., Pep's Application at 4-5 (''To address the imacts of the economic an ficial criis, the

Company implemente signficant cost contat meaurs, includig a freeze on sales for non-unon

employee, a cap on staff levels, and postponement of severa millon dollar of capita expenditus."); Pep
(a) at 4-5 (Kamerck).

872 See Communty Heag Tr. 10 i - i 07 (David Schwar) (Novemr 20, 2009).
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6. Support for Pepco

458. The Company's proposed rate increase was supported by several residents as
necssar to enure safe and reliable electrc serce in the Distrct of Columbia. Two Distrct
residents, James Lively, formerly an ANC Commsioner for 10 year, and Saymendy Lloyd,
state tht Pepco' s rate increase is neeed to improve serce and address outage/reliabilty issues,
as well as to improve equipment, parcipate in "smar grd" initiatives, and maita Pep's
stading with rating agencies. Mr. Lively compliments Pepc on its communty involvement
and its development of a July 1, 2009 plan for addressin~ outages in Ward 3. The objective of
ths proceing, he notes, is fair, just and reaonable rates. 73

459. Marc Bares support Pepco's increase to faciltate the intalaton of smar
meters and other measures to reduce costs, consee energy and protect the envionment.874

Linda Perkis similarly support Pepco's rate increae as a mean to improve energy effciency,
with programs such as the Compac Fluorescent Program and the Smar Grd Intiative. She

stresses the need for outreach and education to make sure that consumer actuly benefit from
these progrs.875

460. Commssioner Reverend Thomas Alston, ANC 7C06, supprts Pepco's proposed
rate increase as necesar to meet the increased costs of providing safe and reliable electrc
serce. The Company's adnistrative and operational costs have spired upwards, and the
cost of capital has increased. Pepo must be able to demonstrate its fiancial heath in order to
access neeed capital, he states, and it nee money to maintan its poles, wires and other
equipment. Reverd Alston notes that Pepco is educatig consumer about energy effciency
and that rectly-received stiulus fuds of$168.1 milion will help ordiar customers monitor
and save on electrcity. 

876

461. Barbara Lang states that Pepco has underaken signficant cost contaent
meaes, freeng salares, capping staffg levels, and postpning several millon dollar of
capita expenditues. She states that Pepco ha improved the reliabilty of its serce in Ward 3.
Whle the cost of capita and energy is rising, she notes that Pepco's responsibilty to provide
safe and reliable serce has remaied constant. Ths is only the second distrbution rate increae
the Company has proposed since 1995. To save ratepayers money, she points out th the

Company recetly applied for (and obtained) some $44 milion in federal fudig for AMI
meter to allow customers to mange their own energy use effciently. 877

873 See Communty Heag Tr. 51-56 (James Lively) (November 19, 2009); wrtten comments of James C.
Lively (November 19,2009); Communty Hea Tr. 59-62 (Saymeny Lloyd) (November 20,2009).

874
Writt Statement of Marc Bares (October 24, 200).

875

876

Writt Testiony of Linda Perki (October 24, 2009).

Writt Testiony of Revernd Thoma Alton (Dceber 3,2009).

877
See Communty Hearg Tr. 11-17 (Barar La) (November 20, 2009).
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DECISION

462. The Commission's decision in ths cae sets Pepco rates at levels tht faily
balance the interests of both ratepaying consuers and Company investors.

B. Motions to Correct Transcript

463. To correct tyographica erors, garles, misspellings, and other errors, Pepco

fied a motion on November 18, 2009, to correct the trancript of the Commssion heags held
from November 9 though November 13, 2009. No par opposes these proposed corrections.
Accrdingly, the Commission grants Pepco's motion to correct the trancrpt.
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xv. FIDINGS OF FACT AN CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

464. Based on the evidence of record in this proceng, the Commission makes the
following fidings of fact and conclusions oflaw:

a. That Pepc' s proposed test year endig December 31, 2008, is reaonable;

b. That Pepco's use of a 13-month average rate base is reaonale;

c. That Pepco's Distrct of Columbia rate base for the test peod is $1,010,267,000;

d. That a fai rate of retu (including capital cost and capital strcte) on Pepco's
Distrct of Columbia rate base is 8.01 percent;

e. That the Commission's ealier decision, approvig a 50 basis point reduction in

Pepco's retu on equity as par of the approval of the Company's Bil Stabilization Adjustment
("BSA"), contiues to be reaonable;

f. That Pepco shall be allowed to ea a cost of common equity, includg the BSA

adjustment of 50 points, of9.625 percent;

g. Tht Pep's cost oflong-ter debt is 6.63 percent;

h. That the level of retu when the 8.01 percet rate of retu is applied to the

adjusted rate base of $ 1,Oio,267,000 is $80,922,000;

i. That Pepco's adjiited Distrct of Columbia net operatig income of $69,317,000

for the test-year was deficient by the amount of$11,606,000;

j. That the adjustment which would increase Pepco's test-year revenue to the level

of gross revenue requiements computed in accordance with the fidigs in ths Opinon and

Order is $19,833,000, which includes a proper allowance for taes (see attched Schedules);

k. Tht the capita strctue proposed by Pepco to develop its overall cost of capita

is reasonable and appropriate for ths proceeing;

1. That the Commssion approves as reasonable the followig uncontested
ratemakg adjustments (R) affecg Pepco's Rate Base, which were proposed by Pepco and

either stipulated or acceted by the pares:

Ratemakng Adjustment No.2 ("RM No."), CWIP in Rate Base;
RM No.3, Anuaization of Norteast Substation;

RM No.5, Exclusion of Supplementa Executive Retiement Plan;
RM No. 12, Reflection ofFC 1076 Costs;
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RM No. 19, Anuaization of Softare Amortzation;

RM No. 20, Anuaization of Deductible Mixed Serice Cost Tax Method;
RM No. 21, Exclusion of Capitaized Porton of Disallowed F.C. No. 939 Costs;
RM No. 22, Reflecon of Disallowance of Incentive Plan Costs;

RM No. 24, Inclusion of Defered Customer Educaon Costs; and
RM No. 29, Reflecon of New Method-Repai Categoriations.

m. That $886,640 Retiement Work in Progress (RWI) for Benng Road relocation

has been removed from Pepco's Rate Base and the remaider ofRM No.4 is accepted;

n. That $635,000 should be removed from rate base, reflecng the retied porton of

Pepco's 69 kV Emergency Overhead Feeder, and that Pepco is entitled to recver its costs plus
a retu on the remaig cost of those Emergency Overhea Feeer, which shall be refleced in

Pep's Rate Base as "emergency capitalized spare";

o. Tht to safeguard the safety and reliabilty of the elecc distrbution system in

ths area, Pepco shall not dismantle or remove what remains of the 69 kV Emergency Overhead
Feeer, without first obtag prior explicit Commssion perssion to do so;

p. That Pepco's Rate Base should include accs recrded in accrdace with
Generally Accepted Accounting Priciples;

q. That the Company's depreciation allowance (Issue No.6) shall be caculated as

specfied by the Commission in ths Opinon and Order. Among other thngs, we direct Pep to
adopt (1) the net salvage method that mizes the collection of futue ination from curt

customers; and (2) SFAS 143 present-value cacuations using formulas from Marland Case No.
9092 and using inflation-based discount factors that Mr. Majoros presented and Pep accepted
(see Pepco (3F)-7). The Company is also dicted to recrd scrap salvage as salvage and to
resume recordig capitalzed thrd-pary reimbursements as salvage and to resue creditig them

into Accunt 108 (Accumulated Provision for Depreciation);

r. Tht the Commssion approves as reasonable Pep's Cash Workg Capital

requirents (originally a contested issue, but rèsolved in the heags);

s. That weather normalization and its associated anualization of revenues should be

caculated as directed by the Commssion in ths Opinon and Order;

t. That the Commssion aproves as reasonable the followig uncontested Company

ratemakng adjustments (RM) affectig Pepco' s test year Operating Income and Expenses:

RM No.2, Inclusion of Projects Completed and In Serce;
RMA No.3, Anualization ofNE Substation Cut In;
RM No.5, Exclusion of Supplementa Executive Retiement Plan;

RM No.6, Exclusion ofIndustr Contrbutions and Membership Fee;
RM No.7, Exclusion of Adversing and Sellng Expee;
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RM No.8, Inclusion of Interest Expense on Customer Depsits;
RM No. 10, Reflection of Non-Defered Regulatory Costs at 3- Y ear Average Amount;
RM No. 12, Formal Case No. 1076 Outside Counel/Consultig Defered Costs;
RM No 18, Reflection of Chge in PSC and OPC Budget Assessment;
RMA No. 19, Anuaization of Softare Amortzation;

RM No. 21, Reflection ofFC939 Disallowance;
RMA No. 22, Reflection of Disalowance of Incetive Plan Cost;
RM No. 23, Removal of Adjustments to Defered Compeon Balances; and
RM No. 24, Inclusion of Defered Customer Education Costs.

u. That Pep's RM No. 28, proposing regulatory asset treatment and amortation
of its 2009 pension costs, is rejected;

v. That Pepco's proposed surcharge for pension, OPEB and uncollectible expenes

(Issue No.8) is rejected, as is Pepco's proposed reguatory asset for these costs (Issue No. 8a);

w. That the Company's pension and OPEB expenses should be treated as descrbed

in ths Opinion and Order, which (among other thgs) accepts OPC's two-year average method

for treatig Pepco's pension expees, for ths cae only;

x. That Pep's allowance for uncollectible expeses, the subject of Pep RM
No. 16, will be recgned as reasonable as directed in ths Opinon and Order, in the form of a
two-yea average for ths case only;

y. That Pepco's RM No. 13, proposing an anuaization of wage increaes, is
accepted with the caveat that the recgnzed wage increase shall be lited to 1.5 percet;

z. That Pepco's RM No. 14, concerng 2009 employee health and welfare costs,
is accepted as reasonable;

aa. Tht the Company's sta-up costs and anua maitenance fees incured for

ensurng acces to PHI's credt facilty, the subject of Pepco's RM No.9, are allowed as
reaonable recurng test year operatig expenses;

bb. That Pepco's defered cost from Form Case No. 1053, the subject of Pep co's
RMA No. 11, should be treated as diected in ths Opinon and Order, using the mid-point
unamortized balance (equa to a 13-month average balance) for the first year of the rate effective
perod;

cc. That Pepco's proposed allowance for storm restoration expenses, the subject of

Pepco RM No. 17, is approved as reaonale; and tht Pepco should report and docuent its
incrementa storm damage costs quaerly, when it fies its quaerly reprt of its weather

normaled jursdictional eaed retu;
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dd. That Pepco's RM No. 27 for interest synchronization is approved as reasonable
but mus reflect the rate base and the weighted cost of debt approved in ths Order;

ee. That Pepco employee club costs are removed from Pep's test year opertig

. expenes, as OPC proposed in its RM No. 12;

ff. That the cost of Pepco's offcer and directors liabilty insuance is acceted as a

reasnable test year operatig expense;

gg. That Pepc's on-going recurng "Utility of the Futue" costs are accted as
reasonable test year opeatig expenes;

hh. That OPC's proposed Consolidated Tax Adjustments (Issue No. 10) are rejeced;

ii. That the adjustment for bonus depreciation (and interest synchronization) that

Pepco and OPC agreed upon, to show the actu amount (rather than a prelimiar audit amount)

of bonus depreciaton that Pepco reeived for 2008, is reaonable;

jj. That PEPCO's proposed treatment of income taes and other ta expenes,

including those related to the operating budgets of the Commssion and OPC, is reasonable and
consistent with Commssion precedent;

kk. That Pep's 2007 and 2008 AMI sta-up costs amountig to $911,00 should be

capitaized, and amortized over 15 yea;

1I. That Pep's junsdictonal cost allocations (based on its estlished AED-NCP

methodology) are reasonable;

mm. That Pep's customer class revenue targets and rate design shall be determed
as dieced in ths Opinon and Order, makg moderate progress toward reducig interclass
subsidies and reducing the disparties that now exist in class rates of ret;

00. That the Residential Cutomer Charge shal be increaed to $6.65, while the

volumetrc (energy-deliver) rates in Residential distrbution charges shall be reduce, so that
the Residential class pays no more than 36 percet of the tota revenue increae, or the class
revenue taget of$7.14 million (appoximately a 17.5 pecent increase);

00. That the Residential Aid Discount (R) rate strctue shal be simplified and

clarfied as set fort in ths Opinion and Order, while stil accrding RA customer a ver
sizable discount compared to regular Residential customer (stadad R and AE). The
Commission fids that the folIowing RA rate strctue is just and reasonable: The old RA
and RA-AE ''mum charge" shall be replace with a new $2.50 RA Customer Charge.
The old RA 30 kWh370 kWh rate blocks will be replac with a single new intial RA 400
kWh rate block. Tailblock energy rates for RA and RA-AE shall be adjusted as dieced in
ths Opinion and Order, so th they are the same as the corresponding tablock rates for
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stadard R and AE and, overall, the RA class revenues to be recvered from al RA kWh
rates wil remai the same as they are now;

pp. That except for the changes we direct to RA rate strcte, the statu quo should

be presered on all other RA issues, until and uness the Commssion decides otherse in
Formal Case No. 813 or the Council adopts legislaton that fuer addresses the design fuding,
and other issues associated with the RAD program. Pepco's request for an increase in the RA
surchage is moot, in light of the statory compensation given to PEPCO for its previously

uneimbured RA costs by the Residential Aid Discount Subsidy Stabilization Emergency
Amendment Act of 2009 (D.C. Act 18-155) (July 28,2009);

qq. That an approximate 17.5 percent increae in the class revenue requiement for

the streetlght class (SL and TS rate schedules), the same increase that is being imposed on the
Residential class, is reasonable;

IT. That the Company's proposed methodology is reasonable for distrbutig among

the commercial classes the remaining revenue burden of its revenue increa (i. e., the overal
$19.833 millon D.C. jursdictional rate increae mius the $7.14 millon increase allotted to the
Residential class minus the increase allotted to Streetlghts and Trafc Signals);

ss. That increasing the Customer Chage for Residential Time-of-Use customers

from $9.09 to $11.17 is reaonable;

tt. That taffs for Street Lighting (SL) and Traffc Signals (TS) should be updated as

directed in ths Opinon and Order; that the Distrct Goverent's expeditues to ensure
uninterptible power for its traffc signals and street lights do not warant a reduction in Pepco's
SLITS rates; that Pepco should conduct an up-to-date study of SLIS costs as directed in ths

Opinion and Order; and that Pepco and the Distrct Goverent should seek to design SL and TS
rates in the futue so they are not "energy-only deliver rates;

uu. That Pepco's proposal to delete its curent Standby Rider, and to creae a new

"GT-3A-S" taff that would apply to customer with behid-the-meter generation that ru in

parallel with the Company's deliver system is uneanable and is rejeced. The GT-3A rate is
to be set as direced in ths Opinon and Order. The Company's D.C. tarff (Schedule S) shall
be clarfied to formale Pepco's curent practice vis-à-vis GSA's CHP facilty and ensue that a

"faclities charge" is not imposed on cogeneration customer that spend thei own money to build
the interconnection facilities and equipment upgrades needed to support a cogeneraton facility.
The Company is directed to convene a Working Group to discuss the standby taff isues in
Forml Case No. 1050. The Workig Group reprt is due 120 days from the issuace of ths
Opinon and Order;

W. That PEPCO's other proposed rate designs for other customer classes (OS, GT
including GT-3B, and Metro-RT), generally increasing each rate component within each
cutomer class rate by an "across-the-board" amount to reach the taget revenue requirement for
that customer class, are reasonable in this cae, although in its next rate cae Pep is directed to
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submit proposed rate designs that move away from volumetrc (energy-deliver) rates and
toward a greater emphais on recver of class revenues though customer and demand charges

to collect its ''wes only" distrbution costs;

ww. That taff languge in Secon 2(e) of Pep's General Ters and Conditions,
containing Pepco' s general ban on submetering is amended as provided for in ths Opinion and
Order;

xx. That tarff language for Temporar Servce shall be amended, as the pares agree,

to incorporate a five-year maximum tie limit for sering customer under the T rate, and to
eliminate language about "supplemental load"; and

yy. Tht the separate Commssion ca (Formal Case No. 1056) examining "smar

meter" issues will consider the prope strctue of associated voluntar load control programs,
how Pepco plan to use the $44.6 million in federal grant money it is receivig for its AM smar
meter programs, and how Pepco can best ensue that consumer are educated to handle the new
AMI programs and the comig wave of futue technologies.

THEREFORE, IT is ORDERED THAT:

465. On Pepco's Distrct of Columbia rate base of $1,010,267,000 for the test year, a
fair and reaonable rate of retu (including caital costs and capital strctue) is 8.01 pecet;

466. The adjustment that would increase Pep's test-year revenue to the level of grss
revenue requiements computed in accordance with the fidigs in ths Opinon and Order is

$19,833,000, which includes a prope allowance for taxes;

467. Pep is directed to fie with the Commssion quaerly report of its weather
normalzed, jursdictional eared retus. The reprt should cover Pepco's most recent quaer

and the yea ending in that quarer, and provide both Pep's eargs on average tota capita
and Pepco's eags on average common equity. The report (including workpape) shal be
filed with the Commssion withn 60 days followig the end of each quaer. The reprt shal

document Pepco's incremental storm damage costs;

468. The motion of AOBA to exclude Pepco cross examon exhbits 11, 12, and 13,
and to correc the tranript to show that these Pepco exhbits were never formally adtted into

evidence, is GRATED;

469. The motions of AOBA and the Distrct Goverent to fie their reply briefs one
day late, on Decber 23,2009, are GRAED;

470. The motions of Pep co and OPC to correct the transcrpt are GRAED; and
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471. PEPCO is directed to file revised rate schedules and supprtng exhbits,
consistent with ths Opinon and Order, no later than March 16,2010. Rates authorized by ths
Opinion and Order shall be effective on March 23,2010, at 12:01 am., uness otherse ordered
by the Commssion.

CIDEF CLERK:

A TRUE COPY:





DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBUC SERVICE COMMISSION Docket: FC-1076
Schedule 1

Potomac Electrc Power Company . Distct of Columbia Division
Twelve Months Ending Deber 31 , 200

Revenue Requirements

(in thousands)
PEPCO-D Adjusted~ Description Adjust Adjustnts Totls

(A) (D) (C) (0)
1 Rate Base
2 Elecric Plant in Service $ 2.133.573 $ (635) $ 2.132.938
3 Accumulated Depreciation (728,501 ) 4,011 (724,490)
4 Accumulated Amortzation (6,719) (6,719)
5 Additions:
6 Materals and Supplies 20.43 20.43
7 Cash Working Capital 12,194 12,194
8 Prepaid Pension I OPEB Liabilty (net of tax) 43,618 (9,825) 33,793
9 Pepc Portion of Servco Assets 4.161 4,161
10 Unamortzed Credit Facilit Costs 143 143
11 Unamortized Customer Education Costs 2.48 2.483
12 Unamortzed Blueprint costs 759 121 880
13 Unamortized Case Costs 3.04 (487) 2,556
14 2009 Pension Asset Unamortized Balance 3.164 (3.164)
15 Subtractions:
16 Accmulated Deerred Income Taxes (44,762) 152 (44,610)17 Customer DepoSits (19,495) (19,495)
18 Total Rate Base $ 1.020,09 $ (9,828) $ 1.010.267
19 Rate of Return 8.53% 8.01%
20 Return Requirement $ 87,014 $ (6.092) $ 80,92

21 Operating Revenues
22 Sale of Electcity $ 370.575 $ 370.575
23 Other Revenues 2.877 $ 2,877
24 Total Operating Revenues $ 373,452 $ $ 373,452

25 Operating Expenses
26 O&M Exenses $ 96,211 $ (3.300) $ 92,911
27 Deprecation 59.00 (8.035) 50.974
28 Amortzation 2,332 (2,406) (74)29 Taxes Oter Than Income 134,199 134,199
30 Total Expenses $ 291.751 $ (13.741) $ 278.010

31 Net Operating Income Before Taxes $ 81.701 $ 13,741 $ 95,42

32 DC Income Taxes $ 4.395 $ 1,308 $ 5.703
33 Federal Income Taxes 16,34 4,082 20,422
34 Total Income Taxes $ 20,735 $ 5.390 $ 26,125

35 Adjusted Net Operating income $ 60,96 $ 8.351 $ 69.317
36 AFUDC
37 Operatng Income for ROR Calculaton $ 60.96 $ 8,351 $ 69,317

38 Income Deciency $ 26.04 $ (14,442) $ 11.60
39 Revenue Multplier 1.70893 1.70893

40 Revenue Deficiency $ 44,514 $ (24.681) $ 19.833

41 Revenue Defciency Percet Change -55.44% 44.56%
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Kentucky Office of the Attorney General's Response
Kentucky-American Water Company's Data Requests

Ky PSC Case No. 2010-00036

4. Does Mr. Smith agree or disagree that including (non-cash) AFUDC above the line as

going level revenue offsets any revenue requirement related to CWIP? If Mr. Smith
disagrees, please provide detailed reasoning supporting that disagreement.

RESPONSE:

Ohiect to form of the question because the word "any" is ambiguous.

The revenue requirement related to KA WC's proposed inclusion of CWIP in rate base has not
been íùlly offset by including AFUDC above the line as revenue. N-e. See OAG response to
PSC-1-3 for the approximate revenue requirement impact ofCWIP and AFUDC in the curent
KAWC rate case.



Kentucky Office of the Attorney General's Response
Kentucky-American Water Company's Data Requests

Ky PSC Case No. 2010-00036

21. Please list all Commission cases you rely upon for Mr. Smith's proposal to normalize rate

case expenses.

RESPONSE:

The recommendation to normalize rate case expense is not necessarily based on Commission
cases and is explained in the direct testimony as being preferable to a deferral and amortization
approach for several reasons including the following. The purpose of a forecasted test period is
to match rates with the expected revenue requirements for a specific future l2-month operating
period. In this case, the l2-month period is October 2010 through September 2011. KA WC
used construction and operating expense budgets to forecast its cost of operations for that 12-
month period. The rate case costs for the two previous rate cases were incurred in periods prior
to the test period. Under a normalization approach, rate case cost is recorded as an expense in

the period incurred. A utility, pursuant to Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 71
(F AS 71) can record a "regulatory asset" (an expense caried on its books as an asset) if it is
probable that the cost wil be allowed in rates and the revenue allowed is to recover the

previously incurred cost rather than to provide for expected levels for similar future costs. It is
questionable whether the costs for two prior rate cases continuo to warant deferred treatment
under FAS 71 in the context of the current KAWC rate case due to their relative immateriality
and the lack of a CommissIon order in those prior KAWC dockets that sIngled out rate case
expense for specific and special single issue ratemaking treatment or deferraL. KA WC has
requested a total rate base of over $362 milion (with CWIP). The balance of costs remaining
from those two prior rate cases (per KAWC's response to data request AG-1-122) total to
$256,499. The deferral balance thus represents only 0.071 percent in relation to KA WC's
proposed rate base.3 Additionally, the total expense for those prior rate cases being requested by
KA WC is only 0.157 percent ofKA WC's total revenue requirement request.4 This could also be
viewed as insufficiently material to warrant special single-issue regulatory asset treatment. By
selecting this individual expense to record as an asset to be subsequent recovered, KA WC has, in
effect, isolated rate case expense as a single issue.
Prospectively, begining with the cost for KA WC's current rate case, Mr. Smith l-recommend§
that the Commission commence treating the annual allowance for rate case expense as a
normlized operating expense amount, rather than an amortization, for several reasons, including
the following: Although the amortization treatment afforded rate case expense previously
effectively treats the rate case expense as an asset. where this was addressed in a rate case order
other than one involving approval of a "black box" settlement, rate case costs do not meet the
criteria for a regulatory asset and should not be afforded regulatory asset treatment. The
ratemaking treatment of such costs should therefore provide for a normlized expense allowance
(similar to other O&M expenses), rather than the establishment of a regulatory asset that is
amortized prospectively.

3 $256,499/ $362,672,028 = 0.071 %. It is noted that KA WC is not requesting inclusion of its unamortzed rate case

expense balance from those two prior rate cases in rate base (other than as a component of cash working capital).
Comparing an asset amount with rate base is a frmework for evaluating materiality.
4 $148,128/ $94,371,912 = 0.157%.



Kentucky Office of the Attorney General's Response
Kentucky-American Water Company's Data Requests

Ky PSC Case No. 2010-00036

24. Please list all Commission cases you rely upon for Mr. Smith's proposal to normlize

capitalization rates.

RESPONSE:

Object to form of question. Notwithstanding: the obiection:

The recommendation to normalize the capitalization rate for the curent KA WC rate case futue
test year is not necessarily based on Commission cases and is explained in the direct testimony as
being necessary based on the facts and circumstances of the current KA WC rate case, in which
KA WC has used a capitalization rate that is much lower than any recent year, or any average of
recent years, as shown in the following table:

KAWC Capitalization Rates
Year ActuaI Budget Difference
2005 15.54% 12.98 % 2.56 %
2006 18.84 % 19.00% -0.16%
2007 21.34 % 18.06% 3.28%
2008 23.35 % 18.12% 5.23 %
2009 19.64% 19.96% -0.32%

Averages:
2007-2009 21.443% 18.713% 2.730%
2006-2009 20.793% 18.785% 2.008 %
2005-2009 19.742% 17.624% 2.118 %
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ORDER ON RECONSIDERATION

June 23, 2010

FORMAL CASE NO. 1076. IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION OF THE
POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPAN FOR AUTHORITY TO
INCREASE EXISTING RETAI RATES AN CHARGES FOR ELECTRIC
DISTRIUTION SERVICE, Order No. 15864

I. INRODUCTION

1. Ths matter is before the Public Serice Commission of the Distrct of
Columbia ("Commssion") on petitions for reconsideration of Order No. 15710 filed by
the Potomac Electrc Power Company ("Pepco" or "Company"), the Offce of the
People's Counel ("OPC"), and the Distrct of Columbia Water and Sewer Authority

("W ASA"). We grant, in par, and deny in par, Pepco's petition for reconsideration. We
deny OPC's and W ASA's petitions for recnsideraton.

II. BACKGROUND

2. On March 2, 2010, the Commission issued its intial Opinion in this case. 
1

In that Order, the Commission approved an increase in Pepco's distrbution serce rates

in the amount of $19.8 millon. The Commission allowed an overall rate of retu for
Pepco of 8.01 percent on a rate base of$1.0io bilion.

III. DISCUSSION

3. The purose of a petition for reconsideration is to identify and correct
erors oflaw or fact in the Commission's intial order.2 It is not a vehicle for the losing
pary to rehash arguents previously considered and rejected.3 If there is substantial

Formal Case No. 1076, In the Matter of the Application of the Potomac Electric Power Company
for Authority To Increase Existing Retail Rates and Charges for Electric Distribution Service, Order No.
15710 (March 2, 2010) ("Order No. 15710").

2 See D.C. Code § 34-604(b) (2001).

3 See, e.g., GT04-01, In the Matter of the Application of Washington Gas Light Company for
Authority to Amend its General Service Provisions, Order No. 13854, , 5 (Janua 9,2006), citig State of

New York v. United States, 880 F. Supp. 37 (D.C. 1995).
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evidence in the record to support the decision of the Commssion, that decision is not
erroneous simply because there is substantial evidence that could support a contrar
conclusion.4 The Commission, however, may clarfy relevant concers raised by the
paries concerning certain findings and conclusions set fort in its initial decision.

A. PEPCO's APPLICATION FOR RECONSIDERATION

4. The Company seeks reconsideration of those pars of Order No. 15710
which, in Pepco's view, improperly: (a) directs Pepco to remove from rate base the costs
($635,000) associated with the removed and retired porton of Pep co's 69 kV emergency
overhead feeder lines; (b) authorizes an ROE of 9.625 percent; (c) fails to include the
recover of floatation costs; (d) bases pension costs on a blend of 2008 and 2009 pension
cost levels and allegedly failed to reflect the $300 milion contrbution to the penion plan
made in 2009 by Pepco Holdings, Inc. ("PHI"), Pepco's parent company; and \e) reqnires
the fiing of quarerly reports with 60 days following the end of each quarer.

1. Retied Overhead 69 kV Emergency Lines

5. Pepco objects to the Commission's exclusion of 25 percent ($635,000) of

the Distrct's allocated costs of the 69 kV overhead emergency lines that were removed
and retired from service, despite the Commission's acknowledgement that all the costs of
these overhead emergency lines were prudently incured. Pepco argues that ths

disallowance unfaily penalizes the Company and undernes the Commission's goal of
fosterng cooperation in emergency situtions.6 According to Pepco it has not been
compensated for the risks that these overhead emergency lines would become obsolete,1
and absent a compellng reason, these prudently incured costs should be included in rate
base. Moreover, the Company maintais that, assumng arguendo that the Commssion
remais convinced that 25 percent of the lines should be considered "retired," the
accountig joural entr that wil accomplish this retirement has no impact on rate base

becuse it reduces both plant and accumulated depreciation by the same amount. The
Company states that its revenue requirement wil increase by $71,000 if this correction is
made, because rate base is not in fact reduce by ''retiement,'' but depreciation expense
is.8

4 See, e.g., Washington Gas Light Co. v. PSC, 856 A.2d 1098, 1104 (D.C. 2004) ("(a)n agency's
fidigs of fact tht are supported by substatial evidence will be sustained 'even if there is substatial

evidence in the reord to support contr fidings. ''')

5 See Formal Case No.1 076, Application of Potomac Electric Power Company for Reconsideration
of Order No. 15710, filed March 23,2010 (''Pepco's Application").

6 ¡d. at 2.

7 ¡d. at 3.

According to Pepco, the appropriate journ entr for retied plant is to debit accumulated

depreciation and credt electrc plant in service for the origin cost of the retid plant ($635,000). Id. at 4,

citig Pepce (4C) at 3 (Hook). See also Pepco (4C) at 2-3 (Hook).
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6. OPC counters that $1 milion (not just $635,000) should have been
excluded from Pepco's rate base, to accunt for the portion of the 69 kV overhead
emergency lines that has been physically removed, consistent with the testimony of
Pepco witness Gausman. OPC argues that Pepco has not identified a legal error in the
Commission's order.9

7. The Commission reaff its decision that all of Pep co's expenditues to
constrct the emergency overhead 69 kV lines were prudent and in the public interest.
Our initial decision determined that Pepco is entitled to ful recover (i.e., recovery of

costs plus a rate of retu) of the cost of the remainng physically intact portion of those

emergency overhead lines, which we indicated should be placed in Pepco's rate base as
"emergency capitalized spare."io What the pares continue to dispute is what portion of
the emergency overhead lines, both assets and original cost, was physically removed and
retired, and what ratemaking treatment is appropriate for the removedretired portion.

8. There is conflicting evidence on how much of the emergency overhead
line was physically removed and what the cost was (both absolute and relative) of the
removedretired portion. Testimony by Pepco witness Hook on cross-examnation

generally deferred to Pepco witness Gausman on the question of how much of the
overhead emergency lines had been physicaly removed. i i Witness Hook accepted
(subject to check) that the total lengt of these overhea lines was 16,000 feet, of which

4,000 feet was over National Park Service land, so roughr a quarer of the lengt of the

overead lines has been physically removed and retired. i Pepco witness Hook agreed
that it was proper to exclude from Pepco's plant in service "the portion that had been
physically removed and retired on the company's fiancial records.,,13 She stated that
$61,000 was the cost of poles and attchments that were physically removed from the
overhead emergency lines, and that other related costs (labor, engieerng, and other
costs such as overhead) were not included in her $61,000 figue.14 She did not attempt to
reconcile her testimony with the data responses and testimony of Pepco witness

Gausman.15 Pepco witness Gausman testified that he believed the original lengt of the

overhead emergency lines (before any par of it was removed) ''was just under 13,000

9 Forml Case No. 1076, Opposition 0/ the Ofe 0/ People's Counsel to the Application 0/ the
Potomac Electrc Power Company for Reconsideration o/Order No. 15710, fùed March 30,2010 ("OPC's
Opposition") at 2-3.

10
Order No. 15710, iM22-26, 314.

II See Tr. 1327 -1346 (cross-examtion of Pepco witness Hook).

12 See Tr. 1328-1330, accord Tr. 1333-1334, 1342-1343 (Pepco witness Hook).

13 Tr. 1328 (pepco witness Hook).

l4 Tr. 1340-1343 (pepco witness Hook).

l5
Tr. 1345-1346 (Pepco witness Hook).
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feet." 
16 Mr. Gausman also stated that the National Park Servce segment of these

overhead lines was approximately 4,600 feet long. 
I? Mr. Gausman also stated that, out of

the total project costs of roughly $6.2 milion for the two overhead emergency lines,
"approximately a milion dollars" was the cost of the porton that was removed from
National Park Service land.I8

9. Thus, Pepco witness Hook's testimony suggests that roughy a quaer of

the lengt of the overhead emergency lines (4,000 feet out of 16,000 feet) was physically
removed and retired. Pepco witness Gausman's testiony suggests that roughy 35
percent of the length of these lines was physicaly removed and retired (4,600 feet out of
13,000 feet), with the physically retired porton accounting for approximately $1 milion
in costs out of the total project costs of $6.2 milion for building the overhead emergency
lines. There seems to be no dispute that the D.C. jursdictional allocated cost of the
overhead emergency lines is approximately $2,541,000. OPC argues that $1 milion
should be deducted from Pepco's D.C. rate base, relying on Pepco witness Gausman's
testimony. 

19

10. The Commssion deterined that Pepco witness Hook's testimony was
more credible and provides substantial evidence to support our deternation that 25

percent of the emergency overhea lines was physically removed and retired. Pepco
witness Gausman's testimony was vague and inconsistent. Witness Gausman's

statements do not explain how 35 percent of the lengt of the overead emergency lines,
physically removed and retired (4,600 feet out of 13,000 feet) accounts for only 16
percent of the costs ("approximately $1 milion" out of the total project costs of $6.2
millon). OPC's proposed $1 millon reduction from rate base relies on ths unclear
testimony. Accordingly, we reject ope's proposed $1 millon reduction from rate base,
both because Mr. Gausman's testimony does not explai how his $1 milion figue

corresponds to his 35 percent figue and becuse it does not properly connect his $1
millon figue to Distrct jursdictionally allocated amounts.20 Weighg all the evidence,
including the credibility of all of the witnesses, the Commission hereby reafrm its

16 Tr. 1421-1422 (pepco witnes Gausman).

17 OPC Cross-Examination Exhbit 100 (originlly numbered as OPC Cross-Examtion Exhbit
68).

is Tr. 1344 (Pepco witness Hook, cross-examined about statements made by Pepco witness
Gausman); OPC Cross-Examation Exhbits 98, 99 (origily numbered as OPC Cross-Examintion

Exhibits 66, 67).

19 See discussion supra ir 6.

20 Were we to accept OPC's $1 milion figue for the cost of the removedretied porton of the
emergency overhead lines, based on Pepco witness Gausman's data responses (see Tr. 1344), we also
would have to accept witness Gausman's $6.2 millon figue for the tota project cost (see Tr. 1344),
meang tht some 16 percent of the overhead emergency lines were physically removed and retied. Ths

would reslt in a rate base reduction of $406,560, which is 16 percent of the D.C. jursdictiona amount of
$2,541,000. This outcome would be a worse result for ratepayers tha the Commsion's intial decision
makg a 25 percent ($635,000) rate base reduction to account for the removed/retired porton of the lines.
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finding that a 25 percent figue for the removedretired porton of the overhead lines is
fair, just, and reasonable, and is supported by substantial evidence?i

11. The Commission has reviewed our original decision which reflected our
concer that Pepco's rate base includes assets that had in fact been physically removed
and retired, and therefore were no longer "used and usefuL." We find, based on the
recrd, that, for ratemakng puroses, roughly 25 percent (4,000 feet out of 16,000 feet)
or $635,000 ofthe $2,541,000 D.C. jursdictionally-allocated cost of the emergency lines
should be retired on Pepco's books. The ordinar, straightforward treatment of retired
plant should be applied to the 25 percent ($635,000) of the overhead emergency lines that
have been physically removed and retired. Ths normal retiement of an asset does not
impact rate base, since the retirement is offset in the depreciation resere and, therefore,
net plant does not change.

12. As Pepco indicates, 25 percent of the emergency overhead lines
($635,000) was removed and retired before these retired assets reached the end of their
useful life. However, early retirement commonly arses for utilities, since for a varety of
reasons (e.g., an event such as an accident causing early retirement/replacement) utility
assets may not live out their ful serce life. By the same token, some assets live on well

past their average service life and continue to be depreciated and included in rate base
because they are used and usefuL. When ths happens, the utility commonly taes the
early retiement though the depreciation resere into accunt in calculating the average
service life of all utility plant assets for puroses of calculating new depreciation rates.22
Pepco would have the potential to recover the depreciation of ths removedretired
portion though averagig the serice life of all of its utilty plant (including the early-
retied 25 percet porton of the overhead 69kV emergency lines) for puroses of

caculating future depreciation rates. Pepco would lose some depreciation expense in the
short ru, but this would be taen into consideration, along with all other changes to the

depreciation reserve, when the next Company's depreciation study is performed.

13. The Commission recognizes the fact, however, that Pepco manfestly
acted in the public interest in constrctig the overhead emergency 69kV lines. Without
the installation of these 69kV lines, on an emergency basis, serce reliability could have
been negatively impacted in the Distrct of Columbia. The Company should be
encouraged, not discouraged, from takng such emergency actions. Accordingly, the
Commission will exercise its broad discretion, in the public interest, to allow Pepco to

21 See, e.g., Distrct of Columbia v. Public Ser. Comm 'n, 807 A.2d 373, 381 (D.C. 2002), citig
United Union, Inc. v. District of Columbia Bd. of Zoning Adjustment, 554 A.2d 313,315-316 (D.C. 1989)
("an agency as a fider of fact may credit the evidence upon which it relies to the detrent of confctig
evidence").

22 Utilties use average serce life depreciation to depreciate assets, which taes into account the
ealy retirment of assets in calculating the average servce life of assets. It recognes tht some assets live
beyond their average sece life, while others do not. Therefore, some assets are depreiate more and
others less. A tre-up occurs when a company perform depreciation studies and changes its depreciation
rates (either up or down) going forward to reflect the chages that have occured in reogng and
reoverig the costs-asciated with depreciable assets.
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retire a total of $635,000 under the ordinary rules for retired assets, where rate base does
not change.

2. Pepco's Authorized ROE of 9.625 Percent

14. The Company argues that it~ authorized "retu on i:u.ty ("ROE:? of
9.625 percent does not meet the standards il Federal Power Commission v. Hope- and
Bluefield Water Works & Improvement v. Pub. Servo Comm 'n,24 which Pepco contends

requires a ROE that is equivalent or comparable to return on investments in other
enterrises having similar risks.25 Pepco argues that no witness had the opportty to
address the legality of the 9.625 percent ROE.26 Pepco maintains that its authorized ROE
at a minimum should be withn the range allowed for most other utilities.27

15. Pepco claims that a 9.625 percent ROE is lower than the authoried ROEs

for 131 of the 138 electrc and gas utilities listed in Washington Metropolita Area
Tranit Authority ("WMTA") witness Foster's testimony and every electrc and gas
utility included in the Aparent and Offce Building Association of Metropolitan

Washigton ("AOBA") witness Oliver's comparable groupS.28 Pepco assers that the
Commssion could not reasonably conclude that Pepco's risk is lower than that of many
other utilities, given that unbundled transmission and distrbution companies are by no
means rare in the industr.29 Pepco fuher contends that the ROE adjustment associated

with Pepco's Bil Stabilization Adjustment ("BSA") decupling mechansm does not
support an allowed ROE near the bottom of the industr. Pepco assers that decoupling
mechanisms are becoming common. Pepco identifies 12 companes that either have a
decoupling mechansm in place or pending.3o Moreover, Pepco argues that OPC witness
Woolridge, who advocated the lowest ROE of all the cost of capital experts in ths cae,
suggested an ROE adjustment of only 25 basis points.31

23
Federal Power Commission v. Hope, 320 U.S. 591 (1944) (a utity's retu on equity should be

commensurte with retu on investments in other enterrises havig correspondig risks).

24 Bluefield Water Works & Improvement Co. v. Public Servo Comm 'n, 262 U.S. 679 (1923) ("The
retu (on equity) should be reasnably suffcient to assue confdence in the ficia soundness of the

utility and should be adequate, unde effcient and economical mangement, to mainta and support its
credit and enable it to raise money necessa to dischage its public duties.")

25 Pepco's Application at 4-6.

26
Id. at 5.

27
Id. at 6.

28
Id. at 5.

29
Id. at 6.

30
Id., citig Pepco (3B) at 86 (Morin).

31 ¡d.
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16. OPC contends that the Commission's authorized ROE of 10.125 percent,
without the BSA, is within the zone of reasonableness of 10 percent to 10.25 percent;32
the ultimate 9.625 percent figue reflects a 50 basis points reduction for the BSA.33 OPC
argues that, contrary to Pepco's assertions, the zone of reasonableness was consistent
with the paries' recommendations. OPC argues that the Commission's ruling on ROE is
supported by the record and consistent with the Commission's statutory authority.34

17. The Commission arved at 9.625 percent in a two-step process. Based on
the paricular underlying assumptions and the methodology used, the pares' estiates

for the appropriate ROE for Pepco vared from 9.50 percent to 10.75 percent (with Pepco
arguing for a 10.75 percent ROE). We carefuly evaluated the testiony of each ROE
witness and the strengts and deficiencies in their respective analyses.35 Based on our
view of the relative risk of Pepco's distrbution operations, our informed deterination
was that the zone of reasonableness for Pepco's ROE was between 10.00 percent and
10.25 percent (without the BSA), with 10.125 percent being the midpoint.36 The
Commission then adjusted the ROE downward by 50 basis points to reflect the BSA.37

18. We must reject Pepco's attempt to support a higher ROE with
comparables that do not reflect "corresponding risks" nor include an adjustment for a
BSA.38 Pepco clais that, inasmuch as the authorized retu of 9.625 percet differ
from the paries' recommendation, no witness had occasion to address its legality
directly. However, ths is insignficant since the record reflects that the Company,39

32 OPC's Opposition at 4-5.

33
ld. at 5 n. 20.

34 ld. at 4-5, citing Washington Gas Light Co. v. Public Servo Comm 'n., 450 A.2d 1187, 1209-1210
(D.C. 1982) (citation omitted) ("(T)he Commssion (is given) authority to formulate its own standads and
to exercise its ratemakg function free from judicial interference, provided the rates fall with a zone of
reasonaleness which assures tht the Commsion is safegudig the public interest -- that is, the interests
of both investors and consumers.")

35
"The Commission properly may give more credence to cert evidence thn it does to other

evidence which it deems less reliable." Washington Gas Light Co., supra 450 A.2d at 1213.

36
Order No. 15710,1172.

37 See ¡d. iM70-76.

38 See WMTA Br. 3-6 (WMTA witness Foster recommended a 10.0 percent ROE, before
consideration of the BSA, on the ground that Pepco had less business risk than the average electnc utilty)
and Pepco (3B) at 88 (pepco witness Morin criticizes WMTA witness Foster's testimony); AOBA (A) at
27,29 (AOBA witness Oliver recommends an ROE no greater th 9.9 percent including floatation costs)
and Pepco (3B) at 72, 73, 75 (Pepco witness Mom criticizes AOBA witness Oliver's testiony).

39 The impact of the BSA, according to Pepco witness Mom, is tht ROE should be reduced by 25
basis points. According to Dr. Morin, 25 basis points was a conservative estimate based on his analysis
which showed a range of20 to 40 basis points. Pepco (3B) at 69-71 (Mom).
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OPC,40 AOBA,41 and WMTA42 all testified as to what each thought the appropriate
ROE should be if a BSA were implemented. Pepco's testimony replicated the same
proffer which we rejected on its comparables submitted in Formal Case No. 1053;

naely, it included companies with greater nsk than the risk associated with the

Company's distrbution activities due to the comparables' greater generation and
unregulated operations.43 Furer, we concluded that the 12 companes that have
decoupling mechansms in place or pending, allegedly with higher ROEs, were not
comparable to Pepco. The Company did not demonstrate how the ''mechansms in those
jursdictions are comparable to Pepco's BSA or that the overall focus and concers in
those proceedings were similar to those of ths Commssion.,,44 Pepco has failed to
ariculate any basis that would warant reconsideration of our ROE determination.

3. Floatation Costs

19. The Company argues that the Commssion failed to include $807,000 (a
$1.38 millon increase in its revenue requirement) for floatation costs as an expense item
in establishing Pepco's revenue requiement. Pepco states that $807,000 reflects its share
of the costs actually incurred by Pepco Holdings, Inc. ("PHI") in its November 2008
issuace of common stock.45 OPC recommends that the costs be amortzed over at least a
thee-year period because these are not costs that occur anually.46

20. Our review of ths issue substantiates Pepco's claim. Pepco's revenue

requirement determination should include a flotation cost expense, consistent with the
Commssion's policy to treat floatation costs as a cost of serice item.47 However,
Pepco's floatation costs are to be amortzed over a two-year period, consistent with PHI's

40 OPC adopted the 50 basis point reduction authoried in Formal Case No. 1053. Tr. 865-866.

41 AOBA recommended a 50 basis point reduction. AOBA (A) at 29-30 (Oliver).

42 WMTA recommended a 50 basis point reuction based on the Commission's decision in Form
Case No. 1053. WMTA (A) at 12-13 (Foster).

43 See Order No. 15710, ~ 72.

44 Order No. 15710, ii 110.

45
Pepco's Application at 7-8, citig Pepco (C) at 25 (Hook) and Pepco (C)-8 (Hook).

46 OPC Opposition at 7.

47 Order No. 15710, ii 72. See Formal Case No. 1053, In the Matter of the Application of the
Potomac Electrc Power Company for Authority to Increase Existing Retail Rates and Charges for Electric
Distribution Service, ("Formal Case No. 1053") Order No. 14712 (Janua 30, 2008); Formal Case No.
889, In re Potomac Electrc Power Co., Order No. 9509 (July 24, 1990); Formal Case No. 869, In re
Potomac Electri Power Co., Order No. 9216 (March 3, 1989).
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record of common stock issuance in recent years.48 OPC provides no basis for its
recommended thee-year amortization perod. Furer, the average unamortized balance

of floatation costs should be included in rate base.49 Pepco is directed to fie a revised
compliance filing which reflects these changes within seven (7) days from the date of this
Order.

4. Pension Costs

21. Pepco argues that the Commission ered in failing to consider PHI's 2009
$300 millon contrbution to the Company's pension plan, which was reflected in Pepco's
projected 2009-2011 levels of pension expense.50 Although PHI's overall projected
pension expense is expected to decline from $95.253 milion in 2009 to $74.257 milion
in 2010 and $69.100 milion in 2011, Pepco insists that these declines do not support the
use of an average of 2008 and 2009 pension expenses in setting rates. 

51 Pepco argues

that, if the Commission believes that pension expenes were abnormally high in 2009,
then an average of 2009 and 2010 projected pension costs (or even the projected 2010
level) would be a more equitable basis on which to set futue rates. Accrding to Pepco,
its pension expense should decline from $25.196 millon in 2009 to $19.64 milion in
2010, with the average being $22.418 milion. 

52 Pepco states that the adoption of a 2009-

2010 pension expense average would increase Pepco's revenue requiement by $2.03
millon.53 OPC contends that Pepco did not meet its burden of proof regarding its
proposed pension rates and is simply rehashig evidence that was considered and rejected
by the Commssion. 

54

22. The Commission reaffs its initial decision regarding Pepco's pension
costs.55 We reviewed the study by Watson Wyatt, which did include PHI's $300 millon
cash contrbution in 2009 in developing its projections for Pepco's pension expense. 

56

Our intial decision misstted Pepco's treatment of the $300 millon contrbution in 2009,
but a fair consideration of that cash contrbution does not change our decision. As Pepco
acknowledged, PHI's cash contrbution "reduced pension expense in 2009 and wil

48 See Pepco Compliance Filing § 205.11, Attchment C.

49 Formal Case No. 989, In re Washington Gas Co., Order No. 12589 (October 29,2002).

50 Pepco's Application at 9.

51 !d.

52 Id.

53
Id. at 10.

54 OPC Opposition at 6.

55
OrderNo. 15710,' 154.

56
See OPC (A)-2 (Raas).
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continue to do so in 2010.,,57 Using only the 2009 amount would signficantly overstate
Pepco's expense during the rate-effective period. Therefore, we agai reject Pepco's
request to base futue pension expense on the 2009 amount. The Company's proposed
alterative to use either 2010 or the average of 2009 and 2010 is similarly inappropriate.
The 2010 pension expense proposed by the Company is a projection derived using a
number of assumptions that mayor may not be realized. The 2010 pension expense is
based upon a forecasted discount rate of 6.50 percent, an anual retu on plan assets of

8.50 percent, and PHI funding of $200 million in 2010. Watson Wyatt stated that "ths
represents just one among many possible strategies.,,58 We remain convince that the
Commission's decision, based on a two-year average of actual pension costs (in 2008 and
2009) better recognzes the Company's high pension expense in 2009 and that 2009 was
an unusually bad year, while providing the Company an opportty for a fai return

going forward.

5. Quarterly Reports

23. In Order No. 15710, the Commission directed Pepco to file quarerly

reprt of its weather normalized, jursdictional eared retu, and its incrementa storm

damage costs withn 60 days following the end of each quaer. 
59 Pepco asks the

Commssion to revise the due date to 30 days consistent with what the Commission
ordered in Formal Case No. 1053.60

24. We grant Pepco's request. Pepco shalI make these filings on a quaerly
basis, within 30 days after the filing of its FERC data for the relevant tie period.

B. ope's PETITION FOR RECONSIDERATION

25. OPC seeks reconsideration of those pars of Order No. 15710 which: (a)
refues to consider the reliabilty of Pepco's distrbution servce in ths rate case; (b)
rejects OPC's proposal for a consolidated tax adjustment ("CTA") that would distrbute
to Pepco a portion of the ta savings realized by PHI from Pepco's parcipation in PHI's
consolidated ta retu; (c) fails to require Pepco to exclude $1 millon from rate base to

reflect the costs of the 69 kV overhead emergency lines that were taken out of servce
(previously discussed at paragraphs five (5) though 13, where the Commission's
decision on ths issue is set fort); (d) allegedy fails to consider the impact of changes in

Pepco's employee health and welfare costs; and (e) addresses Pepco's uncollectible
expenses.61 OPC also asks the Commission to clarfy its order to ensure that Pepco's

57 Pepco Br. 31.

58
OPC (A)-22 at 4 of 6 (R).

59 Order No. 15710, ii 467.

60 Pepco's Application at 10; see also Formal Case No.1 053, Order No. 14796, ir 5 (April 28, 2008).

61 Formal Case No. 1076, Application of the Offce of the People's Counselfor Reconsideration of
Commission Order No. 15710, fied Apri11, 2010 ("OPC's Application").
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Ratemaking Adjustment No. 6 (exclusion of industr contrbutions and membership
dues) has been properly implemented.62

1. Quality of Pepco's Servce

26. OPC argues that the Commssion erred in refuing to hea two additional
issues in ths rate case related to the reliability of Pepco's service.63 OPC claims that it
submitted testimony criticizing Pepco's reliability performance as "poor" and cited that
as a reason for recommending a retu on equity (9.50 percent) lower than it otherise
recommended (9.75 percent).64 The Commssion denied Pepco's motion to stre this

OPC testimony and ultimately ruled that because "the Commission has defered the issue
of the reliabilty of serce to another docket, it would not be appropriate to adjust the

Company's ROE for reasns of poor performance when reliability is not an issue for
deteration in this proceeding.,,65 OPC argues that none of the Commssion's other

case dockets considers the effect of Pepco's poor serce quality on Pepco's rates and
that the Commssion's own opinion suggests that Pepco's quality of servce is relevant to
Pepco's rates and, therefore, that the Commission is compelled to consider quaty of
serce issues in this case.66

27. Although OPC acknowledges the Commission's discretionar authority to
manage its docket, OPC argues that the Commission's refusal to consider the quality of
Pepco's serice violates its non-discretionar statutory obligation to ensue, in ths rate
case, that Pepco furnishes "serce and facilities" that are "reasonably safe and adequate
and in all respects just and reasonable.,,67

62 OPC's Application at 4.

63 ld. at 11, noting Order No. 15322,18 (July 10, 2009). OPC's two rejected issues were:

Issue 1: "Are Pepco's proposed additions to rate base suffcient to improve the reliabilty of any
facilities, e.g., feeders tht have been problematic in recent years?"

Issue 4: "Are the reliabilty and quaity of distrbution serice provided by Pepco sae, adequate
and in al respects just and reasonale?"

64
OPC claims tht it submittd "substatil evidence" showig tht Pepco's servce was not

"reaonaly safe and adequate." OPC's Aplication at 16, 19.

65 ld. at 11-12, citi Order No. 15710,173.

66
ld. at 17.

67
ld. at 10, citig D.C. Code § 1-204.93; OPC's application at 11, 13-15, citig DC Transit System,

Inc. v. Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Comm 'n, 466 F.2d 394, 408, 419-420 (D.C. Cir. 1972) ("It
has long been recogned that the caliber of a utility's servce need not remai a neutr factor in
detenntions as to its alowable retu. The cases have consistently sad that superior servce commands a

higher rate of retu as a reward for magement effciency; more importtly for present puroses, they
have also matained that ineffciency and inferior servce deserve less retu th normy would be
fortcomig. ")
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28. Opposing OPC, Pepco argues that the Commission reasonably decided to
consider reliabilty issues in other dockets.68 According to Pepco, OPC overlooks the
evidence in the record showing that the Company is in compliance with all curent
serce quality benchmarks.69 Pepco argues fuer that there is no statutory obligation
for the Commssion to address, in the same rate case, both servce quality issues and the
justness and reasonableness of utilty rates. Whle the Commission may consider
management effciency issues in a utility rate case, Pepco argues that this is not required
and that none of the cases cited by OPC holds otherwise.7o Pepco notes the Cours have
consistently rej ected efforts to saddle agencies with procedural duties not found in a
statute or the Constitution.71 Pepco argues these cour cases support the Commission's
discretion to consider servce quality issues separately from rate reasonableness issues.72

29. Traditionally, as noted in our prehearg order,73 the Commission

designates some proposed issues while rejecting others on grounds of law or policy, or on
other grounds, including whether it would be more appropriate to consider an issue in
another docket. 74 "Without this essential power to limit the issues, the Commission
would have to 'reinvent the wheel' in every case and its complex general rate cases

68 Formal Case No. 1076, Opposition of Potomac Electrc Power Company to Application of the
Offce of People's Counsel for Reconsideration of Order No. 15710, fied April 7, 2010 ("Pepco's

Opposition").

69 !d. at 2, citig Pepco (3D) at 3, 10-11 (Gausman).

70
¡d. at 3, distigushing DC Transit System v. Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Comm 'n, 466

F.2d 394, 422 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 409 U.S. 1086 (1972) (cour states that "the caliber of a utiity's
servce need nof'- not must not - "remain a neutr factor in determnations as to its alowable rate of
retu").
71 ¡d. at 4, citing SEC v. Chenery Corp., 332 U.S. 194 (1947), Washington Urban League v. PSC,
295 A.2d 906, 908 (D.C. 1972), and San Antonio v. CAB, 374 F.2d 326, 339 (D.C. Cir. 1967).

72 ¡d. at 4, citig Western Coal Traffc League v. United States, 677 F.2d 915,927 (D.C. Cir.), cert
denied, 459 U.S. 1086 (1982) (cour upholds the ICC's diretion to consider rate and productivity issues in
separate proceedings, even though the two are interelate).

73 Order No. 15322, ii 5 (July 10, 2009).

74 Th Commssion ha wide dicretion to maage its own case dockets, and to choose the
proceures that are best suited for examning the issues before it. See, e.g., FCC v. Pottsvile Broadcasting,
309 U.S. 134, 142-143 (1940) (opinon states tht agencies have reasonable power "to control the range of
investigation" and "should be free to fashion their own rues of procedure and to pure methods of inquir
capable of permttng them to discharge their multitudinous duties"); Ammermn v. DC Rental
Accommodations Comm 'n, 375 A.2d 1060, 1063 (D.C. 1977) (''No priciple of adstrative law is more

fiy establihed than that of agency control of its own calenda." "Agencies must be, and are, given

discretion in the proced decisions made in carg out their statutory mandae."). Cf Vermont Yankee

Nuclear Power Corp. v. NRDC, 435 U.S. 519, 543-545 (1978) (absent constitutional constrts,
admstrative agencies "should be free to fashion their own rules of procedure and to purue methods of
inquir capable of permtting them to dishage their multitudious duties").
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would become 'an intractable morass, without any corresponding benefit. ",75 The D.C.
Court of Appeals has recognized the importance of these principles and afrmed ths
Commission's reasonable discretion to limit the issues to be considered in a parcular
rate case.76

30. The Commission declined to address OPC's "reliability" issues, as
originally proposed at the outset of this case77 because OPC's proposed issues "address
general reliabilty issues and electrc quality of serce standards ("EQSS") that the
Commission is assessing in Formal Case Nos. 766, 982 and 1002, among others.,,78
These other case dockets involve, among other thngs, the fuer development and
refinement of EQSS standards, as well as procedures for assessing them. Given the
pendency of several other Commission cases that are examinig general reliabilty issues
and fuer developing EQSS stadards and procedures for assessing them, the
Commssion properly declined to designate OPC's general "reliability" issues for
consideration in this Pepco rate case.79

7S
Fonnal Case No. 989, Washington Gas Light Co., Order No. 12379 (Apri 12, 2002), 2002 WL

1277794 at n.34 (Commission rejects a proposed isse for consideration in a WGL rate case and tranfers
the issue, instead to be considered in another Commsion case docket).

76 See, e.g., District of Columbia v. PSC, 802 A.2d 373, 378 (D.C. 2002) (upholdig the
Commsion's decision to approve a settlement without exploring all the issues presented in an ealier
"issues list'). The Cour of Appeas' opinon states tht "(c)onsolidaon, scope of the inqui, and simlar
questions are housekeeping detai addessed to the discretion of the agency and, due process or statutory
considerations aside, are no concern of the cour * * * see also American Iron & Steel Inst. v. OSHA, 182
F.3d 1261, 1268 (iith Cir. 1999) ("Logic dictates that an agency must have some discretion in setting an
agenda for rue-makng and excludi some matters categorically."); Cutler v. Hayes, 818 F.2d 879, 896
(D.C. Cir. 1987) ("An agency ha broad discretion to set its agenda and to fit apply its limted resources
to the regulatory taks it deems most pressing.").

77 OPC's chaacterition of its proposed "reliability"I"servce quality" issues has shifted
signficantly over the coure of ths case. At the outset of ths case, OPC argued "tht because Pepco is
requesting $15.8 millon for reliabilty improvement projects, the costs are at issue and the Commssion
need to be certai tht the requested amount is going to fix the problems tht exist in the Distrct of

Columbia." Order No. 15322 at 4, ir 8 (July 10, 2009), citing Tr. 34-35 of the Preheag Conference.
Accord OPCs proposed issues 1 and 4. OPC's petition for rehearg at the end of ths case taes an
entirely different approach, bas (with 20-20 hindsight) on the consumer complaits tht emerged durg
the public heargs in Formal Case No. 1076, and the Commssion's conclusion tht "given these

widespread complaints from the public about the quality of Pep co's servce, serice quality issues could be

ripe for consideration in Pepco's next rate case." Order No. 15710, ir 448. OPC now suggests tht its
proposed issues were always aimed at reducing Pepco's ROE in Form Case No. 1076 as a penaty for
poor quality Pepco servce. However, OPC's claim does not squae with the record.

78 Order No. 15322, ir 8 (July 10, 2009).

79 OPC and Pepco went ahea and submitted some evidence on OPC's excluded issues. We agree
with Pepco that OPC did not estalish, by "substtial evidence" or otherwse, its criticisms of Pepco's
relibilty. See, e.g., Portia Golding-Alleyne v. DC Department of Employment Serv., 980 A.2d 1209 (D.C.

2009) ("substatial evidence" entas a fair chacterization of the whole record, not just par of it).
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31. In the course of the community hearngs held later in ths case, we

received a number of consumer complaints about power outages, delays in fixing them,
and other claimed shortcomings in Pepco's customer servce. The Commission ruled
that:

given these widespread complaits from the public about the quaity of
Pepco's servce, service quality issues could be ripe for consideration in
Pepco's next rate case. The Commission will review Pepco's plans to
address outages, reliabilty and improved serice thoughout the City. We
should be aided in this task by the fact that we have alreay adopted
electrc quality of serice standards, and we are now receiving monthly

outage report from Pepco.80

The Commssion's intial decision on ths matter indicates that (as compared with OPC's
proposed issues) it is a significatly different, more focused set of "reliability/service
quality" issues that the Commssion may consider in Pepco's next rate case. The
progress made in other Commssion case dockets, in fuher developing EQSS standards
and in requirig outage report from Pepco, for example, may assist us in conducting a

more focused examnation of "servce quality" issues in Pepco's next rate case. 
8 I

Presuably, if such "servce quality" issues are presented in Pep's next rate case, the
issues wil be crafted to indicate from the begig how they might impact Pepc' s
rates. We aff our initial decsion that OPC's "reliability" issues were properly
excluded from consideration in this case.

2. Consolidated Tax Return ("CT A")

32. ope claims that the Commssion erred in rejecting its proposed CTA and

failing to adequately explain its decision. Whle acknowledgig that its proposed CTA
might entai a $179.2 millon adjustment to Pepco's rate base, OPC dismisses the

Commission's concer that such a large adjustment might destabilze Pepco's fiancial
condition as "unsupported speculation.,,82

33. In opposition, Pepco argues that the Commssion properly found that

"(g)iven the record before us, the Commission has decded to adhere to our traditional

80 Order No. 15710, ii 448.

81 Whenever a utiity rate cas ares, there are always a great may potential issues involving
varous aspects of a utility's on-going operations tht could be designated for exanation by the
Commssion in tht case. The Commsion is not compelled to consider a proposed isse in a utity rate
case, however, simply because it is arguably relevant to a utility's rates. It is an importt discretiona
policy judgment for the Commission to be able to detenne whether stadads are in place to assess a
proposed issue lie "reliabilty," whether the issue is suffciently well defined and ripe for Commission
review, and in what docket or proceeding the issue is most appropriately considered.

82 OPC's Application at 20-21.
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approach regarding federal and distrct tax expense, which is widely followed by the
majority of Commissions throughout the country.,,83 This statement alone met the
Commission's obligation to explain the basis for its decision, Pepco argues, since the
Commission "is not required to rehash its reaons for adopting basic policies.,,84 The
Commssion went fuer, Pepco notes, identifyng several specific reaons for rejecting
OPC's position, and stating that it was parcularly persuaded by the sound tax and
accounting arguments made by Pepco witness Waren which were reflected in the
Minnesota and New Mexico Commssion decisions cited by pepCO.85 The Commission
also cited a 2009 accounting textbook which strongly argues against CTAs.86 In the face
of ths record evidence, Pepco argues that it is absurd for OPC to claim that the

Commssion did not adequately explain the bases for its decision. 
81

34. Two independent grounds support the Commssion's decision to adere to
the traditional "stand-alone" approach to federal and Distrct ta expense. First, the

overhelmng weight of the evidence and authority in ths record supports the stad-
alone policy approach to setting Pepco's rates. Second, OPC's paricular CTA proposal
is flawed, and unuitable for adoption, because OPC did not adequately explain its
viabilty or how it would work in practice. Whle OPC stated that its proposa188 was
modeled after the eTA system in New Jersey, in fact it was signficantly different from
the CTA system in place in New Jersey.89 OPC failed to meet its burden in justifyg a
switch away from our traditional, long-standing, recently reaffrmed policy that "a stad-
alone approach is the most reaonable method of setting rates.,,9Q

35. The Commission's decision to adhere to the "stand alone" policy is
consistent with and supported by, prior Commission precedents, as well as the settled

83 Pepco's Opposition at 5.

84
ld., citi Washington Gas Light Co. v. Public Servo Comm'n, 450 A.2d 1187, 1200 n.15 (D.c.

1982), and DC TeL. Answering Comm. v. PSC, 476 F.2d 1113, 1125 (D.C. Cir. 1984).

8S Pepco's Opposition at 5-6.

86 ld.

87 ld.

88 OPC appeared to modify its CT A proposa in the middle of the cae, whe its key witness wa on
the stad. See Order No. 15710, ~263, noting Tr. 986-988,992 (OPC witnes Bright modes OPC's CTA
proposal by suggesting tht a 50/50 split of benefits might be appropriate, between the uneguated loss
companies (on the one hand) and Pepco and its ratepayers (on the other had)).
89 See Order No. 15710, ir 276.

90 Order No. 15710 ~ 255, quotig Formal Case No. 1053, Order No. 14712 ir 240 (Janua 30,
2008). See, e.g., Formal Case No. 869, Order No. 9216, 10 D.C.P.S.C. 22, 133 (1989) (burden is on the

par seeking to chage an earlier-approved Commssion methodology); Formal Case No. 813, Order No.
8127,5 DC PSC 259, 260-270 (1984) (same); Formal Case No. 785, Order No. 7716, 3 DC PSC 450,528,
50 PUR 4th 500 (1982) (same).
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ratemakng practices, policies and reaoning of the FERC, the Marland Commssion,
and the overhelmig majority of other state commissions.91 In sum, "(a)s was the cae
in Formal Case No. 1053, the Company proffers a more sound policy arguent in favor

of maitaing the stand-alone approach.,,92 We aff our initial decision.

3. Health and Welfare Costs

36. OPC clais that the Commission failed to address the effect of the
changes and revisions Pepco made to its medical, dental, and vision plans that went into
effect in 2009. OPC contends that these changes - increasing employee co-pay amounts,
deductibles, and out-of-£ocket contrbutions - wil mitigate cost increases and lower

futue overall plan costs. 3

37. Pepco counters that "the Commission squarely addressed ths clai when

it held that '(t)he actual 2009 employee health and welfare benefit costs support the
accuracy of the Company's forecast. The costs are known and meaurable.,,94 Moreover,
Pepco notes that OPC witness Ramas acknowledged that the forecast was accurate.
Pepco argues that, in fact, the plans' costs were almost exactly as forecasted by the
Company, which refutes ope's claim.95

38. The Commission reaffrms its initial decision on employee health and
welfare costs.96 OPC's challenge was refuted by Pepco's evidence. The survey used by
Pepco to estimate its employee benefits costs was 99 percent accurate based on

anuaized data reflecting eight (8) months of actual 2009 experence.97 As noted by
Pepco, OPC witness Ramas agreed that the information was 99 percent accurate and that

91 Order No. 15710 reviews these supportg precedents at pp.88-93. See, e.g., Formal Case No.
1053, Order No. 14712, ii 240 (Janua 30, 2008) (Commssion approves its "long-stading position tht a
stad-alone approach is the most reasonable method of settg rates"); Formal Case No. 929, Order No.
10423 at 55 (1994) (Commssion decides to "continue to calculate Pepco's ta liability on a stad-alone
basis ... (which is) the most accurate cost-of-service with respect to Pepco's ta liabilty on utiity

operations"); Formal Case No. 912, Order No. 10044 § 1. (1992) (Commssion rejects CTAs proposed by
OPC, the Distrct Governent and WMATA as "vague" and ''hghly speculative"); Columbia Gulf
Transmission Co., 23 FERC ii 61,396 (1983); In re Delmarva Power & Light, Md. Case No. 9192, Order
No. 83085 at 20-23 (December 30, 2009).

92
Order No. 15710, ii 277.

93 OPC's Application at 26.

94 Pepco's Opposition at 8, citig Order No. 15710, ii 168.

95
Id. at 8-9.

96 See Order No. 15710, ii 168.

97 Pepco (4C) at 32-33 (Hook); see also In re Potomac Electric Power Co., Formal Case No. 889,
Order 9509, 11 D.C.P.S.C. 302 (1991) (Commsion fids it appropriate to rely on anua1iztion of post-
tet year increases in the costs of Pep co's employee benefits).
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she had no information to refute the accuracy of the numbers.98 The specific changes to
Pepco's benefit plans, which OPC mentions, were known and meaurable changes that
went into effect in 2009. They were reflected in the Company's 2009 actual experience
that was included in the outside expert's surey. OPC is attemptig to rehash arguents
and evidence that we have already considered. There is substatial evidence in the recrd

to support our decision, and the decision is fully explained. We see no reason to distub
it.

4. Uncollectible Expenses

39. OPC clais that the Commission overlooked several flaws in the
methodology Pepco used to calculate its uncollectible expense adjustment.99 Accordig
to OPC, Pepco's methodology (a) is based on unsupported allocations of bad debt
expene that penalize D.C. distribution customers for the higher bad debt rate of Pep co's
other operations; (b) incorporates the Company's adjustments to its bad debt reserve
(which are not specific to distrbution serce), rather than basing the expense on net

wrte-offs of uncollectible accounts (which are specific to distrbution service); and (c)
fails to normalize the Comrany's uncollectible expense to account for anua fluctutions

in uncollectible expense. 
10 OPC contends that, with these errors corrected, Pepco would

be entitled to only $1.2 milion in uncollectible expense, $2.16 milion less than the

amount the Company proposed.lOi

40. Pepco reslonds that OPC's objections are rendered moot by the

Commission's decsion.1o Pepco contends that the Commission did take specific note of
OPC's objections, but it did not completely accept those objections. 

103 Pepco argues that

OPC's evidence lacks credibility, because OPC's proposed uncollectible amount of $1.28
millon is less than one-half of the Company's actual uncollectible wrte-offs in 2009.104

41. The Commssion relied upon actual results (from 2008 and 2009), not
Pepco's proposed 2009 budgeted figures, to set Pepco's allowance for uncollectible
expense. AIthough OPC obviously disagrees with our decision, it has not persuaed us
that the decsion is based on some clear error oflaw or fact. With respect to OPC's first
claim, concering the appropriate jursdictional allocation of Pepco's bad debt expense,
the Commssion fids that the distrbution portion of Pepco' s uncollectible expense was

98 Tr. 901-902.

99 ope's Application at 27.

100 ld. at 27-28.

101 ld. at 30.

102 Pepco's Opposition at 9.

103
ld., citig Order No. 15710, ii 128-129, 132-133.

104
ld. at 9-10.
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properly allocated jursdictionally based on the actu jursdictional split Pepco
experienced in calendar year 2008.105 The Company fuer supported its jursdictional
allocation by comparng its 2009 budgeted Bad Debt expense to its actual experence in
the District of Columbia and Marland.106 In short the Company's actual experence
provided a reasonable estiate of the 2009 level of D.C. distrbution uncollectible
expense. 

107

42. As to OPC's bad debt reserve argument, the Company explained that, in

accordance with Generally Accepted Accountig Principles, the balance in its Reserve
for Uncollectibles accunt, which is an offset on the balance sheet to Accounts

Receivable, must be adequate to cover the receivables that the Company is unlikely to
collect. On a monthy basis, as revenue is biled, the reserve balance is increased by an
acrual for bad debt expense, and decreased by amounts actually wrtten off. On a

quarerly basis, Pepco adjusts the reserve balance to ensure that it continues to cover the
accounts receivable that ultiately wil be written off. This system ensures consistency

between revenues curently reprted as income, the balance sheet offset for the porton of
those revenues that ultimately wil be wrtten off, and the amounts recorded as bad
debt. los

43. The Commssion agreed with Pepco that the quarerly reserve is an
important component of an adequate uncollectible resere. The Company includes the
resere adjustment in deterining the bad debt ratio from which it derives its anual bad
debt expense acru. OPC disregards the impact of these reserve adjustments, and uses
only the actual wrte-offs of collections in deterining the bad debt ratio from which the
anual bad debt expene is estimated.109 We reaffrm our finding that the Company's
method is reasonable.

44. Notwithstading the' above, the Commssion did agree with OPC, in par

regarding the normalization of uncollectible expense, OPC's last concer. The Company
argued for a single year budgeted number to represent its uncollectibles durng the rate
effective perod. The Commission disagreed with the use of a single yea budgeted
number, stating, "Pepco's 2009 uncollectible expense appear to be an anomaly and not
reflective of rates to be expected in the rate-effective perod. Therefore, we rejected
Pepco's adjustment to use the 2009 budgeted uncollectible expense."iio

10S See Pepco (4C) at 13 (Hook).

106
Id. at 14.

107 ld.

109 Pepco (4C) at 12-13 (Hook).

109
ld. at 15.

110 Order No. 15710, ,1132.
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45. OPC's proposed three-year average (covering the years 2006-2008) also
was inappropriate because it reflects a perod that occured before the economic
downtu that signficantly increased Pepco's wrte-offs.i1 Whle a thee-year average
has been used in the past to normalize expenses that fluctuate, the record reveas that the
economic crisis increased Pepco's uncollectibles. We reaff our adoption, for this

proceeding only, ofa two-year average (2008-2009) of the Company's uncollectibles as a
proxy to represent its anticipated uncollectibles during the rate effective period. 

I 12

5. Industr Contribution and Membership Dues

46. ope asks that the Commssion clarfy Order No. 15710 to make sure that

it correctly reflects an agreed-upon OPC correction to Pepco's Industr Contrbution and
Membership Dues adjustment (Pepco Ratemaking Adjustment No. 6).113 Pepco initially
removed $232,000 from test-year operatig expense for costs associated with industr
memberships and contrbutions.II4 OPC identified an additional $20,044 that should be
removed from test-yea operatig expense. Pepco afeed with OPC and included OPC's

adjustment in the Company's revenue requirement.II

47. The Commssion did not explicitly mention OPC's correction in the final
Order since it was deemed an uncontested issue. However, the corrected adjustment (a
downward adjustment of $253,000) is reflected in Pepco's cost of service.1l6 OPC's
correction was properly included in Pepco's cost of serce adjustment as approved by
the Commission.

C. W ASA's REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION

48. W ASA argues that the Commission erroneously increased the rate for
WASA's Blue Plais facility (Rate Schedule GT-3B), based on a "slice-of-system cost
allocation method" instead of the direct cost allocation method urged by W ASA.1I7

111 Pepco (4C) at 15 (Hook).

112 See Order No. 15710, , 133.

113 ope's Application at 31.

114 Except for those industr memberships and contrbution costs associated with the America
National Stadads Intitute which are specificaly allowed by the Commssion. See In re Potomac Electric

Power Co., Formal Case No. 889, Order No. 9509, 11 D.C.P.S.C. 302 (1990).

See Pepco (4C)-6 (Hook); see also Pepco Exhbit No.4, fied November 20, 2009, in response to
the Commssion's data request durg the heags (Tr. 1242).

115

116 See Order No. 15710, , 112.

Formal Case No. 1076, Request of the District of Columbia Water and Sewer Authority for
Reconsideration of Order No. 15710, fied Apri 1, 2010 ("WASA's Request for Reconsideration") at 1,

117
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According to W ASA, this violates sound cost causation principles. W ASA contends that
Blue Plains is sered solely by two 69 kV underwater subtranmission lines, and that
"Pepco's entire system does not, and caot, serve Blue Plains."iis According to W ASA,
"the GT3B rate resulting from Pepco's slice-of-system cost allocation metod bear no
relationship to the costs that Pepco actually incurs to provide service to Blue Plais."ii9

49. W ASA clais that the Commission erred in invoking a general policy
disfavoring direct assignment of costs for rate classes like Blue Plais. According to
W ASA, the National Association of Regulatory Utilty Commissioners favors directy-
assigned costs in developing rates. W ASA asserts, for example, that for decades Pepco
has directly assigned subtransmission costs to the Souther M~land Electrc
Cooperative ("SMECO") in the course of settng rates in the Distrct. 20 Moreover,
W ASA argues that the Commission's "slice-of-system" cost allocation method is
appropriate only for similarly-situated Pepco customers, and that there are no other
customers situted similarly to Blue Plains, which it contends is ''uque insofar as
subtransmission costs are conceed.,,121

50. W ASA claims that the Commssion's concern that rates established by
direct assignent may be too volatile is no basis to reject W ASA's proposal to revise the
maner in which Blue Plains' rate is set.I22 Despite ths possibilty, W ASA concludes
that direct assignent of the Blue Plains Feeder costs is the most appropriate and

reasonable method for setting the GT3B rate.I23 W ASA assers that its Blue Plains rate
should be based on the directly assigned costs of the Blue Plains Feeders plus a
proportionate share (determined under Pepco's class cost of serice study ("CCOSS")) of
the costs of the 69 kV emergency overhead feeders whose costs are shared by all Pepco
customers. 

124

51. Pepco counters that the method for designing Blue Plains' rates has been
in effect for many years, and there has been no change in circutances (other than

13. W ASA claim that the Blue Plai facilty (Rate Schedle GT-3B) received a 26 percent increase, the
largest percentage increase experienced by any Pepco customer clas, as compared to the average increase
of about 8 percent. ld. at 1, 6.

ld. at 2, 5 n. 4. W ASA assert that "(t)he record conta no evidence whatsoever to suport a
findig that Blue Plai benefits from any other portion of Pep co's subtranmission system." ld. at 3.

118

119
ld. at 3,6. See ¡d. at 7-9.

120
ld. at 4, 11.

121

122

ld. at 4-5, 11-12.

ld. at 5,12-14.

ld. at 5,12-13. WASA notes that "the Blue Plain Feeders have been highy reliable and, fuer,

each of the Blue Feeders has more th enough capacity to serve Blue Plains' load." ld. at 5.

123

124 ld. at 6,15-16.
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W ASA's desire to shift costs to other customers) that warants a redesign of that rate.125
Pepco contends that the Commission is entitled to rely on its existing policy disfavorig
single-customer rates based on direct assignent of a narow base of costs, without
rehashing the reasons for that policy. 

126

52. Pepco argues that W ASA misreads the Commission's initial decision
because W ASA overlooks the fact that non-cost factors -- such as the policy against
single customer rates based on narowly-based directly-assigned costs -- were cited by
the Commission as the reaons for rejecting W ASA's proposed direct-cost-assigned Blue
Plains rate.127 Pepco points out that "the norm" and ''uversally accepted practice" is
that class rates are designed based primarly on cost allocation rather than directly-
assigned costs.128 Pepco concludes that the Commission acted well withn its
discretionar authority in following its normal rate design policy.

53. Pepco avers that W ASA's claim that it is ''uque'' and therefore entitled
to a separate rate class is wrong:

It wil always be possible to find customers within a class who use

distictly different portons of the system, but that does not mean that rate

classes including such customers are impermissible. It is only necessary
that there be a "reasonable basis" for the classification. * * * Grouping
Blue Plains with other customers that only use subtransmission facilities
satisfies that requirement. 

129

Furer, Pepco contends that W ASA is also mistaken in arguing that Blue Plais is
''uiquely situted." Though W ASA claims that Blue Plais is sered unquely by two

(2) under-river lines, Pepco points out that Blue Plains was served by emergency
overhea 69 kV feeder in the past, and it could be served by a different configuation in

125 Formal Case No. 1076, Opposition o/Potomac Electric Power Company to Request a/the District
0/ Columbia Water and Sewer Authority for Reconsideration 0/ Order No. 15710, filed Apri 7, 2010,
("Pepco's Opposition") at 1.

126
Id. at 2.

127 Id. at 3, citig Order No. 15710, ~ 313 ("Such sinle customer rates, based on a very naow base
of cost inormtion, may be subject to volatie chages if their diectly-asigned CCOS changes suddeny
because of future events.") and Washington Gas Light Co. v. PSC, 450 A.2d 1187, 1199 (D.C. 1982) ("the
permssibilty of relying on non-cost factors in rate design is beyond serious dispute").

128 Id. at 5, citing In re New York State Council v. Public Servo Comm 'n, 45 N.Y. 2d 661,384 N.E. 2d
1281 (Ct. App. N.Y. 1978) ("rate design inherently involves an averaging proces, with customers payig
rates based not on their individual costs, but rather on their allocated shae of the costs imposed by a group
of customers.."); see also People's Counsel v. Public Servo Comm 'n, 462 A.2d 1105, 1113 (D.C. App.
1983) (allocation of costs "is not a matter for the slide rule. It has no claim to an exact science");

Metropolitan Washington Board a/Trade V. Public Servo Comm'n, 432 A.2d 343,3611 (D.C. App. 1981)
(notig aritraress inherent in rate classifications).

129 Id. at 5, citig Metropolitan Washington Board o/Trade V. PSC, 432 A.2d 343,359 (D.C. 1983).
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the futue. 
130 Pepco argues that Blue Plains has no inerent right to have its curent

feeders dedicated to serve only Blue Plains. 131

54. Pepco also argues that there is also a basic inequity in W ASA's position
because the two feeders whose costs W ASA argues should be directly assigned to the
Blue Plais facility are heavily depreciated, having been installed from 1956 to 1971.

Therefore, Pepco contends that Blue Plains did not pay the full costs of those facilties in
its rates in the earlier years of their servce lives, when more of their costs were reflected
in cost of servce. 

13 Pepco argues that W ASA's claim for direct cost assignent now

that the facilities are heavily depreciated is a "heads-I-win-tails-you-lose" proposition.13

55. Pepco assers that the old age of the feeders curently servng Blue Plains
is undeniable. Because the feeders are old, Pepco proffers that when and if replacement
feeders become necessar, it would likely lead to a sudden jump in Blue Plains rates
under a direct assignent approach, "even if (as W ASA clais) there wil be no need for
additional, different facilties to ensure adequate servce to Blue Plains.,,134 Pepco argues
that the mere fact that W ASA considered and rejected rate volatility as a concern is not
suffcient to overcome the deference due the Commission on this issue. 

13

56. Essentially, WASA is disagreeing with the Commission's findings of fact
and/or rehashing its arguents. Pepco's opposition arguents succinctly support the
rationae of our origial decision rejectig W ASA's request for diect cost assignent
and we adopt it as par of our decision affing the Blue Plains rate. We also explicitly
find that W ASA did not meet its burden in demonstrating the reasonableness of its
suggested modifications to Pepco's CCOSS on the Blue Plains rate. W ASA did not show
that its modified CCOSS figues for Blue Plains should be adopted instead of the cost
figues for Blue Plai from Pepco's CCOSS.136 Moreover, the emergency situation that

130
ld. at 6.

131 ld.

132 ld.

133 ld.

134
ld. at 2, 7-8.

135 ld. at 7, citig General Servo Admin v. PSC, 469 A.2d 1238, 1241 (D.C. 1983) (notig deference
due to the Commission "in those areas of utility regulation, such as rate design, in which the commssioners
are paricularly proficient").

136 Pepco's class cost of service study ('CCOSS") indicated tht, before the present case, the Blue
Plain rate class had a rate of retu (ROR) of6.77 percent (a percent (a "untied rate of retu" ("UROR")
of 0.96) as compared to the 7.04 percent overall DC jurdictiona ROR. See Order No. 15710 at 107 (cha
showing class RORs, listing the Blue Plai rate clas as "GT-HV-69 KV"). When WASA "adjusted"
Pepco's CCOSS, to support WASA's proposed "diect cost allocation approach" to setting Blue Plai
rates, W ASA used a narow defition of facilities. W ASA focused on subtrnsmission ''plan' and did not
adequately consider tht Pepco as an organzation provides other support-such as highly traied field

forces, engineers and specialized equipment to maintain and be available to rapidly repair high voltage
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arose in the years 2005 to 2007, when Pepco constrcted emergency 69 kV overhead
lines to ensure continuig servce to both Blue Plais and other customers, confis that

Blue Plains is par of Pepco's integrated electric distrbution system. Contrar to
W ASA's clais, Blue Plais is not a wholly separate servce unconnected to the rest of
Pepco's system and deriving no benefits from Pepco other than the very narrowly-defined
costs of the Blue Plains feeders.

57. The Commission reafrms its policy generally disfavoring single-
customer rates that are set based solely on direct assignents of ver narowly-based
costs, as opposed to costs that are determined by allocation from a wider pool of costs for
similarly-situated customers.13 W ASA mischaracterizes the rationale behid ths policy

and our ruling on Blue Plains. It is not that all diect cost assignents are disfavored.
Instead, our policy is that direct cost assignents are disfavored when they are the sole
and exclusive method for settng a class rate and the only costs being considered are very
narowly-based. W ASA's approach may undervalue systems integration cost effects.
W ASA' s suggestion also would create potentially volatile Blue Plais rates, based on a
very narow cost base, so that any change in class costs in the futue (as, for example,
when repairs or replacements are required) would lead to abrupt increases in the class
rate.

58. The Commission's methodology for designng Blue Plains rates, involvig
the allocation of a broader set of costs rather than direct assignents of very narowly
based costs, has been in place for many years. 138 W ASA failed to car its burden to
justify replacing this well-established methodologyY9 Finally, W ASA's disregard of

cables-to support the two major high voltage lines crossing a river to serve Blue Plains. In "adjustig"
Pepco's CCOSS, W ASA appear to have reduced operating and maintenace ("O&M") expenses in direct
proportion to WASA's reduction in Plant in Service. See WASA (A) at Table 1, lie 1 (Phillips), WASA
(A)-7 (Phillps). WASA did not make any direct allocation or study the correspondig, but potentially
disproportonate, effects on Pepco's other costs of servg Blue Plai.

137 Our policy was evident not only when we declined to approve W ASA's proposal for a narowly-
based Blue Plai rate, but also when we declined to approve Pepco's proposal for a narowly-based new

stadby taGT-3A-S for GSA's CHP facility. See Order No. 15710, m¡407-418.

138 Our genera policy is not undercut by the way in which wholesale SMECO costs are calculated
(and excluded from D.C. jursdictiona reta costs) in the course of settng Pepco reta rates for DC. To be
su, as W ASA aludes to, in Formal Case No. 748, Order No. 7457 (Decmber 30, 1981),2 DCPSC 401,
444 (1981),45 PUR 4th 445, the Commsion approved the diect cost assignent of some facilty costs to
SMECO where those SMECO facilties were "not par of 

PEP CO's integrated electrc system." (SMECO's
relationship with Pepco is a wholesale tranaction relationship, reguate by the FERC, not a reta
ditrbution relationship.) Tht some diect cost assignents were mae to SMECO in Form Case No.
748 does not undercut the Commssion's general policy agait basing a retal class rate solely on diectly
assigned costs from a veiy naow cost base, which might be subject to sudden drtic chages in the

futue.

139 See, e.g., Formal Case No. 869, Order No. 9216, 10 D.C.P.S.C. 22, 133 (1989) (burden is on the
par seekig to chage an earlier-approved Commssion methodology); Formal Case No. 813, Order No.
8127,5 D.C.P.S.C. 259,260-270 (1984) (sae); Formal Case No. 785, Order No. 7716,3 D.C.P.S.C. 450,
528,50 PUR 4th 500 (1982) (same).
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rate volatilty concerns supports our initial finding, paricularly in light of the deficiencies
in its proposed alternative approach. We also agree with Pepco that there is an inequity
in W ASA's position, in that W ASA did not pay all the costs of constrcting the Blue
Plains Feeders but now seeks the benefit of switching to a new, direct-cost-allocation
metodology now that the heavily-depreciated cost of those feeders is low.

59. Pepco's CCOSS indicated that the Blue Plains class had subpar
earngs,140 which warants a greater-than-system-average increase in rates, under
Pepco's methodology for allocating its revenue requirement among customer classes, to
move the Blue Plai' rates gradually toward greater equality in class RORs. Pepco's
allocation is reasonable. The Commission reaffs the GT-3B Blue Plains rates set fort
in our initial decision.

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED THAT:

60. Pepco's Application for Recnsideration is GRATED, in part and
DENIED, in part as set forth herein; Pepco is direced to file a revised compliance
filig prescrbed by paragraphs 13 and 20 supra, with seven (7) days from the date of

ths Order;

61. OPC's Application for Reconsideration is DENIED; and

62. W ASA's Application for reconsideration is DENIED.

A TRUE COPY: BY DIRCTION OF THE COMMISSION:

CHIF CLERK:

140
See Order No. 15710 at 107 (cha showing that before ths Pepco rate case, Blue Plai had a

clas ROR of 6.77 percent (a UROR of 0.96) as compared to the overall D.C. jurdictiona ROR of 7.04
percent).


